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A senior executive of a member 
company walked into my office after the 
financial meltdown sharing my sense of 
astonishment that the impossible was 
not only possible but has become reality. 
Being an ardent advocate for industry 
data and information standards, the 
first words I heard from him were “Now 

more than ever Greg… now more than ever.” 

His words not only acknowledged all the work by our members 
over the past four decades, but at the same time, rang with a 
sense of urgency not often associated with industry standards. 
While everyone intellectually and logically appreciates the need 
for standards; not everyone makes the link to money, markets 
and strategy. And when they do, it’s not with the same sense of 
urgency given to other corporate priorities. Industry standards 
take time to develop and implement requiring cooperation from 
both employees and trading partners. His words were heart-felt 
and could not be appreciated more than by those independent 
insurance agents who gave birth to ACORD more than forty 
years ago. 

The nightly news was all doom and gloom, more than 
the usual dose I’ve come to expect from the mainstream 
media. Power always seems to go to the people who can 
move money, but now the focus was also on their ability to 
move information. Who had it, when and what did they do? 
Interviews were about transparency, accuracy, timeliness 
and access to information.

Legacy

The truth is that most industries are mired in a combination 
of paper and legacy technology in a world that can move a 

“Now More Than Ever”
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message around the globe in a few seconds. Hey… we do it every 
day. And the price we pay individually and collectively for this 
analog stack and digital spaghetti is enormous. Estimates are 
that half the cost of healthcare has nothing to do with delivering 
healthcare, but with moving information. The price paid for 
proprietary work-around fixes cannot be viewed as a cost of 
doing business that can be passed along to the customer. And 
don’t assume that everyone is in the same boat because many 
ACORD members are very proactive. If ever there was a time 
to look at how you move information and leverage industry 
data standards, the time is now. Today, becoming a standards-
enabled organization is even more critical. And you will find 
the new assets and tools from ACORD will be incredibly useful 
in doing so.

ACORD® Standards Increase in Value… Always 

If you dipped into my first book, The Business Information 
Revolution (2005), you’ll know that my mission in life is to 
help the champions, implementers and developers of business 
standards to achieve breakthroughs in business operations, and 
increase profitability. 

Today, the case for standards has clearly passed a tipping point. 
There’s also wide agreement that “using standards” is a key 
component of ensuring that organizations comply with new 
requirements for business accountability.

Because of network effects, the growth 
in value is exponential. Organizations 
can gain incremental benefits by 
using standards to design stand-alone 
systems or ease systems integration. But 

when they use standards to hook up with other standards-
using organizations, business opportunities also expand. 
As organizations “light up” with ACORD® standards, so 
neighborhoods flare into life when trading partners take 
advantage of the growing ubiquity of standards to do more 
(and more valuable) business. As implementations increase, 
so the light spreads. The more we use standards, the better 

Today, the case for 
standards has clearly 
passed a tipping point .
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off we all become. ACORD standards increase in value with 
every implementation.

SDO’s

The work of standards bodies is increasingly being recognized 
as a fundamental plank of modern economies. Our work with 
organizations in China is a clear example. The US government 
also instructed federal agencies to use “voluntary consensus 
standards” in lieu of government-unique standards whenever 
lawful and practical (Office of Management and Budget 
[OMB] Circular A-119). The government is keen to foster 
sound “Standards Development Organizations (SDOs)” such as 
ACORD in recognition of the structural advantages they bring 
to the economy in terms of cost savings, time to market and 
value chain connectivity. Meanwhile the European Community 
continues to promote standards-setting as a key tool in the 
development of the single market across a growing continent.

Sharing Insights

Helping the business world evolve into an operational – and 
economic – system enabled by standards is about changing the 
way we think and act. But we can’t achieve that level of change 
simply by re-programming humanity. What we can hope to do, 
and what I’ll attempt to do in this new book, is to share insights 
and perspectives from across the range of experiences coupled 
with a comprehensive ACORD Appendix.

This is truly a challenging time in the evolution of business 
practice. We have absorbed several major waves of new 
technology that have changed our understanding of what’s 
possible in business, resetting our assumptions about customer 
behavior, trading partner relationships and product/service 
development. Those technology waves continue to roll toward 
us, demanding new responses even as we consolidate the effects 
of their predecessors. And our business mechanics in terms 
of access to capital and information management are under 
scrutiny by governments, shareholders and the public. 
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I also believe this is an era of opportunity. I’m no Pollyanna, 
determined to repaint every shadow as a shaft of sunlight. I’m 
as realistic as the next person. But I do believe it’s our job, 
as leaders of organizations, to see the glass as half-full rather 
than half-empty and to focus minds on topping up that glass 
and making it overflow. The task I face in this book is the 
same task you face every day. It’s the task of communicating 
not just the headline benefits of standards – which are hard 
for any rational person to resist – but the underlying strategies 
and tactics required to make standards a reality in your 
business environment. 

ACORD standards aren’t just the key to getting work done well in 
your own backyard – they’re also the portal to new partnerships, 
new lines of business and new markets. Standards are about 
conversion. We’re here to encourage and facilitate the sometimes-
slow, rarely-steady, but ever-accumulating roll-out of an inter-
communicating, inter-connected industry where every player 
shares a common business language and where information 
flows naturally, securely and with semantic integrity.

The Bubble

Remember the internet bubble? I watched various firms 
scrambling to cobble together odd consortiums for moving 
information in our industry. They lost hundreds of millions of 
dollars and you can come up with your own stories I am sure. 

My attitude was the same then as it is now. Had 
they all invested one-tenth of that money into 
applying ACORD Standards, they would have 
earned a generous return on that investment. 

The annual dividends would continue to accrue to this day 
with every new insurer, reinsurer, agent, broker and supplier 
that came on line. 

I attended a gathering in London this week. One chief 
executive said that “we pressed the reset button but we don’t 
know what’s going to happen when the system comes back 
up.” Well… I know that everyone will have a renewed sense 
of our inter-dependence at all levels, including how we move 

We pressed the  
reset button .
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and share information. Another chief executive spoke with a 
balance of both concern and optimism for our business. He 
talked about “improving our game” emphasizing the need to 
“leverage information technology and improve the process.” A 
friend nudged me and said kiddingly “Greg, he didn’t mention 
ACORD.” I smiled and replied “Oh yes he did. He did indeed.” 
He looked at me a bit puzzled, thought for a moment, smiled 
back and nodded. “I get it.” 

We live in a “real-time” world today. The global economy is 
not an abstraction, but a realization that we are all connected 
for better or worse. Barriers to open trade should not only be 
national issues but corporate concerns as well. Economic islands 
do not exist and I have no doubt that you do “get it”.

However, your problem is how to navigate the legacy thinking, 
the inertia, the noise and the patchwork of systems with vested 
interests. There are no simple answers or quick solutions. Yet 
the policies and best practices that you establish today will pay 
enormous dividends over time.

I wish you all the best for a prosperous future as part of an 
industry that is undoubtedly embracing the realities of this 
connected inter-dependent real-time world being enabled 
by ACORD.

GAM
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Where are you  
on the curve?
What fits for your organization?

The normal curve applies to players in our 
industry. On that curve, you’ll find leading 
edge players: mostly bigger companies 
and multinationals who are deploying 
standards because that’s the most obvious 
and pressing place where they can get extra 
business benefit. 

These are organizations who have an 
 appetite  for improvement, and have insti-
tutionalized experience of innovation. They 

also have mature processes for managing change, a healthy 
attitude to the evolution of the business landscape, and a keen 
awareness that future growth rests on continuous learning.

At the trailing edge, you’ll find the 
non-participants: the organizations 
that only consider change when 
everyone else has led the way, who 
seek comfort in preserving practices 
that others are abandoning, and 
who continue to assert that the old 
ways of doing things are the best. 

Falling off the edge of the world

You’ll notice that as time goes by, the constituents of the trailing 
edge change. Either the names of the organizations change as slow 
movers experience business failure, or the names of the leaders 

CHAPTER 1
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change while the organizations limp on, protected by continuing 
returns from earlier eras of success. Companies also stay on the 
trailing edge, rather than falling off the edge of the world, because 
they’re dragged kicking and screaming by their customers.

How can you tell who’s where on the curve? You can look at 
technology adoption, but that won’t necessarily tell you what 
you need to know. You may be looking at a company with 
outdated technology that’s just hired a new CIO who’s about to 
make big changes, or you might be looking at a company that’s 
overspent on new technology it doesn’t really need. 

In any case, the state of an organization’s technology estate 
doesn’t necessarily correlate with its commitment to standards. 
Standards don’t need a bunch of sophisticated technology. 

We’re scattered all over the curve

Insurance players belong to all parts of the value chain, and 
they’re scattered all over the curve. When you meet one of your 
peers, you can’t tell what kind of perspective they’re going to 
have. There are some players who are going to resist standards 
because to do so makes perfect sense for who they are right 
now, where they’ve been and what they think their future is. 

If someone is not a member of ACORD, has a very small 
business, feels secure that the organization can pass its costs on 
to its customers, and feels that he can dictate that its business 
partners follow its proprietary methods, then there’s nothing 
that you or I can do to change the situation. 

Every organization needs to find its own tipping point. The 
threshold where the benefits of adopting standards outweigh 
the comforts of staying outside. We can’t 
predict where that point will be, because 
it’s different for every organization.  
Organizations habitually reject diag-
noses about their maturity if they’re 
made by external parties – especially if those diagnoses 
haven’t been solicited. 

Every organization  
needs to find its own 
tipping point .
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The burden of proof

For objectors who are basically demanding proof for the efficacy 
of standards in their own organizations, ACORD can offer 
tools and examples, but we can’t provide quantified answers. 
We don’t know everybody’s business. Attempting to persuade 
people of their own best interests is a losing game. The best we 
can do is to offer examples of the alternatives.

Just because another person’s point of view seems crazy to us, 
it doesn’t mean that they see it as crazy. They believe in their 
views as passionately as we believe in ours. If we can suspend the 
passion, and get to the evidence, then we’ll all make progress.

One productive way of offering evidence is to encourage 
organizations to view standards adoption as a gradual and 
reversible process, rather than a cataclysmic big-bang change. 

Exploit standards

Standards are there to be exploited. I say, exploit the hell out of 
‘em, and if that means just taking – for now – the one standard 
that makes sense to you, and that stands up for where your 
business is right now and how you think of your business, then 
that’s fine. 

Naturally, I think that organizations that try standards in a 
small way will want to grow their adoption. I don’t lose sleep 
if small-scale adopters don’t come back for more, or if they’re 
a little slower to increase their involvement than maybe their 

Business information standards are the single most important 

issue in contemporary management . Without standards, 

there’s no genuine connectivity, there’s just spaghetti . Without 

standards, there’s no transparency to your business processes, 

just shadows where error and fraud can breed . Without 

standards, managers aren’t managing: they’re praying .

Standards are Essential
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peers have been. This is because, from the community point 
of view, any use of a standard is an incremental benefit. Every 
time a standard is taken up in an organization, the effective 
value measurement of our community’s investment improves. 
The more we get used, the more use we are. 

Low pressure, high payback

Organizations can also get on the 
standards track by the low-pressure, 
high-payback practice of integrating 
standards as a decision checkpoint in 
their development processes. This means 
that organizations who understand the 
long-term value of standards but who 
understandably don’t want to make 
widespread radical changes to their 
systems put a policy in place that allows 
standards to be introduced gradually and 
painlessly alongside planned changes. 

An organization can decide that over some timeline – and  
it may be three years, five years or even ten years – it will decree 
that every time it revises its software, every time it looks at a 
vendor, and every time it issues an RFP, it will require standards 
to be used. Organizations don’t need to retro-fit standards if 
they can’t make the value sums work for their environment. 
They don’t need to build change programs around standards: 
they can embed standards in their change programs. 

Phasing in

Here’s an analogy. All around the world, organizations are 
agreeing that they need to use less energy in their operations. 
One very simple thing that every organization could do is to 
switch to low-energy light bulbs. There’s a generic business 
case that anyone can adapt to his or her own environment: 
low-energy bulbs cost more to buy, but they last longer and they 
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use less electricity, so all you have to do is to apply the math to 
your own set-up. 

Here’s the thing – do you issue a decree that every existing old-
style incandescent bulb be destroyed 
next Monday morning, to be replaced 
by the low-energy equivalent? Or do 
you wait for the old ones to burn out, 
and pop the new ones in as they do? 

The answer will depend uniquely on how your internal change 
costs stack up. For many organizations, the “dead man’s shoes” 
strategy is going to be the easiest route. 

The “dead man’s shoes” 
strategy is going to be 
the easiest route .
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If you’re going to help your organization 
change into a standards-enabled organ-
ization, you really need to determine what 
kind of organization it is today. This is so 
you can select and adapt strategies and 
tactics with the optimum beneficial effect 
on your evolution. Where you start from is 
as important as where you’re headed.

There are many ways of analyzing your 
organization’s current position. The model 

I present here uses four dimensions, which you can use to build 
a helpful picture of your posture, and your readiness to absorb 
the principles and disciplines of standards into the way you do 
business throughout the organization.

Dimension 1: Market attitude

One way of assessing your organization’s current position is 
to look at where history has brought you. Every organization 
grows into a particular attitude regarding its role in the market, 
and this affects the way it views standards. Here are some points 
along the continuum:

Early adopter

Early adopter organizations like to be first with new products or 
techniques. In our industry they tend to be organizations that 
are active in many different lines of business. They often have a 

CHAPTER 2

You are Here
Where are you on the  
standards continuum?
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history of starting new business lines and letting them develop 
more or less independently. 

Their philosophy can fit well with a portfolio approach to 
systems development, where strategic applications are managed 
according to a lightweight yet enterprise-wide architecture. 
Organizations with this kind of outlook 
either integrate standards along the way or 
in retrospect, depending on the perceived 
danger of missing a market opportunity. 

Co-operator

Complex, multi-party industries such as insurance contain a 
great number of intermediaries, aggregators and third-party 
service providers. These players are, by definition, co-operators. 
They have to be able to match the needs of dissimilar parties 
on an ongoing basis. For co-operators, standards are essential. 

The issue for most co-operators is not the concept of standards, 
but the practical business of ensuring that the available 
standards for their domain are the best they can be, and that 
they are widely supported by the community.

Team player

This is the default position for any player that has been around 
for a while, that acknowledges the central role of its trading 
partner relationships, but which tends not to offer leadership 
to its community. Often concerned with presenting a “good 
citizen” image to the industry, team players make for solid 
workers. They will try to do what’s right, but only when the right 
path emerges through consensus and is blessed by organizations 
it believes have greater authority or license. 

New entrant

New entrants are by nature iconoclastic. They arrive with the 
intention of shaking things up. They’ve spotted an entrenched 
inefficiency in the market, developed a new process, tool or 

Every organization 
grows into a particular 
attitude regarding its 
role in the market .
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theory, or been able to seize some scarce resource to bypass 
slower incumbents. Curiously, given the creativity and the 
clarity of vision that marks most new entrants, they can also be 
extremely conservative in areas outside the niche in which they 
seek to make their mark. It’s almost as if the effort required to 
detect and exploit their unique opportunity shuts down their 
sensitivity to contingent issues. 

When the rubber meets the road, even some of the youngest 
and brashest new entrants may see standards as an unnecessary 
“big business” affectation with an unacceptable cost. For these 
organizations, standards may represent another “old style” 
variable invalidated by their breakthrough strategies.

However, savvy new entrants see their youth as an opportunity to 
judge dispassionately every factor affecting their chosen industry, 
and to score these factors for their relevance to the mission rather 
than their association with the old guard. In particular, new 
lean operators entering the insurance market can grasp business 
standards as a key ally in their goal of beating incumbents on 
costs, agility or openness. They see the industry’s investments in 
its standards not as an obstacle, but as an entry prize.

Dimension 2: Business strategy 

While the business attitude axis fixes your organization 
according to its basic relationships with the market, the 
business strategy axis describes how the organization orientates 
itself towards the future. Attitude and strategy can be, but don’t 
have to be, aligned. Sometimes there’s 
a tension between them, which often 
marks a process of strategic change 
that’s under way in the business. 

Here are four markers along the business strategy axis that can 
help you locate your own organization and its partners:

Global force

Some organizations take a conscious decision to design their 
operations as a holistic, “one-company” entity that shows the 

Attitude and strategy 
don’t have to be aligned .
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same face – and the same capabilities – in every geography and 
product line in which it plays.

Scratch any large, multinational company today and you 
will surely find a “One Company” project aimed at aligning 
disparate forces, leveraging economies of scale and sharing 
knowledge across departmental boundaries. The depth and 
political profile of these projects vary immensely, however, 
and in some organizations the “One Company” drive may be 
simply an efficiency exercise, or a branding project. 

“One Company” organizations that take their unification 
missions seriously tend to be passionate advocate of standards, 
and often play key roles in the development and implementation 
of business standards. But this behavior does not always spill 
over naturally into business data standards adoption and 
targeted advocacy may be needed.

Vertical vendor

Organizations that characterize 
themselves as vendors, choose a 
traditional label for themselves, 
characterizing their own activity in 
transactional terms. Having said that, 
vendors are keen to deepen this characterization and stress the 
value of relationships in their activities. 

However close vendors become to their customers, the economic 
separation remains. Vendors can feel immense pressure to justify 
their investment in standards according to discrete customer 
benefits, despite their appreciation of the systemic contribution 
of standards to their longevity, flexibility and productivity.

Niche champion

Every industry attracts its niche players, or boutiques. These 
players know the economics of the seam they’re working, and 
those numbers rule every decision taken in the business. They 
rightly fear any distraction that might dilute their focus. This 
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type of organization can be resistant to standards. However 
when leaders of niche businesses begin to appreciate the 
benefits of standards to their operations, and particularly 
when they appreciate that industry standards represent an 
incredible aggregated donation of expertise and labor from the 
community to individual members, they become enthusiastic 
supporters of standards. 

ACORD was organized and funded by firms with a vision 
long before they realized the actual value of the standards 
to be developed. Today, new members become immediate 
beneficiaries of the millions of dollars of time and materials 
donated by those that preceded them. 

Value supplier

Just as every industry has its boutiques, every industry has its “pile 
‘em high” player. With their eagle-eyed attention to unnecessary 
costs and incessant drive for volume, value suppliers tend to 
embrace standards as tools that simplify their technical options. 

As long as the cost of entry for adopting standards is not set 
too high, they will apply standards to areas of the business 
that they perceive as threatened by disparity or unneeded 
complexity. They are less likely to appreciate the role of 
standards beyond simple transactions, 
and may kick at developments in the 
standards community that seem to 
address problems they themselves have 
yet to face.

Dimension 3: Tactical preference

The organization has its attitude and its strategy, but it also 
has certain habitual preferences for the tactical actions it takes. 
These can, and often do, clash with either strategy or attitude – 
or both. In fact, tactical preference is, I believe, the single most 
influential factor in what actually gets done. 

Tactical preference is, then, the axis of business characterization 
that most commentators discuss – and consultants attempt to 

Tactical preference is,  
the single most influential 
factor in what actually  
gets done . 
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change – under the label of “culture.” For the sake of simplicity, 
I’ll identify four positions along the tactical preference axis 
which represent clusters of typical stances.

Lean operator

These organizations have an instinctive bias toward cutting 
operational costs wherever possible. As we know, this is hardly 
a bad thing. Spin this tactical preference the right way and you 
have lean production. However, when the instinct to save beats 
out every opportunity to invest, there’s something wrong. Lean 
operators – or, more correctly, organizations with an inbuilt 
tendency toward thinking leanness – risk trampling on the 
seedlings they must nurture if they are to develop as businesses.

Flexible friend

Organizations with this tactical 
preference look to create multi- purpose 
teams, make their lines of business as 
configurable as possible, and make 
themselves open to new types of 
partnership arrangement. These tendencies certainly match the 
capabilities of standards, but they are not always well served by 
traditions of market attitude or statements of business strategy. 
However, a declared strategy of adaptiveness can rescue these 
tactical impulses and yoke them to successful business performance 
enabled by standards.

My feeling is that the majority of standards-adopting 
organizations, such as I meet every day in my work with 
ACORD, congregate near this point on the axis. 

Ostrich

If I can’t see it, it can’t see me. We’ve all encountered organiza-
tions where the default behavior is to ignore every sign of change 
or every new idea in the often well-founded hope that it will go 
away. These organizations enact their own variety of self- fulfilling 
voodoo, and it can be scary to watch. I heard of an executive who 
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described her failure to take a strategic decision on behalf of her 
fiefdom as “adopting a position of dynamic acquiescence.”

Lane changer

You know how it is. Every other lane seems to be moving faster 
than yours, so you move over. Magically, your new lane grinds 
to a halt and your old neighbors glide by. Some organizations 
feel a similar need to obey the urge to switch streams whenever 
an obstacle appears. These are particularly worrisome for 
standards champions, as they can adopt standards with fervor, 
only to abandon them a mile along the road. 

Dimension 4: Technology stance

The last – and, yes, least – of our axes is the organization’s 
orientation to technology. Perhaps I’m over-hopeful in thinking 
that technology stance is the easiest aspect 
to change in an organization – but you tell 
me. Is it harder to shift an IT department 
away from its belief in a particular 
technology set, or to make people see the 
tactical preferences they bring to their decision-making? I believe 
that technology choices, by being highly visible and endlessly 
debated in the media and in the profession, are more amenable to 
critique than our more engrained habits of operating. 

Here again are four stations along the axis of technology stance:

Legacy bound

Many organizations in our industry are happily or otherwise 
locked into their legacy systems. They worry about the growing 
antiquity of their systems and they are able to protect the 
skills needed to maintain those systems. At the same time 
they usually have a primitive economic model of their legacy 
systems – ironic, when you consider that “legacy” normally 
indicates some kind of transferred value. 

As I write elsewhere, every system becomes a legacy system. All 
systems have their natural life, and there comes a point where it 

Technology is the easiest 
aspect to change in  
an organization . 
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is uneconomic to prolong that life. The move toward 
systems composed of collaborating services, where 
the system boundary is a matter of current operating 
policy rather than a fixed, technical limit, means that 
the scope of legacy value is shifting down the scale from 
monoliths to components. This will make it much easier 

for us to make de-commissioning and replacement decisions.

Buy over build… build over buy

As we have seen already, the opposition between acquiring 
systems from outside the organization and building them 
within the organization is beginning to fade. Whichever side of 
this coin an organization favors today, it can choose to abandon 
the dichotomy and recognize that this decision is one to be 
triggered at an atomic level, not a policy level.

Patchwork

The patchwork technology stance dictates, essentially, that there 
will be no theory of technology acquisition or management. 
Tools will be thrown at jobs as the jobs arise. Bridges will be built 
in retrospect. Future generations will deal with the toxicity. 

There are more of these organizations around than you or I 
would like to think. They are dying off as boards discover the 
massive waste involved in this haphazard stance and diagnose 
the organizations’ inflexibility in terms of its poor technology 
choices. The only cultural factor that has kept this stance on 
life-support is ignorance of technology among business leaders, 
and this, thankfully, continues to evaporate.

Governance

Organizations with a preference for architectural solutions, 
common guidelines and clear accountability are in the vanguard 
of professional IT practice and are the most amenable to the 
thoroughgoing adoption of standards. Standards can, in fact, 
be said to be the outcome of the governance stance, rather than 
a factor in its emergence, albeit that standards have been built 
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up by concerned and visionary individuals and teams rather 
than brewed by corporate governance teams. 

Using this model

This model is clearly studded with value 
judgments. You might want to characterize 
different positions on the axes, or even define 
new or different axes. The point is that, as for 
any model, this one is useful insofar as it helps 
you discover your current position, and sheds 
light on your possible way forward.

There are clearly factors in my model that make some positions 
more or less appropriate for the organizations which adopt them. 
If you run a large, multi-territory organization operating many 
lines of business with central business policy formulation, then the 
governance approach is going to fit your business culture and your 
organizational structure better than a patchwork approach. 

By the same token, if you’re a small, aggressive start-up 
with battles to win, you probably can’t afford the burden of 
governance structures and detailed architectures – you need a 
lightweight approach that’s going to help you meet your short-
term goals and, if possible, set you on the right path for the 
more formal processes you’ll need later on. 

It’s not rocket science. But organizations mis-match their 
standards strategies more often than you’d think. Sometimes 
the IT folks have been drafted from organizations with different 
cultures. Sometimes the business folks in charge of information 
strategy have grown up with product silos and can’t see the 
benefits of sharing data and process across internal boundaries. 
Models like this one can help us all find our common purposes, 
and begin to spec out a brighter future.

• Where do you see your organization’s position on each axis?

• Would your colleagues agree with you?

• Can you define alternate positions that better serve the 
organization’s stated aims?
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Single Source of Truth
The first new certainty

CHAPTER 3

Every mature industry develops a single 
source of truth that unites and orientates 
everyone involved in the industry. For the 
insurance industry, that source of truth 
is its community standards. Acceleration 
in productivity, business connectivity and 
innovation follow the dawning of a single 

truth as surely as day follows night.

The truth at the core of every business

In fact, the single source of truth at the core of every sustainable 
industry is a kind of standard – we’re just not used to calling 
them that. Take the used car business. You can’t profit in this 
business unless you know how much buyers are paying for 
specific models, model years and vehicle conditions. 

In the old days, guys used to hang around the edges of auto 
auctions, recording sale prices and then feeding them to a 
publisher. In the early days of the web, this activity mutated 
into web-based aggregation. These days, the same activity is 
much more widely distributed via eBay, the epitome of the 
used goods market. What you can expect to pay for a car is  
a standard. 

We call that standard a “price,” but actually the price is just 
one attribute of the standard. You also need to know the details 
of the vehicle being priced before the price makes any sense. 
Whether you’re looking for a van or a Van Gogh, you refer to a 
standard as a means of controlling your behavior. Prices are a 
pretty simple example of standards. More interesting standards 
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are embodied in disciplines like accountancy or quantity 
surveying. Yes – these are standards too. 

The practice of accounting is the application of accounting 
standards, standards that are designed to ensure that any 
concern examined by an accountant can be articulated, 
assessed and approved in ways that are rational, meaningful 
and – you guessed it – accountable. The key principle of the 
international accounting standards bodies is transparency.

The same goes for quantity surveying: a property developer 
hires a “quant” to manage costs through a construction project, 
knowing that this expert will apply industry standards for 
materials and services, so that the project won’t get ripped off. 

Articulate IT’s Contribution

Standards embody a language for describing businesses . A 

mature standard is an articulated model, designed to be exploited 

and challenged by human beings . 

Use standards as your articulation platform, and as a rich toolkit 

for developing your own unique account of where the business 

is headed .

RONI

There is a risk of not investing in standards as a leveraged 

investment . Ninety percent of the investment needed to bring 

the benefits of standards to play in your organization exists 

within the fabric of the standards themselves . 

By adopting standards, you are acquiring the knowledge 

capital of your peers and partners . By applying the final ten 

percent of localized knowledge and deployment effort, you 

will reap the full reward . Ignoring standards is therefore one 

risk that is very easily calculated .

E-business is Just Business

Standards create business interoperability . Without a common 

How Standards Help to Dispel the IT Fog
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Artifacts encapsulate truths
As artifacts, ACORD standards represent elements of  business 
communication, but the point of  them is that they enable better 
business communication. From the decision maker’s point of  
view, it’s completely irrelevant what any ACORD standard 
looks like, or how it was created, or how its onward evolution is 
managed by the community processes that support it. 

In this respect, ACORD standards are no different than the 
other, more familiar standards that control and enable effective 
business processes. You don’t ask your General Counsel to 
demonstrate the solidity of a law to you, or doubt the purpose of 
the law – if he or she tells you that the organization has to abide 
by the law, then that’s what you’ve got to do. You’re unlikely to 

set of business definitions agreed to by the interested parties, 

industries cannot communicate effectively and efficiently with 

each other .

Standards such as ACORD’s add a layer of business capability over 

the raw electronic transport mechanisms of Internet-based systems . 

With every player potentially connected to every other player, 

business standards ensure doing business across those connections 

is straightforward, cost-effective, reliable and meaningful .

Achieve 10x with 1/10

Standards have a multiplier effect on productivity . Using standards 

gives you access to a massive range of potential customers and 

business partners, while massively reducing your cost of doing 

business with any and all of those parties . 

The organization does much more, with much less . Developers 

create systems faster, with compressed analysis and design phases 

and swifter passes through the vendor selection maze . Designers 

of new products and services can get more offers to market more 

quickly, and to wider markets . Standards represent the catalyst of 

a step change you can import cleanly to your organization today .
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want a seminar in the latest updates to the tax laws either – you 
just want to know the effects on the business. 

The standards at the core of any worthwhile human activity 
embody the truths that people committed to that activity 
have discovered in their exchanges with their peers and their 
customers. A standard is a means of codifying the more stable 
elements in the business environment, so that people can focus 
on the less stable elements – which is always where the money is. 

The fog of IT obscures benefits

Once you realize that every industry 
has a single truth at its core, which is 
embodied in a standard, you can see 
how it’s often only the fog of IT that 
obscures any participating organization’s 
standards-derived benefits. Look around 
our contemporary world and you’ll see 
what I mean. For example, when you gas 
up your car, you’re buying fuel that has 
been processed and blended to a certain 

standard – there may even be a standards label on the pump. 
If the gas company was worrying about what kind of gasoline 
to supply, and how its gas would perform in different types of 
customer vehicles, they’d have no headspace to pursue the truly 
important things in life: namely, how to get you to buy more 
doughnuts. 

If the gas company ignores the business data exchange 
standards for the industry, it’s making the same kind of error.

 Lars Flink, the chief executive of the Swedish 
Standards Institute… said that measurements 
in Sweden used to be made according to the 
size of the local vicar’s foot. “It was okay if 
you stayed within your village, but if the other 
priests were bigger or smaller, it made it very 
difficult to trade between villages.”1
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Global Applicability...
Local Salience
Getting global principles to  
work at the local level

CHAPTER 4

At the macro business level, the forces of 
globalization are changing the ground 
rules for all kinds of organizations. But 
at the specific level of the company, 
how those forces are translated into 
action differs widely. What works for 
one organization doesn’t necessarily 
work for any other organization, if they 
have superficial similarities. 

When the bubble burst

We all saw this dynamic playing out during the dotcom bubble. 
Companies rushed to get online, without always putting in place 
the operational mechanisms they needed in order to deliver 
on the promises made by their online 
presences. Leaders had understood 
the generic power of the web, and 
the general tenor of the sweeping 
changes that the web promised. Many 
companies reacted by emulating other 
companies, or adopting generic responses that didn’t mesh with 
their expertise, customer bases or business processes. 

Today, strategists view the web as one among a number of 
potential routes to market, and as a mechanism for improving 
the efficiency of the value chain. How any organization 

Strategists view the web 
as one among a number of 
potential routes to market .
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approaches online technology is therefore affected by how the 
organization understands itself and its goals, much more so 
than the capabilities of the technology.

Taking a short cut

Similarly, leaders of organizations no longer seek to put generic 
customer care programs in place, or to install packaged CRM 
systems as a short cut to understanding their customers. They 
build their customer management vision from their own 
business goals, and then seek to apply tools and techniques 
that are already in the market – not as a replacement for self-
analysis, but as a means of reducing execution costs.

In the same way, leaders are moving beyond a general acceptance 
of the value of standards to a more active consideration of 
how they are going to exploit standards in 
their own businesses. They’re getting the 
message that you use the standards that 
give you benefit, rather than signing up for 
standards and then figuring out how they’re going to help. 

Your way

Yes, everyone needs standards, but everyone needs to deploy 
standards in their own way. It’s the same as the web: everyone 
needs to be on the web, but not everyone needs to be Amazon, 
or to have a blog, or to offer consumer services via that site. 

What’s salient in a standard varies depending on your point 
of view. Organizations looking to work with more business 
partners will find ACORD message standards salient. 
Organizations interested in evaluating their processes will 
find ACORD process models relevant. Some organizations 
will need the latest versions of standards in some areas, but 
may use earlier versions in other areas. Other organizations 
will want to adopt some standards but opt out of others. 
There’s no one right answer for deploying ACORD standards 
for everyone.

Use the standards 
that give you benefit .
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Think global, act local

I think that decision makers are 
beginning to see that the “think global, 
act local” formula has enormous 
power in the contemporary business 
landscape. This attitude gives them 
access to incredibly powerful tools 
without requiring matching levels of 
investment. It enables them to change 
what needs to be changed, rather than 
buying into a wholesale reformation 
that overrides the distinctive 

characteristics of their organizations. Organizations can take 
what they need from standards. It’s the power to differentiate 
that we’re offering, not a sentence of uniformity.

Matter in motion

Stuff moves! This earth-shattering discovery is creating 
ripples across business, and helping to drive more and more 
teams toward standards. ACORD was created to help people 
move information around, so I guess it’s no surprise that we’re 
particularly sensitive to the importance of exchanges of all 
kinds in business today. As strategists reassess their businesses, 
they’re increasingly redefining them in terms of what gets 
exchanged between parties, rather than on more traditional 
measures of value-add. 

For example, take the media industry. It used to be that media 
businesses were defined and led in terms of products and markets. 
If you made TV shows, you designed them to appeal to certain 
audiences so that advertisers would want to support them. 

Now that content has been liberated from channels, the 
structure of the industry is changing markedly. You might now 
design a show specifically for its enduring cult value, so that 
even if it’s canceled by the mainstream outlet that originally 
commissions it, it gains an after-life on the web, or as a game. 
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You put as much, if not more, care into the conception and 
construction of the show and you pay even more attention to 
the characteristics of your intended audience. But the static 
relationship between the content and its carrier has been broken. 
Now the show has to fend for itself. It needs to be able to survive 
in a multi-platform environment. It needs to be consumable by 
audiences in foreign countries, and possibly modified by them. 
In short, it’s got to be built for mobility.

Standards are for movement

Think of the key standards in 
today’s environment and they’re 
all concerned, in some way, with 
movement. Those good old 
accounting standards – they’re 
concerned with movements of 
money. The MP3 standard is 

about moving sound around. The Plastic Bottle Material Code 
System is about recycling plastics – it’s those “chasing arrows” 
symbols you see on the bottoms of bottles. Wherever a process 
hands over to another process, a standard is invoked.

The growth of connectivity and the acceleration in the business 
cycle are making people more aware of the handovers that 

1 . Which standards did you exploit in this project?

2 .  What was the overhead in using the standards – in terms of 

learning, design, and adaptation?

3 .  What was the benefit of using the standards – in terms of 

time saved, money saved, better performance?

4 .  How will you communicate your experience to other teams?

5 . How will you feed back to the standards community?

6 . What will you do differently next time?

Six questions to ask developers
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For every process handoff, 
there’s a standard at work .

occur in their businesses, and therefore the role that standards 
are playing in their processes – whether they formally elected 
to use standards or not. That’s right; it doesn’t matter whether 
an organization puts together a business plan, swallows an 
evangelist or audits all its peers before adopting a standard, 
because whatever business it’s in, it’s moving stuff around – and 
if it’s moving stuff around, it’s using standards.

Process handoff

So, here’s the thing. If someone has responsibility for how things 
get done in an organization, then that person has a say in how 
stuff gets moved around. That means 
that to do their job properly, people in 
this position must make active decisions 
about the standards that are deployed in 
their environments. 

For every process handoff, there’s a standard at work. Community 
standards represent the truth of the industry that creates them. 
They’re not “best practice.” They’re just practice.
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Take these – they’re good for you

There are different ways of defining 
standards, but the one that makes the 
quickest business sense is this: Standards 
equal ease of entry to the party. When you 
adopt a standard, you’re plugging into an 
existing system of business. The ultimate 
price of not adopting standards in a 
standards-centric market can be exclusion. 

A cap on your upside

Organizations that aren’t using standards have effectively 
chosen to limit their business upside. They’re throwing away 
potential value. They’re passing up on customers and partners. 
They’re choosing to spend too much on their transaction costs. 

So, why does this happen? I believe it’s because people are 
stunned and confused to find that there’s an entry price, and 
I believe they’re stunned and confused because they learn the 
wrong entry price – from folks who are hanging around outside 
the party. They’re ready to believe that the standards story is 
too good to be true, so they believe the first person who tells 
them that standards will be expensive, too slow to implement, 
or just too darn hard to understand. 

Decision makers who ignore standards are somewhat misled. It 
doesn’t take much to scare them off. So they must be missing 
some kind of motivation that would help them see all the good 
things that standards can do for them. But perhaps they do 

CHAPTER 5

Leverage your Investment 
Here’s value for the taking
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not understand that data needs to be formatted, otherwise it’s 
useless. So the real choice is between proprietary versus industry 
standards. If you’re faced with this decision, what rational person 
would decide on proprietary? (You’ve got my email address.)

So what is that missing element – and what can we do to supply 
it to the “outsider” organizations that we want to see becoming 
members of the community?

Fear and greed

To simplify the psychology, there are two 
basic motivations that govern people’s 
behavior when it comes to adopting or 
rejecting any course of action in business. 
The first is fear, and the second is greed. 
Both of these motivations are in deficit on 
the fringes of the standards movement.

Take fear first of all. What bad things will happen if you don’t 
exploit standards? You will miss out on future opportunities for 
value. But it’s easy to kiss something goodbye if you’ve never 
had it. Any one of us will find it easier to give up a million 
future dollars in favor of ten current ones. It’s something to do 
with our primitive desire to eat lunch today. 

Now, if I try to take your current ten dollars away, it will be very 
painful, even if I swear that I’ll give you a million dollars tomorrow. 

Every cycle has its golden age, and every golden age 

demands its standards . Standards are the defining glue of 

each period of synergy . We should not therefore be surprised 

that while technologies may come and go, standards 

communities persist . These communities carry skills, practices 

and experiences across the generations, ensuring each viable 

technology reaches its period of promised delivery rather than 

falling to earth like a failed firework . 

Technologies Change: Standards Persist
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Deep in our hearts, human beings don’t believe in tomorrow. We 
make a real effort to pretend that we do, but it’s all an act.

Those of us involved in developing and promoting standards 
sometimes invoke other kinds of fear, particularly the fear of 
exclusion. If you don’t sign up for standards, you put yourself 
out of the game. I believe that this is absolutely true from an 

objective point of view, but I’ve also come 
to recognize this truth does not generate 
the level of fear we might expect it to. In 
fact, exclusion seems to leave some folks 
feeling pretty comfortable. But it’s more 

likely another expression of our human ability to believe in the 
future. We would suffer if we were expelled from a social group 
that we valued, but we don’t suffer exclusion from any club that 
we’ve never experienced for ourselves. (What do they eat in 
that club anyway? Probably sour grapes.)

As a means of showing people the path to standards, fear isn’t 
working. We’d better turn to greed instead. And here, I submit, 
the prospects improve mightily. The greed-based motivation 
for adopting standards is simple. The cost of Standards is 
spread across the industry and much of the work has already 
been done. You get the benefit on day one.

What do you get when you adopt standards? Thousands of 
new business relationships, accurate, tested definitions of every 
concept in your business domain. Drastically reduced systems 
integration costs. Reuse of the industry’s accumulated expertise.

Un-obscuring the benefits

Nobody stalks the earth scaring people into learning English. 
People the world over learn the language because it’s an 
entry card to a whole new life. Whatever your first language, 
you don’t give up your identity when you adopt English as a  
way of communicating. You get to talk with billions more people, 
that’s all, and learning English is pretty hard: It’s riddled with 
exceptions and many of its “rules” don’t make a whole lot of 
sense, even to linguists, but the benefits of English are obvious.

Exclusion seems to  
leave some foks feeling 
pretty comfortable .
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The greed gap

The greed gap around standards has nothing to do with the 
objective value of standards, which we can all articulate. It has 
to do with the obviousness of that value. Where people don’t 
get standards, it’s because they’re the kind of busy folks who 
need a really loud band to pass through town before they notice 
the circus has arrived. They need to hear a lot of people yelling 
before they look up.

How, then, can we make the value of standards more obvious? 
As I note elsewhere, skeptics would like ACORD to quote “a 
number” that equates to the hard value of standards. I guess we 
could give in, and tell people that the value of standards is 42. 

Stories for the folks back home

I think it would be more honest and effective to let the value 
of standards speak for itself, through the businesses that have 
discovered that value. There’s nothing more motivating than 
seeing the elevation of someone like yourself, who’s done 
something that’s equally open to you. 

Folks got interested in education when they saw their friends 
buying shoes, not when they heard them quoting the classics. 
Similarly, organizations get interested in standards when they 
see their peers and competitors making new strides in business.

They let you take the combined experience and expertise of 

the entire industry and apply them within your organization to 

its immediate operational benefit . They also act as an entrance 

to future benefits, via the enlarged marketplace that standards 

enable . From the point of view of the individual decision-maker 

seeking to make a difference to the business, this is heavy-duty 

firepower that has no parallel inside the organization . There 

simply isn’t any other resource available to you that will provide 

as much return on investment over so long a period .

Standards have phenomenal leverage
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The problem is that the business enhancement created by 
standards isn’t as easy to see as a pair of shoes. Successful 
implementers of standards need to make it clear that the advances 
they are making are due to standards 
adoption. They need to do so in a way 
that doesn’t promise the exact same 
result for their peers – otherwise they’re 
just falling into the trap of announcing  
“the number.”

How do you spell “obvious”?

Spelling “obvious” isn’t so easy. It’s not surprising that 
successful implementers tend to limit the efforts they put into 
educating their peers. They’ve got better things to do, after all, 
than spell out what ought to be... obvious. ACORD has a role 
in collecting standards success stories and passing them on, so 
that the good news spreads and the logic of standards adoption 
becomes more self-evident. 

Business enhancement 
created by standards isn’t 
as easy to see as a pair  
of shoes .

Standards are hard to understand.

Your business is hard to understand . Standards illuminate your 

business, facilitate its operations and enhance its performance .

Standards are expensive to implement.

Non-standards-based systems are ruinously expensive to 

implement and to sustain .

Standards keep changing.

Business changes . Standards reflect change, but do not force 

organizations to react to change .

Standards slow development.

Standards help teams reprioritize effort toward business 

requirements and away from technical implementation . 

Standards-based developments have better profiles in terms of 

cost per business outcome .

The great misapprehensions
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ACORD provides a tool to help 
organizations figure out the value that 
standards can release. You can download 
it from our website. You’ll find that it poses 
questions relating to a large set of variables 
including the organization’s salary structure, 
number of employees, operating territories, 
IT budget size, and its transaction types, 
volumes and cost per transaction. 

You don’t need to do all the math to come to the right conclusion 
about standards. You can also use a simple rule of thumb 
that’ll let you connect the dots for your organization. Here’s 
the procedure:

• Identify an application that’s causing you concern.

• Find the typical cost of integrating it with new business 
partners or adapting it to take on new functionality – this is 
the big number attached to the last major project you did.

• Write down what it is costing you to run the system: you 
may need to decide on a proportion of your overall systems 
budget if you don’t know the exact number.

Now consider your development plan, and in particular whether 
you are going to be developing any data formats for moving 
information around. It doesn’t matter if you’re intending to 
pursue those developments this year, next year, or in x years’ time. 
Look up how much you are paying for those format development 

CHAPTER 6

Valuing Standards
A rule-of-thumb approach to  
the value of standards
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services. There’s an optional element here, which many leaders 
find too hard to add to their rule-of-thumb measures, though 
it’s helpful if you’ve got it: What is the cost of the delay to your 
business incurred by these format development services?

Rough calculations

All of these figures will be rough. They’ll be orders of magnitude, 
guesstimates. Add them together, even though you’re adding 
apples and pears. You’ll now have a ballpark answer to the 
standards value question. 

Be assured. There is an exact number out there, somewhere, 
but it’s likely to become clear only in retrospect, because it’s 
going to be made up of recurring savings and unpredictable 
opportunities. 

No one can foretell the future, and anyone who claims to be able 
to is a charlatan. But it’s possible to lay out certain principles 
of development that, all things being equal, are highly likely to 
persist into the future. One such is the principle that it’s always 
cheaper and more productive to exploit a system whose costs 
and intellectual content are amortized over the community to 
which you belong.

Everyone is a standards user

If you have an application that involves 
messaging of any kind, then you are already 
using a standard, a proprietary one. The 
questions to ask yourself are these: 

• Whose standard am I paying for? 

• Am I investing my company’s scarce dollars in a standard 
that’s honored by only a few players in the industry? 

• If so, how much can I save by shifting to a standard that 
has a much wider base of support? 

What we’re talking about here is exploiting external economies 
of scale. We’re identifying a way that the organization can 
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reduce its recurring costs by using work that’s already been 
done by other people – people who know about the business 
we’re all in, and who have proven the utility and quality of that 
work over many millions of successful transactions. Oh, and 
by the way – by latching on to this external benefit, we’ll also 
upgrade our agility and widen our business opportunities.

You’re paying for it now

There’s a stark and – to some folks – terrifying realization 
underlying my rule-of-thumb approach. It’s the fact that, 
whatever you’re doing in business, you’re paying for it. Your 
current business processes have a cost, sure – and maybe those 
costs were the best you could get at the time you made the 
investment decision. 

However, the world moves on, 
and as it does, our assets tend to 
depreciate – and some of those 
assets become burdens. As the world 
moves on, we race to keep up with the changing opportunities 
and threats in our environment, rarely returning to earlier 
decisions unless we’re forced to by some new development. 

This is all very rational behavior, except that it misses one 
of the most potent sources of business value-add, which is 
the opportunity to remove unnecessary costs, unnecessary 
duplication, and unnecessary complexity from our operations. 

So, if you’re speaking with an organization and the person you’re 
dealing with claims that they don’t use any standard, you can 

A common, shared, established, 
supported industry standard 
will always be cheaper .

Business degradation through absence of standards affects 

four principal dimensions of the business performance model . 

These are:

• Operational effectiveness

• Time to market

Absence of Industry Standards

• Share of channel

• Cost of competence
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put them right. Every process that involves the transmission of 
data uses a standard and every standard has a cost. A common, 
shared, established, supported industry standard will always be 
cheaper, better and more flexible than any alternative. Always.

The shortest distance between two points
What’s the cheapest, fastest and 
most controllable method of setting 
up a permanent voice link between 
yourselves and your business partner 
across the street? 

It’s buying a cable, stringing it across the street, and attaching 
two telephones to the ends. This may just be an update on 
the two-cans-and-a-piece-of-string model, but this is exactly 
the technology you need to meet this specific business need.  
You don’t have to get in line with the phone company, or pay 
them a regular fee. You and your business partner just get back 
to work.

There’s something wrong with this picture, of course, but the 
flaws aren’t current ones; they’re to do with the wider business 
context, and with the future. This set-up will work fine for its 
sponsors, as long as they only want to talk to each other, and 
as long as talking is all they want to do. What are they going to 
do when they decide that they’d like to call more people, and 
maybe send each other some data? 

The smart thing to do here would be to start listening to what 
the phone companies have been telling them, write off their 
investment in the fixed line, and move on. 

The dumb thing would be to get their original engineer back in, 
and ask him to tie a bunch of new lines on to the existing cable, 
while you go around town asking people if you can hook up to 
them. Meanwhile, you sit down with your business partner to 
try and invent a data transmission method uniquely suited to 
your common enterprise.
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Tactics become strategy by default 

Let’s leave the fantasy there. I’m already sweating just thinking 
about it. But let me emphasize that I’m not necessarily knocking 
our imaginary friends’ initial decision. Perhaps they came up 
with their solution before there was a phone company in their 
city. Or perhaps they were confused by competing technical 
standards for telephony, and decided to reject them all. 

Where I think they are both guilty of 
wasting their organizations’ resources 
is in continuing on the original path 
when they had the opportunity to 
rethink their goals. When a business 
sets out to communicate with partners 
or customers, or when it seeks to enable collaboration across 
its different business lines, it’s not solving one problem, but 
adopting a method of solving a class of problems. 

People find it so hard to throw any solution away – they think 
that doing so is tantamount to admitting they made a poor 
decision – the tactic you choose will become your strategy. 
The one-time fix will be your default philosophy. Never 
underestimate the power of incumbent processes. 

Real realism… really

What is realistic? Creating your own standard, or signing up 
for a frozen, proprietary standard only makes sense from an 
incredibly short-term standpoint. How long will such a solution 
serve the business? A year? Six months? How can you tell? 

The fact is that a proprietary solution will generally not serve the 
business in the long run. And it can exist for years, constraining the 
business and forcing management to deny the reality of industry 
change. To be realistic is to accept change – and work with it, so 
that it works for you. “Managing” the risk of change by refusing to 
change is not a worthy response. It’s the kind of behavior that our 
industry exists to battle. Insurance is about moving ahead with 
confidence, in spite of the unknowability of the future, by signing 
up for the benefits created by pooled interests. 

When a business seeks 
to enable collaboration 
it’s adopting a method of 
solving a class of problems . 
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Where you invest

Here’s another way of looking at the 
wisdom of going with industry standards. 
Do you want to invest your organization’s 
dollars in products, or services? 

Too generic a question? All right. If 
you’re in a situation where you can 

choose between buying a product or a service, which would 
you rather buy? Do you want to buy a corporate jet, or a plane 
ticket? Do you want an outsourced helpdesk or do you want 
to build a service center? Do you want to bear the total cost of 
ownership of an asset, or do you want to pay in line with the 
asset’s contribution to your business? 

These distinctions point the way to an alternate appreciation of 
realism. The reality of running any business today is that you 
can’t afford to build when you could buy, and you can’t afford 
to own when you could lease. Now, there are exceptions to this 
rule. You might want to own the core assets of your business. You 
may not be able to create unique value simply by consuming and 
connecting services. I guarantee you this: the “data formats” you 
use to move information, transact business and the overwhelming 
proportion of your business processes, are not core assets of your 
business. They are not worth owning. Don’t own them, subscribe 
to them. After all, this is why you created ACORD forty years 
ago. And this is what ACORD is all about.

Standards provide a universal “plug-and-play” capability at the 

business level . Every partner that uses standards can interact 

efficiently and effectively with every other standards-enabled 

partner . Speak the same business language, and you and your 

partners can do great business together – even if you don’t 

have existing, deep structural relationships . The cost and 

uncertainty associated with ad-hoc marketing combinations 

melts away as standards provide for universal connectivity at 

the business process level .

Plug & Play
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The Shape Shifting 
Enterprise
Coming together at the seams

CHAPTER 7

What does “enterprise” mean anyway?

“Enterprise” is one of those words that’s 
become ubiquitous over the past few years, 
especially in the area of technology. I noticed 
that the “enterprise edition” of a software 
product costs more than the regular version, 
and I expect Starbucks to begin offering 
enterprise-size lattes any day now. But is that 
all “enterprise” means – large? Complex? 
Pricy? Exclusive? I’m concerned that for some 

people “enterprise” has taken over from the now-taboo term 
“central” – as in “central planning” – and is used to designate 
staff functions or oversight processes. 

It’s not just a buzzword

Our most urgent job as leaders and doers is to save the true 
meaning of enterprise. Enterprise isn’t just a buzzword. It’s the 
concept that, more than any other, expresses how contemporary 
business works and how tomorrow’s business practices diverge 
from yesterday’s. Once your organization is switched on to the 
implications of the enterprise concept, the need for standards 
throughout its activities becomes clear to everyone. For the 
insurance industry, getting “enterprise” is the vital shift of 
mindset required for success. 

“Enterprise” is a pretty straightforward idea, but one that 
challenges the status quo. Enterprise means the chain of 
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organizations involved in a value stream. The beneficiary of 
the value stream is the customer and the customer is seen as 
pulling the chain. The enterprise concept is demand-led, rather 
than supply-constrained.

It’s about demand

I know my definition sounds theoretical. The concept makes 
for nice diagrams and the primacy of the customer makes for 
good apple pie. The hard part for many to swallow, and the 
part they overlook, are the implications of the chain. 

When we say “enterprise”, we’re saying that the organization 
level of most importance to the business is not the company 
that may employ us. The organization level that matters is the 
entire ecosystem of organizations that collaborate to serve a 
customer need.

Let’s hear it for harmony

This constellation of partners may vary radically across product 
and service lines. Depending on which value chain you choose 
to examine, you may see an entirely different constitution of 
the enterprise. The ecosystem also will change over time with 
partners changing depending on their ability or eagerness to 
service the enterprise. 

Reorganizing your operations around this enterprise concept 
is dubbed “X-Engineering” by James Champy, in his update 
of business process reengineering. Champy adds the useful 
concept of “harmony”:

As the first step in X-engineering, you must 
get your own processes to harmonize. You 
can’t eliminate fragmentation, handoffs and 
redundant work unless the processes within your 
own organization work harmoniously together.

 Once your internal processes are in harmony, 
it is time to move on to those processes through 
which you deal with outside organizations and 
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individuals. That is, X-engineering calls for 
the harmonizing of your processes with those 
of your customers, partners and suppliers.2

When the enterprise concept was first aired, its natural home 
seemed to be those large, diverse corporations which could 
encompass all the capabilities needed to create a value stream 
under one umbrella. (In fact, we could argue that multi-business 
corporations exist precisely because they contain “enterprises”.) 

Logic kicks in

The logic of economies of scale quickly kicked in, making large 
corporates the sales targets of “enterprise solutions” and the 
testing grounds for enterprise management methodologies. 
However, with this development, came a loss. The vital 
element of the enterprise theory – the element that makes it 
compelling and powerful – is the variability of the enterprise’s 
constituent members, and the overall super-organization’s 
subservience to the value stream. While the outer boundary 
of the enterprise may persist, its internal boundaries are 
permeable – and often impermanent. 

Some business writers have expressed the opinion that IT 

doesn’t need creative management . In their view, IT is a cost 

of doing business and shouldn’t be privileged above any other 

business function . And I agree . 

Technology isn’t the point . But business information – that’s the 

wealth of the enterprise . You shouldn’t have to care too much 

about boxes and wires . But information – the lifeblood of your 

business – you’d better care about that! If you don’t care, you 

won’t exist . 

Information is all you have . You create it, acquire it, aggregate it, 

process it, trade it . If you’re not managing those activities, you’re 

not in business: you’re going out of business .

Organizations Have Fewer Boundaries
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The outsourcing movement is, from one point of view, a belated 
correction to this misapprehension of the enterprise concept. 
Outsourcing is one way of recognizing that the capabilities 
required to meet a customer need are not necessarily best 
located within one organization. However, outsourcing retains 
a hierarchical approach to the value stream: clearly the 
outsourcing organization still “owns the customer” and the 
alignment of forces being deployed to serve the customer. So 
while outsourcing is one response to the practical requirements 
of the enterprise model, it’s a limited one.

The art of collaboration

An enterprise, then, is a super-organization, an organization 
of organizations. The way this operates in practice is through 
the arts of cooperation, coordination and communication. 
In manufacturing industries, where the supply-chain approach 
was originally developed, the 
characteristics of physical com-
ponents place constraints on the 
 efficiencies of enterprises. If you’re 
building a car, shipping parts 
over long distances is costly and  
time-consuming. 

As a result, Japanese auto manufacturers set up plants in North 
America and Europe where they could not only assemble cars 
close to the target markets, but where they could also foster the 
growth of local component manufacturers. Keeping everyone 
in the value chain (which is wider than the supply chain) as 
close as possible in time and space also helps to minimize the 
potential for divergence among the business partners.

Welcome to the information enterprise

In the insurance industry we deal with information. The 
shipping costs of information are near enough zero. The delivery 
time for information is near enough instantaneous. It should 
therefore be easier to construct an insurance enterprise and vary 
its membership than it is to do so in the manufacturing domain. 
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Ironically, the weightlessness of information in fact causes 
its own problems. Since it’s theoretically easy to create and 
sustain relationships based around information, we tend to pay 
inadequate attention to the context in which information flows. 
So we pass bad information. We misinterpret information. We 
send information at the speed of light – but at the wrong time 
in a business process. 

Worst of all, because information is abstract, we find it harder 
to notice, measure and evaluate the impact of our poor 
information practices. The problem is all the more serious 
when you consider information is not only the substance of 
our products and services, but also the means by which we 
coordinate, cooperate and communicate – the tools that keep 
the enterprise together.

Seeing the bottom line

When you walk around a physical manufacturing plant, it’s 
easy to see if it is suffering from a poorly managed enterprise 
infrastructure. If an auto plant is overflowing with tires, there’s 
a problem in its relationship with the tire maker. If the tire 
maker is continually returning stocks of raw rubber to its 
supplier, then something needs to be fixed in that relationship. 

If cars rolling off the plant exhibit faults, then there’s something 
wrong in the manufacturing process. If a particular model of 
car has a problem with steering or emissions then there’s a 
design problem. Each of these problems has a different value 
and each will require targeted intervention 
if it is to be solved. But they all share the 
virtue of being obvious. They not only hurt 
the bottom line: they also hurt the eye. 

Workarounds... work

Information errors don’t stick out the same way. In a physical 
business, a stack of errors acts as a signal to take corrective action, 
and arguably the quality movement is about steadily reducing 
the acceptable height of the error pile. In information-intensive 
industries, recurring errors tend to generate workarounds. 

Information errors don’t 
stick out the same way 
as physical ones .
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Instead of questioning the source of the errors, we find a way 
to discount them.

I believe the reasons that we deploy workarounds rather than 
seek radical solutions are:

• workarounds work

• workarounds are under our sole control

• previous experiences of radical solutions were painful

This is why legacy systems sprouted spaghetti code and became 
gradually harder to understand, maintain and adapt. The same 
mentality affects working relationships with business partners 
in the value chain. The rework that so often occurs when information 
is transacted in business represents sustained failure to take the enterprise 
view over the local view. 

Industry DNA

Standards, as you know, play an 
important role in the eradication of 
rework. They are the expression of 
a shared enterprise view of how our 
industry works. When standards are 
deployed in an organization they lend 
industry DNA to the local processes 
deployed in that part of the enterprise, 
and ensure compatibility with other 
members of the value chain. Note that 
the kind of compatibility I’m talking 

about here isn’t a technical nicety – a matter of formats and 
protocols. I’m talking about true business activity compatibility: 
the ability to cooperate, coordinate and communicate as 
an enterprise.

Business standards expose information to its generators, 
consumers and sharers. They make information tangible and 
meaningful. They give the components of business a solidity 
they otherwise lack. Standards force the content of insurance 
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business to cast shadows and to weigh heavily. As such, they’re 
a key pillar of the modern insurance enterprise. 

Giving our business solidity

Adopting standards as part of an enterprise vision is essential 
to creating a successful value chain in the evolving insurance 
industry. But the act of adopting standards per se will not 
bestow enterprise status on your organization and its partners. 
Standards are not infectious. You can’t inject them into a 
collection of activities and expect a sudden realignment of 
effort on the part of the member organizations. That would be 
great, but it’s not going to happen. 

Under-tapped potential

How far away is this era of flexible partnering in insurance 
business? Offshore workforces obviously handle some core, 
high-volume business processes today. I think the key phrase 
here is “under-tapped potential.” The benefits of flexible 
partnering across the full range of insurance industry processes 
are known but not yet exploited. Organizations are addressing 
their opportunities for growth and cost containment in familiar 
phases.

The first phase is internal; get the house 
in order. This is one reason why standards 
have been adopted so widely within 
organizations over the past few years. 

The next phase is opening the business to flexible partnering 
that goes beyond fixed external business relationships allowing 
internal capabilities to be evaluated alongside external ones. 
Accelerating into this phase does not require a new set of 
standards. But it does require a new way of thinking.

Open the business to 
flexible partnering .
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Strategy and execution in information 
intensive organizations is hard to handle 
because the nature of these businesses 
is abstract. Information is a slippery 
 quantity at the best of times. If only the 
insurance industry had the hard char-
acteristics of manufacturing industry: 
 visible raw materials and measurable 
transformation processes. We might then 

be able to apply some of the wisdom used to reinvent traditional 
 businesses for the modern competitive world.

In fact, insurance businesses are not so very different from factories. 
The manufacturing industry has much to teach us, especially in the 
area of “batch and flow.” In their classic work3 on the application 
of Japanese “lean” techniques to American firms, authors James 
P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones describe how altering production 
processes to single-piece flow improves profitability, productivity, 
flexibility and time to market for companies both large and small. 
Since the organizations they studied are clustered in the Hartford, 
Connecticut area, it’s hard not to wonder how these techniques 
might apply to the insurance industry. 

Insurance looks like a classic batch industry. Carriers are white-
collar factories organized into specialized departments where 
trained staff process materials in a kind of production line. 
Workflow techniques make the manufacturing analogy explicit. 
Internal systems act as a conveyor belt, shifting work from 
station to station. ACORD’s AL3 (Electronic Data Interchange) 

CHAPTER 8

Batch and Flow
Looking around  
the white collar factory
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standard helps to automate batch transactions between trading 
partners, while ACORD standard forms stack neatly into piles. 
ACORD XML can also handle batch, by the way.

Sitting, waiting

From the perspective of Womack and Jones, insurance is 
also characterized by the most visible inefficiencies of the 
traditional batch approach: re-handling and holding. In batch 
manufacturing systems, parts or assemblies are frequently 
moved, stored, retrieved and reworked. Much of a product’s 
period of creation is in fact spent sitting and waiting. The same 
applies to the product design process. Insurance shares these 
characteristics, with policies or claims spending much of their 
time in storage or transit – with significant staff and partner 
time dedicated to querying the current status of items. 

Batch manufacturing takes its cue from the scale economics 
of heavy machinery. If it takes several shifts to reconfigure a 
machine tool, then it makes sense to produce a large number of 
items between changeovers. Similarly, if parts must be shipped 
in large containers then it makes sense to ship and store large 
inventories. However, the “lean thinking” movement in 
manufacturing targets faster turnaround of machine changes, 
reduced inventory and smaller, more frequent, deliveries. 

Data on the move

I believe that modern practice in our industry similarly takes 
its cue from habits – or beliefs – connected with our own heavy 
machinery; the computer and the 
communications network. It may 
be that we adhere to batch working 
methods because we haven’t realized 
that machine tools are much more 
flexible than we think. 

Here’s the hint: if you know COBOL, you’ll appreciate that the 
bread-and-butter of the earliest business information systems 
was MOVEing data items in and out of storage. And if you can 
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imagine a world before ubiquitous computing, you’ll quickly 
conjure up a vision of file folders being ferried around in carts 
(trolleys), dropped in trays and stacked on shelves. 

With cheap computing, cheap data storage, cheap data 
communications – and cheap standards – data need no longer 
be treated in the same way. It can flow. The only valid reason 
for data to be dammed, for it to be stored in idleness, is when it 
must await some external attention. 

Back to the barriers

Imagine this: if you can control every single aspect of a piece of 
business from inception to completion, then there is no reason 
to delay that piece of business. It will occur in real time. You 
might, for example, design an insurance product for a client, 
sell it and underwrite it in one continuous action. The reason 
you don’t do this is most likely because you don’t own all the 
pieces of the jigsaw, or because you are set up with internal 
barriers that block such flows.

Removing internal barriers is (in principle) easy and some insurers 
are designing for flow, like meeting claims in near-enough real 

time and keeping its claims adjustors in 
constant orbit around the planet. Okay – 
so “easy” is a relative term. Removing 
internal barriers is, I admit, a challenge. 
But people believe it’s a bigger challenge 

than it really is, and they avoid the challenge altogether by 
appealing to all the business processes outside their control. 

What point is there in reorganizing our own processes for flow, 
they ask, when our partners are not doing the same? We can 
only march at the speed of the slowest, they say. But that’s not 
true and it ignores the other more progressive trading partners.

Champions of flow

The same caveats have always been lodged in “hard” industries. 
Why should my supermarket business, say, organize for flow 
when our suppliers can’t do the same thing? 

People believe it’s a 
bigger challenge than  
it really is .
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Wal-Mart seems to have sidestepped the issue of supplier 
control by requiring suppliers to use its procurement system. 
This instills an unavoidable discipline on the industry; if you 
want to supply Wal-Mart, you must go through its channel and 
meet its needs. Retailers who champion flow act as mentors and 
evangelists, introducing their suppliers to the same techniques 
that they are using themselves. 

Dumbing down?

In their study of the transformation of German car maker 
Porsche via lean techniques, Womack and Jones note that the 
tradition of craftsmanship revered in Germany – and elevated 
to the highest level at Porsche – seemed threatened by “lean 
thinking.” Were the changes being introduced at Porsche 
another example of “dumbing down,” and would the hard-
won and highly respected engineering qualifications of Porsche 
employees become superfluous? 

Porsche workers prided themselves on their ability to fix 
 problems – to ensure high quality by reworking and reengi-
neering. As a result, the cars certainly left the factory without 
faults, but error was built into their production process. Porsche 
cars were notoriously difficult (and expensive) to service.

New flow-based manufacturing techniques and cell-based  
working changed all that. One 
day, a Porsche car rolled off the 
production line without any 
faults to fix. This was a first for 
the company, though we might 
think it the baseline for any manufacturing organization. 
Significantly, Porsche workers did not (over time) feel  
de-skilled by this revolution. They simply switched their 
attention from fixing products to fixing the production system. 

Continuous improvement of a complex process requires 
exceptional ingenuity and invention. Simplifying processes 
while improving quality, productivity, profitability and customer 
choice is actually more challenging, and more satisfying, 

Switch your attention from 
fixing products to fixing the 
production system .
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calling on the employees’ skills rather than corrective 
activity. The humans are no longer slaves to the machine, 
making up for its deficiencies. Instead, technology serves 
the customer.

Pride of craft

We have our own “pride of craft” in the insurance industry. We 
value activities such as negotiation and customization, adjustment 
and compensation. The higher in value the deal, the greater our 
expectation that “fixing” it will be the order of the day. 

In information intensive industries such as insurance, 
introducing standards is the equivalent of one dimension of lean 
thinking. To put it another way, lean thinking in manufacturing 
involves, among other things, using standards. (For example, 
an organization may replace a slew of custom alloys with a 
smaller set of standard recipes.) 

Special treatment

When standards are introduced to an organization, there is 
often a fear that the systems, or the teams 
that support, develop and use them, will be 
dumbed down. This is usually articulated as 
a belief that the organization’s specialness – its 
nuances, its originality – cannot be captured 
and represented in any standard.

We often approach this objection by outlining the benefits of 
standards, and their origination in a community process that 
ensures their relevance. You know all these arguments, and 
you  can make them locally better than I can. But the experience 
of lean thinking exposes this truth about uniqueness in any 
organization:

Ninety-nine per cent of what makes you unique is your self-

made problems and your methods for fixing them!

Think about it. You’re unique because of your company history, 
the result of which is a pile-up of habits, compromises and 
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workarounds. You’re unique because of your products, which 
are a breeze to sell but costly to support. Above all, you’re 
unique because you’re supremely customer oriented. You go the 
extra mile. You’re always going the extra mile. Everything you 
do has a bunch of free miles thrown in, and these are killing 
your cost base.

Now look at the roles that are most highly valued in the 
organization. Customer care gets lots of investment, so we 
know that responding to customer problems is a high priority. 
Is there a quality department to run a checklist over everybody 
else’s work? What about the compliance department? Are they 
there to help people get things right, or to write up reports when 
they get things wrong? Do you have expediters, or progress-
chasers – people with a license to kill any workflow in order to 
usher a higher priority item through? 

I raise these issues because many people assume when we say 
that technology and standards should be transparent – that 
they should melt away into the infrastructure – it’s as if we 
mean that no one should need to think about the organization’s 
information requirements or communications habits ever 
again. And this is plain wrong. 

The reason we introduce 
standards is not just to attain 
parity with other organizations 
and bring ourselves into a wider 
trading community. It’s also to 
create an environment in which we can continually raise our 
game, reinvent our business. We move to standards-enabled 
platforms so we can move from an exception-driven style of 
operation to an improvement-driven style. 

Every fixer becomes a strategist
Understanding how to “fix” an application so that a policy can 
be issued cleanly is no longer the issue. The challenge now is 
to understand how standards-based connectivity within the 
organization and across its external boundaries can enable us 
to do new deals. 

Move from an exception-driven 
style of operation to an  
improvement-driven style
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Standards give us a key to new opportunities, so the “craft” 
in a standards-based insurance player is focused on finding 
those opportunities and unlocking them. It’s as if every “fixer” 
becomes a strategist. The intellectual fire power used for getting 
through the day in one piece is now trained on the wider and 
deeper performance of the organization.

Make no mistake – becoming a standards-enabled organization 
does more than just raise your game. It also raises the sights 

of all your people. Your systems 
acquire the capability to interact 
with systems far beyond their 
traditional orbit. Your world 
changes. To take advantage of 

these changes, you need to let your people interact with the 
standards. They need to know that they exist, how they work, 
and where else they are in operation. 

Becoming standards-enabled is an incremental process. 
Recognizing the new opportunities and acting on them takes 
some adjustment on the part of your people. They need to see 
their release from the world of proprietary fixes as a gateway to 
a world of possibilities that they can make happen.

Becoming standards-enabled 
is an incremental process .
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If you analyze the time spent to satisfy a 
business process, you will undoubtedly 
find many places where delays are  
caused by information simply sitting 
idle. You’ll remember that Business 
Process Re-engineering (BPR) was 
meant to solve precisely this problem, 
by exposing poor flows of information, 
removing dams and backflows, and 
generally streamlining the operations of 
information intensive businesses. 

BPR fell out of favor as some management teams used it to 
“Hammer” their companies into smaller sizes and others 
translated the approach into the mantra “Must buy workflow 
system”. But the thinking behind BPR is as sound as it always 
was. And the technology that we now have cheaply available 
in the marketplace, and the common infrastructure provided 
by the internet and its related protocols, mean that genuine 
rethinking of business processes is viable for all organizations. 

Be brave and smart

Brave organizations submit their own processes to regular 
intense scrutiny to see how they can be improved. Smart 
organizations do the same with their business partners in the 
larger enterprise.

CHAPTER 9

Tearing Down Walls  
of Process
How to find and remove waste
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ACORD has the experience in brokering relationships between 
business partners, since adopting a standard usually means 
improving a transactional relationship between two or more 
parties. But not every such experience leads to repeated multi-
party interventions. Becoming a standards-enabled organization 
requires regular close cooperation on process redesign as a matter of habit.

Depersonalize your organizational assets

Flexible partnering in a true value-chain driven insurance 
enterprise requires you to let go of your emotional attachment to 
in-house capabilities. You have to stop thinking that just because 
a function is yours, it’s the best there can be – or the worst. 

I believe many of the strategic tensions in organizations derive 
from unarticulated clashes of beliefs about core competencies, 
with leaders often taking polar opposite positions on the 
excellence or uselessness of certain functions. 

Everything is up for grabs

At the end of the day, getting hot under the collar one way or 
the other about internal capabilities is increasingly irrelevant. 

Olympic relay races are often won by teams whose members 

do not have the fastest aggregate times . 

When Mr . [Yves] Morieux [of Boston Consulting Group] talked 

to members of a French Olympic medal-winning women’s 

relay team, he was told that at some point you have to decide 

whether to run your guts out and literally not be able to see 

straight when you pass the baton, or to hold something back 

to make a better baton-change and enable your team-mate 

to run a faster time . 

The value of this sort of decision-making – each individual’s 

contribution to the team – is, he says, beyond measure .4

Interfaces run the world
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It mattered when the only way to get work done was to do it 
yourself. But we know – thanks in no small part to the standards 
movement – that we are no longer constrained in the same way. 
To put it bluntly; everything is up for grabs.

Most of us need a more positive approach to taking action 
than “letting go”, so here are four practical steps to help you 
depersonalize your organizational assets.

Step 1: White-label your internal capabilities

For each of your major business processes, strip away any 
naming conventions that make it peculiar to your organization. 
Companies often have non-standard 
name elements in their organizational 
structures that express their heritage 
but obscure their functions. 

It’s possible that your internal capabilities are already neatly 
named in recognizable industry designations. The ACORD 
Capability Model may prove to be useful in this effort.

Step 2: Describe your capabilities as if they 
were external services

Write a description (like an advertisement) for each of your 
internal capabilities, expressing its features and benefits – and 
how it can be accessed. This will seem strange and artificial at 
first, but it is a key step towards neutralizing the “specialness” 
that a capability retains by virtue of its ownership. You need to 
see your capabilities as others see them – or, more correctly, as 
they are seen by other capabilities in the enterprise. 

If you have an IT background, you may recognize this step as 
analogous to the initial design phase of a business component – 
you’re sketching in the business interface.

Step 3:  Assess the boundaries of your capabilities

Now take each of your white-labeled, advertised capabilities  
and confront the question that’s probably been bugging you  
during steps 1 and 2: Is the shape, extent and performance of this 

Companies often have non-
standard name elements .
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capability reasonable? A tough question, I know. But what you’re 
really looking for is extraneous detail, complex access requirements  
or unreasonable costs. In other words, if I was building this 
today, what would I leave out? What would I do differently? 
What would I add?

Step 4: Mark each capability according to 
whether you would invest today to build such 
a capability

I call this the “down-to-earth” question. The capabilities that 
you’ve described, advertised and critiqued are in effect reverse-
engineered requirements statements. Look at those statements 
and ask yourself if you’d commit to these today. If all these 
capabilities were wiped out today, would you recreate them? Or 
would you go shopping? 

Perhaps you’ll determine that among your collection of 
capabilities are some true gems. Some fabulous pieces of 

proprietary wisdom or professional insight 
that your organization alone possesses. If 
so, then you’ve discovered your business’s 
differentiators. These are the hot spots 
where you want to concentrate your 
attention. These are the places you make 

money. These are the DNA sequences that will underpin your 
success in the evolving insurance landscape.

Quick and dirty?

For readers of a technical persuasion, the simple four-step tactic 
I’ve outlined here will look very much like a first-pass process 
analysis. This is true. It’s also true that all strategic thinking 
about operations is in essence process analysis, so I’m not going to 
apologize. If the approach I’ve set out here looks lightweight, then 
there are alternatives with fancier names that come with trailing 
squads of consultants and you’re entirely welcome to use them. 

The virtue of this simple approach is that it’s fast, it’s easy and 
it sets your internal capabilities in play. 

Proprietary wisdom  
or professional insight 
are the places you  
make money .
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There’s something missing from 
the skies: Concorde. I remember 
when it made its maiden voyage 
to Honolulu. I was on the beach 
at the time as this unusual looking 
craft approached hotel row. What 
was amazing was its low altitude as 
it flew over the breaking waves of 

Waikiki. Being a passenger must have been an experience that 
day, but nothing as awesome as being below the shadow of its 
wings on the beach.

The world’s only supersonic passenger aircraft, developed jointly 
by the UK and France and operated continuously for many 
years, is no more. Its iconic shape remains in our minds, because 
as well as being the first of its kind, Concorde was also the last. It 
had no successors – at least, none in technology terms. 

But if you’re looking for an alternative business-class service 
that rethinks Concorde’s role, there are new options out there. 
And the difference between the world of Concorde and the 
modern alternatives is bound up with standards. There are 
lessons for us all here.

Special business processes

Concorde was exceptional in more ways than one. The plane’s 
one-off technology demanded a slew of special business processes. 
Since its cruising height was higher than all other commercial 
aircraft, air traffic controllers had to describe and police a new 
level of airspace just for Concorde. A dedicated set of codes 

CHAPTER 10

Flying in Style
Standards at the heart of  
business development
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was devised and maintained solely for this heavenly realm. 
Route segments were set aside specifically to allow Concorde 
to attain its cruising height, with inevitable negative effects on 
other flights. 

Plane buffs may mourn Concorde, but air traffic controllers 
couldn’t be happier. They’ve been able to throw out a shelf of 
manuals. They no longer need the institutionalized workarounds 
that kept the plane in the air – or the associated costs which we all, 
one way or another, contributed towards. The air travel business 
is based on standards, and non-standard beasts like Concorde 

cause headaches. Concorde seemingly 
carried the banner for differentiation in 
an industry homogenized by standards. 
However, it’s increasingly clear that the 

maturing airline business is able to support differentiation using 
standards as the very foundation of variation. The standardized 
infrastructure is allowing entrepreneurs to fashion new services 
that ride atop the industry’s huge investment in standards.

New services exploit standards

Take two new services that began 
operations on the New York/London 
route in 2005. One was a dedicated luxury 
business carrier with three 757s remodeled 
internally to accommodate 48 passengers 
instead of the usual 250 that are squeezed 
into this craft. The other was a low-fare 
carrier that used 767s, modified to carry 102 passengers – half 
their usual capacity. Now, both companies benefited from 
standards at a number of levels. 

First, they exploited Boeing’s product range, but modified the 
planes’ cosmetics in order to change the customer offer. The Boeing 
workhorse was treated as a platform rather than a product. 

Second, both companies used the industry’s standard services for 
flying and landing: they didn’t reinvent any basic technology. 

The air travel business 
is based on standards .
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Third, they used well-proven, standards-based mechanisms for 
booking and billing. They cleverly looked at their business area 
and asked which factor of the typical model they could alter in 
order to create a new opportunity. This factor – occupancy  – 
is perhaps the last variable that established airlines would think 
to re-examine, since they are designed from the ground up (ha!) 
as volume businesses. 

Whose convenience counts?

The occupancy factor points us to another level of standards 
relevance. Both companies operated point-to-point services 
and avoided hubs. This is easy to miss in the headline details. 
After all, New York and London are hardly the boonies. But 
the London hub is Heathrow, not the more modern and equally 
convenient London Stansted that both carriers used. 

The major airlines developed hubs as the most convenient way 
of shipping passengers in volume. If that makes travelers sound 
like packages, that’s because they are. I like the way James P. 
Womack and Daniel T. Jones describe airline attitudes in Lean 
Thinking: Banish waste and create wealth in your corporation5:

Our value equation is very simple: to get from where we are  
to where we want to be safely with the least hassle at a  
reasonable price. By contrast, the airline’s definition seems to 
involve using their existing assets in the most “efficient” manner, 
even if  we have to visit Timbuktu to get anywhere. They then 
throw in added features – like executive lounges in their hubs 
and elaborate entertainment systems in every seat – in hopes the 
inconvenience will be tolerable.6

Quit looking to maximize the use of your existing mono-

lithic assets and start to leverage the aggregated assets 

of the community . 

The message for insurance industry players?
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When we try to force every stream of business through 
proprietary systems, we may be perpetuating pinch points that 
drain value. Proprietary systems are, in effect, hub airports. 
The great difference is that there is not always an upside for the 
owner of the proprietary system in tying his customers to this 
method of doing business. 

He may delay investment in replacement, standards-based 
systems and this may be counted as a saving. However, every 
day of delay is a day’s lead for the competition. Consider also 
the measures owners of proprietary systems have to take to 
keep their customers sweet; the equivalent of lounges and 
entertainment systems is the support desk and the user group.

When... not if

You need to bite this bullet, and give all your 
people the message that legacy systems will 
“ultimately” yield to standards-based systems. 
This will happen throughout the organization. 
It will also happen within each of your 
collaborators in each of your value chains across 
the industry. It’s a matter of when, not if.

What does this analysis mean for those insurance industry 
players most directly comparable to hub airports – the 
transaction exchanges? I believe value adding exchanges will 
flourish. Womack and Jones may knock the add-ons offered 
by airlines as compensation for the delays inherent in the hub-
and-spoke model, but there is another perspective that buys 
some upside. If you’re an airport operator, then you want high 
volumes of passengers spending unavoidable leisure time at 
your concessions. 

If you’re the local business community, you value the business 
generated by the hub airport’s role as a meeting place. Entire 
urban areas are developing as the direct result of airport 
construction. A high proportion of passengers traveling into 
London Heathrow are headed for meetings in the nearby hotels 
rather than other flights. 
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Profit from your centrality

So, if you’re in the exchange business – fine. You’ll maximize  
your attractiveness to users by embracing standards and 

thereby build your largest potential base. 
If your skill is underwriting, sales, claims 
or investment management then you’re not 
in the transaction business – you’re in the 

transformation business. Your job isn’t to shift information, 
though you do need information to move in order to carry out 
your job. 

I know this isn’t news to you. But these distinctions have a habit of 
failing to reach the awareness of folks within your organizations. 
Your information strategy may be soundly based on standards, 
but your information posture may be misunderstood within 
the organization. 

Value change

Concorde’s proposition was built of two components: speed 
and luxury. Over time, the meanings of these components 
have evolved. In an age where air travel is common, “speed” 
now means total journey time. The number of planes in the 
queue for the runway is a more significant factor in this kind of 
“speed” than engine technology and “luxury” no longer means 
a drink and a movie, but personal space. 

New entrants are delivering the updated versions of speed 
and luxury in the air and under the sea (via the Channel 
Tunnel train link) between London and Paris. The challenge 
to each of us today is to figure out how we can reinvent our 
base proposition for a changing world. To do that, we need 
to question our treasured business models and prepare to 
bid farewell to outmoded assets. It’s the only way we’ll all 
keep flying.

Build your largest 
potential base .
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Value that chimes

How customers see the role of insur-
ance in their lives is changing and 
that’s going to change the industry. 
We’ll see more personalization, more 
customization. Producers are going 
to reach deeper into the lives of 

 customers and deliver value that chimes with the customer’s 
current life state. 

Instead of seeking to understand customers in terms of segments 
or life-stages, companies will be assessing their needs and wants 
based on who customers are at this moment, and in this place. 
Companies will try to figure out a customer’s current goals, so 
that they can craft offers that meet their evolving needs – in 
real time. It’s turning insurance from a product into a truly 
personal service. Service providers who earn the right to get 
a glimpse into a customer’s goal state as a trusted partner will 
enjoy immense advantages over their competitors.

A clip from the near future

How will it work in practice? Let me illustrate with an example. 
(By the way, the following scenario isn’t set in some futuristic, 
artist’s-impression dreamland. All the technologies and services 
needed to run the scenario for real are out there in the market.) 

CHAPTER 11

The New Shapes  
of Opportunity
How the personal touch applies  
to insurance
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So, here goes: you’re shopping in a foreign city. As you move 
around the retail district, an icon on your cell phone tells you how 
your personal cover is morphing to match the location and time. 

Drift past a certain store, and your phone will alert you to the 
fact that if you buy something at the store today, you’ll get free 
worldwide accident cover for the year. That’s pretty compelling... 
you register your interest. As you enter the store, you point your 
phone at a couple of sofas that catch your eye. The sofas can 
talk to your phone through the two-dimensional barcodes (QR 
codes) printed on their labels – or maybe through the RFID 
tags embedded in their cushions. 

Commerce triggered

You’re not aware of it, but you’re in a 
conversation with your insurer right now, 
which started when you registered your 
interest in the accident cover promotion. The company is now 
sifting financing and insurance packages crafted to each of 
the sofas you’re looking at. 

If you’re serious about buying today, then they’ve got a deal 
for you. You’ll get the furniture, they’ll get the insurance piece, 
and a slice of the financing commission. The store will also get 
its commission. You can guess what’s going to happen next. In 
some form or other, you’re going to get one of those “Amazon 
recommends...” kinds of messages.

Look at how much this company is learning about your needs, 
your tastes, and the depth of your pockets. Look at how it’s 
able to time your decision-making processes. Imagine how it’s 
profiling your choices – what you buy, compared to what you 
look at. Think of how much it’s learning about the fit of this 
store to your needs. And it’s an insurance company. 

Grab the life-stream

That’s one scenario; there are a billion more. What’s important 
to grasp here is that a service provider can grab a significant 

A service provider 
can grab a significant 
position just by having 
a good entry point . 
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position in the life-stream of an individual customer, just by 
having a good entry point, and a highly connected approach 
to engagement. 

Insurance is a great entry point. When do individual 
consumers want insurance? When they move, when they 
acquire, and when their life circumstances change. The 
mobile device is an incredibly powerful portal to these entry 
points. Consider also the information 
systems commitment that’s going in to 
supporting this engagement activity. 
The insurance company is going 
to need commercial and technical 
arrangements with phone service 
providers, or third-party services accessed from cell phones, 
such as social networking sites. The company is also going to 
need to be able to access and coordinate information flows 
across many channels, involving several business partners. 
It’s going to have to process a huge amount of data to keep 
up with the progress of the customer.

Customers now gaze and graze. We can now follow this 
behavior – and collaborate with it – when, in the old days, we 
could only register sales. That one atomic transaction is now 
just the potential final step in a mass of elements that make 
up the engagement. As you’ll have probably grasped, the sales 
transaction is no longer necessarily an end-point. If any industry 
understands the value of after-sales processes, it’s insurance. 

The business chain

Our industry is incredibly interlaced. 
Our value chains can be long and 
complex. As the industry develops, 
those chains are becoming ever 
more flexible, and variable. Partners 

now swap in and out of relationships much more frequently 
than they did in the past. Technology helps that happen, and 
business standards help it happen better.

The mobile device is 
an incredibly powerful 
portal to these entry 
points .
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However, we’re on the cusp of a step change here. People 
know that standards are good for business-to-business 
efficiency; that’s where standards come from. They might be 
a little tardy in applying them to new areas of the business, 
or they might sometimes misunderstand the full business 
benefit of standards, but decision makers are generally pro-
standards. But standards are now becoming the burning 
issue in business survival. That’s because the business-to-
business world is acquiring all the characteristics of the 
consumer world.

The burning issue

Just as end-customers zip from relationship to relationship, and 
from channel to channel – so do business partners. Just as 
customers have to be sold on value, so do business partners. 
Loyalty? Your partners’ loyalties are to their stakeholders. 
They’re chasing their interests, not yours. You can’t lock them 
in with your systems. You can’t stop them from finding out 
about alternate partners. You can’t stop them from hooking up 
with alternate partners. You’ve got to face it: they don’t have to 
keep coming back.

I know why the whole idea of customer orientation is losing 
the solidity it seemed to have a few years back. It’s because 
everyone is a customer now. Even your employees – they’re 
customers too. Are they going to stay with your organization if 
it’s not taking all the steps it can take to be a first-class player 
in the industry? Are they going to believe in your future if you 
don’t appear to be investing in it? 

Whichever way you deal the cards, the business won’t move 
forward on all thrusters without full commitment to the 
implementation of industry standards.

In a multi-channel world where customers have full access to 
your competitors, you need standards if you’re going to score 
high on these dimensions.
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Take control by 
demanding standards 
compliance in everything 
you build or buy .

Order out of chaos

This force of change is flowing 
through every industry, at 
every level, in every part of the 
world. Customers are causing 
the business world to mutate to 
match their changing needs and 
expectations. The customer role 
is asserting itself in relationships like that of business partner 
or employee. Does this mean we’re powerless in the face of 
this force? 

I don’t believe we are powerless. We can give up on our 
responsibility to respond to change, but we can also decide 
to harness the force of change and make it work for us, and 
our businesses. More than that, smart decision makers in 
the industry must master this force. Those who don’t take 
control of it will lose out to those who take a lead. This isn’t a 
doom-and-gloom, face-your-destiny message. It’s the simple 
recognition that if everyone is a customer now, then the folks 
who decide on strategy and implementation in our companies 
are customers too. 

You’re buying the future

What kind of future do you want? The shift to customer 
engagement needs standards. Individual decision makers still 
need to adopt standards if they’re to take part in the shift. 

Each time a standard is implemented, 
a little more order gets distilled out 
of the chaos. I’m a customer, you’re a 
customer. All of us need to be taking 
control of the organizations that serve 
us. We don’t have to take what our 

suppliers throw at us. We can – we must – take responsibility 
for shaping our own customer experience. 

Those of us who are investing in IT can take control by 
demanding standards compliance in everything you build or 
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buy. Every piece of software, every online business service, 
every integration project: they all need to be standards-based.

Customers could care less about standards . Customers want:

• Consistency

• Ease of accessibility

• Predictability

•  Recoverability  

(recourse if something  

goes wrong)

Do customers want standards?

• Price

• Choice

• Speed of delivery

• Low learning requirements

• Quality
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Suppliers’ logic

Most people in the supplier 
community get the logic of 
standards. They see that standards 
are good for their customers, 
so they’re good for business. 
They understand that standards 

create opportunities, while the idea of locking customers in 
via proprietary systems is just naive in the connected world. 
However, buyers see that some suppliers won’t take the step of 
adopting standards. Vendors say that they’re responding to their 
customers’ wishes by ignoring standards. Until our customers 
ask, we won’t give. 

Look at what businesses the world over are waking up to: the 
stark fact that your customers don’t tell you about extras. They’ll 
choose from what you have to offer. If they don’t like some 
aspect of your offer, they’ll go elsewhere. If there’s nowhere else 
to go, they’ll suffer. Those of us who are looking to increase the 
value and reach of the industry owe it to our businesses to be a 
little more vocal than the mass consumer. We can come right 
out and say what we want. We can also vote with our feet, and 
go to the suppliers who get standards.

The sound of silence

Call it the dominance trap. As the money flows in, management 
begins confusing customer profitability with customer loyalty, 

Owning the Agenda
How buyers can avoid losing 
control of systems initiatives

CHAPTER 12
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never realizing that the most lucrative buyers may also be the 
angriest and most alienated. Worse, traditional market research 
may lead the firm to view customers as statistics. Managers can 
become so focused on the data that they stop hearing the real 
voices of their customers.

The long tail backlash

Back when the insurance industry began to automate its systems 
and companies began to interconnect their data flows, it was 
pretty clear who had the power to dictate the architectures that 
were used. It was the big insurers. 

They had the funds to commission the systems, and the clout 
needed to get their smaller business partners to comply with 
their operational choices. They also did all of their software 
development in-house. There weren’t any external packaged 
software houses. The only way to gain experience in the world 
of insurance IT was to work for an insurance company.

That’s all changed. There are still big companies and they still 
have great influence over how the industry operates. However, 
they generally choose to devolve that influence to third-party 
software companies. They’ve outsourced systems development, 
and they’ve invested in packaged solutions.

Power diluted

The insurers may have saved money 
by following this path, but they have 
also inadvertently diluted their power. 
When the big companies decided on the 
technical details of their interconnecting 
systems, they pooled their common interests in the industry 
standards bodies that eventually coalesced into the ACORD 
organization that we know today. 

With vendors involved in how information will be exchanged, 
there’s a lower inherent industry pressure for industry standards. 
The industry needs standards more than ever – but its needs 

Industry needs can be 
muted by the interests 
of vendors .
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can be muted by the interests of vendors, which may not align 
with the interests of their customers. It sounds strange to say it, 
and it certainly does not apply to all vendors, but nevertheless 
it’s a fact. I was at a meeting listening to a group of ACORD 
member vendors talking about their products and the need for 
industry standards compliance. One long time advocate voiced 
his concern with some of his peers and the vendors not present. 
Some get it and others do not. How about your vendors?

Let’s face it, there is not always an obvious arena in which all 
vendors generate benefit by working together. They’ve invested 
in a particular way of doing things, and it would only cost more 
to evolve the software to make it standards-compliant. When 
they make the transformation, they make themselves more 
substitutable! No thanks. Besides, customers aren’t begging to 
incorporate standards, especially when they are told that the 
cost will pass back to them. 

The vendors participating in ACORD get it and many have 
helped to create the standards. Making their software products 
standards-based facilitates integration with other vendor 
products. Most organizations use more than one vendor product 
in their business. And new suppliers looking to compete or 
provide tools to standards-enabled buyers are also sprouting, 
but I always encounter suppliers or products with no game plan 
for standards compliance. On the one hand, I say where are 
the buyers? On the other hand, I think, adverse selection will 
whittle away their numbers in time.

Lock-in?

Vendors can now influence the 
standards that get used in the 
marketplace – the de facto methods 
they use for shifting data around. 
Because they don’t standardize with 
each other, buyers who source their 
products or services from more than 
one supplier pay additional costs to create bridges. Buyers 
become locked in to suppliers because the cost of moving away 
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can be punishing. And this means that the industry as a whole 
finds its growth constrained. The cash that the big companies 
saved by nurturing the third party vendor community is the 
price of business stagnation.

You cannot punish anyone for the situation that’s evolved. It’s 
just business, after all. Opportunities to make profits arise, and 
companies emerge to exploit those opportunities. The third 

party vendor market can be a source of 
innovation, deliver functionality more 
quickly, and reduce costs in customer 
companies. But the buyer community 
can do so much more to combine and 

represent its common interests to the vendor community as 
part of ACORD. AUGIE (ACORD User Groups Information 
Exchange) for example, represents a few vendor user groups 
whose vendors are probably the most standards-based of all. I 
have a list of 325 vendors (and growing) that supply ACORD 
members. Some companies have allowed their vendors to dictate 
the agenda, and are reluctant to ask for any features they will 
regard as superfluous to the core functionality of their products.

Nice-to-have-ism

I was surprised to see how many insurance company repre-
sentatives scored standards as a “nice to have” in the software 
products and services they consider buying. Is access to your 
business partners “nice to have”? Is the assurance that you’re 
using a common industry model that guarantees auditability 
into the future “nice to have”? 

Is the message that your vendor wants to charge you extra for 
using a pre-existing model developed by the entire industry on 
top of what it’s charging you for having reinvented that model 
itself... “nice to have?” I submit that buyers are bound to require 
industry standards from the vendors they patronize. Change 
will not occur overnight, but change they must. 

Giving up development activities does not eliminate a respon-
sibility for the design of industry interoperability. Some may 

You cannot punish 
anyone for the situation 
that’s evolved .
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say that standards can be added by the buyer. Perhaps they 
can, but that’s not my point. Who’s the customer and how do 
you change the landscape of offerings you mostly complain 
about anyway?

Where did you leave the keys to the business?

You can hire someone else to perform 
a service for you without giving away 
the governance of that service. Say you 
were to hire an architect to build you 
a house: you’d expect to retain control 
over what the house looked like and how 
it functioned even if you couldn’t draw a 
straight line or work out any structural 
formulae. 

Some organizations have, however, given the keys of the business 
to their software vendors and then sat on their hands. Did they 
forget the value of industry standards? Possibly. More likely, 
they made themselves forget the value of industry standards 
in the face of pressure to realize short-term gains of some 
sort. But here’s the good news: the value of industry standards 
hasn’t evaporated just because some buyers let it go. Customers 
can exert pressure on vendors to adopt industry standards by 
making it a common cause. When you aggregate the long tail 
of buyers in our market, you create a powerful force.

The long tail makes a good whip

What will this action look like in practice? Am I advocating 
that IT buyers picket the software vendors? No. But I do 
strongly suggest that if each player in our industry demands 
a level of standards compliance that is salient to its business 
interests then the cumulative impact on the vendors will be to 
drive them firmly into the heart of the standards camp.

Think about it. Company A demands standards compliance 
in areas 1, 2 and 3. Company B demands compliance for 
areas 2, 8, 12, 14 and 15. Company C wants what Company 
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A and B want, because it does business with them. It doesn’t 
take many demands before the vendor’s best interest clearly 
lies in adopting the widest possible interpretation of the target 
standards set.

Does this sound impractical? I admit that what I’m advocating 
isn’t exactly effort-free, and I am pleased to acknowledge all 

the ACORD members that include 
standards in their RFIs and RFPs. But 
the alternative – that is, taking the line of 
least resistance in the face of the vendors’ 
convenience – is also impractical. 

It’s simply unacceptable to accept a non-standard product or 
service with the understanding that your organization will 
either give up its attempts to interwork with business partners, 
commission expensive and fragile bridging solutions, or 
persuade its business partners to buy from the same vendor. 

Who do you work for? You don’t work for the vendor. By not 
demanding a suitable level of standards compliance from their 
vendors, that’s what folks are doing. 

They’ll come around – if we give them a push

Note that I’m not saying that every player in the industry 
should demand that their vendors be fully compliant with every 
relevant business standard. Life would certainly be easier if 
they did, but I don’t see why any individual buyer should have 
to shoulder the business case for the entire industry. 

As I’ve said, I believe that the vendor community will find 
it in its best interests to adopt standards as thoroughly as 
possible, and that they’ll come to this conclusion fairly early in 
any sustained campaign for standards that’s pursued by their 
customers. I also think it’s important that each organization 
value standards for the specific benefits they will deliver to its 
individual business needs, because I’ve learned that the generic 
argument for standards is all too often honored by the intellect 
but not the executive function. 

It’s simply unacceptable 
to accept a non-standard 
product or service .
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Vendors and buyers shoulder to shoulder

I want to see the long tail flick into life. I want to see the 
standards advocates working with their peers and maximize 
their voices. I want to see them appoint standards bearers who 
will make the vendors sit up and take notice. 

I want to see buyers support those vendors who do implement 
standards. These can be newer suppliers as well, who have 
no investment in old technology. They’ve started with the 

cleanest sheet possible, which is 
the wealth represented in industry 
standards. They are hungry for 
growth. The use they make of 
standards in their products and 

services reduces the risk they might otherwise present as new 
players. There are some vendors out there shaking things up, 
and they deserve to succeed as well.

I want to see buyers support 
those vendors who do 
implement standards .
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The word strategy is so overused 
these days it’s almost become a 
noise word. “Strategy” often just 
means “to-do list” and “strategic 
thinking” often means little more 
than “off-site talking.” Lists and 

conversations are important things, but they’re not strategy. 
Okay, I’m pushing to make a point. So, what is strategy 
anyway? How do we know strategy when we see it, and how do 
we create, and carry out, our own?

Strategy is a term created by the military. The Greek word 
strategos originally meant a general, and later a military governor. 
The classic management accounts of strategy talk in terms of 
leaders determining a goal, mapping and understanding the 
obstacles to that goal, assessing their own assets and then 
generating a plan to capture the goal. We’re talking troops and 
weapons and hills and rivers. 

From battlefield to workplace

Where it gets really subtle is that strategy is a dynamic 
beast. It involves figuring out what the enemy’s response is 
to any of your own potential actions. Great strategists can 
figure complex trees of different scenarios, based on probable 
reactions to actions rippling forward in time. That’s why chess 
is the classic game of strategy. Great chess players can rapidly 
write and track multiple versions of the future, based on a 
multiplicity of variables.

CHAPTER 13

The Meaning of Strategy
Business’s most overused  
word needs rescue
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Strategy may have been born in battle, but its greatest exponents 
soon elevated it to the overarching art of war. The scale shifts 
from hills and rivers to plains and seas, and weapons begin 
to include large collections of people – and ideologies. With 
its abstraction into an art that generals could carry out in 
comfortable rooms far from the fighting, strategy was ripe for 
transmission to the business world.

We’re familiar with the idea that industry was originally 
organized on military lines. When the first manufacturing 
concerns were created, the only western model for focusing 
large groups of people on a shared goal was the army. As 
clerical business organizations developed, they inherited the 
hierarchies and economies of scale proven by the manufacturing 
industry, along with some of the more political genes found in 
civil service organizations (themselves inherited from church 
organizations). During the evolution of business, strategy has 
clung on to coat-tails of power, its high-command associations 
keeping it in the boardroom and out of the hands of front-line 
troops. 

But while business has experienced rapid and accelerating 
change in our times, “strategy” has not kept up. In fact, strategy 
has begun to look irrelevant. “Pure” business strategists reserve 
the word for what we might call external business behavior. 
For them, strategy is about the organization’s choices in its 
environment. The firm’s goals – measured in dollars or market 
share – are defined. The “enemy” is identified. Customers are 
“targeted.” Products and services become the army’s assets and 
sales and marketing stand in for troop movements. 

The problem for pure strategists is that the world is no longer 
pure. It’s no longer clear where your organization ends 

and the environment begins. The world 
doesn’t stand still long enough to generate 
monolithic, measurable goals and develop 
the assets needed to achieve them. Business 
today is all about agility, and nimbleness. 

It’s about being light on your feet, owning as little plant as 
possible, being open to new alliances and new techniques. Not 

Business today is 
all about agility, 
and nimbleness .
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only are we without big, obvious goals that all can understand 
and share, we cannot even be sure that we share the same basic 
assumptions with our colleagues, customers or investors. 

Keeping up with accelerating change

Our high velocity world has responded to the growing redundancy 
of traditional strategy in two ways. The first response is to cut 
strategy away entirely – do without it. The second is to let strategy 
be whatever people want it to be – so long as it appears to provide 
some kind of motivation for action.

Organizations that respond in the first way, by jettisoning 
strategy, usually embrace ideas like empowerment and flat 
organizational structures. Seizing the opportunity to downsize, 
they axe their strategy and planning functions, cut red tape and 
declare their people free to act in whatever way meets corporate 
objectives. Sadly, for many organizations, this merely creates 
confusion and anxiety. Staff are told they are empowered but 
given no ownership of resources, and therefore must attempt 
to forge alliances with other equally bemused staff to get work 
done. It’s doublethink in action. You must do what you can, 
but you have nothing with which to do it. To me, this isn’t 
empowerment – its abrogation of responsibility. You might as 
well shrug your shoulders and go home. 

The second response to the death of traditional strategy is 
one of denial. “Strategy isn’t the issue,” people will say. “It’s 
execution.” (Smart!) Or: it’s leadership. Or: it’s agility. And 
the replacement words become ever more abstract, ever more 
fogbound.
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I believe it’s generally accepted that 
standards play a vital role in the creation 
of the real-time enterprise. It’s also hard to 
find an organization that doesn’t mention 
evolution towards a real-time posture as a 

core element of its business strategy. But I’m not so sure everyone 
really knows what’s meant by “the real-time enterprise,” and the 
vagueness of many leaders’ timelines in this regard suggests that 
they are less than convinced about its viability. 

We need to challenge ourselves and our colleagues to frame an 
objective understanding about the real-time enterprise, and to 
declare our commitment to its realization. Otherwise we risk 
mouthing platitudes about the “always-on environment” and 
“customer responsiveness” without taking any genuine steps 
towards addressing – or creating – that world. But the best part 
is, if we get our enterprise concept right, our strategic direction 
becomes a whole lot clearer.

Sense and respond

My understanding of the real-time 
enterprise is an organization that 
senses and responds to its environment, 
delivering what customers need rather 
than creating what it thinks it can sell. The real-time enterprise 
isn’t just a faster and more diverse organization, it’s also one that 
rejects any illusory idea that it can perfectly predict the future. 
It’s therefore a somewhat scary place to be – an organization 
truly in the service of its customers. 

CHAPTER 14

Strategy in Real Time
When life overtakes

Delivering what customers 
need rather than creating 
what it thinks it can sell . 
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Unbundling the old enterprise

“Sense-and-respond” makes a snappy alternative to “make-
and-sell,” and a slogan we can all get behind – in theory. Who 
doesn’t want to design, sell and deliver products and services that 
customers actually want, rather than the products and services 
we think people might want, or be persuaded to want? 

But executing on this strategy is less straightforward. Anyone 
can get their mind around “markets served, products offered.” 
This is, after all, a sharp description of the traditional strategic 
function in any commercial organization. 

The new enterprise

The alternative execution approach for the “new organization” 
is harder to encapsulate. It’s about “repertoires,” “attributes,” 
“capabilities” and “responses.” The method of execution in the 
real-time enterprise takes longer to explain than the traditional 
method because it’s an unbundling of the old way. 

Many “markets” and “products” are packages that can 
often be stable and monolithic, the predictable, enduring 
dimensions of business as we know it. Real-time businesses, on 
the other hand, assemble customer offers on the fly. The new 
organization’s strengths therefore rest in the actions it can take 
to meet the kinds of customer outcomes it targets. The real-
time organization is by definition a highly componentized one. 
It is structured in parts from which solutions are assembled as 
required. (See Standards Framework in Appendix.)

Getting adaptive

Another way of characterizing the sense-and-
respond organization is as a formalization of the 
entrepreneurial practices of small, nimble players. 
We take the rules-of-thumb that one-man-bands 
carry around in their heads and translate them 
into an organizational structure that will allow 
an incumbent to be just as nimble. 
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Business writer Stephan H. Haeckel is clear about what this 
means for strategy: “The only strategy that makes sense in the 
face of unpredictable change is a strategy to become adaptive.”7 
Acquiring “adaptiveness” is the goal of strategy and the end-
point of strategy. This concept takes some getting used to. We’re 
used to the idea of strategy as being time-bound and delimited. 
We have “a strategy” and we execute it, measure its impact – 
and then create a new one. Haeckel is saying that the real-time 
enterprise expresses its strategy in its very structure. Strategy 
isn’t an add-on, but the determinant of the organization. 

Adaptation is a strategy

Standards are required to enable modularity, though they 
will not of themselves deliver modularity. (You could still use 
standards to gain efficiencies and expand markets in a traditional 
business). In any case, modularity without a commitment to 
sense-and-respond is only of technical interest. 

When we say that standards are a business issue and not a 
technology issue, we’re partly referring to the fact that having 
responsive, connectable, flexible information systems is of 
limited use unless your business is also responsive, connectable 
and flexible. The idea that adaptiveness is in itself a strategy that 
can then be embodied in structure echoes the role of standards 
in business. Though we sometimes casually refer to standards 
as “blueprints,” that analogy is a little wide of the mark. You 

Old organization

Assumes unpredictable change

Structure is strategy

Modularity

Context and co-ordination

New organization

Assumes predictable change

Structure follows strategy

Manufacturing approach 

Command and control

Figure n: Comparison of  traditional vs  
real-time enterprise continued 8
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use a blueprint to build a specific building, so a blueprint is a 
specification for a single type of creation. 

Standards, on the other hand, embody an approach to creating 
buildings of many types and organizing them in coherent, fluid 

collections. Just as adaptiveness is the 
goal and end of strategy, so standards 
are both the answer and language for 
information systems. ACORD pro-
vides the “What”, vendors provide 

the “How”. This is why I talk about the “standards-enabled 
 organization,” or the “standards-based organization.” Adopt-
ing standards doesn’t just mean applying them to one or two 
systems, or even to one or two business processes. It means 
making standards the default throughout the organization. 

You can have a little adaptiveness in your organization, but 
that won’t make you a real-time enterprise. Similarly, you can 
use standards here and there – and doing so will buy you some 
local advantages, including building your standards capability. 
But the real benefits – the life-changing ones – kick in when 
standards are everywhere; when there is no alternative. This 
universality is a key goal for everyone adopting and investing 
in standards. And one of the reasons why funding ACORD’s 
industry initiatives maximizes the value of standards and 
increases return on investment.

Traditional capital assets have maximum value before they are 

used . Until used, however, information has no value at all .9

Sensing your customers

Where do new customer propositions come from? From new 
customers, or changing customer requirements. It follows that 
if you’re interested in innovating, in propelling your business 
into new areas of opportunity, that you not only listen to 
customers and analyze their behavior, but also actively seek 
novel customer requests. This implies that instead of seeking 
to maximize the volume of business-as-usual transactions 
going through “the system” and trying to force all customer 

Standards, embody an 
approach to creating 
buildings of many types . 
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requirements into predetermined tracks, you hunt for unique, 
one-off, customized encounters. 

To many business people, this is not only anathema – a recipe 
for chaos – but also a negation of standardization. To the 
traditional business mind, standardization means “everything 
the same.” But today, standardization means you can do 
anything. Having standards baked into your business means 
you have the full set of capabilities needed to meet any need 
that comes along. 

Room for rainbows

It’s as if you’ve not only chosen the right paint for your house, 
you’ve also installed every conceivable color paint and a 
flexible system for recoating the walls depending on the 

moods of your visitors. And you’ve 
rediscovered the computer, defined 
by the first computer scientists as 
a general purpose machine that 
could be programmed to do any 

representational task. Having standard shoe sizes doesn’t mean 
that every pair of shoes looks the same, as if they all rolled off a 
production line in some centrally-planned economy: It means 
the reverse; it means you can get any kind of shoe you want, 
and it’ll fit. 

Making this philosophy work in our long-established business 
is, of course, easier said than done. Insurance is inherently 
chain-based. Partnering to meet customer needs is not new to 
us. But partnering in a relationship which offers commonality 
of meaning and intention together with instant connectivity is 
an entirely new reality. Instead of agreeing on a single way of 
doing business, and then setting that in concrete, we agree on 
ways of doing business, and that remains fluid. 

Having standard shoe sizes 
doesn’t mean that every pair 
of shoes looks the same .
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Does the idea of strategy as structure 
sound suspicious? Maybe it’s a way of 
saying the strategy challenge has been 
removed by a re-organization. Those 
who like their solutions to appear more 
active may be attracted to what I think 
of as the programmatic approach to the 
strategy challenge. This means shelving 
the concept of strategy in favor of strategic 

initiatives. Let’s not have a big, boring plan: let’s have lots of 
exciting activities. 

Strategic initiatives aren’t the same as strategy

Management authors Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton 
point out that strategic initiatives are not the same as strategy, 
but depend on strategy. Strategic initiatives – such as a TQM 
program or the implementation of CRM software – are 
discretionary programs that help companies achieve strategic 
objectives.10 This is a very important distinction in an era where 
“initiatives” pour over organizations on an almost daily basis, 
often leaving confusion and cynicism in their wake. 

We all know organizations where TQM or CRM was believed 
to be “the strategy,” instead of a tool to achieve an aspect of 
strategy – such as demand-led manufacturing or customer-
centric service. We all also know how often the failure of an 
initiative is read as a failure of the strategy. This is nowhere 
more obvious than in IT, where unhappy experiences with 

CHAPTER 15

Strategy on the Level
Putting in place the  
mechanisms to win
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CRM systems, for example, are quickly interpreted as the 
invalidation of a customer-centric approach to business. 

Be a standards-enabled organization

This idea is a subject close to our hearts at ACORD because 
in the elevation of standards from project-level aid to corporate 
strategy, standards are frequently stranded at the level of 
“strategic initiative.” I believe that being a standards-enabled 
organization is a key strategic objective for any organization 
that wants to survive and thrive in this century. 

In turn, that objective is part of an overarching strategy that 
incorporates the general theme of adaptiveness and the specifics 
of the organization’s central purpose and market ambitions. 

The objective – to be a standards-based organization – might 
then be pursued through strategic initiatives, as well as via 
other routes, such as organizational restructuring, employee 
education and active ACORD participation.

Orchestration

Frequently I hear that the challenge 
of executing strategy isn’t locating the 
required assets or accessing expertise or 
finding an implementation champion – 
it’s orchestrating all these elements. Now 
I will not claim that standards can do 
orchestration for you. On their own, as 
a product, standards are inert. You need 
to put standards into action to gain any 

benefit. But standards can be an ally in orchestration. When we 
talk about orchestration, we’re referring to the management of 
complex, simultaneous work streams. We’re not talking about 
a composer or an arranger, but a conductor. A composer or 
arranger does work, and then leaves like an architect. 

The conductor, on the other hand, has to deliver the actual 
performance. Conductors take what’s on the page and wring art 
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from the forces arrayed in the pit. His work involves interpreting 
the piece so that it suits the capabilities of the orchestra, the 
acoustics of the venue and the expectations of the audience. 
But at the moment-by-moment, gesture-by-gesture level, the 
conductor’s role is that of pace-setter and focal point. He’s a 
kind of marshal, directing the various contributors.

Orchestration, then, is a form of planning. Conducting is a 
form of leadership. Notice that it would 
be ludicrous to praise a conductor for 
“empowering” the instrumentalists. 
No conductor claims to be able to play 

all the instruments, or denies a player a score. Conductors 
respect the abilities of the players, and the players take their 
lead from the conductor. And conductors take their bows for 
the performance, not their egos.

What goes down… must come up

Executing a strategy in any organization entails translating a 
vision into a series of goals and actions that can be assigned 
to different teams and individuals. This isn’t a simple, 
mechanical process. A degree of interpretation is also involved. 
As with any act of interpretation, there’s plenty of room for 
misunderstandings to creep into the process. At the same time 
as strategy interpretation is acting downward through the 
organization, execution reporting is flowing upward. 

Well-run organizations are – seemingly – marked by the match 
between the two flows of goals and measurement. But the 
harmony between these two flows can be misleading, because 
the goals being so rigorously measured may be the wrong ones. 
Given that change is endemic in all our businesses, it’s likely 
that sooner or later every goal we are measuring will cease to 
relate to the real underlying needs of the business. That’s why 
strategy needs to be flexible.

If you were to query the relationship between the interpretation 
and the reporting flows in any organization at any time, I 
guarantee that you would find mismatches. It’s wildly unlikely 

Orchestration, then is a 
form of planning . 
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that you’d find the two mechanisms in perfect tune with each 
other. They’re always adjusting to each other. I don’t mean to 
imply that organizations are failing to manage either of these 
flows, or the relationship between the flows. It’s just the way it 
is. Interpreting strategy is difficult. Identifying the right things 
to measure is difficult. Revisiting both sets of deliverables 
on a continuous basis is time-consuming and intellectually 
challenging. However, I think decision makers do well to stick 
with one golden rule about strategy execution, and that’s to 
insist that for every goal they set, a metric is attached – even if 
they doubt the absolute correctness of the goal. 

I believe it’s better to get an accurate measure 
for a goal that may be incorrect, than it is 
to get an inaccurate measure for a correct 
goal. Why? Because an accurate measure 
can always help you question the validity 
of a goal, whereas an inaccurate one never 
will. Here’s an example. A small business 
decides that market share is its key goal. It 
obtains rigorously accurate measures of its 
share on a regular basis. When it sees that its 
profitability isn’t tracking its market share, it 
rethinks its strategy. Meanwhile, a company 
across the street has figured out that unit 
profit is the key measurable in its growth 

strategy. Unfortunately, it’s counting its expenses incorrectly 
and the business’s profitability is much lower than the leaders 
believe it to be. The business will tank, because there’s a bad 
connection between the goal and the reporting flow.

What I’m saying here isn’t exactly counter-intuitive, but it’s 
an argument that’s often neglected and which causes many 
execution failures. We’re more used to people talking about 
the importance of effectiveness over efficiency: that is, picking 
the right goals, rather than doing goals right. Naturally, all 
things being equal, I’d prefer a good goal over a bad goal 
any day. The thing is, when it comes to execution, all things 
aren’t equal. As we’ve seen in this chapter, the human systems 
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that we must use to execute our strategies introduce what 
engineers call noise. The systems we put in place for execution 
and reward can easily skew the quality of the information 
being reported. 

I believe therefore that it’s vitally important to address the 
functioning of those human systems to clean up the quality of 
the feedback they carry. The only way to verify a goal is with 
accurate feedback.

Build, buy or buddy?

I’ve lifted the challenge “build, buy or buddy” from X-
engineering guru James Champy. With apologies to Champy, 
I’d like you to imagine the (admittedly less snappy) phrase 
“Being a standards-enabled organization” for “X-engineering” 
in the following quote:

 X-engineering does, however, expand 
your choice for achieving scale to three 
alternatives: build, buy or buddy. In more 
managerial terms, it requires that you ask two 
questions: Who should participate with you – 
including customers, suppliers, partners, and 
competitors – in the creation and delivery of 
your business proposition, and how far should 
you go in integrating your processes.11

What happens when we perform our sleight-of-hand trick, 
and swap out “engineering” for “Being a standards-enabled 
organization”? Two things; first, the opportunity to decide 
among build, buy or buddy is no longer a one-time deal. You 
can choose to take any of these of these routes in any mix at any 
time. Second – and this also follows from the first observation – 
the term “integrating” becomes 
suspect. Integrating implies a 
permanent bridging between 
processes, which, in practice, is 
also going to mean a permanent 
interface between two systems or 
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two sets of systems. The word we need for our standards-based 
situation is “collaborating.” 

Rather than agreeing on an extent and depth of integration, 
we’re going to establish the shared touch points in our respective 
processes. There may be a galaxy of these, and it may be that 
only a handful of them are activated in any one interaction 
between the two collaborating parties. 

Always ready to work

Because we’re all using standards, all using a common language 
referring to a set of concepts held in common, and all using 

systems that leverage those standards to 
ensure full semantic integrity, the way we 
specify our interactions with partners can 
be highly flexible.

Being standards-enabled effectively means that “build, buy or 
buddy” ceases to be an occasional dilemma – a big management 
decision with dire penalties for making the wrong choice – and 
becomes a persistent organizational capability. Standards are 
offering you an infinite palette of colors, a bottomless toolbox.

Part of your mission in helping your organization embrace 
standards to their full value involves hammering this key 
point at every opportunity. Your people don’t know their own 
strengths. Using standards frees them to run the business in 
the service of the customer, to partner when needed, to switch 
relationships as required, and to access new opportunities 
across the business network – without descending into anarchy. 
You’ve got ACORD standards. And you get it. Now focus on 
your business and expand your horizons. 

Standards are offering 
you an infinite palette 
of color .
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Despite the enormous time and energy 
that goes into strategy development at most 
companies, many have little to show for the 
effort. Our research suggests that companies 
on average deliver only 63 per cent of the 
financial promise their strategies promise. 
A lot of value is lost in translation.12

Researchers Mankins and Steele provide a measurement 
for what many instinctively feel happens to strategy in our 
organizations: it disappears into the sand. They tell us that 
7.5 per cent of strategy’s potential value is lost due to “not 
having the right resources in the right place at the right 
time” and that 5.2 per cent disappears because of “poor 
communications,” and so on. I’m delighted to see that their 
prescription for effective translation of strategy into action 
describes the ACORD community process to perfection – 
almost. Mankins and Steele offer these memorable rules for 
shifting from strategy to execution:

1. Keep it simple, make it concrete

2. Debate assumptions, not forecasts

3. Use a rigorous framework, speak a common language

4. Discuss resource deployments early

5. Clearly identify priorities

6. Continuously monitor performance

7. Reward and develop execution capabilities

Lost in Translation
Filling the  
strategy-to-performance gap

CHAPTER 16
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ACORD standards are objective models of complex business 
domains (rule #1) that are created by free discussions about 
usage in organizations rather than theories (rule #2). 

ACORD standards are the very embodiment of a rigorous 
framework and common language (rule #3). The ACORD 
Standards Framework provides a dictionary, a capability 

model, an information model that 
describes all life and non-life products, a 
process model and a component model. 
(See details in the Appendix.) We flag 
changes early through our standards 

cycle (rule #4) and set and communicate priorities through 
our working groups and committees (rule #5). We assess our 
progress on an ongoing basis (rule #6).

However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally 

look at the results . - Winston Churchill13

Holding out for a reward

But do we “reward and develop execution capabilities?” 
I believe that we do through our awards program – there’s an 
important level of public recognition within the community. 
But I’m not so sure that we extend this behavior sufficiently 
through our member organizations. 

Yes, the ACORD standards meet the needs of rules 1 through 
3. Our standards management processes meet the needs of rules 
4 through 6. But we must not be complacent – because unless 
all the rules also apply in our member organizations, we’re 
only satisfying a piece of the picture. We may be doing a fine 
job on translating the concept of standards into a consumable 
product, but not necessarily driving the industry forward in its 
embrace and implementation of standards.

Rather than being satisfied with the ACORD community’s 
record on observing these strategy-to-performance rules, I 
want all our members to test the operation of these rules in 
their own situations. If you have applied these rules to the 
construction of standards, can you also apply them to the 

ACORD standards are  
the very embodiment  
of a rigorous framework .
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implementation of standards? Can you, for example, ensure 
that you use a common language to discuss standards (rule 
#3)? That may sound a bit recursive. But when you think about 
it, the help files and guidelines we produce are precisely an 
attempt to set a standard language of implementation around 
the standards themselves. When we run training sessions we are 
transferring repeated, validated insights that have the power of 
a common language, the collected wisdom, if you will, of the 
implementers.

Understand benefits in context

Similarly, I believe that some implementations are delayed at 
inception due to misunderstandings about assumptions and 
forecasts (rule #2). For example, some people involved in a 
standards implementation focus narrowly on specific returns, 

•  See the world as you want it.

See the world as it truly is .

•  Leave information technology to the technologists. 

Information technology is everyone’s job .

•  Information is power; keep good ideas inside the company.

Share good ideas with customers and partners as you 

search nonstop for better ideas .

•  Exercise authority to gain control. 

Gain control by relinquishing it .

•  Manage change as an event and appeal to intellect. 

Manage change as a campaign and appeal to feelings .

•  A manager’s beliefs and values are his or her business. 

A manager’s beliefs and values are everyone’s business .

•  Don’t fix it if it ain’t broke. 

Relish change .

The new phase book14
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such as departmental savings, when the issue at stake may 
actually be the realignment of departments. The distinction 
between strategic initiative and strategic objective can also rear 
its head under this rule heading.

I hope ACORD’s standards, support materials and process can 
serve as models of good practice that members can use to close 
the strategy-to-performance gaps in their own organizations. 

Listening hard to clichés

“Electronic sharing of files” is a classic 
example of a phrase that sounds like 
a technical issue. But it’s not. Don’t 
let words like “electronic” and “files” 
fool you. All we’re saying here is that 
it’s incredibly beneficial if two or more 
parties can refer to the same information 

whenever they like, even at the same time. Think of it this way 
– do you need your critical business information whenever you 
need it, or whenever someone else is ready to ship it along to 
you? Dumb question. 

So one thing that electronic information standards allows us to 
do is create documents or information sets that can be stored 
on computers and read by many users at the same time. With 
some automated controls added, we can also arrange for the 
replication and routing of those documents to different users. 

Add another layer and we can let users append their 
annotations to the documents – and to see each other’s 
annotations if permissions allow. Most importantly, those 
documents can be works-in-progress. The users accessing 
them can be empowered to change them: to add to them, to 
approve them, to endorse them. 

Access for all

You need some rules to sort out possible contentions. Users may 
try to simultaneously change an information set in mutually 
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incompatible ways – but even that’s a blessing. You’re better off 
enshrining the rules in an automated system that will enforce 
them rigorously as they occur, rather than dealing with the 
consequences of clashes that arise in the manual world. 

So, when you hear “electronic sharing of 
files,” see this in your mind: everybody who 
needs to work on critical information has 
instant access to that information, regardless 
of who else might be using it, or where it 

might be physically located. A related touchstone is this – Is your 
purpose to move paper around, or to add value to a business process that 
consumes and generates information? The latter phrase is clumsier 
than the first, but it better represents your business mission.

Is your purpose to  
move paper around  
or to add value?
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Change happens gradually, but the 
impact of change registers abrupt-
ly. This apparent contradiction 
generates some of the most inter-
esting effects in business and is at 
the root of many an organization’s 
failure to capitalize on its strategic 
advantages. A company may have 
invested in incremental change but 
may fail to exploit the implications 
of that change.

A short selection of hardened habits that people are cheerfully 
abandoning to the trash can of history, despite their long-held 
addictions include cigarettes, plastic shopping bags, fixed line 
phones, handwritten letters and more. All of these items have 
been on the way out for some time. But the post-smoking age, 
for example, is a new situation for us all. The post-CD age is 
challenging the music companies, even though the growth of 
electronic distribution has not exactly been a secret these past 
dozen years. The DVD’s day is almost over, but Hollywood still 
seems surprised. 

Is the future here yet?

I believe that business is still processing the changes ignited by the 
internet. Actually, I think business is still coming to terms with 
the PC, and I think business has some way to go before decision 

Tales People Tell
Fact and fiction work hand in  
hand to promote change

CHAPTER 17
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makers feel the full force of the wireless revolution. Given that 
at some point these structural changes will be complete, how do 
smart leaders call the moment of final transition? How do we 
know when we’ve arrived at the future?

The future is distributed, as William Gibson remarked. It arrives 
in packages. Those packages arrive at different times in different 
places, and they interact with the environments they meet in 
often unpredictable ways. To go back to my simple list of big 

changes: I can only assert this list by making 
several key assumptions. Smoking, for example, 
may have become socially unacceptable in 
most situations in the US and Europe, but it’s 

a booming industry in emerging markets. What’s new for one 
group of people may be business as usual for another, and the 
“natural” habits of one group appear alien to another. 

It’s how you look at it

The way we look at things determines the meaning of external 
forces, even when those forces appear to be objectively and 
universally known. Just as individuals can choose to see a glass 
as half-empty or half-full, as leaders of businesses and delivery 
teams, we can choose how to interpret the meaning of external 
forces of change. 

For example, bars (pubs) facing the introduction of smoking 
bans can bemoan the likely impact in sales, or they can build 
a beer garden for smokers. Or they can refocus on their food 
offer. Or invest more in their entertainment facilities. They can 
re-think their market, and start to attract people who stay away 
from smoky environments. 

The revolution continues on channel 1,356

There’s no doubt that technical connectivity is a widespread 
force for change that will leave no organization untouched. 
Connectivity has already had a major influence on the way 
businesses develop, but the revolution is nowhere near done. 

The future arrives  
in packages .
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There will come a day when the majority of consumers 
and individuals agree that the default mechanism for their 
transactions is some kind of online channel, whether it’s 
the web, the cell phone, the TV, or some other device. The 
savvy organizations aren’t the ones who are pretending 
that this day has already arrived, but the ones who are 
readying themselves to switch to the new default when the 
day dawns. 

Your breakfast egg could start a war

When Gulliver, the hero of Jonathan Swift’s satirical book, 
meets the people of Lilliput he learns that they’ve been 
indulging in a long-standing war with their neighbors on the 
island of Blefuscu. The argument is about whether you should 
eat a boiled egg from the small end, or the big end. It’s an 
overwhelmingly trivial distinction, but it’s also become a matter 
of life and death. 

As business people, we can’t afford to get 
hung up on side-issues about the form 
that technology “should” take, or to waste 
our resources on arguing for different 
visions of the future. We’re responsible for 

understanding the possible effects of change and choosing 
strategies that give us the maximum possible scope for response. 

Simplistic metrics hide complexity

There is no “number” for the benefit that standards will deliver 
to your organization, and I refuse to invent one. I see all the 
trouble organizations get into when they play with metrics that 
ultimately have nothing to say about the complex situations 
they claim to comment upon.

Today, consumers are trying to make sense of their role in 
environmental protection by studying metrics such as food 
miles. The idea is that buying something that travels fewer 
miles to reach you, it must make less of an impact on the 
environment. Trouble is, if you just look at food miles, you risk 

We can’t afford to 
get hung up on  
side-issues . 
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buying locally grown produce that can only be farmed using 
high inputs of energy, usually from fossil fuel-burning power 
stations. A tomato that travels a longer distance may have been 
grown more cheaply in its place of origin because they have 
more sunshine there and cheap labor. 

For their parts, businesses are measuring and publishing 
numbers for their carbon footprints, and companies can trade 
carbon credits with each other. Fears about the sustainability 
of the planet have been reduced to something we can all feel 
comfortable with, a financial instrument. Whatever your 
feelings about climate change, it’s hard to believe that measuring 
carbon footprint is the key to the whole story. Simplistic metrics 
are beguiling, because they offer an apparent escape from 
impossibly complex problems. 

An array of false choices

The media can offer false choices. 
This is how agendas are shaped. Most 
adults know that the media shapes 
issues so that we’re presented with a 
menu of opinions, hopes and fears that 
we can choose from. But I think that 

few of us realize how insidious this practice has become and 
how it’s infected the way we run our businesses. 

The minute someone tells you that there’s only one way forward 
for your business, you’re rightly suspicious. However, our alarm 
bells should also ring whenever someone tells us there are only 
two alternatives, or three options, or four credible scenarios or 
any fixed number. 

Unfortunately it’s never like that. There are always alternatives 
that aren’t on anyone’s menu. For a start, you always have the 
privilege of throwing the menu out. False choices proliferate 
because they’re nurtured by interests or ignorance. 

When someone does reject an agenda as loaded in favor of 
the person posing the question, we usually suspect another 
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agenda. In the case of ACORD’s work, I believe that standards 
should never be presented as an all-or-nothing, take-it-or-
leave-it deal. 

Standards are good for business; but so are many other factors. 
You have plenty to do and plenty to think about. Reducing the 
future of the business to a discussion about standards isn’t the 
right thing to do. I mention this because it’s habitual for those 
of us who work with standards to use standards as a way of 
framing options.

A tell, not a sell

I’m the first to recognize that pulling back from pushing a 
limited-option agenda is just as hard to do as deferring a 
decision when you’re confronted with such an agenda. To enact 
either behavior is to break with modern corporate tradition, 
which values clarity and decisiveness. 

Standards aren’t a sell. Standards are a tell. Our business 
standards exist to help people communicate. You can’t force 
people to communicate. You can tell them what you’re doing to 
help people like them communicate, but then you have to step 
back. In your work with your colleagues and peers around the 
industry, I know you meet a lot of loaded agendas and a mass 
of interests masquerading as strategic options. I encourage you 
to resist the pressure to adopt anyone’s agenda, no matter how 
clear and appealing it is. You can always ask for more options, 
and there always are more options. 

Reality grows from dreams

Which came first, space flight or 
stories about space flight? The 
stories came first, because it’s 
always easier to imagine something 
than it is to implement it. But let’s 

go a little deeper. Were the stories just general precursors of 
reality or did they actually dictate how reality developed? 

Fiction has had quite  
a role in determining 
technological development
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It turns out that fiction has had quite a role in determining 
technological development. The countdown to rocket launches 
seems like an integral part of the complex process of lofting 
vehicles into space, but in fact it’s just there for show. 

Fritz Lang invented the countdown for his influential 1931 sci-
fi movie Frau im Mond. No one in his audience had ever seen a 
rocket going up. He needed a way of making the films’ rocket 
launch scene look more dramatic, and reversing the normal 
way of counting gave him the tension he needed. 

Geostationary satellites were originally proposed by SF writer 
Arthur C. Clarke. “Cyberspace” is a fantasy term coined by 
William Gibson in his 1984 novel Neuromancer. If you have a 
flip-phone, you can thank Star Trek. 

Stories are powerful

Stories are powerful generators of reality, and this is no esoteric 
point. The business world pulsates with stories. Stories dictate 
what happens to us and to the businesses we’re responsible 
for. Most obviously, people with something to sell have stories 
to tell. 

They paint pictures of the bright future you’ll enjoy if you buy 
their product or service. But the cynics in your organization 
are telling stories as well. If you’re not telling a story of your 
own, then you lay yourself open to manipulation by the stories 
in your environment. So, while I recommend that advocates of 
standards shouldn’t over-sell standards, that’s not to say that I 
think we should be silent. We’ve got to keep telling the story 
without selling an outcome.
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Customers Calling  
the Shots
They’re driving this bus 

Turn over a new rock

Let’s get one thing out in the open 
right off the bat – you’d have to be 
really weird, or have spent the last 
decade under a rock, not to know 
that these days, customers are in 
charge of everybody’s business. It’s 

a truism. We all pay lip-service to customer centricity. Folks 
in IT agitate to get a single view of the customer. Marketers 
shell out on focus groups. Advertisers insist on how much 
the corporations they represent want to listen to customers. 
Customer power is talked about all over the place.

When it comes down to it, few organizations really mean it. 
They’re singing along to the catchy number that everyone else is 
singing. No one wants to look like an idiot, right? So they throw 
money at customer relationship management systems. They 
work up complex customer segmentation schemes. They retrain 
their people to be people people. And some go on throwing the 
same old products at their markets… They wonder why the 
business never improves, why there’s no innovation, and why 
nimbler competitors seem to appear from nowhere and grab 
market share.

I’m generalizing across the whole of commerce, but these 
effects impact the insurance sector in a big way – and not 
just the parts of the business that we traditionally think of as 
“customer-facing.” 
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Everyone is someone else’s customer

Customer control is a big, big, issue in insurance. That’s because 
in our industry, everyone is someone else’s customer. When 

you trace along the chain of even the most 
complex relationships, you’ll find a real, 
live end-customer gripping the handle – 
and making everyone dance. 

People in the industry spend the majority of their time 
thinking about intermediate links in the chain, working at the 
transaction level. They’re not focusing on the overall dynamics 
of the situation to which the current transaction contributes. 
Who needs to think about the whole value chain if you’re only 
responsible for this part of it, at this moment?

Players in our industry are only going to be able to make step 
changes in their performance when they can junk this kind 
of thinking. We have to think about the bigger picture – even 
when we’re down in the detail. 

If we can appreciate the deeper flow of the business as well 
as the characteristics of the current transaction, then we can 
begin to change the way we behave, and therefore the value we 
bring to all our customers.

The explosion of choice

Customers face an incredibly wide range of choices in today’s 
markets. There’s more of everything – and everything is, pretty 
much, a million times better than it used to be. It’s getting hard 
to buy a car that will break down on you with any regularity. 
Try to buy a cell phone that just makes calls, and won’t let you 
surf the web, take pictures and text your friends. The cliché is 
to talk about “bewildering choice.” Poor customers!

There’s so much to choose from, they don’t know what to do…
better zap them with ads, so they get led in the right direction. 
Let’s simplify everything for them, so they don’t get scared and 
decide to stay home and not buy anything.

Everyone is someone 
else’s customers
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Stop… rewind

Choice isn’t bewildering anymore. Customers have lots of 
choice – but they also have lots of tools to help them choose. 
They have access to every product and service available in the 
world, but they also have access to comparison tools, opinions 
and search engines. 

In the old days, only the most dedicated shoppers pored through 
Consumer Reports or quizzed a long line of salespeople about 
the virtues of the products they were considering buying. Most 
people limited the extent of their search to times when they 
were buying big-ticket items, like cars, houses and vacations. 
Now you can apply the most rigorous search and selection to 
the smallest item. If you want the world to bid for the right to 
sell you a paper clip, you can do it. 

I’m feeling lucky

These tools aren’t hard to use, either. I guess when personal 
computers first came out, few of us realized how easy they’d be 
to use – thanks to the web. 

It’s often easier to remember the web address of, say, a telephone 
provider comparison site, than it is to figure out the names of 
the providers in your area. People increasingly fly the web on 
Google’s “I’m feeling lucky” button, trusting this incredible 
tool’s ability to sort the wheat from the chaff and second-guess 
just what it is you most need.

There used to be a lot of hand-wringing in the IT industry (or, 
to be more accurate, on the academic and political edges of the 
IT industry) about the growing divide between the information-
rich and the information-poor. The worry was that people with 
access to IT would have wider choice and more decision tools 
than others, but with the tumbling cost of technology, that 
barrier is melting away. 

Our children are growing up with this stuff. The graduates we’re 
hiring have been using information technology all their lives. 
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Emerging markets are some of the most IT-enabled and IT-literate 
territories in the world – that’s partly why India and China are 
making such rapid strides in their economic development.

So, it’s a level playing field out there – for customers. Customers 
really are empowered now. They didn’t need to wait for 
corporations to empower them. They got with the technology, 
they changed the way they live their lives and make their 
decisions, and they began to shape the provider landscape. 

Commercial practice on its head

What’s happened here is that two hundred years of commercial 
practice has been flipped on its head. The modern era of history, 
which is all about mass markets, smokestack industries, poor 
differentiation and high disposability – that’s all in the trash. 
(Or the recycling.) 

Customers don’t stream to the doors of 
the big providers, wondering what they 
might be allowed to buy today. Apart 
from newly minted sites like eBay, it’s 
now the providers who must find the 
customer, and persuade the customer 

to buy. Suppliers have to make cases. They have to compete 
without fully knowing the customer’s selection criteria. They 
can no longer guess what the customer is thinking.

Here’s an example: go back fifty years, to when cars weren’t 
afraid to have fins. A local dealer would get to know the local 
market real well. He’d sell a new model to some of his customers 
every two or three years. He’d know who needed financing, or 
who would be looking to step up in the range after scoring a 
promotion. Life was local, predictable.

Now take a customer today. For a start, consider that they don’t 
see themselves as owing anything to any physically local dealer. 
Next, think about what the needs are. If they’re living in a city 
with a congestion charge plan, they may not need to buy a car 
at all – they might want to join a car club, like Zipcar. 

Two hundred years of 
commercial practice 
has been flipped on  
its head .
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Who are you to tell me who I am?

But who says she’s even a “car buyer” of any kind? We used to 
be able to label people because they walked through portals 
that were unambiguously signposted. You walk into a car 
dealer, you’re in the market for a car – duh. 

Put yourself on the web, and you don’t have to be a “car buyer.” 
You can be someone with a complex, changing and hard-to-
describe set of transportation needs. Perhaps you’re not looking 
for transportation at all – maybe you’re really interested in 
ditching your car, and relocating to a charming European city 
where everyone gets around by tram. Or maybe it’s not a car 
that you want, but a product with the design qualities that you 
associate with certain car manufacturers. (Why not? If Porsche 
can make sunglasses, who’s to say a customer won’t go searching 

for a Land Rover umbrella?) This is 
fantasy, but hopefully the argument’s 
clear. The old reference points no longer 
make any sense. You can’t draw the same 

old conclusions from the behavior of customers. You don’t know 
who they are any more.

The old reference points 
no longer make any sense .
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CHAPTER 19

Customers in the Wild
They’re not hooked on  
you anymore

A deaf ear

Any number of organizations are 
stuck with the old mindset, and are 
pretty happy thinking the old way. 
Business seems to keep going, for 
most of them. They don’t hear any 
new kinds of complaints. There’s 
no one turning up at the door of the 
foundry complaining that the steel’s 
not virtual enough this week. 

Insurance customers aren’t beating down the door in search of 
exotic coverage that will flex to their lifestyles and offer them 
better value... oh, right; actually, they are. They’re just not 
beating on your door. It’s natural for us to keep on doing what 
works. If it seems to be working, why ruin a great formula? We 
know our business better than our customers do. Heck, it’s our 
business, not theirs. This is what we do.

You can’t prove a negative

The problem here is that traditionalists are trying to prove a 
negative. Just because you’re not hearing your customers make 
any kind of new request, it doesn’t mean that they’re not trying 
to communicate with you. If organizations don’t pick up on 
their customers’ changing needs and interests, then they’ll find 
out the hard way; when their customers stop calling. 
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So how well are you listening to 
your customers? Are you able to 
digest what they tell you? Can 
you change your processes, 
and values, and products, and 
business model, and culture, to 
give them what they want?

Everything changes... so change everything

If you’re going to commit to staying in business, then you need to 
commit to changing everything about the way you do business. 
I don’t mean that you’re going to throw away everything 
you’ve ever learned, or toss all your assets aside. Nor do I mean 
that some organization lacking a deep understanding of the 
insurance world is going to roll up and eat your lunch. 

I’m not arguing that you should dumb down. I want you to 
smarten up – using the capabilities, the experiences and the 
infrastructure that you have built. Actually, it’s not me who 
wants you to do this – it’s your customers. I’m just standing 
proxy for them.

If you’re committed to responding to the era of customer 
control, then life will actually become easier for you. You won’t 
be fighting against the flow any more, and you’ll no longer be 
negligently chipping away at your customers’ faith in you by 
your inability to get with their program.

The end of the affair

Many folks in organizations seem to think that “the customer 
relationship” is a handy name that describes the totality 
of the organization’s interaction with the customer. It’s the 
summary, if you like, of all the transactions. In systems terms, 
that’s true. As a concept for driving the business forward, it’s 
really lame. 

The idea of customer relationships is that there’s some persistent 
bond between your organization and the people who use 

Just because you’re not hearing 
any new request doesn’t mean 
they’re not trying to communicate 
with you .
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it. There’s a reason, or a whole family of reasons, why they 
keep coming back to you, and why you keep generating value 
from them. Whatever the drivers of the relationship, it has a 
measurable value to both parties. The business can calculate 
how much of its profits are attributable to each relationship. 
Managers can bundle relationships up into segments, and then 
attempt to recruit more customers who fit the characteristics of 
the segments they are most interested in. 

Presumably, customers – rational creatures that they are – take 
time out to knock out a spreadsheet for every organization with 
which they deal, showing the return on their investment in 
terms of money and time. I’m sure that’s what we all do after 
a trip to the grocery store, or in the days before an election. 
(Sarcasm: it’s not pretty, is it?)

The beguiling glow of loyalty

It gets even better. There’s this glow surrounding the idea of 
customer relationships, and it’s the related concept of loyalty. 
The theory of loyalty is that customers treasure the value they 
derive from their suppliers so much that they automatically 
return for more of that good loving. 

They become loyal to organizations and to brands because 
loyalty simplifies their lives, reduces their fear 
of error, and floods an otherwise uncaring 
world with the balm of recognition. That’s 
why, in every retail business, we have loss 

leaders, re-launches, loyalty clubs and celebrity endorsements. 
Get a customer through the door, show them a good time, and 
they’ll be hooked.

There’s only one tiny problem. Customers have no customer 
loyalty – not in the way some think of it. 

Their loyalty is to themselves. Of course it is! They’re not 
stupid. The standard concept of customer loyalty is actually a 
description of addiction. If you can turn your customers into 
addicts – well, good luck to you. 

Loyalty simplifies  
their lives .
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In denial

Remember, it takes two to tango. However much you might tell 
yourself, and your investors, and your customers, that you have 
relationships with your customers – your customers are going 
to deny it. From their point of view, they owe you nothing. 
They’re not on your string. 

Forget about long-term loyalty; they don’t even know you. 
Your precious brand could disappear tonight, and it would be 
forgotten in two weeks’ time. If you think I’m kidding, why 

do you spend so much money reinforcing 
your brands through advertising? It’s 
because you know it’s repetition that’s 
keeping it alive. Customers’ rejection of 
relationships is gathering momentum. The 

largest category of customers today is undoubtedly those who 
don’t want to be put in a category. People are vocal about their 
freedom to place their patronage wherever they want to, and 
this is wrecking traditional business models. 

The fastest growing phenomenon online in recent years has 
been in social networking sites – brands like MySpace and 
Facebook. The potential for monetizing the huge membership 
bases of these networks made them attractive takeover targets 
and have been acquired as a result. But guess what? Users of 
social networking sites are saying to the owners “Take this 
business in a direction we don’t like, and we’re out of here.”

These are businesses that could evaporate on the slightest 
touch from the most powerful force at play in the twenty-first 
century marketplace: customers’ rejection of “the customer 
relationship.” It’s customers who have the big weapon now. 
They can quit.

Your precious brand 
could disappear 
tonight . 
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The long engagement

Customers aren’t captive or 
complacent any more. So what’s 
the way forward for organizations 
that want to stay in business, and 

grow? The new rules of the game can be summed up in the 
phrase customer engagement. Deceptively similar to the old 
customer relationship phrase, this one means a lot more. 

Engagement implies a sustained effort to share time and 
value. A customer relationship is a container for transactions. 
Engagement is about using transactions as a generator of 
an authentic relationship that isn’t taken for granted. It’s an 
organic concept, rather than a mechanical one. 

The shadow of an experience

Think of it this way: what we’re used to thinking of as a 
transaction is actually the shadow, or the trace, of an experience. 
For example, a customer and an organization interact around 
the goal of choosing a life policy. The end result, from the 
records point of view, is (we hope) a transaction. 

Each party met their goals. Or did they? The interaction is only 
complete if we’re just looking at its financial dimension. Customers 
have other goals in their interactions. It’s the entire experience, 

Rebuilding Customer 
Engagement
The way back to customers’  
hearts – through transactions

CHAPTER 20
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not just the money that determines their satisfaction. When we 
just look at the financial transaction, we’re ignoring all the other 
dimensions of the experience. It’s scores in these dimensions that 
determine whether or not the customer comes back.

Dimensions of experience

The dimensions of the customer experience include the 
following qualities – as a minimum set. The clearest way to 
describe them is to frame them as generic customer questions. 
But remember, these are exactly the questions that customers 
refrain from articulating to organizations. No matter how 
hard you think you’re listening, you won’t hear these questions 
coming at you in these direct terms.

The customer is thinking:

• Does this organization understand what I want?

• Can I change my mind as I’m interacting with them?

• Is this encounter about me, or is it about them?

• Is this process easy, or is it difficult?

• Does this experience fit with my other experiences of this 
organization, other organizations like it, and organizations 
that are nothing like it – but which I rate highly?

• How is what’s happening here fitting in with everything 
else I’m thinking about and doing right now? I mean right 
now – right at this second.

I’m sure there are ways to summarize 
these dimensions using labels rather than 
questions, but I think that doing so right 
now would deaden their impact. We’ve 
got to face up to what customers are 

really thinking. We’ve got to accept that however random or 
unpredictable their decision-making processes might seem, 
these are the processes they use.

We’ve got to face up 
to what customers  
are really thinking . 
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Slowing down fast food

I won’t go through each of these dimensions in detail, but let’s 
spend some time on the last two, because they’re really crucial 
to the successful development of the insurance industry. I’ll 
address the “fit” question first. The usual way to think about 
whether a customer is getting a consistent experience is to look 
at branding and service standards. The leaders in this area are 
the franchised fast-food companies. 

You know exactly what you’re going to get at McDonald’s 
restaurant, wherever you find yourself in the world. You’re not 
going to ask for the chef’s special... except that this is exactly 
what McDonald’s customers started doing. They started asking 
for healthier meal options. They wanted better attention to 
environmental issues in the production and packaging of the 
products, and they wanted local variations. 

Comparing like with unlike… and getting  
away with it

What’s happening here is customers are looking at more than 
just the surface symptoms of “fit.” They’re actually comparing 
like with unlike – and getting away with it. They’re saying to 
their fast-food outlets: You know what? I love the way you’re 
doing what you do. Now also do what other people do! 

They’re telling their powerful companies that they want to be 
billed the way the phone company bills them. They’re telling 
their kids’ schools that they want to audit the curriculum. If they 
get great service from a rental car company, they want it from 
the railroad too. It’s useless telling them you’re not a rental car 
company – they don’t care what you choose to call yourself. 

Customers... they’ve been upgraded

The last dimension in the set above drives home the point 
that it’s the customers who own the agenda now, not the 
corporations they deal with. This is the customer’s interest in 
how an experience meshes with the flow of life around her. 
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Have you ever been interrupted at an inconvenient moment by 
your credit card company telling you about a new rate? They 
think they’re doing you a favor, but you’ve just had to put your 
life on hold. Have you ever been annoyed by a salesperson 
trying to upsell you when you’re in a hurry – and when you’re 
only just sold on the first deal anyway? Of course you have. 

Zombie notions

The thing is, like everybody else these 
days, being-in-a-hurry-and-only-just-sold 
is your natural state. We’re all busy, 
and we’re all semi-detached. Now that 
we’re all getting connected to high-
bandwidth systems on our cell phones 
and other mobile devices, the assumption 
that customers are ready to devote their 
attention to an organization’s offer when 

the organization comes a-calling is erroneous. It’s one of the 
zombie notions that are slowly but inexorably killing those 
organizations that haven’t woken up to the shift in power. 

What does all this mean? It means you’ve got to manage 
customer engagement. You have to design the business around 
meaningful, valued interactions. You have to rethink your 
touchpoint strategy. You have to ensure that all your routes to 
market are accessible to customers, and that all these channels 
communicate with each other – in real time.

Standards promote engagement

Business information standards are associated with transactions, 
and “transaction” is an after-the-event name for a customer 
interaction. Whatever you want to call these encounters, you’d 
better be managing them, and since these encounters now cross 
channels at will, you’d better be using the same definitions 
across all those channels. 

You don’t have time to do heavy translation work. You can’t 
afford for errors to creep in as systems attempt to emulate 
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each other, rather than adopting the same standards. You 
can’t justify the development and support costs of disparate 
approaches any more. Not using standards means exposing the 
business to unacceptable risk.

Jumping channels

Let’s take a simple example. A customer searches for a policy 
online. She likes the look of one of your offerings, and gives you 
a call. You’ve got to be able to pick up her online session, and 
relate it to her phone call. 

You’ll want to be able to see what he’s been browsing – otherwise 
you’re not an equal partner in the conversation. Imagine she’s 
talking to you on her cell phone – and while she’s talking, she 
strolls into one of your offices. (Could happen. Why do you put 
the name on the door if you don’t want people showing up?) Or 
she strolls into the office of one of your intermediaries. Managing 
this opportunity obviously calls for some deft footwork. Your 
people are going to have to put themselves in the customer’s 
shoes, elicit as much information from her as possible, and deal 
with the competing demands on her attention.

Excellence in the background

That’s asking for a lot of skills on your part. But no matter 
how good you are at all those relationship skills, if the systems 
aren’t performing properly in the background – forget it. The 
most we can ask this customer to do to help our systems out is 

to identify herself in some way as she 
crosses channels. We’ve got to “know” 
everything else. We’ve got to be able 
to build her query, correct it in-flight, 
share it across business functions, 

and throw it over corporate walls – with speed, integrity, 
auditability and security. Without standards, this just isn’t 
going to happen.

Without standards, this just 
isn’t going to happen . 
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Making Change
The ways of organizational 
transformation

The art of change

Something’s happening to time: it’s 
telescoping. Eras turn over faster than 
they used to, and it’s hard for us to keep up. 
Actually, we do a pretty good job. Lloyd’s 
of London has been operating for over 

300 years. The computer was invented in the 1950s, the PC 
started making an impact in the mid 1980s, and the internet 
came along in the 1990s. In 1996 consumers were blinking at 
Amazon.com; in 2005, Google was one of the biggest companies 
by market capitalization in the world. We’ve absorbed all these 
changes in our private lives and in our businesses. If we have 
less than perfect results, there’s no shame attached. 

Our behavior lags our ability to conceive. It’s easy to imagine 
the video phone for example, but repeated attempts to launch 
the technology have failed to catch on. Video calling has not 
been the killer app for 3G phones. Video conferencing has never 
killed off business travel. Every new technology – by which I 
mean every new way of doing things – tends to add to existing 
options rather than supersede them. 

Habit is habit, and not to be flung out of the window by any 

man, but coaxed downstairs a step at a time . – Mark Twain

Heads and hearts… and guts

That’s why apocalyptic messages about technology uptake fail 
to gain traction. We can all nod our heads about how such-and-
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such a technical capability is going to wipe away everything we 
know and love, because we can all see the writing on the wall 
as clearly as the promoters. In our guts, though, we know that 
how life turns out is stranger and, well, more human, than the 
logical extrapolations drawn by even the wisest among us.

The idea-behavior lag is also at the root of our measurable 
success levels with standards implementation. Innovation is 
more than ideas – it’s delivering on ideas. We face a range of 
obstacles in transforming our industry, and few of them are 
technological. 

The barriers we have to get beyond are social, organizational 
and emotional. We have to go through the pain of letting go 
of the way we’re used to behaving and adapting to a new style.

The pain zone

Worse than that, because change is an inherent aspect of our 
business lives, we spend a lot of our time in the pain zone. We 
rarely emerge into the light to enjoy the fruits of change before 
another wave of change engulfs us. So it looks like we’d better get 
used to pain as a way of life. Or think our way out of the pain.

As leaders, it’s our job to make change 
comprehensible. We need to help people get 
their arms around change, so that it doesn’t 
overwhelm them. When we embrace change 

as the norm, the benefits of standards begin to flow in torrents, 
and the transformation in business that we seek starts to roll 
out across the entire industry, lifting everyone’s game.

Even a small angle of difference 
will create a large gap if divergent 
paths are left to develop. You 
only need to be a little off in your 
alignment, and the addition of 
time will produce a massive difference in the orientation of the 
business and its information capability. Fortunately, there are 
steps you can take to close the gap. I submit it’s the responsibility 
of technology folks to take these actions.

Make change 
comprehensible .

Small Angles, Big Distances
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Is the business ready to change? 

Can we commit to implementing standards? To making 
standards part of “the way we do things around here”? Can 
we transform our organization into a standards-enabled 
operation? Where there’s a fundamental strategic sticking-
point for standards adoption, I find that it’s never really 
an IT, quality, resource, or ownership issue – or any of 
the other common excuses for inaction in organizations – 
but a question of business context. Is the business ready 
to change? 

In the past, business indifference to standards often stemmed 
from a lack of awareness of information issues at senior levels. 
This is changing now as CIOs morph from being super-techies 
to information supremos. 

IT capability is improving at all management levels and 
can’t-ignore topics such as regulatory compliance are making 
standards an easier nice-to-have. But then shifting from “nice-
to-have” to “gotten” requires mobilization of forces in many 
operational areas of the business. We’re no longer fighting 
indifference, but intention. 

Baking standards into the plan

Organizations are no longer debating 
whether standards are a sound 
investment, but arguing where that 
investment should come from. If existing 
procedures strive to allocate all costs to 
separate projects, how are we to budget 
for common infrastructural or strategic 
goods like standards? Frankly, how do we 
write standards into the plan? Well – you 
know the answer to this. Your planning 
methodology has to wise up. 

Or again, how can we apply standards throughout the business when 
those standards will impact areas with low budget support? 
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A key example here is the ceding departments of insurers, 
which often have very small systems budgets. They’re the 

Cinderella of their business, yet a valued 
princess to their trading partners. Again, you 
know the answer. Implementing standards 
is about raising your game across the board, 
driving costs down throughout the industry 

and generating as much common benefit for as little dollar 
investment as we can manage. 

Unless the reformer can invent something which substitutes 

attractive virtues for attractive vices, he will fail . – Mark Twain

Workflow is impacted

Another example of business context impeding standards 
implementation is a reluctance of organizations to confront the 
job implications of automation. Yes, improving your ability to 
trade electronically will impact the design of your workflow, 
your teams and their jobs. However, countless organizations 
– including your own – have met and solved this challenge in 
the past. You know how to do this.

As you’ll have gathered, I believe many of the business-context 
impediments to full standards compliance are flimsy, to say 
the least. I will however grant that changing perceptions is the 
hardest task we ever face in business. 

Re-engineer in flight

I will further grant that how we undo the complex and 
interwoven business processes in our current regime so as to 
implement standards can be a challenge. I’m the first to say 
that you can’t shut your business down and re-build it from 
the ground up around standards. You must re-engineer in 
flight. Yet, a gigantic body of expertise has built up around 
these very topics. It’s called change management. Change 
management is what managers do, whether or not they 
call it so.

Your planning 
methodology has  
to wise up . 
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We could carry on enumerating the barriers to change in 
organizations, but I’m sure you get the point. There’s never any 
shortage of barriers to change. What counts is that we believe 
in the value of change and believe in its achievability. Then we 
manage for change and we manage change.

Cultural change

I often hear that becoming a standards-enabled organization is 
as much – if not more – about cultural change as structure or 
process. This is true. If, as I argue, adopting standards properly 
means making standards default behavior, then the success of 
standards adoption lies in the attitudes and habits of our people. 

•  Leaders have a responsibility to manage the future, not 

justify the past .

•  Effective leaders project their businesses into the future, 

and examine a range of scenarios that might apply in their 

environment .

•  Common factors in the future of all industries include 

greater interconnection, competition and responsiveness .

•  Standards address these factors head-on and will maintain 

and improve your productivity and profitability into the 

future .

•  Standards may well have improved your business in the 

past too, had you used them .

•  Complacency is a killer of businesses; but strategizing can 

become an end in itself . Using standards lets you leverage 

the work of many other organizations, sharing the load 

and further reducing risk .

•  Crowing about the success you have had without 

standards will not be much help when you run out of cliff .

Mindset and Standards
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However, I think that the concept of 
“cultural change” is sometimes misused. 
I’ve often heard “the need for cultural 
change” used as a cover for one or more 
of these messages:

• Our leadership is failing us

• Our people are not adaptable enough

• We need a better communications program

I’m sure you’ve detected the same messages in your own 
experience. The implication of each message is that the 
organization’s culture needs debugging or even replacing. 
If we can somehow erect the right banners and get everyone 
marching beneath them, then the right kind of behaviors 
will follow.

Culture is the result of change

Dipping into The Company Culture Cookbook15 I came across this 
quote that neatly overturns this thinking on culture:

 [A]n organization’s culture, or what people 
THINK, FEEL and BELIEVE is the output 
of any change process, not the input. This gives 
us our first problem, that you can’t change 
culture – not directly. Culture I define as the 
result of everything that happens when you get 
together with others and interact with them. 
You end up thinking, feeling and believing 
whatever you do only when you have seen, 
heard, or touched whatever you did.

If you think this is obvious, stop and think about how change is 
actually perceived in our organizations. This story – which I’d 
prefer to think is apocryphal – may help:

Adopting standards 
properly means making 
standards default 
behavior . 
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Not long ago a large company ran a huge 
program in which 485 teams were set up to 
generate cost-saving ideas. The director of 
the effort later reported, with no apparent 
awareness of the irony of what he was saying, 
that “the most creative idea submitted to date 
and which supports the best intentions of the 
program, has potential annualized savings of 
$40,000. If paper inserted into a fax machine 
is inserted sideways it will cut transmission 
time 15%.” He said, however, “that it will be 
hard to implement because it means changing 
behavior.”16

Perhaps if people were shown how to feed the fax machine 
the new way (behavior), they’d then carry on doing so 
(culture). It’s depressing to think we have so little faith in 
people’s ability to vary their actions. But it’s our uncertainty 
that’s leading to inaction. 

In the end, change in the way in which we do business is a 

function of people’s behavior . If people decide that they want 

to do things differently then they can do things differently . . . 

The fact that you can use technology and data standards so 

that people can exchange data from one system to another 

easily – that’s great; but those are enablers. 

They enable you to get maximum benefit from what is 

underneath it all, a behavioral change, and people who 

look at technology and say “All we need to do is change 

the technology and we’ll get the benefits” are looking at it 

completely the wrong way . They’re condemning themselves 

to a life of disappointment if they think that technology can 

actually deliver the answer in the absence of behavioral 

change .

A Chief Executive in London Says
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CHAPTER 22

Changing Into a 
Changing Organization
Transformation comes from within

Hopes for emergent behavior

Dismantling the overblown and cumber-
some central planning departments of the 
1970s and 1980s led to a co-ordination 
vacuum in large organizations. Leaders 
hoped that the environment would 
somehow take up the slack: that by 

encouraging empowerment and teamwork, they would cause 
hoped-for outcomes to flow naturally from staff activity. 

Recently, network theory has led some to hope that self-
organizing, emergent behavior will fill the strategy void in our 
organizations. Then, the right kind of change will just naturally 
unfurl. I don’t believe this will happen. I see no evidence that, 
left to their own devices, organizations will magically discover 
and carry out coherent strategies. 

The hive brain

Notice that the sense-and-respond organization is neither a 
dumb animal nor a hive brain – it is very much an organization, 
not an organism. It’s a collection of capabilities orchestrated 
by decision-makers. We may indeed learn from self-organizing 
behavior among organisms, particularly in the ways we analyze 
complex data. However, expecting meaningful business 
direction to emerge from uncoordinated activity strikes me as 
hopeful at best. I don’t think the birds or the bees are going to 
lead our organizations.
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Meaning amid the noise

How then do decision-makers act in the real-time enterprise? 
They find the meaning amid the noise. Making sense, if 

you will, is about sensing what’s going 
on in your environment, interpreting 
it, deciding on action, and then acting. 
Interpretation involves looking for patterns 

related to previous experience or some known concept – a 
template. Interpretation is therefore a cognitive challenge, and 
increasingly the true location of “business smarts.”

Real-time enterprise leaders also habituate themselves to the 
constancy of change. That change is the only constant has 
become a cliché, yet living by this insight is still comparatively 
rare in our businesses. Most of us are accustomed to a business 
cycle of periodic cataclysmic change alternating with stability. 
Every so often we review our performance against our goals, 
overhaul our structures and processes, shift our people around 
and redraw their reporting lines, then freeze everything in 
place. We try to stay in the “act” phase of the model for as long 
as possible, since the change itself is so traumatic. 

The way to break out of this cycle is to abandon the comforts of 
the “act” phase. Instead of trying to “stop the world, I want to get 
off,” regularizing internal procedures and chasing efficiencies, 
real-time enterprises seek out change as their key area of 
advantage. They look for exceptions (e.g. key differentiators, 
new programs). Novelty and difference play to their component-
based, standards-enabled “repertoire” strengths. They focus on 
using data rather than moving it. Since the real-time enterprise 
can respond sensibly and sensitively to its environment, it does 
not have to think in terms of freezing its posture. 

Living with ambiguity

Setting aside the ideas of cataclysmic change and enduring 
stable states has a distressing side-effect – ambiguity. The old 
model of change is comforting because it labels and constrains 
the distressing feelings associated with change, offers support 

Interpretation is a 
cognitive challenge .
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for those feelings and – most importantly – offers a release from 
those feelings. A new normality will replace the old one and, in 
time, we will grow comfortable in its presence.

The new model of change suggests 
that there will be no stability to get 
used to. The new normality will be one 
of continually varying abnormality. 
Perhaps the “emotional wilderness”17 
experienced during the letting-go phase 
of change will come to characterize 

all of life’s experiences. Or, more optimistically, perhaps we 
must just endure a period of mourning for the old change 
model! I know that sounds crazy, but when we move to real-
time business what we are giving up is actually our addiction  
to the idea of closure. We quit looking for the one perfect  
way of doing things and instead embrace the idea of individual 
perfection. 

We no longer try to build the Model T at the cheapest possible 
price, but aim to provide the right transportation solution 
for each specific customer need – many of which will not 
involve the ownership of any vehicle. When you bring this 
notion back home to our own industry, I think you’ll see that 
all I’m describing is the time-honored process of refining risk 
assessment for ever-greater accuracy.

I’ll make another analogy. The pharmaceutical industry has 
spent a century or more discovering and producing cures for 
common ailments. The industry’s future will increasingly 
involve tailored treatments – ones that meet the individual needs 
of patients. And “patients” are also becoming more accurately 
plain “citizens” as the industry addresses health maintenance 
and improvement opportunities as well.

It’s where we came from

Once a pharmaceutical player addresses an individualized need 
it can derive a group to which that solution likely applies. One 
derivation route is DNA, so that, for example, cancer remedies 
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might be developed for carriers of a particular gene. Another 
derivation route is lifestyle, so that, for example, solutions 
might be developed for winter sports enthusiasts. This sounds 
to me a lot like the core insurance industry two-step process of 
addressing a novel risk and then spreading that risk across a 
group of similar risks.

In other words, this “new” model of change is anything but new 
in the world of insurance. It’s where we come from. We’ve lost 
sight of our roots amidst the jungle of vines we’ve grown. The 
reason insurance thrives, the reason it works, is not because it 
tries to remove risk and create states of perfection, but because 
it actively seeks new species of risk and covers them. Our very 
function is to face ambiguity and deal with it. 

“There’s a learning curve for carriers who are implementing . 

You can certainly do it wrong: the standard’s big, it keeps 

growing, there are different ways of implementing things . 

But some people are implementing the old-fashioned way: 

they build a little transaction server that talks to a single 

partner, so they don’t get reuse . They’re reworking the silo, 

encapsulating it on its own . 

It’s a mindset problem . They don’t understand that with XML 

you can send more information than you might need, and 

they don’t tend to support multiple versions of the standard . 

They miss the point . So there’s an educational piece here: 

You really need a consistent methodology and plan for how 

you’re going to reuse what you implement – not just one 

trading partner, but many . 

This mindset problem will change as people get more familiar 

with XML, and as the tools get better . And they may also be 

missing the whole web services aspect, just comparing XML 

to EDI . It’s also the way people are working, moving from the 

big batch environment to XML .

One leader articulates a vision for change
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I believe therefore that shedding our attachment to the idea 
of stability in our business activities need not be the hard task 
we assume it will be. We simply need to see the handling of 
ambiguity and the occurrence of variance as natural features 
of the world we inhabit. We are, in fact, better equipped by the 
nature of our profession to handle this concept of continual 
change than our peers in other industries. 

Managing the neutral zone

Author William Bridges offers this advice for managing the 
transition period in the context of traditional change management. 
It works equally well as a set of design principles for supporting 

In XML, objects can be in any order but receivers will often 

demand objects come in a set order because that’s what 

they’re used to with EDI . We need a paradigm shift here . We 

do a lot of this work and our middleware supports it – but 

people don’t get it .

My advice to implementers is: Look at the big picture . Okay, 

you want to start small – but don’t be myopic . Have a three- 

to four-year plan for how you’re going to use the data . Define 

a strategic methodology for how you’re going to use the 

standards instead of just doing one, and then two, and then 

three – and then saying you’re not getting any benefit . This is 

critical . And part of the strategic methodology is taking time 

to understand the standards . 

Also, be dedicated to participating in the ACORD working 

groups where trading partners come together to collaborate 

and develop standards . The organizations who implement 

well have one or two people who are standards evangelists 

who do the participation . The ones who don’t just take the 

standard and the implementation guides and they don’t put 

in enough effort . You’ll get better results in the long term .
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an organization geared to constant change – that is, to extreme 
customer focus in a real-time enterprise environment:

1. Normalize the neutral zone

2. Redefine it

3. Create temporary systems for the neutral zone

4. Strengthen intragroup connections

5. Use a transition monitoring team18

Hint: think of “create temporary systems” as a one-time version 
of the idea of having a set of systems capabilities that can be 
deployed to meet customer needs.

Natural change agents

Writing in the Harvard Business Review, Richard Tanner Pascale 
and Jerry Sternin19 argue that employees can view “best 
practices” as “a foreign import.” Even when best practices 
are derived from behaviors or proven strategies within their 
own community, the not-invented-here syndrome can override 
people’s acceptance of them. 

ACORD standards are in themselves a 
form of best practice. We also offer best 
practice guidelines for implementing 
standards. But is all such advice doomed 
to be ignored as “a foreign import?” 

Pascale and Sternin say that the way around this problem is “to 
engage the members of the community you want to change in 
the process of discovery, making them the evangelists of their 
own conversion experience.”

Self-made evangelists

This is, in fact, precisely what happens within ACORD’s 
standards-development processes. The standards evolve 
through a community process and emerge as products with 

Standards evolve 
through a community 
process .
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a high sense of ownership and identification from their 
collaborating creators. However, simply taking the standards 
as a product and delivering them to an organization does not 
transfer the understanding and support which created the 
product. To apply standards successfully in an organization, 
you must unpack the standards in your environment and get 
your people to engage with them. 

The insight from Pascale and Sternin is that natural change 
agents will emerge from your own community, as you own 
and apply the standards in your environment and generate the 
home-grown heat that will convert everyone else to the cause. 

Energy transfer

This is why many of the 
best standards implementation 
experiences come from teams 
that work simultaneously on 
the development of a standard 
for the whole community, and 

implementing it in their own environment. This way there’s 
an overlap of concerns and a transfer of energy between the 
two projects.

Perhaps the strongest message comes in Step #6, where the 
authors use a medical metaphor to bolster the power of internal 
change: “Internally developed solutions circumvent transplant 
rejection, since the change agents share the same DNA as the 
hosts.” I’d say that when it comes to implementing standards, 
the DNA we’re injecting is already shared. It’s more a case of 
overcoming the immune system’s suspicions! 

However, I believe the most valuable of these steps is the first, 
“Make the group the guru.” Contrast this with the usual 
advice of change management consultants, which is to “find 
a champion.” The book on “The Wisdom of Crowds” by 
James Surowiecki speaks about the important lessons of group 
dynamics. And at our 2008 conference in Las Vegas, our 
keynote speaker, Barry Liebert, spoke about social networks 
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and group authored a book “We Are Smarter Than Me” along 
the same lines. 

With the model advocated by Pascale and Sternin, champions 
emerge naturally from all levels of the organization and propel 
change much faster than (sometimes unwilling) executive leaders. 

Learn from the people 

Plan with the people 

Begin with what they have 

Build on what they know 

Of the best leaders 

When the task is accomplished 

The people all remark 

We have done it ourselves 

 – Lao-tzu

Pascale and Sternin give six steps for encouraging the 

emergence of natural change agents . 

Step #1: Make the group the guru. Because the innovators are 

members of the community who are “just like us”, disbelief 

and resistance are easier to overcome .

Step #2: Reframe through facts. By casting a problem in a 

different light and by using hard data to confront orthodoxies, 

a community can be encouraged to discover whether there are 

exceptions to the status quo and, if so, how those exceptions 

came about .

Step #3: Make it safe to learn

Step #4: Make the problem concrete

Step #5: Leverage social proof. Seeing is believing .

Step #6: Confound the immune defense response.

Six Steps for Encouraging
 Natural Change Agents20
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Dealing With Conflict
Debate is always healthy

CHAPTER 23

Accepting the realities of adaptation
Organizations that are shy of what 
they see as fundamental change are 
often fearful of the conflict they expect 
to accompany significant change. 
Managers in these organizations grasp 
at three strategies for avoiding conflict:

1. Break major changes into small steps

2.  Find a change management 
methodology that erases conflict. 

3. Avoid major changes

I guess that’s really two strategies and an evasion. I’m not 
suggesting that “major changes” are necessarily always a good 
thing. As always, it depends on what change you’re talking 
about, and the nature of the environment you wish to change. 
Nor am I saying that breaking large problems down into 
smaller, more manageable chunks isn’t a good idea. I’m also 
not suggesting that you shouldn’t manage change. 

What I am drawing attention to is the notion that any of these 
strategies will remove conflict. They won’t. Adopting these 
strategies and pursuing them in hopes of a quiet life will lead to 
failure and recrimination.

Conflict is normal

Conflict is natural. Conflict is actually healthy. When we say 
“engage with” an idea, we’re using the polite form of “argue 
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about.” We expect standards to be debated in the organizations 
to which they are introduced. We expect them to be challenged. 
We actively invite this conflict. It’s only through conflict that 
adoption, implementation and sustained ownership occur. 

I see standards implementation as a collaborative project. But 
I agree with Jeff Weiss and Jonathan Hughes on their “Three 
Myths of Collaboration:”21

• Effective collaboration means “teaming”

• An effective incentive system will ensure collaboration

• Organizations can be structures for collaboration

In other words, you can’t drain the system of conflict by adding 
some kind of structural aid. 

I’ll add that simply introducing standards to your organization 
will not make it magically more collaborative, because standards 
are also a structural aid. In fact, we need to collaborate in order 
to make our organizations standards-enabled and once we have 
achieved that, our business becomes more open to collaboration. 

How else are you going to get creativity?

Weiss and Hughes maintain that “the disagreement sparked by 
differences in perspective, competencies, access to information, 
and strategic focus within a company actually generate much of 
the value that can come from collaboration across organizational 
boundaries.” This effect is certainly true of the standards-
setting process at ACORD, where conflict is a key generator 
of new features and corrections and a prime guarantor of the 
standards’ ultimate usability and relevance. I see the reverse 
effect happening in gatherings where executives bemoan the 
lack of progress across their fields of operation: unwillingness 
to “rock the boat” leads to a loss of engine power. 

Conflict is the midwife of agreement

To quote Weiss and Hughes again, “Clashes between parties 
are the crucibles in which creative solutions are developed 
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and wise trade-offs among competing objectives are made.” It 
may sound odd to hear me arguing for conflict! But ACORD’s 
role has never been as a suppressor of conflict. We provide the 
crucible in which conflict generates standards. It’s a paradox: We 
manage conflict so that agreement may emerge. I suggest that 
the same approach is required within standards-implementing 
organizations. Create a team to carry 
standards into your community, but do 
not expect them to agree with each other, 
or with their colleagues. 

An evangelist need not be an unthinking mouthpiece of “the 
truth.” Rather, the evangelist is a witness to a truth that he 
wishes others to grasp for themselves – to make their own. 
So, devise management techniques that reward the use of 
standards, but do not expect these to ensure the adoption of 
standards on their own. Structure your organization so that 
standards are not impeded – but do not expect organizational 
design to ignite cross-company change.

Focus on building capability

We can see the same effects at work at the systems level. 
Implementing standards-based systems will not of itself make 
you any new markets or raise your operational game. You will 
save money on maintenance, yes. But the larger gains are to be 
built on top of your new capability. For example, you now have 
systems that are capable of interworking with new business 
partners – but you have to go find those partners. 

Create a team to carry 
standards into your 
community

The use of standards builds a sophisticated but clear set of 

reference points into every project in the domain they treat . 

Standards provide fixed points in an otherwise turbulent sea . 

They let you know what you’re arguing about . They show you

where you are deviating from your course . They don’t get lost, 

or obscured, or transformed into something else . They are the 

project’s truest, most constant, friends .

Useful Reference Points
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I wish that standards carried some kind of scent that systems 
could use to “sniff each other out.” Every standards-based 
system would find like-minded systems out there on the net 
and begin to make beautiful music together. But since this isn’t 
the case, you’re going to have to get out there and make some 
new friends.

Sight along the value chain

You get what you wish for. To be more prosaic, your intention 
will follow your attention. Deciding where you turn your 
attention is the major element in sustained business success. 

If you look back to the history that shaped you or that delivered 
the situation you inherited in your organization, you will be 
dragged down by consideration of topics that deserve to be 
closed. You cannot be a historian.

If you focus purely on vision without 
seeking a grounding in execution, you 
will achieve only rhetorical goals. But 
if you train your attention along the 
value chain of which you are a member, 

Train your attention along 
the value chain of which 
you are a member .

•  Devise and implement a common method for  

resolving conflict

• Provide people with criteria for making trade-offs

•  Use the escalation of conflict as an opportunity  

for coaching

• Establish and enforce a requirement of joint escalation

•  Ensure that managers resolve escalated conflicts directly 

with their counterparts

•  Make the process for escalated conflict resolution 

transparent

• Extract lessons from your conflicts

Tips on Managing Conflict
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your appreciation of the past and the future will inform the 
decisions you make and the actions you take. You will ensure 
the relevance and the impact of your work. You will truly 
make a difference. Sighting along the value chain will make 
you the living intersection of your organization’s heritage and 
its goals for the future.

Surface the issues… embed the practices

The real obstacles to achieving our goals in business are 
rarely declared in the open. They are buried under layers of 
fear. As a leader and decision maker, one of your roles is to 
act as a conducting wire for the energy burning within these 
buried obstacles. Make it your business to bring objections, 
disagreements and doubts to the surface. Show that there are 
no taboos in your team. Shed an open, empathetic light on 
issues so that everyone can deal with them objectively.

At the same time, your mission to become a standards-
enabled organization can be characterized as the processing 
of embedding best practices. Use all the tips and guidelines 
in this book to inject standards into the organization’s default 
behavior. If you can regularly extract the corrosive, hidden 
problems of your organization with the vital energy of good 
standards-enabled corporate habits, then the enterprise will 
evolve faster into the kind of entity we want it to be: honest, 
healthy, successful and fulfilling.

Decide and do

If you never make any decisions, 
then you’ll never be wrong. Nor will 
you be of any use. We all need to 
increase the number of decisions we 
make, and – crucially – ensure that 
we enact every single one. This is the 
only way the engine of business can gain basic momentum.

When we increase our decision-making output, we increase the 
rate of errors we make. Errors, however, are natural. You will 
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be wrong – time and time again, but as you learn from your 
errors, your future errors will be increasingly trivial. At the same 
time, the quality of your good decisions will increase sharply. 

I accept that every organization has its 
politics. We’re only human, after all. But if 
you care for the business you’re in, I urge 
you to lead by example as a decider and a 

doer. Have the courage to judge. You will find that by having 
a robust and committed attitude to decision-making, and by 
being a model of accountability, you will help to freshen any 
existing environment of foot-dragging or self-justified inaction. 
You can be a beacon.

 

You can be a beacon .
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Recognizing common obstacles

At ACORD we have an understandable 
default preference for helping people. 
We’re constructive people, tasked with 
creating products and tools that the 
industry can use, in turn, to construct 
more effective businesses. 

By focusing on what can help, we don’t 
spend much formal time examining what 
can hinder success, especially in the field 

of implementation. Yet recognizing common obstacles can be 
one of the most powerful allies in your growth and development. 
In particular there are some persistent fallacies about the process 
of change that I’d like to explode here. By clearing these out of 
the way, we can make your route to action a lot clearer. 

Ditch these deadly assumptions

Many widely-held fallacies are potent cages that we 
unknowingly conspire to construct for ourselves. They are 
powerful barriers, and we must respect their power, by 
focusing on them, we can bend and break them – and escape 
the limitations they enforce on us. 

Most fallacies derive from, and are 
certainly bolstered by, what we call 
“common sense.” Albert Einstein said 
that “common sense is the collection 
of prejudices acquired by age eighteen.” (That remarkably 
quotable genius also said that “reality is merely an illusion, although 

CHAPTER 24

Fallacies of Change
The traps to avoid

Recognizing common 
obstacles can be one of 
the most powerful allies . 
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a very persistent one!”) If something’s common sense, we don’t 
question it. 

Forever eighteen

The nature of change means that we must constantly retest our 
assumptions to see if they still apply. Common sense ideas avoid 
this challenge. If we’re not careful, we go on archiving incorrect 
or outdated prejudices all through our lives – eternally eighteen 
in mind, if not body.

One example of a common sense fallacy is the idea that “IT 
must not lead the business.” Clearly, we shouldn’t implement 
technology solutions just because we like technology. Yet 
there are times when implementing a piece of technology does 
provide a no-brainer benefit to the business. 

Cheaper storage and faster communications technologies, for 
example, provide obvious efficiency savings. Videoconferencing 
is a key example of an effective technology that barely needs an 
explicit business justification. 

In fact, many IT implementations are just common sense! 
Yet it can be very hard for CIOs and other decision makers 
to champion technology as a catalyst for change, despite its 
incredible record for igniting business change. 

Duck… we’re overdue for a catastrophe

Another more general example of fallacious thinking which I 
think pervades some decision-making teams and individuals 
is the “we’re overdue for a calamity” fallacy. This pops up 
everywhere in today’s media – especially in connection with 
the kinds of “once-in-a-lifetime” catastrophes that pull the 
insurance industry onto the evening news shows. 

Take your pick: We’re currently overdue for:

• A global flu epidemic

• A major earthquake 

• An asteroid colliding with the planet
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The idea that we’re “overdue” is a parasite on our human need 
for narrative – for stories that make sense. For fate. Taking 
measurements of phenomena that we don’t understand, 
finding patterns and then projecting them out into the future 
is poor science. 

No one knows how influenza develops or spreads, but warning 
about major outbreaks appears effective in galvanizing annual 
action by drug companies and health providers. No one knows 
why some earthquakes are big and others (the majority) are 
small, or what might trigger a big earthquake. Sure, there are 
theories – but no certainty. Asteroid collisions are on our radar 
because we can now detect them. They are not something we 
worried about even ten years ago.

I’ll pick up on the misleading power of fateful thinking in the 
second of these fallacies. First, let’s take a look at the king of 
the fallacies, the one before which so many talented people and 
spirited organizations buckle.

Fallacy 1: Vision precedes action

You’ve got to know what you’re aiming at before you move, right? 

Wrong. 

The idea that an organization must construct and commit to a 
“vision” before anything meaningful can happen is responsible for 
99 per cent of the inertia exhibited by today’s sclerotic businesses. 
Let me paint a detailed picture of where we’re headed, and then 
align everybody in the right orientation, check their backpacks 
and order them forward to the promised land…

“Vision” is notoriously hard to acquire, to articulate, and to 
share. Yet the higher you look in organizations, the greater 
the certainty that crafting, communicating and guarding the 
“vision” is the true heart of leadership. To be brutal, vision 
never delivered anything. It’s action that delivers. Okay, I will 
not say that vision has zero value, but I’ve seen great ideas go 
nowhere as a result of poor execution. I could tell you stories, 
but then again, if you’ve been around this business long enough, 
you know who they are.
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Vision need not be complex 
and infinitely detailed . 

Always learning

Surely failures to deliver in business are related to defects in 
the translation of vision to action. This completely logical 
assumption is at the center of pretty much all management 
literature and coaching. Due to the logic, it misses a more 
important truth, which is that as well as inspiring action, vision 
is created by action. 

Organizations that succeed on a repeated basis learn from 
everything they do. Their visioning and acting behaviors are 
linked together in a close symbiosis that can defy close scrutiny 
(see Fallacy #2). Some successful organizations are credited 
with winning big on vision when their breakthroughs actually 
depend on corrective action. 

The right people on the bus

Writing in his book Good to Great: Why 
Some Companies Make the Leap... and 
Others Don’t22, Jim Collins states that 
companies who become sustainably 
great concentrate on getting “the right 
people on the bus” before they decide 
where to point the bus. The vision 
emerges naturally from the correct 
assemblage of people rather than 

being handed down from on high or cooked up at a retreat.

Collins’s study of companies that 
became great also tells us that we don’t 
need to rely on visionary leaders, who 
as you know are not exactly a dime 
a dozen. Even our truly visionary 
leaders can’t be relied upon to do “the vision thing” 24/7 with 
complete reliability. The fact is, we’ve all got to lead. We’ve got 
to shift ourselves – which we’ll address in Fallacy #3.
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Get going

In Good to Great, Jim Collins identifies “level 5 leaders”:

 people who tend to be modest, workmanlike, 
quiet and dogged. What’s more, these leaders 
are home-grown. They are not “saviors from 
the outside” who ride in “trumpets blaring... 
In fact, going for a high-profile outside change 
agent is negatively correlated with a sustained 
transformation from good to great... Ten out 
of eleven good-to-great CEOs came from 
inside the company, three of them by family 
inheritance. The comparison companies turned 
to outsiders with six times greater frequency – 
yet they failed to produce sustained results.”23

Collins’s findings can, I am sure, be applied to leaders at any 
level in the organization. This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t look 
outside the organization for ideas or assistance, but it does mean 
you can realistically plan to make changes through the efforts 
of your own people.

Good to Great has many compelling things to say about 
sustainable change. One of the strongest threads in Collins’s 
findings is the ability of an organization to figure the future out 
for itself, not just in sourcing its own leaders but also in defining 
its own strategy. Crucially, he finds that having the right people 
“on the bus” – and in the right seats – is more important than 
having an agreed-upon destination for the journey. His good-
to-great companies discover where they should be going after 
they’ve put together the right group. I take away the messages 
that vision need not be complex and infinitely detailed, and 
that vision emerges from action. We can all make change. We 
can all create vision. We can all act. We can do this.

Fallacy 2: Change requires closure

“Closure” has been the pop-psychology word of the last decade. 
Apparently, closure is what we’re all seeking. Achieve closure – 
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over a loss, a disappointment or a frustration – and you can 
move on reborn with a clean slate. Fail to achieve closure and 
“unfinished business” will ruin your life.

Closure is certainly an important stage in the grieving process. 
But the concept has acquired a singularity and finality that is 
misleading. Closure has also transferred into the business world, 
where it is a key component of many change management 
methodologies, and where its own emotional baggage can 
wreak havoc. 

The basic idea of closure is that change comprises three stages: 
a beginning, a middle, and an end. If the end doesn’t happen, 
then change hasn’t occurred. Established approaches to change 
management in organizations recommend a matching three-
stage model, sometimes labeled “unfreeze – change – refreeze.”

Cement their feet to the floor

The idea here is that to effect change you must first disrupt 
the status quo – shake people out of their complacency, even 
burn their boats. Then comes a tortuous and extended middle 
section in which people struggle with new ways of thinking and 
doing. Finally, the new reality is accepted and becomes “the 
way we do things around here” or the new status quo.

I guess you can spot the flaw here. Since 
we all know that change is the only 
constant, we’re asking our organizations 
to go through multiple re-programming. 
We’re going to pick them up, shake them violently, guide them 
as they wander in the wilderness, then cement their feet to the 
floor again – until the next time. Is this any way to treat human 

beings? It seems at once patronizing 
and inefficient. It’s an approach that 
assumes people are merely machines 
that carry out tasks. 

Sadly, people aren’t as easy to 
reprogram as machines, so we have 

People aren’t as easy to 
reprogram as machines . 
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to tolerate a lengthy period of misery while they adjust to 
the new order. Human factors aside, this method simply 
doesn’t match the demands of the world in which we live. 
The point about change today is that we must change to live 
with change.

Fallacy 3: Networks must move as one

“Some parties are in different places in history . If one 

company does something revolutionary it’ll be painful just 

because it’s different – even if what it’s doing is the future .” 

– A CIO

Here’s a real strategic issue that’s closely tied to standards 
implementation – how do you go first with a standard, if 
standards require partnership? Can you be a standards leader 
if there’s no one to dance with? It is becoming less of an issue 
today; but let’s tackle the topic and provide some points for you 
to consider. After all, no one wants to invest in a standard if it’s 
not going to open doors for them.

First, many ACORD members are deriving significant value 
from using ACORD standards within their organizations. 
Investing in standards makes business sense even if you limit 
your adoption to managing systems integration or mapping 
your legacy system capability.

Second, organizations that implement standards make 
themselves available to relationships. They become future-
ready. They’re truly open for business in the connected world. By 
implementing standards you’re investing in your future, because 
you’re embracing the future that the industry is moving toward.

Third, you’d be surprised how often standards are missing 
from bilateral business conversations simply because both 
parties assume the other isn’t interested in standards. Too 
often, standards are not put on the agenda for fear of boring 
or annoying the other party. Yet when standards are raised 
it usually turns out that both parties are open to the value 
standards can bring.
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Last, I believe that people misunderstand the speed and 
efficiency of the domino effect that’s occurring in the standards 
world right now. They see themselves as on the periphery of 
the industry and assume that anything they do will have little 
effect on the general life of the industry. 

But the industry is so interconnected that small actions by 
players have very swift and profound effects on everybody 
else. Independent agents in the United States moving data to 
managing general agencies that move data to intermediaries 
that move data to London or reinsurers moving data into 
catastrophe modelling tools that provide a framework for 
exposures and rates for insurers providing products and markets 
to independent agents reflect the domino effect. And those who 
lead the market are also cooking the market. 

There’s pain in change. But change 
is a fact of life. Change comes from 
somewhere. By implementing standards, 

you’re mastering change, rather than being its victim.

There’s pain in change .
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Here’s a fundamental problem: people 
think of execution as the tactical side of 
the business, something leaders delegate 
while they focus on the perceived “bigger” 
issues. This idea is completely wrong. 
Execution is not just tactics – it is a 
discipline and a system. It has to be built 
into a company’s strategy, its goals, and its 

culture. The leader of the organization must be deeply engaged 
in it. He cannot delegate its substance. Many business leaders 
spend vast amounts of time learning and promulgating the 
latest management techniques, but their failure to understand 
and practice execution negates the value of almost all they 
learn and preach. Such leaders are building houses without 
foundations.24

There’s no argument

Today, strategy isn’t what you say, it’s what you do. 
Communicating strategy isn’t an excuse for slideshows and 
floorshows, but a matter of conversing with your people as they 
act at the sharp end of your business. 

Everyone in our industry knows that using standards makes 
sense. That argument’s been made. So how come standards 
aren’t flourishing in every insurance organization? How come 
we’re still tracking implementations, and encouraging further 
use of the standards within and among organizations that 

CHAPTER 25

Shifting From Thought  
to Action
How to execute on strategy 
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already support them? How come we need a book like this – a 
treatment of standards adoption strategy, no less?

I reviewed a key study of why organizations fail to act on what 
they know, and discovered that the overriding reason is that 
they can’t get beyond talking.

One of our main recommendations is to engage more frequently 
in thoughtful action. Spend less time just contemplating and 
talking about organizational problems. Taking action will 
generate experience from which you can learn. Just talking 
about what to do isn’t enough, nor is planning for the future 
enough to produce that future. Something has to get done and 
someone has to do it. Yet, in case after case, managers act as if 

•  No follow-up is done to ensure that what was said is  

actually done .

•  People forget that merely making a decision doesn’t  

change anything .

•  Planning, meetings, and report writing become defined  

as “action” that is valuable in its own right, even if it has  

no effect on what people actually do .

•  People believe that because they have said it and it is  

in the mission statement, it must be true and it must be  

happening in the firm .

•  People are evaluated on how smart they sound rather  

than on what they do .

• Talking a lot is mistaken for doing a lot.

•  Complex language, ideas, processes and structures are  

thought to be better than simple ones .

•  There is a belief that managers are people who talk,  

and others do .

•  Internal status comes from talking a lot, interrupting,  

and being critical of others’ ideas .

When talk substitutes for action28
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talking about what they or others in the organization ought to 
do is as good as actually getting it done.25

You need to follow up

James Champy says much the same when he makes the 
distinction between executive commitment and involvement.26 
It’s not so hard to create a semblance of action: making 
decisions, writing documents, putting together presentations – 
and throwing this book at people – may all be ways of avoiding 
real action. 

My experience resonated with that of Pfeffer and Sutton, who 
say that organizations who manage to implement their own 
strategies tend to find their leaders from within their own 
ranks27, have cultures that value simplicity and common sense, 
have follow-up processes to ensure decisions are implemented, 
and avoid excuses and criticisms in favor of problem-solving.

Does this mean we should all embrace the Nike doctrine “Just 
Do It?” Surely that’s a bad fit with the message of standards, 
which is more like Do It Right! This is the crucial point. Action 
is not an alternative to thought; action is the child of thought. 
We figure out what we ought to do and then we “just” do it.

It’s those barriers again

That’s why many of the suggestions presented in this book are 
geared to stripping away barriers to action, to simplifying the 
steps you can take to full standards adoption and to energizing 
your standards implementation activities. 

We can present intellectual arguments 
for why it’s important for industry 
players to extend their standards-based 
activities ahead of their partners’ abilities 
to play along – but in the end, the most 
important reason why you should pioneer 

rather than lag is that if you don’t you are not doing anything 
proactively. And ACORD standards are often used for internal 
integration and web services. 

ACORD standards are 
often used for internal 
integration and web 
services . 
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If you’re using ACORD standards because they ease some 
internal processes, that’s great. But if you understand and 
believe that your organization’s future, and the health and 
profitability of our industry, depends on the pervasive presence 
of standards then you need to put your shoulder to the wheel. 
Momentum doesn’t come from thin air, but from the combined 
efforts of countless supporters. We need everyone to push. 

Getting those action habits

Many of the barriers to action listed above are also characteristics 
of the old-style “make and sell” organization. For a “sense-and-
respond” organization, the majority of its experiences are new 
ones, so there is no issue about establishing consistency with 
what’s gone before. 

The new type of organization seeks 
out difference, does not fear mistakes 
and is as decisive about pulling the 
plug on a product or project as it is 

The new type of organization 
seeks out difference . 

•  Organizations that fail to perform are often simply trapped 

by their history, or their own self-consciousness

•  The company has such a strong identity that anything new 

is viewed as being “inconsistent with who we are .” There 

are pressures to be consistent with past decisions, to avoid 

admitting mistakes, and to show perseverance .

•  People have strong needs for cognitive closure and 

avoiding any ambiguity .

•  Decisions are made on implicit, untested, and inaccurate  

models of behavior and performance .

•  People carry expectations (cognitive bias) from their  

past about what is and isn’t possible, and what can and 

cannot be done, into the future .

Unhooking an inaction culture29
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about investing in a new value proposition. As we have seen, 
the concept of closure is suspended, because the organization is 
defined as an adaptive enterprise rather than an entity looking 
for a quiet life. 

“Sense-and-respond” organizations base their decisions on 
their interpretation of the environment, rather than a set of 
beliefs about their own abilities or about their markets. Finally, 
people’s expectations in the new-style enterprise are anchored 
to the flexibility of the organization and its go-anywhere, do-
anything readiness. 

These people are oriented to the future, not the past. They care 
about creating customer value rather than pushing products 
and services. In this kind of environment, “thoughtful action” 
is the norm and it’s based on observing and assessing the 
reality of the moment, not luxuriating and romanticizing a 
picture of the past. In fact, thoughtful action is the pivotal 
mode of expression.
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CHAPTER 26

Good Governance
Making excellence repeatable

Spread the word

Although top decision makers agree 
that standards are valuable, standards 
often find their way into actual, 
practical use within organizations by 
more informal routes and without the 
sanction of official strategy. The way it 
happens is that someone involved in a 

project uses the standard and gets a benefit from doing so. As 
these developers and managers move between organizations 
or teams, they spread the use of standards. They have a good 
experience and it becomes part of their toolkit.

This use of ACORD standards is okay, 
but it’s an ungoverned process. Goodwill 
is a powerful vector for change but data 
standards are too important not to be part 
of a top down strategy. I find that there are oases of standards 
exploitation in organizations. These pools of excellence achieve 
point benefits, but they’re not contributing as much as they 
could to the overall performance of the enterprise. What can 
we do to lever age them?

Let’s do lunch

At one of our meetings, a member told me that they often host a 
brown bag lunch to bring developers or project leaders together 
from different parts of the organization to discuss work and 
exchange ideas about ACORD standards. She said that it breaks 
down the silos that tend to flourish in large organizations. 

Goodwill is a powerful 
vector for change . 
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Some firms provide developers with other ways to communicate 
with each other. Internal online groups for employees and 
contractors can be used to swap tips and experiences on 
development projects, adding some formalization to the chatter 
that happens in the lunch room. People like to chat about what 
they’re doing and to find out what other folks are doing. 

Some members post news and links from the ACORD website 
and add status reports that can be viewed by various groups in 
the organization. Others insert ACORD standards into any 
general education sessions for IT staff.

A picture’s worth a thousand words

What other steps can we take to encourage these pools of 
standards use to connect up? I believe that providing a graphic 
overview of standards activity in the organization can help 
people to visualize where standards are making a difference. 

A simple diagram that shows the pockets of standards activity 
in various ongoing projects is a good way of provoking 
discussion. 

• Are standards marginal to our activities?

• Are standards just beginning to make an impact in the 
way we do things?

• Is our use of standards entirely compatible with the 
projects we’ve got under way?

Standards on the radar screen

But perhaps the most powerful way 
of connecting up standards activities 
is for project managers to assess the 
contribution standards are making to 
their projects that support the business, 
and to include their assessments in 
the reporting stream, whether they’re 
asked to or not. 
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This is an extremely effective way of putting standards on the 
radar screen. It’s as if you’re saying: “You may not have been 
looking for this, but it’s a significant aspect of the landscape 
from where I’m sitting.” 

Some decision makers rely on outsiders, particularly contractors 
or vendors to advise them on what they should be looking for as 
they move the business ahead. But outside sources are not always 
objective and can be self-serving. The use of standards may 
eliminate or decrease the dependency on products they sell.

1 . Clerical teams embark on regular data conversion 

exercises .

2 . Exceptions have become enshrined in workarounds .

3 . The organization is locked into unusual technologies and 

a diminishing supply of resources for maintenance .

4 . Change requests for improvements to process take  

too long .

5 . Training is organization-specific, very customized  

and expensive to deliver .

6 . There is little flexibility among staff members as systems 

are too dissimilar .

7 . The organization has a static-to-shrinking pool of 

business partners .

8 . The product set is aging, expensive to update  

and inflexible making it difficult to tailor to meet 

customer needs .

9 . Percentage of resources allocated to maintenance or 

basic projects is in the 70% to 85% range leaving less 

than 15% to 30% for strategic projects; less than half 

what other financial services organizations commit .

10 .  There is no one in the organization responsible for the 

business information standards .

Signs of a Standards Gap
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In the standards arena, the outcome is that leaders need to (1) 
be aware that they need to use standards, (2) know who is using 

them, and (3) see the benefits. They could 
ask for regular reports on standards in the 
organization. Then the reporting chain 
would crank into action. It’s probably the 

absolute simplest thing that any organization could do to raise 
awareness of standards. That’s because awareness is, for most 
of us, a function of someone else’s interest in a topic. 

Big bang or continuous renovation?

At the ACORD London Forum in October 2007, several  speakers 
spoke about the progress of Reform in the London Market. At 
times, some people have a “let’s get on with it” approach to imple-
mentation of standards, and I suppose that some organizations are 
able to do so for many reasons. But most organizations face the 
challenges of legacy systems, resource allocation, project priorities 
and all the obstacles that get in the way of change. 

I often talk about having an industry standards compliance policy 
in place. Industry standards are always implemented as part of 
a project that involves the need to move and use information 
efficiently. Those projects can arise in any part of any organization. 
So unless compliance with industry standards becomes a corporate 
or IT governance policy, you’re going to miss many ground-floor 
opportunities to future-proof your organization.

The pipework beneath our businesses

Standards compliance does not mean throwing out legacy 
systems, because that’s not always possible or prudent. 

The London insurance community sits atop some of the oldest 
utility systems in the world, including a complex maze of water 
supply pipes. Not surprisingly, given the age of much of the 
network, London’s water pipes leak. Pipe joints move and 
buckle over time. Iron rusts. Contractors puncture pipes and 
the land heaves and settles according to the stresses of weather, 
traffic and construction. 

Outside sources are not 
always objective . 
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The UK’s water regulator fines water companies that don’t 
attend to the leaks in their systems. The nation has become 
more aware of the fragility of its water supply after alternating 
periods of drought and flooding. Water waste has now become 
a major issue, at least where the media is concerned.

But, as ever, when you get up close to it, the situation isn’t black 
and white. The water companies that leak gallons into the soil 
every day don’t do so because they don’t care. In many cases, 
they don’t know where the leaks are. 

When a pipe bursts, everyone knows about it because there’s 
a fountain to mark the site of a breach. 
But smaller leaks tend to run along pipes 
or seep into the ground in unpredictable 
ways, sometimes surfacing very far from 
their origin. 

Small, insidious leaks like this, dripping away relentlessly, actually 
waste more water than their showier cousins. Think about how 
data flows through your organization and how it’s handed from 
one area to the next or outside to trading partners.

Repair the legacy or add capacity?

Water companies are good at fixing big leaks and bad at fixing 
small leaks. Their problem is, they’ve mostly fixed the big ones. 
Now the returns on leak detection and repair are getting worse 
and worse. Water may be difficult to manage, but in the UK 
at least it’s too cheap for anyone to seriously bother managing 
every last drop. 

It makes greater economic sense to add new capacity than 
it does to trace and fix every pinprick leak. As long as they 
can throw more water in the input pipe, the output pipes can 
continue to trickle. Unless the rules of the game change or if 
environmental costs are added to the budget for a new water 
plant, it might become a less attractive proposition. Proponents 
of a national water grid for the UK, which would move water 
from wet areas to dry areas, have become less vocal as energy 

Think about how data 
flows through your 
organization . 
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prices have risen and it has become too expensive to consider 
pumping large volumes of water over great distances. 

Little leaks make big lakes

Here’s the analogy to standards. (You knew there had to be one.) 

Organizations that aren’t using standards throughout their 
operations are doing the equivalent of tolerating small leaks. 
Like the cost of re-keying data repeatedly through the process, 
the lack of transparency, quality and layers of middleware 
connecting old and new pipes. 

Pull up the floorboards to show them what’s sloshing around 
under there and they’ll just shrug. You know what – I plan to leave 
this building next year anyway. You know what – I don’t let my team 
spend any of their time under the floorboards anyway. You know what  – 
this is a rubber-lined carpet and my soles are dry. 

An organization can be leaking 
millions of dollars in small doses by 
not using standards. But the points 
of leakage are too small, too widely 
dispersed and seem too difficult to fix. 
They’re buried along with the software 
infrastructure. It’s a nightmare down there! 

Don’t start digging it up – you don’t know what damage you might do to 
something else. Just put the rug back. However, just as the rules and 
the boundaries of the game are shifting in the water supply 
business, so they’re evolving in the technology exploitation 
business. Waste generated by failure to use standards is a 
recoverable cost, and the economics around recovery are 
highly sensitive. 

Sometimes a shift in a single variable can represent a tipping 
point for action. For example, a single innovation – ACORD 
eForms – makes it possible to use standards in parts of the 
business that were highly resistant to change and where the 
additional burden of proprietary connections was baked into 
the process. Forms can bridge the analog-digital world by 
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providing a familiar user interface with a sophisticated tool for 
electronically managing data.

New opportunities… for old stuff

There are also higher profile technology changes that I believe 
are slowly changing the parameters of the standards equation. 
Let’s flip back to the water supply problem. England’s oldest cast 
iron water pipes were formed in wooden molds and joined by 
hand. They’ve cracked and moved, they’re heavy and hard to 
handle, and they don’t marry well with the new kinds of plastic 
pipe. They’ve always been a big problem. Tearing them all out 
and replacing them is the ideal, but it’s impractical. You can’t 
shut a great city down to renew its utilities. Whatever you can 
do must be integrated with the functions of the city and cause 
as little disruption as possible. Traditionally, renewal projects 
have had to be piecemeal and opportunistic. But now there’s a 
new technology: pipe relining. New relining techniques mean 
that the lifetime of existing iron pipes can be extended while 
improving water quality. 

Old pipe was internally coated with paint which over time 
flakes and discolours the water. Now the pipes are scraped 
clean by a rotating flail and then sprayed with epoxy, which 
takes about 30 hours to cure. New polymeric lining material 
cuts the drying time to 6 hours, meaning shorter interruptions 
to supply and greater productivity by the contractors. 

All this work is performed by machines that crawl through 
the pipes. As relining technology evolves, we can expect new 
plastic pipe to grow within the iron framework. It’s a highly 
manageable and cost effective process that will deliver a new 
water supply system almost by stealth.

New systems from old by stealth

New technologies can have a profound effect on business 
without being disruptive. Like standards in XML, or, to give 
it a less geeky name, self-describing data. If you can shunt 
around information that tells applications what it’s good for, 
then you can begin to achieve compatibility and collaboration 
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in systems without meddling in the way they’re connected 
or compromising their core functionality. You can gradually 
renovate your information environment without taking areas 
of functionality down. Over time, you can achieve a complete 
transformation. But there’s no “big bang” cost; instead, the 
program can be managed to suit your needs and priorities.

Getting to corporate governance

So, organizations that tolerate small leaks aren’t crazy. They’ve 
done the math, and taken the actions that are best for the business. 
But organizations also need to recognize the opportunities 
represented by new technologies or other changes to the 
parameters of business. I believe that one such parameter change 
that will have increasing significance for data or information 
standards is corporate governance. The transparency of 
organizations and the excellence of their governance are most 
readily managed by the use of appropriate standards. 

Standards speed audits, reduce the number of variables that 
decision makers have to manage and align the actions of the 
organization with the peers to which regulators will inevitably 
compare them. 

Where should my dollars go and when?

Investment is as much about time travel as 
it is about the multiplication of money. The 
question that decision makers often face is: 
How much should I invest in the foundations 

of this venture, as opposed to its fabric? In other words, what is 
the expected lifetime of an application, a line of business or a 
partnership? There are no simple answers here. “It depends.” 

That said, I think there’s a minimum that organizations can do 
to ensure that they get value from standards. Just as the water 
company can tell other utilities where its pipes are buried so 
that there’s less risk of them being breached, so any business 
organization can require a salient level of standards compliance 
from its software suppliers. It may need to be a commitment 
over time rather than a rip and replace mandate.
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“Best Practices” can be a turn-
off phrase for some of us. The 
whole idea sounds a little too like 
“model behavior.” I think some 
people switch off when they hear 
the phrase, subconsciously reacting 

against the idea that some unattainable perfection is being thrust 
at them for emulation. The reality is, “best practices” just means 
“a collection of ideas that people have found work well.”

It’s another way of packaging up the wisdom of implementers, 
and making their experience available to those who come after 
them, if you will. The “best practices” that we describe and 
promote at ACORD are meant as advice, not ideals.

Advice… not ideals

It’s best to think of best practices not as silver bullets with 
which you can load your organization, turning it into a killer 
performer. Importing solutions from outside the organization 
and expecting them to work as well for you as they did for the 
organization which grew them is asking too much. 

For one thing, your environment differs from the environment 
of the originator. Perhaps more importantly, ideas only 
achieve traction within the organization if they are born of the 
organization or enthusiastically championed by influencers within 
the organization. So every effective technique or concept must be 
engaged with by your own people, and made their own.

CHAPTER 27

Patterns of Success
Eight classic best practices  
for implementation
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This is, naturally, as true of standards as it is of the best practices 
we advocate for standards adoption. ACORD standards are 
highly adaptable and selectable. They are designed to be 
incorporated in the way you do things. 

Yes, the existence of the standards may encourage you to alter 
your business processes for the better, and they may compel 
you to create new products and services or enter into new 
partnerships or address new customer segments. While the 
standards present a pattern for action, you’ve got to do the 
cutting and sewing - and you’ve got to wear the garment.

Twist to fit

Similarly, all the best practices described in 
this book need your personal ownership and 
adaptation if they’re to work for you. You 
need to perform them in your way. You’ll 
add your own twists, rephrase them, choose 
to accentuate certain aspects over others. But don’t approach 
with the standards themselves. Being creative in how you 
deploy standards does not include violating the integrity of the 
standards. I invite you to share your experiences of becoming a 
standards-enabled organization. Share your best practices.

A good definition of an expert is someone who can impose 

a relevant pattern on a problem .30

Best Practice #1: Information and technology 
strategy

Incorporate ACORD data standards into your business and IT strateg y. 
The use of data standards should be a requirement throughout the 
business, because the data and information flow is the business.

That’s right; the prime business benefit of standards is flow. It’s 
not that we want consistency for its own sake, though clearly 
consistency drives savings in most business areas. It’s because 
information must flow effectively around a business for that 
business to function properly. 

ACORD standards  
are highly adaptable  
and selectable
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That flow has to be smooth, predictable and reliable. It has 
to guarantee integrity and semantic stability. Basically, adding 
standards throughout your business enables information 
flow. Leave standards out, and the flow will be uncertain – 
information will pool in some areas, never reach others, or it 
will become distorted, leading to incorrect actions on the part 
of the business.

You’ve got a technology vendor thread to your IT strategy. You’ve 
got a skills thread. You’ve got methodologies to help you decide 
whether to build or buy. You’ve got a position on every public 
issue that’s been generated by the IT industry and its associated 
professions. You’ve also at certain times made strategic decisions 
regarding business threats that have been highlighted by the IT 
industry or the media, such as the Y2K problem. 

Chances are, in the midst of all this strategic activity, it’s been 
harder to gain visibility and support for a strategic approach to 
the most valuable resource in your organization: its information. 
That’s because your information is your business. 

There’s no percentage in any outside player making an issue of 
your information – how it’s formatted, how it’s stored, how it’s 
exchanged with trading partners, how it can be leveraged to 
greater business benefit. They can’t sell you a box, or a training 
course, or a team of consultants. Only you know the value of 
what you know. Only you can maximize that value. And it’s 
only your job!

ACORD standards are your chief ally in securing the flow of 
information in your business. Make 
it plain that standards are an element 
in “everything we do around here.” 
That compliance is required. 

Best Practice #2: Oversight committee

Create an oversight committee that actively promotes and monitors the 
participation, integration and implementation of ACORD standards 
within the organization.

Adding standards throughout 
your business enables 
information flow . 
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If Best Practice #1 is about making your expectations clear 
throughout the organization, this action will help you put 
a team of champions in place to make sure your vision is 
delivered. The key word in the phrasing above is “actively.” 
Your standards team needs to be packed with evangelists and 
mentors: folks who want to spread the word, and who want to 
help get things done with standards. 

This team is a rallying point for standards within the 
organization. It doesn’t “own” the standards efforts – we all do. 
But it is the first point of contact for all standards issues, and the 
group we look to stand up for standards when standards need 
promoting, protecting or exploiting.

Remember, all those other issues that get quality time in strategy 
discussions have some pretty big vested interests batting for 
them. Standards are there to ensure that the business’s greatest 
persistent asset – its information – is managed to best possible 
advantage. 

So you need a team to give the standards movement a voice 
within the enterprise. On their own, standards are inert. 
Standards can happily sit in files and gather dust. Or they 
can be carried forward into every sector of your information 
activities, and used to create incredible value throughout the 
organization.

Your best people

Put your best people – business and 
IT – on this team. Rotate people 
through the team. Make the team 
a key stop on the career paths of 
the most ambitious individuals 
you have. Encourage the team 
to reach out to other standards 

teams in other organizations, and in other industries. 

You’ll not only be helping standards operate within your 
organization, you’ll also be building an enviable source of 
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internal expertise – a tailor-made internal consulting force that 
knows your business better than anyone else.

I notice that management thinkers are now beginning to 
recommend the recreation of strategy units within organizations 
that previously vacuumed them out. Robert S. Kaplan and 
David P. Norton say that “on average, 95 per cent of a company’s 
employees are unaware of, or do not understand, its strategy.” 

Tip: Your standards support team may be the core of a  
strengthened IT governance team.

Organizations with a better record “have typically established 
a new unit at the corporate level to oversee all strategy related 
activities, an office of strategy management (OSM) as we call it.”

The authors’ strategy unit isn’t the remote, cerebral department 
of old, shuffling model airplanes across a giant table, but a team 

1 . The Council exists as a device to gain understanding 

about important issues facing the organization .

2 . The Council is assembled and used by the leading 

executive and usually consists of five to twelve people .

3 . Each Council member has the ability to argue and debate 

in search of understanding, not from the egoistic need to 

win a point or protect a parochial interest .

4 . Each Council member retains the respect of every 

Council member, without exception .

5 . Council members come from a range of perspectives, 

but each member has deep knowledge about some 

aspect of the organization and/or the environment in 

which it operates . 

6 . The Council includes key members of the management 

team but is not limited to members of the management 

team, nor is every executive automatically a member .

Good to Great: Characteristics of the Council32
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with a leadership role in execution. The OSM communicates 
strategy, ensures strategy is translated into plans and runs strategic 
initiatives, as well as testing and adapting the strategy.31

Meanwhile in Good to Great, Jim Collins identifies a group of 
people he calls the Council which acts almost as the conscience 
or even the soul of strategy. When I review Collins’s list of 
characteristics of the Council (see sidebar) I see a group of wise 
and committed people – people who provide an anchor, a sense 
of stability, in the midst of constant change.

The Council is evidently somewhat tribal rather than 
democratic, but it represents a rethinking of strategists, if not 
strategy. One of Collins’s clearest messages is that who you 
have on your team is much more important than what you do. 
I believe that, at the very least, we must reclaim strategy as an 
activity that people perform. 

7 . The Council is a standing body, not an ad hoc committee 

assembled for a specific project .

8 . The Council meets periodically, as much as once a week 

or as infrequently as once per quarter .

9 . The Council does not seek consensus, recognizing that 

consensus decisions are often at odds with intelligent 

decisions . The responsibility for the final decision 

remains with the leading executive .

10 . The Council is an informal body, not listed on any formal 

organization chart or any formal documents .

11 . The Council can have a range of possible names, usually 

quite innocuous . In the good-to-great companies, they 

had benign names like Long-Range Profit Improvement 

Committee, Corporate Products Committee, Strategic 

Thinking Group, and Executive Council .
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Strategy is, if you will, a secretion of shared thinking. Strategy is 
the outcome of our deliberations about our environment, our goals 
and our options for response. Whatever form that takes doesn’t 
really matter. What’s important is that action flows from it. 

Best Practice #3: IT principles

Use ACORD standards as part of your organization’s 
IT operating principles and project management 
principles. If a project does not include the use of 
ACORD standards, it should be seriously questioned.

Think of it this way – Standards have sign-off. 

Standards are part of your strategy (Best Practice #1) and 
there’s a team acting as custodian of the standards and 
their implementation (Best Practice #2). Having standards 
in the operating and project management principles is the 
next logical step in putting your money where your mouth 
is. Whatever procedures you have for 
getting projects started, managing them 
and accepting their results, standards 
must be prominently inserted. 

And we don’t mean a checkbox in an obscure piece of 
documentation that suggests that someone somewhere might 
once have glanced at the standards in connection with a project. 
We mean that the role of standards has been fully decided and 
documented. 

Now that could, in some instances, mean that standards were 
considered for a project and rejected for some reason. In that 
case, we’d expect to see which standards were considered, why 
they were rejected, who took the decision, and what plans there 
are to review the decision. In some cases, timing is a factor and 
standards become part of a longer term plan.

The natural conclusion of this line of reasoning is an explicit 
compliance process. By asking people to work with standards 
and document their use of standards, we’re actually asking 
them for compliance. Standards compliance doesn’t mean 

Standards are part of 
your strategy .
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“you will follow my orders.” It means “you will account for 
your decisions in the light of our strategy.”

Best Practice #4: Solution providers

Demand the use of ACORD standards with your vendors/solution 
providers and build it within the contracts. You are the customer and you 
should demand what you need for your strategic future.

With every passing day, this Best Practice becomes more and 
more like leaning on an open door. Vendors and solution 
providers today support ACORD standards in overwhelming 
numbers. But I have a trip-hazard for you here, as you fall 
headlong through that open door. Does your partner have the 
same understanding as you do when it comes to saying “we use 
ACORD standards”? 

ACORD’s high visibility in the industry means that some 
vendors can inadvertently give incomplete impressions of 
their adoption of Standards. This is often a matter of training 
within vendor teams, where marketing people do not always 
share their more technical colleagues’ enthusiasm for detailed 
appraisals of a system’s standards compliance. The certification 
of implementations by ACORD has become increasingly 
important and our goal is to expand this service significantly 
in the years ahead.

This means that it’s still important for buyers to press their stand-
ards-related questions with vendors. Ask for chapter and verse on 
how current products and services meet standards requirements, 
how future offerings will take advantage of standards, and how 
the vendor company invests in standards development within the 
ACORD community (e.g. Working Groups).

Best Practice #5: RFPs

Include the requirement for ACORD standards in your Request for 
Proposal or Request for Information documents.

This is perhaps the simplest way you can institutionalize the use of 
standards within the new systems you acquire for the business. 
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You can also use this Best Practice to effect the standardization 
of existing systems in contracts for upgrades or enhancements. 
However, if you do this you will need to highlight the requirement 
as an architectural condition of the project, and be prepared to 
negotiate on the cost impact of redevelopment. 

Vendors should not attempt to gouge buyers on the retrofitting 
of standards, and are in fact more likely 
to see this requirement as an invitation to 
bid for a complete rewrite of a system. If 
this is not your intention, you may want 
to phrase your requirement for the use of 
standards in upgrades or enhancements 

as negotiable only in the event of system-wide impact, with the 
onus on the vendor to prove such impact.

Here is a text you can use in your own RFPs:

 “We require all work done on our systems to 
comply with ACORD standards as adopted by  
our organization to date and as modified from 
time to time by the ACORD community 
and published at the ACORD website, 
www.acord.org.

 “We recognize that the use of industry 
standards can negatively impact some supplier 
organization’s business processes on first usage. 
But we also recognize that adoption of ACORD 
standards in their business processes enhances 
the capabilities of supplier organizations. 

 “We therefore expect standards compliance 
on any supplier’s part to be cost-neutral to 
any proposals we receive. We do not penalize 
organizations with short track records of 
standards usage but may require such tendering 
organizations to demonstrate their commitment 
to ACORD standards through their allocation 
of resources to standards.”

Standards enhance  
the capabilities of 
supplier organizations . 
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Best Practice #6: SLAs

Incorporate ACORD standards as a part of your Service Level Agreement 
(SLAs) with outsourcers or shared service providers.

The lack of ACORD standards will limit your business 
options and flexibility while placing the power in the hands 
of the vendor.

Adding this requirement to your SLAs will consolidate 
standards within your business while adding to the signals 
being sent by other standards users. It’s a simple way for you 
to improve your own standards base while promoting the 
evolution of the industry as a whole.

Best Practice #7: Foundation for architecture

Use ACORD data and messaging standards as a foundation for your 
enterprise data and messaging architecture as well as for your data 
warehouse strategy.

Industry standards make an ideal basis for your corporate 
architecture, providing a head start on what is otherwise a 
classic blank-sheet, labor-intensive analysis task. Using ACORD 
standards in this way can save you millions of dollars.

If you have already developed a corporate architecture, or are 
in the midst of doing so, aligning it with ACORD standards 
will give you rapid access to inter-party trading opportunities as 
well as a closer fit with the leading third-party systems solutions 
in the market today. 

You may also choose to design a transition program that will 
enable you to absorb ACORD standards into your architecture 
over a series of update releases, so that you can accrue the 
benefits incrementally and pace any associated redevelopment 
projects that arise. The ACORD Standards Framework will be 
a valuable resource for you. 
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Best Practice #8: Internal and external  
integration

Use ACORD data and messaging standards for both internal and external 
integration between: internal corporate entities, internal systems, trading 
partners, and third-party providers.

This Best Practice commits the organization to using standards 
at every seam, including the classic cross-
departmental areas of  data usage. Information 
initiatives that cross boundaries within the 
organization are key beneficiaries from 
standards – but the sponsoring teams may not 
know this. 

Implementing this Best Practice may therefore mean inserting 
standards exploitation as a key diagnostic or appraisal question 
in the armory of  technical advisers who might be called in to 
assist with cross-boundary projects. These include database 
designers, corporate architecture consultants and data protection 
officers. Wherever you see an organizational role responsible 
for cross-boundary data issues, add standards compliance to 
the role specification – and train those folks up. 

Colleagues responsible for external system collaborations are 
generally more aware of  industry standards; however, your 
organization should not take this for granted. Technology teams 
can be distracted by issues of  technology choice and neglect 
the part played by standards in their work. Teams can also lose 
key standards implementers to other projects – another good 
reason to institutionalize standards in your business practices 
rather than leave them to individual initiative.
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The ideal realist

Standards articulate the concepts at play 
in a domain. Although they’re meant 
to get used in down and dirty, real-life 
business situations, they come across 
as clean and abstract. It can look as if, 
because they express ideal structures 
and relationships, the only way to get 
benefit from standards is to have an ideal business situation. 
It’s true that standards convey ideals, but that doesn’t mean we 
have to be unrealistic about how they are deployed.

Businesses are people

Businesses are made up of people and the things they do. No 
matter how well we formalize our processes and rationalize the 
behavior of organizations, we’re still dealing with unpredictable 
events and responses. We look for flexibility in our systems 

precisely for this reason. Although we can 
predict the general shape of the business 
flow, we can’t minutely read the items that 
will occur in that flow. 

It’s not always possible to quantify in advance, with authority, 
exactly how standards will generate benefits for a specific 
organization, but they do. Research firms conduct studies and 
ACORD members submit case studies demonstrating the value 
of industry standards all the time. 

CHAPTER 28

Shades of Gray
Get better gradually

We look for flexibility 
in our systems . 
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Part of the issue is that standards are always implemented as 
part of a larger development effort. There is a saying that if you 
see one insurance company, then you’ve only seen one insurance 
company. We can state that standards will create benefits in any 
development effort, but cannot predict the outcomes of those 
development efforts. No matter how finely crafted its mission 
statements and no matter the ingenuity of its structure, every 
organization deals in shades of gray. There’s theory, which is 
neat, and experience, which is messy. 

Key queries about the management of the business can often be 
expressed in simple, binary terms, but the answers are often more 
subtle, expressing a spectrum of options. For example, many 
businesses ask themselves whether they should fix the operational 
problems that they know are hurting them, or live with them. 

It’s easy to make a generic, moral argument for going one way 
or the other – but business isn’t a formal debate – it’s a creative 
process of enactment, adjustment, learning, and luck. And 
those forceful, black-and-white arguments break down in the 
face of real-life situations. 

Context is all

Should you drive fast, or drive slow? It depends on the context. 
The answer isn’t something you can decide once, for all time. 
Neither is the answer a core principle that you can apply to 
every situation. You can’t say “My personal goal is to get where 
I’m going as fast as I can and everything else comes second” 
because you’re going to meet situations where that goal has to 
be suspended. Red lights are part of the real world. You can 
sit and fume at the intersection but you’re not going anywhere 
until the light changes.

Adapt to complexity

While we can all see that standards are 
good, good for our businesses, good for 
our customers, good for our partners, 
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good for our suppliers – we also need to remember that we 
don’t have direct control over every variable in our complex 
environment. We’ve got to adapt our goals to what the world 
around us can support at this present moment.

This kind of realism isn’t pessimism. I’m not saying that reality 
is so incompatible with our ideals that we should abandon 
the effort to improve our processes. I’m saying that we have 
to use what’s available in the environment to help us move 
in our preferred direction, rather than expecting to jump to 
the goal. 

We can pick up on the forces that are active around us and 
use them to push and pull the organization in the right overall 

direction. It’s a bit like sailing. To harness 
the wind as a partner in your journey, 
you’ve got to make constant adjustments. 
You have to tack, rather than go in a 

straight line. In business, the shortest distance between two 
points is unlikely to be a straight line. 

This is human stuff… not geometry

It’s therefore a good idea to adapt your short and medium term 
goals to the prevailing conditions in your environment. You’re 
not abandoning the ideal, just acknowledging that getting there 
takes persistence, and tolerance of diversions. The important 
thing is not that you arrive at perfection today, but that you 
continue to take people with you on a journey toward a better 
business environment.

This philosophy is realistic. Listen to the big players in our 
industry who are investing in standards-based systems for their 
partnership processes. 

Some say that the number of partners they expect to participate 
in these systems is – today – small. But they understand that 
building such systems is the best way to prepare for future 
growth and to encourage that future growth. They’re happy to 

You’ve got to make 
constant adjustments .
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use their pivotal positions in the industry to leverage change in 
the value chain because they can see the returns further down 
the line. 

They realize that this is a better use of their resources than trying 
to mandate partners into immediate standards compliance. 
They know that their partners are pursuing their own journeys, 
battling their own weather, motivating their own crews.

Reduce the risk

Gradualism never looks heroic, but it’s a 
risk-managed attitude to change. To go back 
to the fix or live-with debate, the gradualist 
looks at each potential point of intervention 
and makes a decision based on the unique 
circumstances of that case. Even if he’s not 

shouting about principle, he’s still using judgment. 

In fact, you could say that when you see someone assessing the 
merits of an individual case rather than appealing to generic 
principles, you’re witnessing true professionalism in action. 
After all, you might expect your doctor to follow the arguments 
about the advantages and disadvantages of new procedures, 
but you wouldn’t want him to operate on you every time you 
got sick, just because he believes that to be the best general 
solution to this class of ailments. You want your mechanic to 
suggest a new part, rather than a new car.

Demolish or refurbish?

Walk around any major city of any age and you’ll see the same 
professional decision processes in vivid action. Do we pull 
down that 1960s office block, or re-skin it? The goal is to create 
modern accommodation on the site – it doesn’t matter whether 
new build is “better” than refurbishment, or vice versa. 

Some sites are better cleared, while others are better renovated. 
The developers don’t know until they start looking at the 
specifics. But they’re not only looking at technical criteria. 
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They also have to take the state of the property market into 
consideration. If there’s too much capacity in the market, then 
they might be better off mothballing the building, and saving 
their investment dollars until rents pick up.

All goals are conceptual

The goals we all have for the smooth running of our businesses 
and their ability to change in response to new challenges and 
opportunities are, in the best sense, conceptual. We decide on 
these goals through (mostly) rational processes. They’re not 
delivered to us on tablets of stone. 

Our visions are not documentaries beamed back to us from the 
future, but stuff that we make up along the way. That means 
that we can alter, adapt and even abandon them as we learn 
more about the unfolding reality around us. Have a single, 
unshakeable vision for the future which you insist is “how it’s 
going to be” and you run a very high risk of driving the business 
into a blind alley. 

Down to earth

I think the proponents of lean production have something to 
teach us here. Companies that use lean techniques have an ideal 

of perfection, but use the ideal to drive small, 
down-to-earth improvements to processes. 
They don’t look for big, showy wins, but for 
readily implementable changes that shave 

pennies or seconds from processes. 

These changes are found by empowered staff who deal with 
the processes every day. The interventions are easy to explain 
and install. And the point is that those penny shavings 
add up, over time, to significant wins. At the same time, 
because its processes are gradually improving, becoming 
more effective and closer to the needs of the business, the 
organization evolves into a more transparent, rational and 
governable enterprise. 

Don’t look for big, 
showy wins .
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Nix all… or nothing

Business isn’t an all-or-nothing deal, and technology isn’t 
a something-for-nothing deal. These misconceptions cause 
a great deal of grief in today’s companies. All-or-nothing 
thinking lures people into expecting instant perfection, rather 
than attuning them to the process of continuous improvement 
which characterizes healthy, long-lived companies. 

On the technology side, belief in the ability of systems to 
transform the business without the need for changes in the 
behaviors and goals of people forms a parallel fast track to 
disillusionment and despair. 

But it doesn’t have to be like this. Opting for an incremental, 
rational progression toward an ideal 
isn’t a cop-out. It’s about making a 
commitment to the potential reality that 
the ideal represents. It’s about being true 
to what’s possible.

The eco-system you inhabit is unique. You may be able to 
learn from other people’s experience, but you can’t replicate it. 
That means that there’s no single “correct” way of deploying 
standards in an organization. Every organization has to find 
out what works for its own situation and review that analysis 
on a regular basis. In some cases, eForms may provide the 
entry point. Some firms may focus on new business, others on 
endorsements or even internal integration for that matter.

As businesses attempt to respond to the changes around them, 
they need to question their assumptions. To put it simply, we 
need to keep asking ourselves whether what worked yesterday 
still works today. And that means that we have to be pretty 
ruthless about measuring the changing health of the business, 
and be flexible with regard to our cultural preferences. 

Every organization has 
to find out what works 
for its own situation . 
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Complex… or rich?

Talking with long-time standards 
implementers and with new 
members, I’m struck by the different 
perspectives brought to standards 
by folks who’ve been involved in a 
standard from the start, and those 
who get involved later on. 

New users of standards can get a completely different sense of 
the standards’ ease of use, depending on whom they talk to 
about their implementation experiences. One member said:

 “We had no pressures to implement. It was a startup 
situation and we were working with a handful of 
organizations...We had maybe ten reinsurers and 
brokers [in the group] and we worked on the standards 
and developed the systems together.”

That sounds like the kind of task we could all get our arms 
around – enough partners to provide diversity, momentum and 
commitment, but few enough to squeeze into one room. 

This is how the best business standards tend to start off. A core 
group who can all viably meet together forge a standard that 
meets their needs. The existence of the standard enables other 
players to come in, and the standard raises the level of play in the 
industry. This is the typical shape of any successful community 
project; as it gets bigger, it necessarily gets more complex. 

CHAPTER 29

The Way You Look At It
Helping people to change  
their perspectives
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All the complexity we need

Now, complexity isn’t always a bad thing. If business is complex, 
then a faithful standard will show complexity too. If the 

standard is over-simplified, then it won’t serve 
the business it’s meant to target. “Complex” 
isn’t the same thing as “complicated.” I think 
we too often confuse these concepts, to the 
detriment of our standards efforts. 

Our standards – that is, our products – may be complex because 
they serve a complex industry. But our processes, as a standards 
body, need not be. There’s no reason why a standards body’s 
processes have to become complex as it grows. 

I believe this is where community projects most often become 
unstuck. They confuse the complexity of the industry they 
serve with their own processes of service.

But let’s move away from “complex.” What we’re continually 
aiming to achieve with business standards is fidelity to the 
business and ease of implementation. If we target these two goals 
then our standards become richer. When it comes to creating 
and deploying standards, I prefer to talk about richness rather 
than complexity. Richness combines the concepts of fidelity 
and ease of use. 

Richness equals complexity plus ease of use

Put it this way – your model may contain a detailed, well-
documented view of a particular area of business. You’ve been 
faithful to the business. If that model is hard to understand, 
your users can’t make that model fit their starting concept 
of their own business problem, there’s no one on hand to 
demonstrate how that model would be implemented in real 
life and if none of these additional attributes can be found, 
then complexity is all you have. Naked complexity translates 
mentally – in a flash – to the deadly message “I can’t  
use this.” 

“Complex” isn’t  
the same thing as 
“complicated .”
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This is why ACORD adds navigation tools, implementation 
guides, case studies, a testing and certification facility and 
real-life standards experts. ACORD adds working groups 
and online forums. ACORD adds everything it can to make 
the standards leap off the page and into the development life 
of your organization. A product that is learnable, usable and 
applicable is a rich one. It’s one that you can get to grips with.

The learning curve

“It’s a steep learning curve.” I hear 
this statement all the time, and not 
just about standards. People use it to 
describe their experience of learning 
new and challenging material. It 
sounds like a bad thing. But it isn’t. 
Actually, the steeper your learning 
curve – the better.

Why’s that? Well, if it’s a “learning curve,” then I take it that 
the y-axis represents how much you’re learning. The x-axis is 
time. A gentle learning curve is one where you learn relatively 
little over a long period of time – which is not good. You want a 
steep learning curve because that means you learn a whole lot 
in the shortest possible time!

So, if a process or product results in your experiencing a steep 
learning curve, you’ve just enjoyed the best possible value for 
money that the intellectual world can supply. Business standards 
such as ACORD’s are designed precisely to haul organizations 
up the steepest learning curve the industry can offer. We aim 
to change business performance by attaching the combined 
wisdom of the industry to participating users. 

Breaking a leap into steps

Having said that, you can choose to raise the organization’s 
game in steps, rather than in one mighty leap. Your time to 
supremacy may be a little longer, and the gradient of your 
climb somewhat less taxing. You’ll arrive at full competitiveness 

steep 
learning curve

V
A
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U
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TIME

 gentle  
learning curve
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a little later than you might otherwise have done, but you’ll 
attain the same high level of competence. You can climb this 
mountain in increments.

There are many reasons why an organization might choose to 
take a longer time to absorb and implement standards. A well-
negotiated steep learning curve in one area of activity can leave 
other areas behind. 

It may be that by going for the steepest 
curve you can, you outpace parts of 
the business whose understanding, 
cooperation and support you need 
for ultimate success. For example, 

V
A

L
U

E

TIME

1 . All businesses are formed from communicating parts . Some 
of these parts belong inside the organizational boundary, 
while other parts lie outside the boundary . Businesses act 
through the relationships created by this situation .

2 . Every business relationship is different and special, but there 
are common factors in them . When these common factors 
are recognized and supported by business processes, 
relationships become easier and cheaper to initiate and 
sustain, and increase their lifetime value .

3 .  All business interactions rely on standards of some 
kind . It makes sense to recognize standards underpin 
relationships, and to choose the standards with the best fit 
for your business .

4 .  The optimum position to take on standards is to be an 
active member of the group that forms and develops  
the standards you use, so they meet your needs as well 
as possible .

5 .  Business systems should serve business . Systems serve 
business best when they are modeled according to the 
needs and opportunities of the business, not the constraints 
or preferences of technology .

Ten Propositions for Standards Adopters
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you might arrive at an all-go-standards position ahead of your 
HR team, and find that the policies and plans you need for 
redeployment of staff aren’t yet in place. 

I recommend that you project an organizational learning curve 
for standards that is the steepest you can make it – and then 
break it out into plateaus. These are your checkpoints – your 
base camps, if you like. 

At the same time you can be planning change activities in the 
parts of the business that need to mature if standards are to work 
their hardest for you. For example, you might have a plan for 
assessing and redesigning job specifications to work optimally 
in a standards-compliant environment. Your job-spec transition 

6 . Standards should be as simple as possible, but no more so . 
Good standards are self-explaining to the user group for 
which they are designed .

7 . Competition and cooperation are features of all industries . 
By supporting efficient relationships amongst industry 
players, standards promote competition and cooperation 
in equal measure .

8 .  Business evolves at many different levels and at many 
different timescales . Standards need to evolve in step with 
business evolution .

9 . Standards can describe businesses as well as support their 
efficiency . They therefore supply a common language for 
strategists, planners and team leaders .

10 .  Implementing standards fixes current problems, removes 
future problems and generates larger opportunities 
for the business . Standards should be regarded as an 
investment in business processes, knowledge capital and 
market command .
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plan – along with other, parallel plans – will trend upward in 
achievement against time. Each plateau represents a period when 
you can check the alignment of all the workflows in progress, 
and make adjustments to the next segment of the curve.

Names are not meanings

The insurance world has surely been one of the richest coiners 
of language the world has ever known. The fourth edition 
of Barron’s Dictionary of Business Terms runs to 570 pages, from 
“abandonment and salvage” to “zone system.” Standards aim, 
like a dictionary does, to clarify the meaning of terms, so that 
users can align their expectations. However, standards go 
beyond dictionaries in also determining how an item will be 
expected to behave within a business process. This is a much 
harder goal to achieve than merely agreeing on terms, because 
it asks us to examine the business value of the items we are 
discussing as well as their labels.

To explain what I mean, let’s take a non-insurance example. 
Say you’re ordering toast for breakfast. In the US, you might 
ask for wheat toast. In the UK, the term is “brown toast.” It’s 
exactly the same thing, but has two slightly different names. If 
you ask for “wheat toast” in London, you may well be heard as 
saying “white toast,” simply because the waiter is working from 
expectations. He’s listening for a binary choice, not an actual 
description.

So imagine that these two great nations decided to agree on 
an international standard for toast-naming. That would be 
helpful – but it wouldn’t standardize toast practices on both 
sides of the pond. Why not? Because in the US your toast 
comes pre-buttered, in a stack, while in England you’ll get dry 
toast – in a rack.

This business is... toast

It’s a trivial example, because “the business” – that’s you, the 
hungry guest who wants me to shut up so you can eat your 
toast, is going to “process” the toast in the exact same way. Or 
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is it? Well – no. Our British toast consumer has to apply butter, 
an extra business task. Conversely, an over-prepared British 
traveler in the States may waste his time looking for butter and 
a knife, when that’s all been done for him already.

You see where I’m going, I hope. We can agree on what we 
mean by a particular term, but it’s just as important that we 
agree on what does – or doesn’t – normally go along with 
that term when it’s a package of business information. We’re 
building standards that allow business processes to collaborate 
with each other. That’s one of the reasons creating standards 
requires discussion and negotiation. 

We can’t just go into a room and all agree that “risk” means 
“lightly cooked bread” and go home happy. 
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Standards implementation happens 
at two levels in organizations: the 
micro and the macro. You can also 
think of these as the tactical and 
strategic levels. 

Both levels are intimately linked, you 
rarely get effective implementation 
of standards in individual systems 
projects without a strategic 
commitment to standards at the 
planning levels of the development 
process. Having said that, if you 
have a development mindset and 

you want to know how you can dive in the deep end with 
standards – and come up breathing – here’s the short three 
steps to standards implementation.

Step 1: Identify the project or initiative where 
 the ROI is the highest

In other words, you’re looking for where automation will really 
give you measurable and repeatable cost savings or create new 
business. The key is to take an incremental approach, within 
a strategic view. There may be dozens of system development 

CHAPTER 30

Implement by  
the Numbers
Step by step to great  
implementation experiences
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You may need to 
consider natural system 
upgrade cycles .

projects underway, so you need to find the fit. And you may 
need to consider natural system upgrade cycles. Remember 
that standards are an ingredient in a much larger development 
effort. The tail doesn’t always wag the dog. (Except in Hollywood) 
Linking your standards implementation to a larger commercially 
valuable initiative is vital. 

Step 2: Understand how to leverage the standard 
 for the transaction you’re targeting

Map your systems to the standard. If you find you are missing 
data in the standards, seek clarification from ACORD. 
If the gap you have identified is 
genuine then begin the standards 
maintenance request process while 
continuing to implement unaffected 
areas. One implementation between 
two major firms resulted in about 80% 
compliance with the 20% being submitted to ACORD as a 
maintenance request. Most missing elements can easily be 
added in some way.

Mapping to the standards provides you with the internal 
flexibility you may require. Even if your architecture and 
data formats shadow the standard itself, you and your trading 
partners may not be on the most recent version and you may 
not change as quickly as the standard itself.

Step 3: Have a test case to verify your  
 implementation

Since we are implementing an exchange process, the test  
will include your business partner(s) so this adds a dimension 
to the testing associated with a normal, internal systems 
project. ACORD provides a Testing & Certification Facility 
(TCF) that will make it easier for you to get started with your 
trading  partners.
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And now… three key meta-practices

Steps are good – but habits are better. I believe that the practical 
business of making standards a part of everything you do rests 
on three key standards competencies:

• Team development

• Best practice guidelines

• Tool development

Team development

Without wanting to sound simplistic, in the final analysis 
everything that gets done in our organizations gets done 
by people. 

People implement ideas, and before 
they implement they’ve got to want 
to implement. We can’t bathe them 

in propaganda and then expect them to do “the right thing.” 
We have to make standards a fundamental constituent element 
of the air that we breathe around here. 

For that to happen, we have to identify people who can and will 
support the adoption of standards, and then support them. I don’t 
believe that team-building is the magic answer to all business 

problems or change initiatives. 
But I do know that no significant, 
enduring changes take place without 
the sustained commitment of teams.

Best practice guidelines 

This book is full of best practice guidelines, and I urge you 
to take them to heart and try them in your organization. I 
also urge you to search within your own operations for best 
practices. Patterns of success that are created locally have the 
greatest chance of replication. 

Make standards a fundamental 
constituent element of the air 
that we breathe .
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It’s likely that your home-grown best practice guidelines will 
share many features with those in this book, and others that 
you encounter among colleagues in the industry. That’s because 
the effects of convergent evolution apply to business practice – 
different organizations develop similar generic solutions to 
common problems, independently of each other. 

It’s not my place to push a cookie cutter practice over best 
practice guidelines. To do so would be to deny the reality of 
making change happen in real-world organizations. We can 
offer templates, case studies and advice, but it must then allow 
individual teams to deploy standards in the way they see fit, that 
is, unless it affects the standard itself. Trading partners do not 
want to manage different implementations or interpretations of 
a single standard. ACORD staff support is available to avoid 
such pitfalls. 

Tools 

ACORD continues to develop publishing and educational tools 
to ease the uptake of our standards. A number of companies in 
the vendor community also provide excellent tools to help with 
ACORD standards adoption. 

The extent and richness of ACORD’s standards dictate that 
some kind of support beyond sequential documentation will 
become desirable in any truly standards-based organization. 
With standards usage the norm rather than the exception on 
every systems development project – and indeed every business 
initiative – the ability to navigate the ACORD standards family 
and drill down to needed detail and sample implementations 
becomes essential to productivity. 

The growing value of allied business 
standards in related domains (lines 
of business) makes the development 
of tools for browsing and querying 
standards an important task for the 
community.
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Making standards a priority

Here’s a sharp insight from a member: “No one shuns 
standards – but not all prioritize them.” 

At her firm, they’ve certainly prioritized standards – because 
standards are an essential part of their development process:

 “ACORD is central to how we’re moving 
forward with our strategic systems. We’ve 
been implementing internally and making the 
standards part of our IT development process. 
Our development standards include ensuring 
ACORD compliance at all levels.”

For her, one of the virtues of standards is that they reduce 
needless variation in the industry’s processes – and thus allow 
needful variation, or differentiation, to emerge. 

The growing use of standards encourages a more widely 
held implementation model and a common language for 
doing business. While the industry is divided on the extent to 
which workflows are shared among players, there’s no doubt 
that as people adopt standards they are at least agreeing 
on certain workflow elements – at the point of information 
exchange. 

Standards reduce the options for implementation at these 
key touch points, so the quality of implementation improves. 
We can focus on creating mutually beneficial functions that 
meet our business goals, rather than fretting about low-
level  detail. 

An aspirin a day

I guess the seeming paradox here is that to get those background-
level, game-raising benefits of standards, you have to highlight 
and champion their use. But is this really a paradox? It’s a little 
like taking an aspirin every day to guard against a recurring 
heart problem. 
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The aspirin’s a humble little guy, it’s very cost-effective, it’s easy 
to buy and it’s not hard to swallow. But you have to take it. It’s 
no good just knowing that the aspirin’s good for you. It’s no 
good just having the aspirin in the house. “Yeah... aspirin. I 
should do that.”

Great CIOs, among other things, are the health consciences 
of their organizations. Organizational healthcare is a lot like 
personal healthcare. You don’t let your organization operate 
recklessly and then hope to save it when it crashes from 
accident, infection or stress. You strengthen it and train it with 
the practices you know will keep it fighting fit. Often that’s a 
matter of calling the priorities on certain habits that might not 
be glamorous, but that may save the enterprise’s life. Working 
with standards is one such priority.

Take the standards and run

Many ACORD members get involved 
in standards because we have 
something they want: a worked-out, 
bought-into set of answers to their 
definitional questions. One member 
notes that his team had been building 
a data dictionary, discovered a lack 
of global data definitions across the company and looked to 
ACORD for its model. Additionally, he says, “all our business 
partners use ACORD so that was good for us too. We could 
do the programming once and it goes straight through to 
our insurers.”

There are many pragmatic people across the industry who are 
prepared to adopt ACORD standards as published. But I don’t 
think we want to reach a point where ACORD standards are 
just taken as read. If potential users don’t assess the standards 
to check their relevance and quality then you have to wonder if 
they’re really going to implement them. Industry standards are 
intended to meet your business requirements, so feedback to 
ACORD is critical in doing so. This independence by ACORD 
is clearly a guarantor of quality.
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“We need an independent organization [to look after the 
standards]. If we say, do it my way – even if it’s a very good 
way – that’ll be a demand and people will say no. But if 
ACORD proposes a data dictionary and vendors become 
compliant, that’s a win-win.”

As an independent, non-profit organization ACORD acts as a 
rallying point for industry players from across the spectrum. Its 
international scope is in sync with the global plans of many of 

Questions are a good way of bringing organizations back 

from states of self-delusion, and turning up the focus on 

business necessities . The key questions any enterprise 

needs to ask of itself are these: 

1 . How do we connect with our customers?

2 . Where is our information coming from?

3 . Can we bring it into our systems efficiently?

4 . How can we share it with trading partners?

5 . Do we have a top-down ACORD Standards  

compliance policy?

6 .  Are we including ACORD Standards in our RFP’s  

(Requests for Proposals) from vendors?

7 . Are we going to need to translate every piece of  

information that comes into or goes out of our firm?

8 . How do standards lower our costs?

9 . What are the dangers of proprietary systems?

10 . What standards affect what parts of our organization?

11 .  How do business changes and regulators’ mandates  

translate into revised standards?

12 .  Is there any single person in this organization who  

knows about all the standards that we need, and the  

actions we need to take?

Back To Earth
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our members, and it continues to work to bring smaller, regional 
carriers into the fold. I often meet with small local agencies 
in the United States that do business with managing general 
agents that do business with Lloyd’s of London syndicates to 
cover their programs. Even the small company is global when 
you follow the value chain.

Wow!

Standards are just as important for small 
companies as they are for big ones. Not 
only are the issues, timelines and regulators 
the same for large and small player alike, 
but standards make smaller companies 
more amenable to growth, organic or by 
acquisition.

In one way standards have a greater value to the small company 
than the large one; if you’re small, you want to devote your 
energies to differentiators, and exploit pre-existing intellectual 
capital as much as possible. 

One new member said, “It’s foolish for a company not to jump 
in now, because of all the investment that’s been done in the 
standards. That’s number one. Then, just the expectation that 
most everything I want to do is supported – to be able to take a 
dictionary, model or message and use it? Wow!”

Standards have a  
greater value to the  
small company than  
the large one . 
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Here’s a set of implementation best practices.

Know your business and knowing  
your technology

Implementing standards has a technical 
component, but it’s not a technical activity. 
We use standards to enact business 
processes between trading partners. 
Understanding our own business processes 
and those of our partners is key to getting 

a successful result, and to building our relationship further. 

No amount of technical wizardry will help us recover from a 
failure to understand ourselves, our partners, or our joint interest.

If you can work with multiple partners… do it

Typically implementations start with two partners who decide to 
transact together, complete their implementation, and then tell 
the industry about their success. We owe much of our progress in 
standards adoption to the pioneering efforts of teams at respected 
companies who have not only implemented well, but have shared 
their experience. People pay attention to them. 

Many carriers are implementing standards in order to offer real-
time connectivity and enhanced service beyond their proprietary 

CHAPTER 31

Implementation  
in Action
Making implementation  
work every time 
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websites. My associates get nervous when I suggest that 
organizations can be innovative in how they go about deploying 
standards in their organizations. But don’t confuse this with 
modifying the standard. Standards make provision for unique 
extensions, but serious modifications need to be questioned. 
Do we understand the documentation? Can the ACORD staff 
assist? Should we submit a maintenance request?

Unless standards are implemented in a standard way you risk 
locking out potential partners. Creativity comes with how you 

bake standards into your organization, 
not in changing the standard. You can’t 
implement in a vacuum and the chances 
are that your first implementation will 

arise as a suggestion of one trading partner. (That partner 
may of course be yourself.). If you can draw other partners into 
the project rather than proceeding with one pair, you’ll gain 
tremendous value. It’s a worthwhile investment.

Take advantage of the flexibility designed  
into the standards

ACORD standards are designed to enable. To the extent that 
they constrain, they do so to guard against error, ambiguity 
or omission. They are otherwise as inclusive as we can make 
them. I know that some people dispute this view. For them, 
a standard is the “one true way” and that flexibility within a 
standard implies a lack of rigor. However, standards do make 
provision for proprietary data by allowing extensions. And 
most extensions become part of the standard itself as we come 
to realize their lack of uniqueness.

If you’re talking about, say, hard engineering, I’d agree one 
hundred per cent. If you’re installing plumbing, you use the 
correct standard sizes for your components or suffer leaks. 
But if you’re transferring business information among trading 
partners, you’re dealing with a richer substance. There’s little 
about insurance data that is simple – and that which is simple 
can be very tightly defined. Where the data is more complex, 
there is, by definition, more allowed variation. It’s a creative 

You can’t implement 
in a vacuum . 
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industry and any standard that sets up rigidly exclusive 
definitions would constrain and undermine that creativity.

In fact, the standard makes provision for unique requirements. 
And some trading partners adapt the standards. However, we 
discover that some adaptations can be incorporated into the 
core standard itself because they are not always unique or the 
result of misapplying the standard. Data standards aren’t like 
standards for plumbing or for hardware. It’s not about screw 
threads. We’re trying to create an overall structure that meets 
a diversity of needs and that has flexibility within it.

Stay in touch with the standards  
development process

Participating in ACORD allows you 
to request changes to the standards – 
changes that can give your organization 
great competitive advantage if they are 
designed with your input. But even if you 
don’t want to request changes or become 

involved in the detail of the standards and their development, 
participation lets you stay current and share issues. You can 
learn about implementation from implementers. 

•  Talk to others who have been down this path before. 

ACORD standards aren’t a shrink-wrapped product . 

They’re plug-and-play, but they need to be orchestrated . 

The benefits of what’s there aren’t always obvious . 

•  Get involved in working groups and in the community. This 

is the best training you can get . People donate a lot of 

their time and their expertise .

•  Partner with solution providers so you don’t have to start  

from scratch . Consultants can help you figure out where  

you are and where you should go . 

Implementation tips from a consultant
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Support multiple versions of the standards

It’s not the initial implementation that counts, but what 
happens afterwards. You need to support multiple versions 
of the standards because your partners will be at different 
versions. This is a fact of life that some may not understand. 
Business changes, software changes and standards must change 
as well. But managing versions is much easier than managing 
relationships with no standard at all.

Keep a pool of standards experts

If you’re in a large organization, it pays to keep a pool of 
people who understand the standards and can share their 
knowledge with colleagues. This pool can then be attached 
to projects across the organization. ACORD is developing an 
educational program to more effectively transfer knowledge 
to those who need to understand the details. We are exploring 
new ways to evolve the body of knowledge and to support 
a community of experts with some form of recognition 
or designation.

“One member has a pool of six people . This includes a 

liaison officer, an architect, business analysts, developers 

and QA officers . Keeping the pool together doesn’t pose 

team problems since all the members are committed to the 

standards and enjoy using them . 

“However there are sometimes challenges in keeping the  

team intact when one project has completed and the next 

has not yet been approved . In such cases the team can 

become dispersed and then must be reconstituted when 

the awaited project is launched .

“Companies are now beginning to protect their standards 

implementation experts within stable IT architecture and 

governance teams where they have them . This means they  

are centrally funded and can provide guaranteed service 

across the enterprise . 
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“The business case for standards in individual projects may still 

be made, but usually in reference to an enterprise strategy for 

standards that calls for the use of standards as default behavior 

on any project .”

Watch your legacy projects

Ensure that everyone knows that what they do with legacy 
systems can break systems elsewhere. You need a change 
management process within your development approach, to 
ensure that all changes are made with 
reference to the standards. We find that 
while standards are usually consulted for 
new systems, legacy systems often slip 
the net. Reminding people of the continuing impact of legacy 
systems across the value chain can help concentrate minds. 

Build business improvement cases

All standards implementations are approved not on raw ROI 
because they are baked into larger development efforts. If you 
are building, upgrading or buying a system, what’s the ROI 
for proprietary data formats? Whatever it is, using industry 
standards is a far better value.

Carriers are moving to provide real-time auto quotes across all 
their territories regardless of the expected level of new business. 
Real-time auto is a must-have, if a carrier doesn’t offer it, they 
are harder to do business with. The aura of inconvenience 
can taint the entire brand and begin to poison relationships. 
By not keeping up with the competition, non-implementers 
communicate that the line of business isn’t valuable to them, 
and also imply that the agency relationship isn’t valuable.

You need a change 
management process .
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1.  Information & Technology Strategy. Incorporate ACORD 

data standards into your business and IT strategy . The use 

of the data standards should be a requirement throughout 

the business, because the data and information flow is the 

business .

2.  Oversight Committee. Create an oversight “executive 

committee” that actively promotes and monitors the 

participation, integration and implementation of ACORD 

standards within the organization .

3.  IT Principles. Use ACORD standards as part of your 

organization’s IT operating principles and project 

management principles . If a project does not include the use 

of the ACORD standards, it should be seriously questioned .

4.  Solution Providers. Demand the use of ACORD standards 

with your end vendors/solution providers and build 

it within the contracts . You are the customer and you 

should demand what you need for your strategic future .

5.  RFP’s. Include the requirement for ACORD standards 

in your Request for Proposal or Request for Information 

documents .

6.  SLA’s. Incorporate ACORD standards as a part of your 

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with outsourcers or 

shared service providers . The lack of ACORD standards 

will limit your business options and flexibility while 

placing the power in the hands of the vendor .

7.  Foundation for Architecture. Use ACORD data and 

messaging standards as a foundation for your enterprise 

data and messaging architecture as well as your data 

warehouse strategy .

8.  Internal and External Integration. Use ACORD data 

and messaging standards for both internal and external 

integration between: internal corporate entities, internal 

systems, trading partners, and third-party providers . 

ACORD Best Practices for Standards 
Implementation
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If you can’t put it in business terms, then you 
shouldn’t be doing it

One of the IT leader’s jobs is to sort significant 
technology topics from insignificant ones. Pure 
business people may have difficulty in telling 
which bunch of impressive-sounding words 

marks a truly beneficial technology and which is just spin. In 
making these distinctions, your best ally is redefinition. If you can 
express the business intent of a technology, then you can assess its 
contribution to the business, establish its priority, and maintain the 
focus of the implementation projects associated with it. 

While stressing the business contribution of technology has become 
second nature, I notice that some IT champions seem to believe 
that hoisting the business flag only needs to be done once for any 
technology topic, and then the job’s been done for all time. They 
make a series of presentations or have a deep and meaningful 
conversation with a business manager, heads nod and chins are 
stroked – and they think everyone’s on the same page.

The message erodes

But despite our best intentions as communicators and despite the 
greatest openness on the part of all our colleagues in the enterprise, 
very few rationales stick for any length of time. “Technology” issues 
fall prey to a kind of mental degradation faster than other topics. 

CHAPTER 32

Technology is  
our Business
Re-define every technical  
initiative as a business initiative 
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When you consider that we’re really interested in information and 
not technology – an even more abstract and potentially complex 
concern – you can see how the business 
definition of a technology topic can quickly 
erode. When you consider that the leaders 
of many commercial businesses still find 
themselves regularly reminding their teams 
that the company’s purpose is to make money, you’ll appreciate 
that humans’ ability to miss the point is pretty widespread.

Keep refreshing the message

A powerful way to combat this natural erosion in the business 
meaning of a so-called technology initiative is to repeat it 
regularly with variations, using concrete examples from inside 
and outside of the organization. Be alert to any story that feeds 
into your business argument, capture it, and spread it around. 

Any relevant story that includes figures is especially valuable – 
even though these figures may be impossible to relate to your 
own business situation. It’s the concreteness of the story that 
matters, not its exact details. You’re looking for examples of  
the variables that matter in your business redefinition, not the 
values those variables might take. Similarly, any story that 
references a well-known company or a commonly experienced 
situation while expressing your business rationale will help 
reinforce your message.

Here’s a great example of a story that helps reinforce the business 
message associated with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 
There couldn’t be a more techie-sounding acronym and there 
couldn’t be a more vital business direction buried within it! 
I’ll present it in terms of a direct quote lead-in, and then my 
punchline, though you might prefer to just clip and highlight 
the stories you use. 

A business redefinition of SOA33

The City of Chicago spent five years updating its IT systems. 
It bought an enterprise resource planning system, a customer 

We’re really interested 
in information and  
not technology .
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relationship management system and a host of other software 
packages designed to speed the work of city government.

Everything worked well until city managers started asking 
for information that required dialogue between two or more 
systems. Building links between systems required weeks of work 
by $200-an-hour programmers. The average cost of linking 
two systems was $100,000.

Punch line

Chicago was modularizing around services. For instance, 
an online payment mechanism built to take parking ticket 
payments was genericized and wrapped in XML so that other 
departments can use it. The city is getting reuse at a true 
business level, saving money on developers and changing its IT 
services from a mess of duplication to a menu of capabilities.

It’s information… not technology… every time

Standards – sounds great, but how much is this going to 
cost? There’s undoubtedly a cost associated with becoming 
a standards-enabled organization, and an enormous upside. 
Although we spend some time on constructing ROI cases for 
standards adoption, we also continue to make the argument 
that standards are an aspect of business infrastructure, and 
therefore represent an investment in the very viability of the 
organization rather than a point solution. 

Calling standards adoption a “do or die” move may be 
overdoing it. I don’t believe that spreading panic ever helps 
an organization implement standards effectively. But “do or 
continue to ail,” while a less snappy commandment, seems to me 
about right. As I’ve said before, standards are an organizational 
health maintenance issue. You don’t really need a detailed ROI 
case to know they’re good for you. However, I’ve also realized 
that many business leaders harbor an unexpressed assumption 
about technology costs that tarnishes their view of anything 
associated with IT but especially any “technology” issue that 
dares to address the enterprise scale of operations. 
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IT needn’t cost the earth

This is the assumption that, if it’s a smart business information 
practice, then it must require a hefty investment in hardware, 
software or probably both – along with a stack of professional 
services. After all, data warehousing sounded like a strong, 
business-led, information-based initiative but turned out for 
many adopters to mean more boxes and more consultants and 
little in the way of business benefit. 

So I’m encouraged to find this great example of a company that 
uses extremely smart information practice combined with an 
extremely low-tech technology infrastructure. You can’t fault 
fashion store Zara for its meteoric rise in Europe, nor its mold-
breaking habit of changing its merchandise lines constantly 
based on sales data, rather than abiding by the traditional guess-
cut-and-hang seasonal approach of other clothing retailers. But 

When Andrew McAffee paid a visit to the head office of 

Inditex, the Spanish clothing manufacturer and retailer, he was 

dumbfounded . 

The Harvard Business School professor had expected the 

company, best-known for its 550-strong chain of Zara fashion 

stores across Europe, to have state-of-the-art information 

systems . How else could it keep track of an  

ever-changing range of 11,000 garments each year?

Instead, he found a low-tech, low-budget approach . Zara’s 

point of sale terminals run on DOS, the antiquated computer 

operating system . Sales data is collected by store managers 

at the end of every day using 3 .5 in . floppy disks . The figures 

are uploaded to headquarters using dial-up modems .

“Bare bones is the best way to describe it,” says Prof . McAffee .

Inditex is an example of what countless academic studies 

have shown; that there is only a weak correlation between 

IT spending and IT effectiveness .

Lifeblood Information – bare bones technology34
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guess what? Although consistent, well-defined information is 
the lifeblood of this business, its IT is hardly cutting edge.

Its technology may be dull, but Zara’s information strategy is 
clear, elegant – and the essence of its competitive advantage. At 
Zara, they know what they want to know. Identifying the key 
data in their business, collecting it consistently and regularly, 
and acting upon it makes the difference. 

In an information-intensive business like insurance there are 
many more core data items that you need to capture, process 
and share than in Zara’s case. In fact, there’s nothing else in 
your business except information and the actions you take 
based on that information. 

Focus on the information… not the technology

That you need information technology to 
run the business goes without saying, but it 
doesn’t have to cost the earth. In fact, XML 
may be the latest and greatest method for 
formatting information and sharing it, but it’s 

also deployable on legacy technologies. 

XML is, when all’s said and done, a way of writing text files, 
it’s implementable pretty much everywhere. The intelligence 
is in the standard, and in how you use the standard within the 
enterprise. Expensive technology isn’t going to add anything.

Nicolas Carr, author of the famous May 2003 Harvard Business 
Review article “IT Doesn’t Matter” and subsequent book Does 
IT Matter?, recently reiterated his position on information 
technology’s role in the enterprise. If you apply his advice to 
insurance, I think it’s clear that while information technology 
may not matter, information matters more than ever:

 “The real key is to get the technology you need 
for as little cost and as little risk as possible and 
to focus on those other things [for example, the 
way companies organize themselves, who they 
hire and the way they set up their processes].”35
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Tether your technologists… before they  
blow away

The great dotcom bubble may be over, 
but technologists the world over are still 
inflating concepts and launching them 
aloft for their own amusement and for 
the confusion of their audiences. Happily, 
business folks are less inclined these days to 

accept everything a technologist says as important. Sadly, this 
often means they ignore technologists, rather than challenging 
them. This is a shame, because technologists have a lot of value 
to add – when they’re not talking themselves out of a job.

My feeling is that when technologists are obscure, they are 
acting out of habit rather than malice. They don’t mean to be 
vague or confusing. They just don’t get out enough. To help 
you help the technologists in your life make more sense, here 
are some tactics that will bring them down to earth, and get 
them conversing on level ground.

Demand a business explanation… not acronyms

The business phrasing may sound inelegant compared to the 
technology formulation, but that’s okay – we’re not running 
a beauty pageant. So, instead of saying SOA or Service 
Oriented Architecture, try saying “utilities”, “components” or 

CHAPTER 33

Talking Back  
to Technology
Choosing the language  
that’s right for the job
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even “lumps of business function.” If you decode the phrase 
“Service Oriented Architecture” into basic English it comes out 
as a “way of building things based around things we need to 
have done.” Your aim is to shift to talking about which services 
the businesses needs, prioritizing them and getting them built 
and deployed.

Demand one-line business explanations  
of IT projects

If TV Guide can sell you a movie with one line, a project 
manager can certainly encapsulate why her project exists and 
what it’s meant to deliver to the community. “We’re lopping 
90% off the time it takes to process 
claims” sounds good to me, whereas 
“We’re introducing a workflow system in 
the claims department” has me reaching 
for the remote (channel changer).

Get developers to act out a  
system’s business process

One of the best systems walkthroughs I’ve seen involved two 
guys waving at each other and passing pieces of gum around 
the table. (You had to be there.) 

Most of us respond well to visual explanations of complex 
subjects. Unfortunately, visual tools such as PowerPoint 
presentation software can often be used to create further 
obscurity and suck the life out of an encounter. Getting folks 
to act out a systems interaction can be both illuminating and 
creative, since creating the interaction in real time often acts as 
a potent reality check on the developers’ ideas. 

The practice of walking through systems concepts seems to 
have gone out of fashion, and we need to reinstate it. We need 
to get away from the idea that the only productive work is 
performed in front of a screen. At the same time we need to 
junk the idea that meetings are show-and-tell sessions. Let’s see 
some movement!

We’re lopping 90% 
off the time it takes to 
process claims . 
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As much as you need to know about XML

ACORD’s name comes up frequently when people are looking 
for a good example of an industry standard in XML (Extensible 
Mark-up Language). In fact, many people approaching 
ACORD for the first time are unaware that standards other 
than XML standards even exist. They are IT professionals with 
a systems development or integration job to do and they know 
that reusing existing vertical industry standards is the smart 
way to go – and a decision that will save their organizations 
substantial amounts of time, money and frustration. 

They are also usually more or less comfortable with XML, 
though they may not have met schemas as broad and rich as 
ACORD’s before. It’s a big leap from 
“hello world” examples to the full 
canvas of an ACORD XML standard. 
So while our XML insurance standards 
are entirely open and available to everyone for download from 
the web, most all interested users become ACORD members 
in order to get as much help as they can in implementing 
the standards.

Is XML for humans?

To be honest, the IT industry has possibly done a little over-
selling on XML. (No! I hear you cry. That’s never happened 
before!) 

I’m not saying XML isn’t a fabulous means of describing data. 
It is. I’m not saying XML-based systems don’t work. They 
do – beautifully. But I do take issue with the glossy sheen that’s 
sometimes applied to the fact that XML is human-readable. 
Yes, people can read XML. But can they always understand 
it, on first sight? More important, can they take what they read 
and put it to work in their businesses?

We strive to make our XML standards as approachable, lucid 
and navigable as we can make them. We’re constantly working 
on tools to help people get to grips with them. But this stuff is 

Most all interested users 
become ACORD members .
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hard. It’s not because we’ve made it hard, or because XML 
makes it hard – it’s hard because the business is hard. You could 
get Dr. Seuss to write you a book about quantum mechanics, 
but you’d still have a hard time building a matter transporter. 
There’s no big secret – Insurance is complex. Any description 
of insurance is going to be complex too.

Never too proud to holler

I’ve no doubt that most organizations could take ACORD’s 
XML standards and implement them without any further 
help. I’m sure it happens. By making our standards open, we 
voluntarily give up the ability to totally monitor everything 
that everyone’s doing with the standards. 

In the past, the go-it-alone implementations we heard about 
were the ones which didn’t go so well. They were the projects 
where leaders had called us, told us where they’d got stuck, and 
decided to ask for help. They did not always need extra formal 
resources from us, and sometimes had a pile of things to teach 
us from their experiences. However we could give them access 
to all the thousands of people that have also implemented the 
standards, are implementing the standards today, and are 
contributing to the standards of the future. 

That’s the golden value of a member organization like ACORD. 
Its strength comes from its ever growing expertise. As I’ll say 
again – it’s not the standards, it’s using the standards.

Here are the resources we currently offer to make your 

relationship with ACORD XML as welcoming and fruitful  

as we can make it:

• Full PDF texts

• Comprehensive helpfiles

• Data dictionaries

ACORD XML

• Implementation guides

• Expert support

• Regular conferences
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Going it alone

Recently we’ve learned that there are organizations out there 
who are apparently using ACORD standards without advising 
ACORD – and they’re not calling us for help: 

 “What we’re finding [in a January, 2006 SEEC 
survey of top carriers] is that the ACORD 
standards are gaining more ground than 
previously expected. Judging from the survey 
results, companies are under-reporting their 
ACORD XML implementations. Of the 17 
companies that said they are using ACORD 
standards, nine of them have not reported 
their implementations to ACORD.” (100% 
of the P&C respondents and 88% of L&A 
respondents were using ACORD XML in 
external projects.)36

This discovery can be interpreted in a 
number of ways. Of course, you can’t 
prove a positive from a negative, but 
I like to think that organizations are 
quietly having success with ACORD 

standards because the standards work. For all the discussion 
about standards implementation, it seems many users are 
finding standards work fine for them right out of the box. 

If I’m less optimistic, though, I have to ask whether these 
non-reporting adopters are really getting full value from 
standards. Are they using “ACORD compliant” as a “Good 
Housekeeping” merit badge, or are they really committed to 
becoming standards-enabled organizations, and leading their 
partners in building a more efficient and effective business 
environment? I guess I may never know. If you’re in contact 
with a non-reporting ACORD standards user, you have my 
permission to throw this book at them.

Organizations are quietly 
having success with  
ACORD standards .
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Never done

Sometimes organizations considering 
adopting a standard worry that “the 
standard isn’t done.” They’re aware 
that a new version of the standard 
they are evaluating may be under 
development. They’re not cheered by 
the message that no standard is ever 
“done” – because business, and our 
understanding of how to control and 
improve it, keeps evolving. 

The key is that the better defined your data standards are, 
the more self-policing is your data. We refine our standards 
by continuing to pack as much business meaning into them as 
we can, so that implementers have fewer and fewer additional 
investigations to make. 

The best you can do at the time

Now, the problem with fixing anything you made earlier is 
that the fixes look so obvious. Why didn’t we do it that way 
the first time out? Well – we didn’t know any better. Now we 
do! The Japanese call this process kaizen, meaning continuous 
improvement. It is the key element of the lean production 
techniques we explored earlier.

Developing ACORD’s standards is a constant business of 
defining what’s in and what’s out. That’s not just a matter 

CHAPTER 34

Version Therapy
Why standards move on —  
but why you don’t have to
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of deciding on the concepts that ought to be in or out of any 
standard, though that is part of the job. It’s also about ruling 
on how much interpretation should be included within the 
standard. For this, ACORD can only use rules of thumb. Our 
leading rule of thumb is this – If the standard is as likely to lead to 
error as correctness, then we must change it. 

Living with the flaws

Some implementers might be able to live with the flaw that 
allows potential illegal coverage mixtures. They might transact 
with a few well-mannered trading partners who never mix 
apples with oranges. But that’s the line of argument that 
ultimately defeats all standards.

You can always find an implementer who doesn’t need a 
particular feature, or who doesn’t need to be protected from 
potential hazards presented by other users. Implementers 
are free to extend the standard. Modifications require 
more consultation, as I mentioned elsewhere in this book. 
ACORD continues doing its best to serve the vast majority of 
participants.

Trade-offs

ACORD also continues to take responsibility to look to its 
members’ future interests along with their current pressures, 
without over-investing in future-proofing. The user with the co-
operative trading partners who sees no need for tighter controls 
on type codes may suddenly find himself dealing with a slew of 
new partners with less discipline. He may attempt to get them 
to behave, or create new workarounds for their transactions. 
Either way, that investment has already been made for him and 
his partners in the most economically efficient way possible; 
through the standard.

Carriers who want to reduce frictional costs find many ways to 
do so. This is often the opportunity to save time or costs at the 
broker’s end; for example, by giving them online policy access. 
Instead of a broker waiting for a hard copy to come in the mail 
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and then filing it for later retrieval, he can see it on his screen 
immediately, whenever he wants. The carrier becomes a virtual 
library for the broker, while saving money in printing and 
distribution, so this is a genuine win/win situation. Actually, 
it’s a win/win/win, because the rain forest benefits too! 

The virtual ladder

Business moves on, so standards move on. 
But standards evolve not only to reflect the 
emergence of new business understanding 
at the atomic or transactional level. 
Standards also evolve in order to ease their 
very implementation. The more transparent, consistent and 
inclusive we make our standards, the easier it is to implement 
the kind of value-chain benefits our members identify as crucial 
to the advancement of our industry.

ACORD XML is rich

That’s because they describe large, complex business domains. 
If you want a small XML schema, model a lemonade stand. 

One reason people initially balk at the XML standards is that 
they compare them with AL3 (EDI) messages, which are much 
smaller. For one thing, standards like PCS (Property & Casualty) 
include a host of optional items, so your data transactions aren’t 
necessarily going to be as large as they might first appear. 

Second, and more profound, is the fact that XML is “bigger” 
because it is richer. XML is self-describing data. The tags 
surrounding a data item tell us and our systems how to use 

the data. The tags are in the stream, 
so they bulk it up, but AL3 isn’t 
“better” because it’s sleeker. It just 
means that AL3, and all other EDI 
solutions, locate the data descriptions 
somewhere else. They’re buried in 

the software that encodes and decodes the messages. You need 
an EDI genius to do anything interesting with EDI messages. 

The XML world is better-
tooled, it’s based on open 
standards, and its geniuses 
are less expensive . 
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Arguably, you still need an XML genius to help you in the 
XML world, but the XML world is better-tooled, it’s based on 
open standards, and its geniuses are less expensive.

Third, remember that effective transmission speeds have 
tumbled. As well as faster raw speeds on the wire, the internet 
also enables always-on connections, so we no longer have to 
factor in dial-up, connection and handshake time. 

Yes, your raw XML data stream volume may be bigger than the 
EDI stream you’re used to, but your EDI stream was designed 
to wander lazily along copper wires when the most exciting 
thing about the telephone was the demise of the rotary dial. You 
simply won’t get appreciable performance delays from using 
XML as your business data transfer format, but you will get 
measurable savings in integration, maintenance, development 
and support by switching to XML. You’ll also suddenly be 
able to transact with parties large and small around the world, 
many of whom will never have seen a chunk of EDI – and who 
will fall asleep if you start explaining it to them. 
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It’s easy to get caught up in the technical 
detail of SOA (Service Oriented 
Architecture). There are technology 
standards to track, implementation 
advances to assess, and experience 
reports  to digest. 

Best-practice wisdom in SOA remains relatively scarce in real-
world settings. While industry observers report high figures for 
the number of organizations embracing SOA, these numbers 
often combine proof-of-concept projects with prime-time roll-
outs. But the relative proportions are changing every day. 
There’s also very little sign that people are going back on SOA. 
They try it, and they like it.

As the first large-scale implementations 
start to have an impact in organizations, 
we’re seeing attention shifting from 
build decisions to buy decisions. 
SOA is transforming the information 

systems department from a maker to a chooser. This is more 
than just a shift from craft skills to manufacturing discipline, 
it’s a change from production to consumption.

From production to consumption

Think about it – you’re no longer trying to build the best 
system. You’re not even trying to build the components that 

CHAPTER 35

Let the Market  
Commence
SOA implies competition

We’re seeing attention 
shifting from build decisions 
to buy decisions .
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best serve the business, hopefully across many domains and 
usage contexts. Your job is becoming the definition of those 
components, and the components are defined in terms of what 
they deliver to the business in functionality, performance, 
service level and price. 

This means that IT departments now take the role of business 
articulator, communicating the needs of the business in  
ways that can be satisfied by chunks of technology wrapped up 
as services.

That’s the first step toward a market in information services. 
Corporate technology folks get less and less involved in the 
activity of building, installing and upgrading hardware, 
software and networks. They buy it all in – in pieces that relate 
to the business that’s paying.

New buyer behavior

One implication is that systems departments need to evolve 
new types of buyer behavior – and fast. Organizations used to 
procuring packaged solutions now find themselves talking at 
a finer level of granularity when it comes to function, service 
and value. 

More significantly, because they are the business articulators 
now, the onus rests on them to set the agenda for every 
encounter with a potential supplier. Software vendors can no 
longer fight among themselves to define the market in terms of 
their solutions, and buyers can no longer treat procurement as a 
beauty parade. The idea of “beauty,” if you like, has changed.

Assessing fit

SOA naturally determines new ways 
of assessing fit between technology 
and business need. Getting this 
across to the procurement functions 
of organizations is not necessarily 
easy. Enterprises are losing interest 
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in packaged solutions that attempt to embody an entire set of 
business processes. The old, vertical structuring of the market  
is being abandoned as users switch to being buyers of 
horizontal  services. 

This means that the procurement discipline is being rewritten 
across industry and commerce, and drawing technologists closer 
to the buying decision. In turn, we’re seeing technologists being 
asked to develop new negotiation and communications skills, 
and to acclimate themselves to conversing with the supplier 
world on a needs-and-values basis.

Substitution gets easier

The second step toward the new information services market 
happens around the repositioning of the enterprise as a more 

highly substitutable provider to its end 
customers. That’s a mouthful and a half, 
so let’s try the same message in liquid form; 
In an SOA world, anyone can steal your lunch. 

That’s right. If you can decompose your business mission and 
its processes into a coherent set of consumable services, and go 
shopping for the pieces, then anyone else who’s interested in 
your market can emulate your model.

Here’s where SOA, reuse, standards, and every notion 
associated with the business information revolution hits the 
big objections: 

My business is unique. You can’t take what we do, and 
reduce it to a bunch of objects, components, services – 
whatever you want to call them. I know that we try to 
run our business on an implementation of a packaged 
solution designed for our industry, but I’m not about to 
see the contradiction in my stance, thanks all the same.

Unpacking the anguish

I’m overstating the objection, but you recognize the tenor of 
this wail of anguish. Let’s be reasonable; how much of your 

How much of your 
business — is unique?
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business – in process and data – is unique? I say it’s less than 20 
per cent (and that’s a generous figure). It could be one per cent, 
or even less. It doesn’t matter how small that unique element 
is, because it’s the part that’s getting the bulk of your business 
effect. It is the bang for your buck. Ideally, you want this 
element to be as small as possible, because then you maximize 
your profitability. 

Now, if your “uniqueness quotient” is higher than this, then 
there are two possibilities: either you’re mis-measuring the 
contribution of your technology (the way you do things, 
remember), or misunderstanding why your customers reward 
you with their business. There used to be a third possibility, 
which was that you were spending way too much on your 
technology, compared with your competitors. But that option 
has vanished, right? If you see your uniqueness as encompassing 
areas of functionality that are actually pretty mainstream, then 
you’re pricing yourself out of the game.

What do your customers value?

I suspect there are plenty of companies that 
do misjudge what their customers value in 
them. As we know, it’s getting harder and 
harder for organizations to hide behind 
their own vanity when it comes to what 
customers love and hate. So the pressures 
of customer control will continue to erode 

this potential hold-out for misguided IT decision-makers. 

I think the temptation to mis-measure the contribution of the 
organization’s technology is likely to be a much harder wall 
to bust – and therefore a more present danger. I understand 
why organizations over-value their self-built, self-integrated, 
tailored-package, oft-upgraded solutions. They’ve got so much 
invested in them, monetarily and emotionally. Enterprises that 
have been automated for forty or fifty years are sitting on legacy 
systems that they dare not unplug, in case the whole edifice of 
subsequent developments crashes down. And they work, don’t 
they, these systems? They ain’t broke.
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The problem is, to an unencumbered competitor, taking an 
appreciative glance at our industry for the first time, all that 
hard-acquired technology just looks like fat, not muscle. 

A new entrant can run up the functionality to replicate your 
sturdy beating IT heart in a day or so. Or probably less. What 
it can’t do is grab your customers, match your value, replicate 
your reputation, and copy your regulatory relationships.

Everything’s a service

Promoters of SOA – and, to be fair, of business standards – 
are often accused of being one-note evangelists. Some people 
object to the onslaught of messages about the need to change 
the way we do things, and they accuse SOA boosters of seeing 
everything as a service, and bending reality to match the 
new  paradigm.

I appreciate the sentiments behind these reactions. We’ve all 
encountered messages about sweeping change before, and 
learned that the promised apocalypse – or paradise – arrives 
on a smaller scale than its build-up. You can, for example, make 
a case for the overblown warnings about the Y2K problem. 
You can also make the case that the widespread discussion of 
the potential problem and actions taken to mitigate it were an 
almost complete success – as demonstrated by the continuation 
of life as we know it on January 1, 2000. I think it’s almost 
worth going to town on the whole SOA theme simply so that, 
as people get used to the new reality, they’ll find themselves 
thinking “hey, that wasn’t so bad.”

Inject some heat

Injecting some heat into the SOA arena is, in my opinion, a good 
thing. I’m also convinced that, yes, everything can be a service. 
I’m finding it hard to see why any business wouldn’t want to 
travel light, and source the capabilities it needs as services. 

It’s getting more and more expensive to ship assets around, so it 
makes sense to make use of remote services rather than installing 
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You can’t just leave 
your old computers  
on the sidewalk .

specialized equipment. Print-on-demand 
books and ACORD Forms are good 
examples of this thinking in action. It’s also 
getting prohibitively expensive to throw 
anything away now. You can’t just leave 

your old computers on the sidewalk. In many countries you’re 
now required to disassemble them and recycle the parts. 

As for taking on large numbers of staff, accommodating them 
and guaranteeing their career prospects – forget it. One senior 
manager (of an IT services company, interestingly enough) 
greeted his 2007 cohort of graduate management trainees with 
the message: “I hope none of you think you’ll still be here in 
fifteen years time – because none of this will be.” (He was being 
generous with his timeline.) 

This manager hopes, of course, that the people he’s selected 
will add value while they’re around – and that they’ll redefine 
the business so that it’s creating value in some format that’s 
absolutely impossible to foresee today.

Insurance is conversation

To come back right down to earth, ponder this. Insurance is 
a service. It’s been structured as a product industry because 
production – with its technologies, its market structures, and 
its template relationships – formed the best available model for 
scaling the activity of insurance and extending its scope. 

SOA – and new service-oriented technologies yet to come – 
provide an alternate model that’s much closer to the inherent 
characteristics of insurance. Insurance began as conversation 
about future eventualities, and the measures that reasonable 
people might take to manage those eventualities. 

In the final analysis, insurance is about value. It’s about 
safeguarding assets and reducing risks. It’s about guaranteeing 
continuity. For the people who use it, insurance is a form of 
economic healthcare, or a dimension of responsible governance, 
or a means of managing money flows. In any language, these 
are services. 
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The mainstream of the software engineering profession is now 

focused acutely on realizing this vision of a service-based IT 

architecture . The phrase “Web services” is the current term for 

this movement, but it’s also been called “object technology” 

and “component computing .” 

In fact, Web services subsume these earlier movements and 

extend them, so there is an intellectual backwards-compatibility 

at work here . ACORD did explore object technology about ten 

years ago . What can I say… we were ahead of our time .

In a service-based architecture, various data transformations 

are bundled as meaningful chunks of business process, and 

made available as simple utilities . We can “plug in” a rating 

engine, or a workflow framework, or any other kind of service 

when we need it .

Web Services
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So, how should IT decision 
makers respond to the forces 
of change unleashed by SOA? 
I offer three mantras to help 
people adjust to the new way 
of IT.

Mantra #1: We must rewrite our role

Most of the energy I see being put into protecting the influence 
of IT or elevating its status in the organization centers around 
the absolute criticality of technology for running the business, 
and making it competitive. 

I agree that technology has these roles. But technology doesn’t 
have to come from the IT department. That’s what SOA is 
all about: it turns technology into services, and allows those 
services to be sourced from just about anywhere. More than this, 
technology doesn’t even have to come through the technology 
department. Unless technology leaders prove themselves to be 
the very best gatekeepers for the control of information services, 
the job will go to somebody else. 

If the skills of buying are more crucial than knowledge of 
systems design, then it’s entirely possible that organizations 
could grow information services acquisitions departments around 
skill sets that contain barely any IT literacy – at least, in the 
sense that the profession would traditionally understand.

Back in Business
Three mantras for the  
new IT team

CHAPTER 36
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Watch the road

Here’s an analogy: In the early days of the automobile, pioneer 
car owners were (a) wealthy, (b) leisured, (c) adept at engineering 
and (d) starved of highways to drive on. Today, the key requisite 
for owning a car is the ability to drive – a skill which is taught, 
measured and licensed. You don’t need to know a thing about 
how cars work. Your driving instructor isn’t all that interested 
in how stylishly you handle the engine, either – she’s looking to 
see that you’re safe to let loose on the roads. 

The same kind of evolution is happening in IT, with SOA 
slamming the hood on the engine, and business standards 
doing the job of standard vehicle control layout and highway 
regulations. Now, IT decision-makers need to be good drivers. 
They need to be more interested in where they’re supposed to be 
going, and less excited about the racket the engine’s making. 

Be a skilled articulator

In-house technologists need to start 
seeing themselves, and presenting 
themselves, as skilled articulators 
of the business who are also savvy 
navigators of the market in services. 
This implies that our colleagues 
throughout the industry must develop 

analysis and people skills that can be related both internally 
and externally. 

They’ll need to shed their attachment to systems development, 
and reconnect with the goals of the business in a much more 
direct way. I think this is the end of IT as a profession apart. IT 
is now part of the business. SOA is making it so.

Mantra #2: We must stop doing what  
 anyone can do

IT must give up building functionality that can be acquired 
from elsewhere. This means that we will have to retire a 

Organizations will refocus 
on partners who can 
meet them more than 
half-way in the supply  
of needed services .
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great many systems, as I’ve said elsewhere. It also means that 
organizations will run down their data centers in favor of using 
outsourcers, abandon their relationships with package solution 
vendors, and refocus on partners who can meet them more 
than half-way in the supply of needed services.

The me-too years are over

This mantra doesn’t just apply to buyers of information 
services, it also applies to vendors. The me-too years are over. 
This doesn’t mean that competition will die – far from it. What 
it means is that instead of vendors vying with each other to 
offer complete solutions, they’ll be competing to offer optimal 
services. They won’t be able to boost the supposed value of 
additional features because by doing so they will either over-
supply to a target service definition or break the requirements 
of that definition. 

It’s becoming a plug-and-play world. Try jamming an extra 
prong on your plug and however hard you sing its praises, 
no one’s going to buy it because it’s just not going to fit into 
anything else they have, or are likely to acquire. That’s right: 
the misery we’ve seen vendors get into when they try to force 
proprietary standards onto the market is multiplied to the max 
by SOA. 

What are you great at?

Are you great at rating? Are you great at customer service? Are 
you great at closing sales? Are you great at crafting and launching 
niche products? I hope there’s something you feel you are great 
at doing – because you need to cut everything else. 

Face the facts and be ruthless. There’s no point in being good 
enough across the board any more. You’ve got to focus your 
energies on the place where you can really make a difference. 
That’s what’s going to keep you in the game.

So you’re going to be divesting a lot of functions. 
Organizations the world over are taking a leaf out of Nike’s 
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book, and dropping every function that they can source from 
elsewhere. Nike holds onto its brand and design expertise. 
Everything else is outsourced.

Let go

Stopping what you’ve always done is a tough prospect. What is 
a company if it’s not the fixed assets and the community that 
works them? Soft assets such as reputation, and even liquid 
assets like cash, don’t speak to us as humans the way plant 
and people do. But this is the new reality we’ve got to get used 
to. The enterprises that survive the current economic, social, 
demographic, political and technological changes that are 
sweeping the globe will be those that reduce their footprints to 
match their unique ability to contribute. 

IT decision makers can lead business in  
this area. They can use SOA to take the  
lead in slimming down the organization’s 
call on resources that don’t ultimately 
mean anything to the customer, 
or contribute to the organization’s 

sustainability. Reach for externally sourced services with 
alacrity: they are your lifeline to the future.

Mantra #3: We must sell our services

You must be doing something right. In fact, you’re doing 
something brilliantly. This is why your customers reward you. 
As you cut away the excess baggage in your IT environment, 
you can begin to invest in your unique capabilities – and 
exploit their value in the open market being created by SOA 
and business standards.

So if you are great at rating – why not offer a white-label rating 
service to your competitors? Is that crazy? No, because you’re not 
going to take every customer away from all your  competitors. 

You’re never going to have a monopoly. In any case, your 
competitors are around because they do something brilliantly 

Use SOA to take the 
lead in slimming down 
the organization’s call 
on resources .
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too – something that you don’t do brilliantly, and may not care 
to do at all. If you offer your genius as a service, you can make 
additional profit from it that’s otherwise going to waste. 

It’s not like you’re selling the family silver. You’re offering a 
service, not selling a product. Your expertise can only be 
exercised, not exhausted. 

The selling of services by organizations that we used to think of 
as consumers rather than producers is growing. For example, 
manufacturers are selling electricity to energy companies – in 
places like Germany, even private citizens are using solar power 
systems to pump energy into the grid, and being paid for it. 

Good to talk

Say, for example, you decide that 
what you are really good at is talking 
to customers. I know most insurance 
companies would cite this skill as a 
crucial element in the success mix – but I bet that few would be 
happy to claim it as their sole winning capability; the one they 
would preserve if they recognized that everything else they do 
is non-unique. 

Discomfort aside, I’ll also bet that this example is true. 
Somewhere in our midst is a company whose sole core value 
to its market is its conversational skills. Be cheerful if this is 
you, because if this is you, that’s a service you can sell. You 
can buy in everything else you need to run your own business. 
Or you can exit your old business, and become the industry’s 
conversationalist.37 

You can buy in everything 
else you need . 
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CHAPTER 37

The New Vendor Agenda
The road ahead for software 
and service vendors

It’s just evolution

I’m painting SOA as an aggressive 
source of creative destruction. I have 
no glee about the havoc SOA is 
beginning to cause in our industry. It’s 
just evolution. It’s just a matter of the 
information technology community 
reaching closer to the aim it has always 
ostensibly had: to serve the business. 

I do recognize that we’re entering a 
period of painful confusion. My three 

mantras for reforming the IT team are intended to help folks 
control their breathing as the speed of the ride picks up. What 
about vendors? How do they make the transition?

Abandon ownership

I think that vendors have one big emotional divestment to 
make, and that’s the abandonment of the development agenda. 
I know the vendor community has made great strides away 
from the “flog ‘em upgrades” culture that marked the early 
years of the industry. I salute the efforts vendors have made 
to get ever closer to their customers’ needs, and their growing 
willingness to embrace new technologies. 

But amid these changes I still detect a sense that vendors want 
to own the agenda for change. They want there to be a single, 
unified road map for the future growth of the industry, and they 
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want to position themselves on that map – ideally as a map-
maker, but certainly as a facilitator of the onward journey.

This attitude is no longer sustainable. The way the world is 
changing, there isn’t really “a single unified insurance indus-
try” any more. There are people producing and consuming 
 insurance services – and that’s quite a different matter. It means 
there’s no homogeneous group that a vendor can address and 
present a single truth to. Every player has their own notion of 
the road ahead, and all players reserve the right to rewrite their 
maps at any moment. You can’t drive all these folks into the 
same pen any more. They won’t go.

There’s no single agenda any more

The single, unified agenda is no more. Vendors will be forced 
to pay greater attention to what their customers are saying, and 
hold back from generalizing about the messages they glean. 
Vendors will have to shift their operational emphasis from 
mass production to niche services. 

In one way, this is a reversion to the 
craft mindset. Vendors must seek 
to create or aggregate services that 
people-interested-in-insurance want 
to buy. It’s the unbundling of the 
external IT business. If there are as 
many agendas as there are players, how can anyone make a 
plan for the direction of their resources? What does a vendor 
have to do to get a dance? I believe that vendors are in the same 
boat as everyone else. They need to figure out what they’re 
really good at, cut away the rest, and focus on making the core 
available to other people. 

Vendors reborn

The results of this process are likely to be quite surprising. Let’s 
imagine a packaged software company whose products are well 
known for the degree of customization they need before they 
can serve a customer’s business processes. Technology purists 

Purists conclude that 
software’s not very good 
if it needs alteration on 
each implementation .
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might conclude that the software’s not very good if it needs 
so much alteration on each implementation. Systems analysts 
and IT strategists might conclude that the target business needs 
to review its business processes to check whether they’re well 
designed. 

SOA frees us to generate a new mindset. What if  the core 
capability of  this company isn’t its software at all? What if  the 
companies that buy the solution aren’t flawed in any way? What 
if  the vendor is actually great at sitting down with real people 
who carry out real activities in real organizations – and helping 
them improve? That’s what it sounds like they’re really doing. 
Wouldn’t that be an interesting way to rebirth that vendor?

1 . Which standards do you exploit in your product or service?

2 . How are these standards salient to my business opportunity?

3 . How is your investment in standards reflected in your prices?

4 .  How are the savings you accrue from standards reflected in  

your prices?

5 .  Who is your standard bearer and what level of seniority does  

he or she bear?

6 . Which standards are you tracking for future exploitation?

Six questions to ask vendors
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Speak modelese

Every market has its own language which 
players use to understand each other, make 
trades and build lines of accountability. 

SOA is transforming the IT world into a 
market, and the language of this new market 
is beginning to emerge. It’s a language with 
dialects that align with discrete areas of business interest. And 
it’s a language that’s best understood in terms of models. That’s 
why I call it modelese. Modelese is the language you’re going to 
be using in the SOA-inflected world.

Imagine that you’re responsible for picking a basket of IT 
services that will supply 80 per cent of the functionality you 
need to run your business. How are you going to describe these 
services? Well, since they’re the stuff of your business, it would 
be reasonable to describe them in terms of your business. You 
can therefore build a descriptive model that defines each of the 
services in terms of behaviors, inputs, outputs, performance 
levels, availability, scalability and so on. By doing so you’ll be 
able to arrive at a definition of the business’s needs that everyone 
involved in the enterprise should be able to sign up to.

Keep explaining yourself

What happens when you now take this statement of requirements 
to the market? You’re going to need to educate every potential 

CHAPTER 38

Winning in the  
Market for Services
How to make it big in the SOA era
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supplier about your business context. You’ll have to explain the 
methodology you used to build the model before you even get 
around to explaining what the model means. 

In the meantime, potential suppliers 
are going to be scratching their 
heads, wondering which of the 
many items they’ve got in their 
store cupboards are going to be 
relevant to this case. Given the 
fierce competition in the marketplace, the best suppliers are 
unlikely to want to invest the time needed to understand your 
requirements. Their potential pay-off won’t be enough to keep 
them interested while you lay out the opportunity.

Ask for the possible

The thing is, you’re now approaching a retail market with 
a bespoken proposition. Sure, you may be looking for 
componentized services; but the language you’re using isn’t 
structured according to the market’s usage. 

It’s like going to a record store (if you can still find one) and talking 
to an assistant about the moods you want to create for a dinner 
party. Chances are, he doesn’t have the time or the knowledge to 
help you. The store may have what you want, but you need to do 
your own research ahead of the visit, or you need to invest your 
own time in browsing what’s available, and then adjusting your 
requirements in the light of what’s available. The purchase is a 
whole lot simpler if you’ve already worked out a playlist.

Access the vocabulary

The implication here is that decision makers need to express 
their needs in terms of the components that are going to be 
available out there in the market. You’ll recall that only a small 
proportion of your business processes are truly unique. That 
means that most of your processes must be expressible in terms 
that are available to the general business population. You just 
need to access that vocabulary.

The best suppliers are 
unlikely to want to invest the 
time needed to understand 
your requiremments
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The vocabulary you need is contained in the business models 
that industry organizations like ACORD embed with their 
sets of standards. It’s therefore possible to describe your needs 
simply by casting a shadow across the model. You work out 
which areas of the model map on to your areas of functional 
interest. You then have an automatic shopping list for services 
which you can take to the market for fulfillment.

We’ll never run out of permutations

A model is a representation of a business area. 
No model dictates a single, absolute form of 
implementation. There’s an infinite variety of 
ways that a model can be satisfied in software 
and the surrounding business processes. 

If you think about it, this is true of business itself. We all 
understand what “insurance” is, and we can agree on the 
concepts, transaction types and execution standards that 
compose viable insurance businesses – we take tests in this stuff. 
We also build businesses according to this shared architecture. 

No one ever suggests that we’ve run out of permutations, or 
that the core architectural features are broken. We look to 
make improvements, of course – but we don’t take to the streets 
demanding a whole new model, a whole new language.

Becoming a speaker of modelese is, I believe, the big 
developmental challenge for today’s IT professionals. I know 
that technology leaders may want to enhance their skills in 
communication, negotiation and business management, but it 
concerns me that not enough folks are looking to upgrade their 
language skills. 

Domain models aren’t particularly hard to learn. They do, after 
all, look suspiciously like the models you’d make of your own 
business. These models are widely available. There’s plenty of 
support for people who are new to them. You can also key into 
experience reports from people who’ve adopted them, and you 
can get involved in their onward development. 

No model dictates a 
single, absolute form 
of implementation .
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Learning time

Modelese doesn’t figure high enough on the personal 
development agendas of technology executives. Some folks say 
this is because they don’t have enough time. Others mistakenly 
believe that business domain models are all about low-level 
stuff that only interests programmers – and these folks need 
enlightening about modelese’s role as the key to SOA market 
exploitation and participation. The ACORD Standards 
Framework itself includes a capability model. It’s all about 
business processes.

Buyers who speak modelese are better able to interrogate 
and instruct their suppliers. Suppliers who face an 
educated, modelese-speaking buyer population reduce their 
communication costs. Conversations between buyers and 
suppliers start at a much higher and more fruitful, level. 

Cut the repetition

One way of looking at standards is to regard them as a way of 
sucking repetitious explanation out of the dialogues that make up 
business. Sharing a common language doesn’t mean you have to 
think the same way as everyone else. In fact, it’s only by sharing 
a common language that you can articulate your differences. 

Understand where you’re enacting common processes, and 
where you’re really creating new value; describe your processes 
in terms of the shared model belonging to your business domain; 
and source services in the market. That’s the recipe. How you 
cook it, and who you serve it up to – that’s your business.

SOA delivers agility

SOA is the lever – or the crowbar – that’s opening up the fault-
line between IT and the business. It’s detaching corporate IT 
and traditional systems vendors from the businesses they serve 
and putting the relationships into flux. Given the profession’s 
long and determined struggle to align better with the business, 
and to embed itself in the business, this could look like a disaster. 
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The loose coupling between business and the IT that supports 
it would seem to be a step backward. However, while SOA does 
push the two “sides” apart, it also lubricates the fault. SOA 
makes a market in services possible. It also promotes the use 
of shared models, and SOA frees buyers and suppliers alike to 
make new relationships with other parties. 

Perhaps the divisions we’re seeing aren’t really fault-lines at all; 
maybe they’re just cracks in the ice. Maybe business and IT are 
quitting the ice age together. Looked at this way, the new promis-
cuity made possible by SOA is a sign of renewal for business.

Equip yourself

How else can businesses meet the demands of agility? I can’t 
see any other way. No organization can 
now build a perfect system on its own. 
No organization has a monopoly on best 
practice. No organization can predict the 
shape(s) it will need to assume tomorrow, or 

the next day. The best it can do is to equip itself to exploit its 
environment as best as possible. This means gaining the ability 
to speak the common language of its business domain, and 
being an active player in the market for services – as a buyer, a 
seller, or both.

This approach to SOA will release massive value in organiza-
tions. It will re-empower decision makers. It is already trans-
forming the vendor market. It will redirect corporate attention 
to what really matters: innovation, continuous improvement 
and service excellence. Careers will no longer be built on the 
re-discovery or re-development of well-worn principles. Busi-
nesses will no longer be secured by artificial barriers to entry. 

As the traditional hiding places of mediocrity erode under the 
assault of an SOA-enabled world, the contribution of talented 
individuals and teams will regain the high ground. SOA has 
nothing to do with computers. It has everything to do with 
liberating business and business people. 

No organization  
has a monopoly on 
best practice . 
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We live amid a plethora of conflicting 
and converging currents. Change is all 
around us, impacting our actions and 
responses on many levels, conscious and 
subconscious. As business leaders, we try 
to make sense of it all and lead as best we 
can. We look for patterns and principles. 
We listen to people who’ve analyzed the 
forces at work in our environment and 
evaluate their conclusions. And we factor 

in our understanding of our organization’s unique inheritance: 
what it has to offer in a changing world, how it can best use its 
capabilities and where it needs to grow new skills and senses. 
This task is far from easy.

I expect people felt the same thing when they encountered 
agriculture for the first time. I know they felt the same thing 
when industrialization came along, because the conflicts and 
confusion are well documented. This humility in the face of the 
awesome power of change is a positive quality. It forces us to 
share our understanding and our ideas with others, to see if our 
views fit theirs. Our doubt about our ability to grasp the whole 
picture can save us from making over-risky decisions.

But we’re in charge of the evolution of business. We drive it. We say 
where this bus goes. Now, some folks who identify strongly with 
this sense of responsibility can become inspiring, charismatic 
leaders. They can whip their organizations into shape and lead 
them to success against overwhelming odds.

For the majority of us working in our own way to make 
business a little better, a lifetime spent grand-standing is 
neither attractive or necessary. Our approach is to grasp the 

Final Thoughts

CHAPTER 39
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most powerful levers for change, and push. Business standards 
are such a mechanism. If we can embed standards in the way 
we operate, then the benefits of access to business partners, 
flexibility of organizational capability and drastically reduced 
costs will pay forward with little further intervention. We 
won’t be fighting fires every single day. We won’t be debating 
the best geometrical figure on which to base the wheel. We 
won’t be endlessly translating. We’ll be growing, moving, 
communicating.

It’s a privilege for me to offer this book as a contribution to the 
improvement of our business. I’m grateful for the time you’ve 
given to reading it. I hope you didn’t find yourself hurling it 
across the room too many times – but if you did, let me know. 
You’ll notice that these words aren’t chiseled in stone. I pulled 
these insights from our shared experiences. 

Run wild as we are by the ceaseless flow of events, we have few 
opportunities to stand to one side and question what’s really 
going on in the development of our industry. With this book, 
I’ve tried to carve a space for us to ponder what really matters 
in business change and identify the key intervention points.

The structure of our business is one of inter-connectedness. 
Standards, then, are the very practical answer to the key 
questions facing us as business leaders. They are our map, 
our highway and our engine to the future. I count ACORD’s 

standards as one of the business community’s 
greatest collaborative achievements. I am 
honored to be involved in their creation and 
implementation. And I want to see them in 
action everywhere – because I want to see 

our industry growing ever stronger, flexible, responsive and 
accountable. 

Standards don’t run on electricity, but on commitment. They 
don’t come in boxes, but in people. Once installed, they refuse 
to crash. They just keep delivering benefit day after day to your 
organization and all its partners in the value chain, not least 
your customers.

Standards don’t run 
on electricity, but  
on commitment . 
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We’re all moving this industry forward in ACORD. Each of 
us counts. I look forward to learning of your own experiences 
with implementing standards. I’m always happy to extend the 
standards dialogue. You can email me any time.

GAM
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Congratulations… you made it to the end. Or maybe this is 
the first place you landed after thumbing through the previous 
eight sections and thinking “who are these people”. In any 
event, this is the place to get more details about ACORD.

The documents contained in the following pages provide you 
with basic organization, infrastructure and process information. 
I also identified members and listed standards to demonstrate 
the depth and breadth of ACORD today. I know you realize 
that all this information is subject to change. Therefore, please 
use this Appendix as a quick guide to satisfy your immediate 
curiosity.

I encourage you to go directly to www.acord.org for the 
most current information including the definitive version of 
our key governing documents such as the Bylaws. A version of 
those documents is contained in this Appendix but may not be accurately 
reproduced. Our website provides hyperlinks to all of our blogs 
and social community platforms. And you can always contact 
us directly.

Thanks for being part of ACORD!

Gregory A. Maciag
gmaciag@acord.org

Introduction to Appendix
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Association for Cooperative Operations 
Research & Development

ACORD is a nonprofit, Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(6), insurance 
industry-funded standards development organization (SDO). It is filed as an 
SDO with the U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission. 
ACORD is governed by a Board of Directors elected by the membership. It 
operates globally and maintains offices in New York and London. 

Evolving in the mid 1960’s from insurance agent and broker trade associations, 
it was organized as an independent membership organization in 1970. 
ACORD’s mission is to provide a neutral process for industry trading partners 
to promulgate and maintain form and data standards. ACORD Standards 
are developed and approved by the membership with support from the staff. 
The process involves both antitrust and intellectual property rights procedures 
designed to protect both contributors and users of the ACORD Standards.
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ARTICLE I. Name and Purpose
1. The name of the Corporation shall be ACORD Corporation, hereinafter 

referred to as the “Corporation.” 

2. The purposes of this organization shall be:

a. To promote the interests of and improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of all trading partners within the various segments of the insurance 
and related financial services industries by developing standards, 
specifications and related implementation tools for the electronic 
exchange of information and other information processing; and

b. To serve the public interest and the interests of consumers of 
insurance and related financial services through analysis, education, 
standards setting and research and development activities concerning 
the electronic exchange of information and other information 
processing. 

3. In carrying out these purposes, the Corporation shall recognize 
that business decisions by individual organizations must be made 
independently. The decision by any member to utilize any standard, 
guideline, product or service developed through the efforts of the 
Corporation shall be entirely voluntary. All products and services shall 
be available to both members and nonmembers of the Corporation. The 
Corporation shall not take part in any activity involving or concerning 
insurance rates or rate-making or prices of other products or services, 
the scope of insurance coverages, or related financial products, or the 
development of guidelines that would restrict individual underwriting 
judgments or the independent decisions of intermediaries or producers, 
agents, or brokers.

4. Nothing in the Certificate of Incorporation or these Bylaws shall authorize 
or empower the Corporation or any of its members to perform or engage in 
any act or practice prohibited by any antitrust or other statute of any state 
or of the United States or of any other jurisdiction. 

ARTICLE II. Membership and Representation
1. The following may become regular members of the Corporation: 

a. Any organization engaged in the business of underwriting, and/or 
selling, distributing or otherwise providing life, annuities and health; 
property, casualty and surety; or reinsurance; and

b. Any nonprofit trade association representing individuals or firms, 
producers, brokers, agents or intermediaries engaged in the business 
of underwriting, and/or selling, distributing or otherwise providing 
insurance products or other financial products or services. 
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2. The following may become associate members of the Corporation: 

a. Any vendor of software or services to the insurance industry; and 

b. Any vendor user group organized for various reasons by a vendor 
qualified to become an associate member or customers of any such 
vendor having a common interest in specific products and services 
purchased from any such vendor. 

3. Any qualified organization shall acquire a membership interest and become 
a member upon payment of the applicable assessment pursuant to Article 
VIII of these Bylaws.

4. Every member of the Corporation shall designate a representative and an 
alternate to represent it in regard to Corporation matters and shall give notice 
in writing of such designee to the Corporate Secretary of the Corporation.

ARTICLE III. Voting and Quorum 
1. a. Each regular member of the Corporation shall have one vote at any 

meeting of the membership. 

b. Unless elsewhere specifically provided for in the Certificate of 
Incorporation or in these Bylaws, matters voted on by the membership 
of the Corporation, by the Board of Directors, or by any committee of 
the Board shall be decided by simple majority vote of those present. 

2. a. A quorum of any meeting of the members of the Corporation shall 
consist of no less than one-third of regular members present in person 
or represented by proxy. 

b. Unless elsewhere specifically provided for in the Certificate of 
Incorporation or in these Bylaws, a quorum of the Board of Directors 
or any committee of the Board of Directors shall consist of a majority 
of the membership of the Board or of the committee. 

c. Proxies shall not be used to establish a quorum of the Board of 
Directors or any committee thereof. 

3. Votes by proxy shall be allowed at all annual meetings and at all other 
meetings of the membership of the Corporation, but not at meetings of the 
Board of Directors or any committee thereof. 

4. Associate members may attend any meeting of the Corporation open for 
regular members but shall not have any voting rights and shall not be 
permitted to vote at such meetings. 
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ARTICLE IV. Board of Directors 
1. a. The affairs of the Corporation shall be managed by a Board of 

Directors consisting of no less than seventeen individuals, including 
the President of the Corporation, who shall serve ex officio. 

b. Except for the President of the Corporation and as permitted in 
Sections 1(c) and 1(d) hereof, directors shall be chosen from individuals 
affiliated with regular members of the Corporation.

c. Notwithstanding Section 1(b) hereof, no more than one-quarter of 
the directors may consist of individuals not affiliated with a regular 
member of the Corporation. Such directors shall not include 
individuals affiliated with associate members or organizations that 
qualify as associate members. 

d. In the event that a three year term as a director of the Immediate Past 
Chairperson of the Board has expired and such person has not been 
re-elected to another term, such Immediate Past Chairperson shall 
serve ex officio as a director, for a term of one year commencing on 
the date of the expiration of the expired term of such Immediate Past 
Chairperson. 

2. a. Other than the President of the Corporation and the Immediate Past 
Chairperson of the Board of Directors serving pursuant to Section 
1(d) hereof, effective on the date of the annual meeting of members to 
be held in 1999, the directors shall be classified, with respect to the 
time for which they severally hold office, into three classes, as nearly 
equal in number as possible, as determined by the Board of Directors, 
one class (“Class I”) to hold office initially for a term expiring at the 
annual meeting of members to be held in 2000, another class (“Class 
II”) to hold office initially for a term expiring at the annual meeting 
of members to be held in 2001, and another class (“Class III”) to hold 
office initially for a term expiring at the annual meeting of members 
to be held in 2002, with the members of each class to hold office until 
their successors are elected and qualified.

b. At each annual meeting of members after the annual meeting held in 
1999, the successors of the class of directors whose term expires at the 
annual meeting shall be elected to hold office for a term expiring at 
the annual meeting of members held in the third year following the 
year of their election.

3. Vacancies, either through attrition or newly created directorships from an 
increase of not more than two in the number of authorized directors may be 
filled by appointment by a majority of the directors then in office, though 
less than a quorum, or by a sole remaining director. (For the year 2001 only, 
the number of such interim appointments shall not exceed five directors.) 
Appointments to newly created directorships shall be made so as to render 
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each of the three classes of directors as nearly equal in number as possible. 
All directors appointed by the Board of Directors shall hold office for the 
remaining term of the class to which he/she was appointed and until their 
successors are elected and qualified. If there are no directors in office, then 
an election of directors may be held in the manner provided by statute. The 
tenure of office of a director shall not be affected by any decrease in the 
number of directors made by the Board of Directors or the members.

4. The Board of Directors shall approve an annual budget of the Corporation 
for the next fiscal year and make copies available to the members. 

5. The Corporation may reimburse directors for their reasonable expenses 
incurred in managing the affairs of the Corporation under a schedule to be 
set by the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE V. Nomination and Election of  
 Board Members
1. The Executive Committee shall nominate individuals (not organizations) to 

serve on the Board of Directors. The Executive Committee shall nominate 
at least one person for each position to be filled. Such nominations shall be 
transmitted to the membership of the Corporation at least ten days prior to 
the meeting at which the nominees shall be voted upon. 

2. The Executive Committee shall take into account the need for a wide range 
of experience desired by the Board of Directors. 

3. Nominations in addition to those submitted by the Committee may be made: 

a. By written petition signed by three or more members and submitted 
at least 60 days prior to the meeting to elect directors to the Corporate 
Secretary of the Corporation for distribution to the members of the 
Corporation; or 

b. By voice from the floor at the meeting to elect directors, provided, 
in both instances, that the nomination is seconded by at least two 
additional members of the Corporation. 

4. Election to the Board of Directors shall be by plurality vote of the members of 
the Corporation present and voting in person or by proxy at the meeting. 

ARTICLE VI. Officers 
1. a. The Board of Directors shall annually elect a Chairperson and a Vice-

Chairperson by majority vote of the Board members present. Only 
members of the Board shall be eligible to be elected Chairperson or 
Vice-Chairperson.

 b. The Chairperson or the President shall preside at all meetings of the 
membership and the Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the 
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Board of Directors and shall be, ex officio, a voting member of all 
committees of the Board. The Vice-Chairperson shall perform the 
duties of the Chairperson whenever the Chairperson shall be unable 
or unavailable to do so. 

2. The Board of Directors shall elect a President and one or more Vice 
Presidents, a Corporate Secretary and additional officers as may be required 
to conduct the affairs of the Corporation. Any vacancy in any office of the 
Corporation shall be filled by the Board of Directors. 

 3. The President shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the Corporation and 
shall have the authority to manage the affairs of the Corporation, subject to 
direction and control by the Board of Directors. 

4. All officers of the Corporation shall serve at the pleasure of the Board of 
Directors and may be removed with or without cause by a majority vote at a 
meeting of the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE VII. Committees
1. a. The Board of Directors shall appoint an Executive Committee 

consisting of the chairs of the standing committees of the Board, 
the Chairperson, the Vice-Chairperson, the Immediate Past 
Chairperson, and the President. The Executive Committee, during 
intervals between meetings of the Board, shall have and may exercise 
all the powers and authority of the Board in the management of the 
business and affairs of the Corporation, except as otherwise provided 
by law, these Bylaws, or by resolution of the Board of Directors.

b. The Board of Directors may also appoint additional committees of the 
Board as may be required to carry on the affairs of the Corporation. 

2. The Chairperson of the Board of Directors shall appoint the Chairperson 
and Vice- Chairperson of each committee of the Board from the membership 
of the committee. The Vice-Chairperson of such committee shall serve 
as Chairperson whenever the appointed Chairperson shall be unable or 
unavailable to serve for any period during the Chairperson’s term of office.

3. Any group appointed by the Board of Directors for the purpose of developing 
voluntary standards or guidelines shall adopt operating procedures, subject 
to approval of the Board of Directors, that shall guarantee to any interested 
party the right to participate in the development of such standards or 
guidelines. All nonmembers of the Corporation who participate in the 
activities of any group setting standards or guidelines may be assessed a fee 
based on the reasonable costs incurred by such group. 

ARTICLE VIII. Assessments
The Board of Directors shall determine the terms, conditions and assessments 
for acquiring a membership interest and shall be empowered to charge 
assessments to all regular members and associate members.
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ARTICLE IX. Conflict of Interest 
The Board of Directors shall adopt rules relating to actual or potential conflicts 
of interest so as to assure the integrity of the Corporation’s standards setting 
and related activities.

ARTICLE X. Rules of Order 
The Corporation shall utilize the rules of parliamentary procedure as set forth 
in ROBERTS RULES OF ORDER. 

ARTICLE XI. Meetings 
1. The annual meeting of the members of the Corporation shall be held at such 

time and place as shall be determined by the Board of Directors. At least 
30 days’ written notice shall be given each member of the Corporation in 
advance of said meeting. 

2. Special meetings of the members of the Corporation may be called by the 
Board of Directors upon 20 days’ written notice to each member in advance 
of said meeting. The call for any special meeting must include the purpose of 
such meeting, and only business related to such purpose may be transacted 
at such special meeting. 

3. The Board of Directors shall, within ten days of receipt of a written request 
for a special meeting of the members signed by at least ten percent of the 
regular members of the Corporation, call such special meeting upon ten 
days’ written notice to all members. 

4. Regular meetings of the Board of Directors may be held without written 
notice at such time and at such place as shall from time to time be determined 
by the Board of Directors. Where practical and feasible, however, every 
effort should be made to send to all regular members of the Corporation 
notice of the time and place of all Board meetings and the subject matter 
of the meeting. The Chairperson of the Board of Directors or the President 
may call special meetings of the Board of Directors on one day’s notice to 
each director either personally or by telephone, mail, or email. 

5. The Board of Directors and all committees may participate in a meeting by 
means of videoconference, telephone or other communications equipment 
allowing all persons participating in the meeting to hear each other at the 
same time. Participation by such means shall constitute presence in person 
at a meeting. 

6. All notices of meetings shall designate the time and place of such meetings. 

ARTICLE XII. Amendments 
The Bylaws may be amended at any meeting of the Corporation by a vote of 
a majority of the regular members of the Corporation present in person or 
represented by proxy, but no amendments shall be acted upon unless 20 days’ 
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written notice, together with a copy of the proposed amendment, shall have 
been sent to all regular members in advance of said meeting. 

ARTICLE XIII. Indemnification 
1. Except as to an action or suit brought by or on behalf of the Corporation, the 

Corporation shall indemnify any present or former member, and any present 
or former director, officer, member, agent or employee of the Corporation 
who serves or served as such for the Corporation or as such for another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise at the 
request of the Corporation and who by reason of his position was, is, or is 
threatened to be made a party to a proceeding against expenses, including 
attorneys’ fees, and judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actually 
and reasonably incurred by the person so indemnified in connection with any 
threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding whether civil, 
criminal, administrative or investigative. The indemnification provided for 
in the preceding sentence shall be made only if the Board of Directors, acting 
in conformance with Section 3 of this Article, determines that the person 
seeking indemnification acted in good faith and in a manner he reasonably 
believed to be in or not opposed to the best interest of the Corporation and, 
with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, he had no reasonable cause 
to believe his conduct was unlawful. The termination of any action, suit or 
proceeding by a judgment, order, settlement or conviction or on a plea of 
nolo contendere or its equivalent shall not of itself create a presumption that 
the person seeking indemnification did not act in good faith and in a manner 
which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of 
the Corporation, and, with respect to a criminal action or proceeding, had 
reasonable cause to believe that his conduct was unlawful.

2. With respect to any threatened, pending or completed action or suit brought by 
or on behalf of the Corporation to obtain a judgment or decree in its favor, the 
Corporation shall indemnify any present or former director, officer, agent or 
employee of the Corporation who serves or served as such for the Corporation 
or as such for another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other 
enterprise at the request of the Corporation and who by reason of his position 
was, is or is threatened to be made party to such proceeding against expenses, 
including attorneys’ fees, actually and reasonably incurred by the person 
seeking indemnification in connection with the defense or settlement of such 
action or suit. The indemnification provided for in the preceding sentence 
shall be made only if the Board of Directors, acting in conformance with 
Section 3 of this Article, determines that the person seeking indemnification 
acted in good faith and in a manner he reasonably believed to be in or not 
opposed to the best interest of the Corporation. No indemnification under 
this section shall be made in respect to any claim, issue or matter as to which 
the person seeking indemnification was adjudged liable to the Corporation, 
unless and only to the extent that the court in which the action or suit was 
brought or the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware shall determine 
on application that, despite the adjudication of liability but in view of all of 
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the circumstances of the case, the person seeking indemnification is fairly and 
reasonably entitled to indemnity for such expenses which either of the above 
courts shall deem proper.

3. Any indemnification referred to in this Article shall be made by the 
Corporation only as authorized in the specific case after a determination 
that indemnification is proper in the circumstances because the person 
seeking indemnification has met the standard of conduct made applicable 
in the appropriate sections of this Article. The determination to make 
indemnification shall be made by the Board of Directors, by a majority vote 
of a quorum which consists of directors who were not parties to such action, 
suit or proceeding, or, if the required quorum is not obtainable or, even if 
obtainable a quorum of disinterested directors so directs, by independent 
legal counsel in a written opinion, or by the members.

4. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article, any present or former 
member, director, officer, agent or employee referred to in this Article who 
successfully defends on the merits or otherwise any action, suit or proceeding 
referred to in this Article or any claim, issue or matter raised in such 
action, suit or proceeding shall be indemnified by the Corporation against 
expenses, including attorneys’ fees, actually and reasonably incurred by him 
in connection with such action, suit or proceeding.

5. Before the final disposition of any action, suit or proceeding referred to in 
this Article, the Corporation may pay the expenses incurred by any of the 
persons referred to in this Article who seek indemnification in defending 
a civil or criminal action, suit or proceeding if the Corporation receives 
an undertaking by or on behalf of the person seeking indemnification to 
repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that the person is 
not entitled to indemnification by the Corporation as authorized in this 
Article.

6. The indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by this 
Article shall continue as to any person who seeks such indemnification or 
advancement of expenses and who ceases to be a director, officer, agent 
or employee and shall inure to the benefit of his heirs, executors and 
administrators. 

  The indemnification and advancement of expenses provided by this Article 
shall not be deemed exclusive of any other rights to which a person seeking 
indemnification or advancement or expenses may be entitled under any 
statute, bylaw, agreement, vote of the membership or disinterested directors 
or otherwise as to action in his official capacity and action in another 
capacity while holding such office.

7. The Corporation may purchase and maintain insurance on behalf of any 
person referred to in this Article against any liability asserted against him 
and incurred by him in or arising out of any such capacity, whether or not 
the Corporation would have the power to indemnify him against liability 
under this Article.
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ARTICLE XIV. Vacancies and Withdrawals
1. Any member may withdraw from membership in the Corporation upon 

delivering to the Corporate Secretary written notice of withdrawal. A 
withdrawal shall be effective upon delivery, except that a withdrawing member 
shall remain liable for any unpaid assessments or other financial obligations to 
the Corporation payable or incurred during the fiscal year during which the 
member withdraws. After withdrawal no member shall have any claim upon 
the assets of the Corporation nor any voice in its affairs. 

2. The Board of Directors shall adopt and disseminate to all members a set 
of procedures by which it will conduct investigations and hearings before 
making recommendations in regard to the expulsion of any member of the 
Corporation except as provided in Article XIV, Section 3. These procedures 
shall include notice to parties affected, limited production of documentary 
evidence, and a formal hearing. Following such procedures, the Board 
of Directors may recommend to the members of the Corporation that a 
member be expelled for any reason. 

3. The Board of Directors, may expel members for the following reasons 
without following the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2: 

a. Failure to make timely payment of any assessments levied pursuant to 
the Certificate of Incorporation or Bylaws; or 

b. Insolvency, bankruptcy, or liquidation. 

4. No expulsion shall take effect, except as provided for in Article XIV, Section 3, 
unless approved by three-fourths of the regular members of the Corporation 
present and voting at any annual or special meeting of the Corporation 
to which such recommendation is presented. Appropriate notice of such 
recommendation shall be given to the affected member of the Corporation 
prior to such meeting. All final recommendations of the Board of Directors 
shall be implemented by a resolution of the Board, and the minutes shall 
reflect the affirmative and negative decisions of the individual directors. 

ARTICLE XV. Dissolution 
The Corporation may not be dissolved except upon a vote of not less than two-
thirds of the regular members entitled to vote thereon. Such vote must take place 
at a meeting at which dissolution is announced as the subject of the meeting. At 
least 30 days’ notice of such meeting must be provided to all regular members.

ARTICLE XVI. Effective Date
These amended Bylaws shall be effective as of August 13, 2008.
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1 . Welcome

1.1 Your participation is an essential part of the industry standards-setting effort 
because the process requires collaboration and consensus. These guidelines 
and operating procedures are intended to provide you with a general overview 
of the process and not address all aspects of the entire ACORD Standards 
Program. ACORD Standards are industry standards used for the electronic 
exchange of data/information and include electronic and paper forms. ACORD 
Standards do not include tools or methodologies used for the development or 
implementation of Standards such as the ACORD Framework.

1.2 All activities related to the ACORD Standards Program are governed by 
the policies and procedures prescribed by the ACORD Board of Directors.

1.3 ACORD management shall be responsible for the administration of the 
ACORD Standards Program described in this document and will expand 
upon these guidelines with more detailed methods and procedures as required 
to carry out these directives. Suggestions for improving the process are always 
welcome.

1.4 These procedures and governance protocols are not subject to change by 
any committee or group except the Board of Directors.

2 . ACORD Mission

2.1 ACORD is a global nonprofit industry-funded association organized in 
1970 to provide form and data standards for the insurance industry to remove 
the technical barriers to open trade. 

2.2 ACORD provides the structure and process by which constituents in the 
insurance value chain work cooperatively to develop Standards for the electronic 
exchange of data/information as well as for electronic and paper forms.

2.3 ACORD’s mission includes preserving the high quality of the Standards 
developed including the distribution and ongoing maintenance of the 
Standards. 

2.4 The purpose of the Standards are to:

• Reduce the cost of doing business

• Connect trading partners efficiently

• Integrate disparate data stores

• Enhance data quality and transparency

• Improve customer service

• Advance the ease of doing business

• Hasten the speed of product development

• Provide access to markets and partners globally. 
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3 . Core Values

3.1 The Standards are voluntary and developed by consensus to satisfy members 
worldwide. Therefore, participants in the ACORD Standards process must:

• Understand, serve and anticipate market needs;

• Encourage maximum participation and collaboration of all relevant 
parties;

• Participate in ACORD Standards development exclusively within the 
ACORD organization and comply with its rules and procedures; 

• Continuously improve the core processes of the organization.

4 . Vision of Excellence

4.1 To be the preferred Standard used for all lines of business across the industry 
value chain for internal and external system integration.

4.2 To be the industry resource for harmonization of related vertical and 
horizontal Standards. 

4.3 To be recognized as having a world-class standards-setting delivery platform 
and process for the development, certification and ongoing maintenance of 
global Standards. 

4.4 To deliver Standards on a timely basis without compromising quality. 

4.5 To provide members with a wide range of tools and services to assist them 
in (1) developing a Standards-enabled strategy, (2) simplifying the process of 
adoption and implementation and (3) quantifying and maximizing return on 
their IT investments.

5 . Antitrust Compliance 

5.1 The ACORD Standards Program is conducted in a manner that complies 
with the letter and spirit of applicable antitrust laws. Compliance guidelines 
are set forth in ACORD’s Antitrust/Competition Law Policy included in the 
Appendix of this document. 

5.2 The antitrust policy states that all interested parties have an opportunity 
to express their views on proposed Standards and that no participant shall 
seek adoption or modification of a Standard for the purpose of excluding the 
products of competitors from the market. No participant shall use the ACORD 
Standards Program to restrain competition and any discussion of competitively 
sensitive subjects is prohibited.

5.3 Any actual or suspected violation of these guidelines should be brought to the 
attention of the ACORD General Counsel. Serious, intentional violations will 
result in loss of the right to participate in the ACORD Standards Program.
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6 . Conflicts of Interest

6.1 For purposes of compliance with antitrust and other applicable laws, the 
Office of the Corporate Secretary may require participants in the standards-
setting process to disclose information on ownership, corporate affiliations, 
sales of products or services to which ACORD Standards apply, and other 
matters relevant to the standards-setting process.

7 . ACORD Standards Committee (ASC)

7.1 The purpose of the ASC is to provide a single point of direction and oversight 
of all Standards activities at ACORD.

7.2 The ACORD Board of Directors shall appoint all members of the ASC. 
One ACORD Director shall be appointed to serve as Chair. Two Vice Chairs 
shall also be appointed.

7.3 Every member of the ASC except the Chair and Vice Chairs shall be 
appointed to serve as Chair of a Domain Steering Committee (DSC) (i.e. Life, 
Annuity and Health, Personal & Commercial/Surety, Reinsurance & Large 
Commercial) or Chair of a subcommittee of a Domain Steering Committee (i.e. 
Business Process Requirements, Technical Requirements, Implementation).

7.4 Terms: The Chair, and any Vice Chair who is an ACORD Director, shall 
serve a three (3) year term and may not serve more than two (2) consecutive terms. 
Other members of the ASC shall serve terms concurrently with their terms as 
Chair of a DSC or DSC subcommittee or as determined by the Board.

7.5 Appointments to the ASC are determined by experience and the applicants’ 
ability to devote the time and perform the duties required of the position. 
Members of the ASC will represent the insurance industry and no member of 
the ASC shall be employed by or have direct line responsibility for any provider 
of software products or services.

7.6 All members of the ASC shall disclose if they (1) are employed by or have a 
personal financial interest in any vendor that might be affected by the Standards, 
or which sells or distributes products or services to which the Standards apply; 
(2) are employed by, or have a personal financial interest in an entity having an 
affiliation with a vendor of software products or services; (3) are employed by 
or have a personal financial interest in a vendor (i) of products or services sold 
to or distributed by ACORD or which are or will be the subject of contractual 
negotiations with ACORD or (ii) that sells products or services that compete 
with products or services sold or distributed by ACORD; or (4) serve as a 
consultant to any vendor or entity described in this section.

7.7 Role: The ASC coordinates activities among all DSCs to provide a common 
direction and continuity across all domains.

7.7.1 The ASC shall approve the development of all Standards, the formation 
of all Working Groups (WGs) for any purpose based on recommendations from 
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the DSCs, and the scope of voting communities containing both geographical 
as well as domain, cross-domain or subdomain designations which define 
eligibility of an ACORD member organization to vote on a proposed Standard 
or MR.

7.7.2 The ASC shall work with ACORD management and staff to maintain 
openness, fairness and integrity of the ACORD Standards Program.

7.7.3 The ASC shall administer an Appeals Process across all domains to afford 
participants an appropriate opportunity for review of proposed Standards prior 
to adoption.

7.8 ACORD management will align resources across domains and give 
consideration to timelines, industry demand and other appropriate factors 
based on advice from the ASC.

7.9 Meetings: The ASC shall meet on a quarterly basis by teleconference 
unless the Chair determines a conference is not necessary, and more frequently 
as the Chair determines to be necessary. No substitutes are permitted at 
meetings. Members of the ASC are required to attend two out of every three 
consecutive meetings. Failure to do so may result in removal from the ASC at 
the discretion of the Board of Directors.

8 . Domain Steering Committees

8.1 The purpose of a DSC subcommittee is to allocate work to smaller groups 
with specialized skills to facilitate decision making, make better use of the 
participant’s time and, wherever possible, reduce the elapsed time to create/
update Standards.

8.2 Each DSC is divided into the following three subcommittees which 
may meet individually within their respective domains or jointly if they are 
addressing cross-domain matters:

8.2.1 Business Process Requirements

8.2.2 Technical Requirements

8.2.3 Implementation 

8.3 The DSC and the subcommittees will each have a Chair. All Chairs are 
appointed by the ACORD Board of Directors and will have a seat on the ASC.

8.4 Each DSC shall be comprised of no more than fifteen (15) participants 
including the Chair and three (3) subcommittee Chairs. 

8.5 The subcommittee Chairs may invite other ACORD participants to 
designated meetings to obtain feedback and benefit by their expertise. However, 
only members of the DSC are eligible to vote on DSC matters.

8.6 The Business Process Requirements subcommittee shall focus on 
matters that require specialized business expertise including providing input on the 
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collection of business requirements, the direction and scope of the Standards, and 
the integration of other business domains into the current and future Standards.

8.7 The Technical Requirements subcommittee shall focus on technical 
matters including providing input on the collection and implementation of 
technical requirements both for the existing Standards and the future Standards 
at ACORD. 

8.8 The Implementation subcommittee shall provide input on methodologies 
to drive the implementation of approved Standards. 

8.9 Terms: All members of the DSC and its subcommittees, except for the 
Chairs, are appointed by the ASC. Members of the DSC shall serve a three (3) 
year term and may not serve more than two (2) consecutive terms. Chairs of the 
DSC and its subcommittees are appointed by the Board of Directors for a term 
of three (3) years. Terms shall be staggered in order to balance the turnover rate 
of the DSC (as a result some initial appointees may serve less than a three-year 
term). Those appointed to fill vacated seats will complete the unexpired term. 
After the unexpired term is completed such appointees can reapply for a single 
term but after that term they must wait one year before being able to serve again 
on any DSC.

8.10 No member of a DSC shall be employed by or have direct line responsibility 
for any provider of software products or services. All members of the DSC 
shall disclose if they (1) are employed by, or have a personal financial interest 
in any vendor that might be affected by ACORD Standards, or which sells 
or distributes products or services to which ACORD Standards apply; (2) 
are employed by, or have a personal financial interest in an entity having an 
affiliation with a vendor of software products or services; (3) are employed by 
or have a personal financial interest in a vendor (i) of products or services sold 
to or distributed by ACORD or which are or will be the subject of contractual 
negotiations with ACORD or (ii) that sells products or services that compete 
with products or services sold or distributed by ACORD; or (4) serve as a 
consultant to any vendor or entity described in this section.

8.11 Role: The DSC receives requests for new non-cross-domain Standards 
and Maintenance Requests for existing non-cross-domain Standards that the 
Staff has forwarded for evaluation and discussion.

8.11.1 The DSC assigns these requests to the appropriate subcommittee(s), 
Working Groups or a Plenary Session.

8.11.2 If the DSC determines that a request does not require the formation of a 
Working Group, the request can be addressed by the DSC and its subcommittees 
directly and submitted to the ACORD voting process.

8.11.3 If the DSC determines that a Working Group is required, it shall submit 
a recommendation to the ASC for approval. This allows the ASC to consider 
the requirements of all domains.
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8.11.4 The DSC provides the direction and defines the scope of the work to 
be undertaken within the domain and has final approval of all releases of 
an existing Standard or publications of new Standards. In addition, based 
on a recommendation the DSC may receive from Staff and the author of a 
proposed Standard or MR, the DSC makes a recommendation to the ASC on 
the scope of a voting community for such Standard or MR if such community 
has a proposed geographical as well as domain, cross-domain or subdomain 
designation.

8.12 Meetings: The DSC shall meet on a quarterly basis by teleconference 
unless the Chair determines a conference is not necessary, and more frequently 
as the Chair determines to be necessary. No substitutes are permitted at 
meetings. Members of the DSC are required to attend two out of every three 
consecutive meetings. Failure to do so may result in: (a) forfeiture of the Chair 
position at the discretion of the Board of Directors in the case of a DSC or 
subcommittee Chair; or (b) removal from the committee at the discretion of the 
ASC in the case of all other DSC members.

8.12.1 The subcommittees of the DSC shall meet on a quarterly basis by 
teleconference unless the Chair determines a conference is not necessary, and 
more frequently as the Chair determines to be necessary. No substitutes are 
permitted at meetings. Members of subcommittees are required to attend 
two out of every three consecutive meetings. Failure to do so may result in: (a) 
forfeiture of the Chair position at the discretion of the Board of Directors in 
the case of a subcommittee Chair; or (b) removal from the subcommittee at the 
discretion of the ASC in the case of all other subcommittee members.

9 . Advisory Committees

9.1 ACORD may establish Advisory Committees in a particular area of 
development consisting of interested ACORD members to provide expert 
advice to augment the guidance from a DSC or the ASC as the case may be. 
The ASC must approve the creation of an Advisory Committee, which will 
continue until dissolved by the ASC.

9.2 Members of Advisory Committees, including the Chair, shall be appointed 
by, but not have a seat on, the ASC.

9.3 Only members of an Advisory Committee are eligible to vote on Advisory 
Committee matters. However, the Chair may invite other ACORD participants 
to designated meetings to obtain feedback and benefit by their expertise.

9.4 Members of an Advisory Committee, including the Chair, shall serve a 
three (3) year term and may not serve more than two (2) consecutive terms.

9.5 No member of a Advisory Committee shall be employed by or have 
direct line responsibility for any provider of software products or services. All 
members of an Advisory Committee shall disclose if they (1) are employed by, 
or have a personal financial interest in any vendor that might be affected by 
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ACORD Standards, or which sells or distributes products or services to which 
ACORD Standards apply; (2) are employed by, or have a personal financial 
interest in an entity having an affiliation with a vendor of software products or 
services; (3) are employed by or have a personal financial interest in a vendor 
(i) of products or services sold to or distributed by ACORD or which are or 
will be the subject of contractual negotiations with ACORD or (ii) that sells 
products or services that compete with products or services sold or distributed 
by ACORD; or (4) serve as a consultant to any vendor or entity described in 
this section.

9.6 Advisory Committees shall meet on a quarterly basis by teleconference unless 
the Chair determines a conference is not necessary, and more frequently as the 
Chair determines to be necessary. No substitutes are permitted at meetings. 
Members of Advisory Committees are required to attend two out of every three 
consecutive meetings. Failure to do so may result in: (a) forfeiture of the Chair 
position at the discretion of the ASC; or (b) removal from the committee at the 
discretion of the ASC in the case of all other committee members.

10 . Association Liaisons

10.1 Each DSC or Advisory Committee may have Association liaisons 
participate in its deliberations in a non-voting capacity. An Association liaison 
can be any individual designated by the Association and approved by ACORD. 
An Association can designate an alternate liaison but only one liaison from that 
Association can attend any given meeting.

10.2 Association liaisons are not assigned to a subcommittee of a DSC, but may 
attend any DSC or subcommittee meeting in a non-voting capacity. Liaisons 
are not subject to attendance, tenure or rotation rules that apply to voting 
members of such committees.

11 . Advisory Boards 

11.1 ACORD will establish Advisory Boards as needed to obtain strategic views 
on business and technical matters from senior level management. These boards 
will provide guidance to the ACORD Board of Directors and the ASC.

11.2 Participants on Advisory Boards are not subject to attendance, tenure or 
rotation rules that apply to voting members of the ACORD Board of Directors 
and the committee referred to in Section 11.1 above.

12 . Advisory Groups

12.1 A DSC may establish an Advisory Group for a specific reason and for a 
specific period of time with the prior approval of the ASC. The request should 
outline the purpose of the group and identify the participants who will be asked 
to serve in the group.
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12.3 Advisory Groups are appointed by and report to the DSC that created them. 

12.4 Only those members appointed to Advisory Groups may participate in 
their activities. However, an Advisory Group may open its meetings to others 
for discussion of certain topics when it deems it appropriate.

13 . Working Groups

13.1 Working Groups are convened to address issues that are too complex to 
be dealt with by a DSC or DSC subcommittee. WGs must be approved by 
the ASC.

13.2 The applicable DSC shall provide the charter for the WG defining the 
topic to be addressed by the WG. The scope must be clear, the timeline and 
resources reasonable, and volunteers available.

13.3 The WG may clarify its charter only for the purpose of removing ambiguity 
or for narrowing the scope of the topic defined by the charter. The WG may not 
broaden or otherwise change the scope of the topic. The list of deliverables may 
be expanded if the new deliverables are within the scope of the topic. Other 
changes to the charter require prior approval by the DSC.

13.4 Terms: WG participation is open to any employee of an interested party 
that is an ACORD member organization subject to any criteria for participation 
adopted by the DSC. WGs are typically chartered for a certain time period and 
sunset at the completion of their assignment. The participants do not have terms.

13.5 At least five (5) member organizations must volunteer to serve on a WG. 
Individuals who volunteer need to have an interest and the skills required to 
address the work.

13.6 All WGs must have a Chair either appointed by the DSC or selected by 
a majority of the participants and approved by the DSC. The Chair must be 
qualified to facilitate group discussion and work with the Staff as required.

13.7 Meetings: WGs shall meet in person or by teleconference as often as 
required to accomplish the work assigned.

13.8 The DSC which established the WG is responsible for managing its progress, 
imposing deadlines and modifying or changing deliverables expected.

14 . Voting Community

14.1 A voting community will be established for each proposed Standard and 
MR. The scope of the voting community will define the type of ACORD 
member organization eligible to vote on such Standard and MR. The voting 
community’s scope must be broad enough to include all member organizations 
that the proposed Standard is intended to serve. 

14.2 The scope of the voting community will be determined by the domain, 
cross-domain or subdomain to which the proposed Standard or MR relates 
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and the geographical area in which member organizations do business if the 
proposed Standard or MR would affect only member organizations in such 
geographical area. 

14.3 The author of the proposed Standard or MR shall make a recommendation 
on the scope of the voting community. Any such recommendation shall be 
included in the template submitted with the proposed Standard or MR. Staff 
shall consider the recommendation of the author but shall not be bound by it. 

14.4 If the Staff determines that no geographical limitation on the voting 
community is appropriate, then it may designate the voting community of such 
Standard or MR only by domain (or cross-domain or subdomain as the case 
may be) and not also by geographical area. Any such designation shall not be 
subject to review by a DSC or approval of the ASC. In the alternative, Staff 
may make a recommendation to the DSC and ASC concerning the appropriate 
domain designation. If the Staff determines that a geographical limitation is 
appropriate, then it shall make a recommendation to the DSC and ASC on the 
appropriate limitation.

14.5 The DSC shall review any recommendation by the Staff pursuant to 
Section 14.4 above and make its own recommendation to the ASC.

14.6 Recommendations by the Staff and DSC shall be made no later than the 
assignment or referral of the proposal to a Working Group, subcommittee or 
other applicable body.

14.7 Where the Staff or DSC makes a recommendation on the scope of the 
voting community, the ASC shall determine the scope of the community.

14.8 All proposed Standards and MRs submitted prior to the effective date of 
these guidelines and procedures shall be deemed to have a voting community 
designated only by domain (or cross-domain as the case may be) without the 
need for formal designation by Staff. 

15 . Voting and Quorum

15.1 Except as provided in Section 15.3 below or as elsewhere specifically 
provided for in this document, action taken by any committee or Working 
Group shall be decided by simple majority vote of those present, provided that 
a quorum is in attendance for the vote. 

15.2 A quorum of any committee or Working Group shall consist of a majority 
of the membership of the committee or Working Group, except that a quorum 
of a subcommittee shall consist of two members of the subcommittee.

15.3 Notwithstanding Section 15.1 above, approval by a committee of a 
proposed Standard or MR, or a decision by a committee on an appeal of a vote 
on a proposed Standard or MR, shall be by a majority of the membership of 
such committee.
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15.4 Committees, subcommittees and Working Groups shall prepare minutes 
of their proceedings approved by the applicable committee, subcommittee or 
group. At the discretion of Staff, the minutes can be approved by an email 
ballot in accordance with the voting requirements contained in this section.

16 . Chairs 

16.1 The Chairs are an important part of the ACORD Standards Program. 
They must have the leadership and meeting facilitation skills required to 
manage group activities.

16.2 The Chair of an Advisory Committee shall be appointed by the ASC. 

16.3 The role of the Chair is to work with the Staff to prepare for a meeting, 
facilitate discussion, keep the proceedings on time and operating in accordance 
with applicable ACORD procedures, ensure that action items are assigned 
and target dates established, and facilitate discussion while also expressing the 
Chair’s own views where appropriate.

16.4 Chairs of the ASC and DSCs are required to attend two out of every three 
consecutive meetings. Chairs of all other committees and of Working Groups 
are required to attend three out of every four consecutive meetings. Failure to 
do so may result in forfeiture of the Chair position at the discretion of the Board 
of Directors or committee that appointed or approved the Chair.

17 . New Standards and Maintenance Requests

17.1 Any interested party may submit a request for a new Standard or a 
Maintenance Request for an existing Standard to ACORD in writing and 
according to the submission template. Templates are available online and 
all requests are to be submitted to the appropriate Staff as indicated in the 
template.

17.2 The submission template must be fully completed. The business case must 
be defined, issues researched, impact considered (including the requester’s 
recommendation on the geographical area and subdomain(s) or domain(s) 
affected), documentation provided and a solution proposed.

17.3 All requests must have a participant sponsor or be submitted by the Staff. 
Requests from organizations that do not participate in the process are sponsored 
by ACORD. All requests must be acted upon by the Staff and appropriate DSC 
(or the ASC in the case of cross-domain matters) as follows: 

17.3.1 All requests are logged and publicly posted. 

17.3.2 Requests based on judicial, statutory and regulatory changes must take 
priority and are not subject to a vote. 

17.3.3 The Staff will determine if the need is already met by an existing 
Standard or perform further research, if required. The number of companies 
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impacted will be determined as well as when the change would be used in 
an implementation. The number and type of volunteer resources needed to 
complete the request is also a factor.

17.3.4 The Staff may decline the request if it has been submitted and declined 
within the past year and no new information is provided. The Staff may also 
decline the request if the need is already met by an existing Standard or if there 
are insufficient volunteer resources to complete the request.

17.3.5 The Staff may submit the request to the voting process or to a DSC 
(or the ASC if the request involves a cross-domain proposed Standard or MR) 
with a recommended approach. The DSC (or the ASC as the case may be) 
may assign the request to a subcommittee or recommend the convening of a 
Working Group to address the request. The DSC (or the ASC as the case may 
be) may also submit the request to the voting process.

17.3.6 Staff will follow the request through the process until resolution.

17.4 Unless rejected by the Staff or a DSC (or the ASC as the case may be), 
requests may only be withdrawn by the individual submitting them. The 
notification of withdrawal must be in writing and received by the Staff or DSC 
(or the ASC as the case may be) prior to voting on the request.

18 . Plenary Sessions

18.1 The purpose of a Plenary Session is to provide a forum to inform participants 
concerning issues related to proposed Standards or MRs prior to a vote.

18.2 Background materials shall be distributed to all participants in advance of 
a Plenary Session.

18.3 If Plenary Sessions are convened in person, they shall also be broadcast 
via teleconference or video-conference. A summary of the discussion including 
a non-binding vote (if one is taken) will be attached to the pertinent ballot in 
the voting process.

19 . Voting Process 

19.1 No ACORD member organization is entitled to more than one vote on any 
proposed Standard or MR ballot.

19.2 If multiple member organizations in ACORD under common ownership or 
control participate in the same domain, all such organizations in the aggregate 
shall have only a single vote notwithstanding Section 19.1 above.

19.3 A member organization must specify the domain or subdomain(s) and the 
geographical area (i.e., global, regional or national) in which it has an interest 
in Standards or MRs and identify the individual(s) authorized to vote on the 
organization’s behalf. 
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19.4 Every Standard and MR will have a description of the designated voting 
community attached to it consisting of a geographical area and/or cross-domain, 
domain or subdomain(s). An ACORD member organization shall be eligible to 
vote on a proposed Standard or MR if it is a member of the designated voting 
community. The ASC shall have the sole power to determine if a member 
organization is a proper member of the designated voting community, subject 
to the appeals process described in Section 20 below. 

19.5 All voting must be conducted electronically and allow a minimum of 
seven (7) business days from the date the ballot is distributed to the casting of a 
vote. The purpose of electronic balloting is to (1) provide a convenient vehicle 
for all eligible ACORD member organizations to participate, (2) encourage 
as much voting participation as possible, (3) provide an easy method for the 
attachment of supporting documentation to the ballot, (4) maintain a record of 
all votes by name of organization, name of voter and vote cast, and (5) enhance 
the overall efficiency of the voting process.

19.6 The electronic balloting system and procedures shall be developed, 
maintained and administered by ACORD management in a way that best 
serves the needs of ACORD participants and complies with procedures 
established by ACORD.

19.7 Approval requires an affirmative vote of three-fourths of ACORD member 
organizations which participate in the vote. 

19.8 After the electronic balloting is complete, results are reviewed by the Staff 
and final tabulations submitted for review and final approval: (a) to the DSC 
applicable to the domain affected by the proposed Standard or MR voted upon; 
or (b) in the case of a proposed cross-domain Standard or MR, to the ASC for 
a final determination on approval or disapproval. 

20 . Appeals Process

20.1 For a ten (10) calendar-day period after the results of the balloting (voting) 
have been released to the public, any interested party may appeal a vote to the 
appropriate DSC or to the ASC following a vote on a cross-domain matter. 
Appeals must be submitted to the Chair of the DSC and the Office of the 
Corporate Secretary. Staff will notify all participants in a vote that an appeal 
has been filed. The appeals process does not include reporting of errors found 
in a previously-approved Standard.  

20.2 ACORD will convene an appeal hearing of the DSC or the ASC in the 
event of an appeal on a cross-domain matter (either in-person or a conference 
call) within thirty (30) days after receiving the appeal. A vote taken by a DSC 
(or the ASC as the case may be) will be effective only if a quorum of the DSC 
(or the ASC as the case may be) was present for the vote. 

20.3 Any participants in a vote wishing to attend the appeal hearing must, in 
advance of the hearing, notify the Office of the Corporate Secretary or either 
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the Staff liaison to the DSC in the case of a non-cross-domain appeal or the 
Staff liaison to the ASC in the case of a cross-domain appeal. 

20.4 In the event of a non-cross-domain appeal, the DSC shall affirm the vote 
of ACORD participants if it finds that there is substantial evidence supporting 
the voting result and the participants’ decision was not arbitrary and capricious 
and was in conformity with all legal and procedural requirements.

20.5 After a hearing on a non-cross-domain appeal, the DSC shall decide on 
the issues presented and issue a written statement of the reason(s) for its decision. 
Such decision shall be rendered within a reasonable period of time. ACORD 
will transmit the DSC’s statement to all participants in the vote.

20.6 In the case of a cross-domain appeal, the ASC shall affirm or disaffirm 
the vote based on the criteria set forth in Section 20.4 above. Thereafter, the 
ASC shall issue a final decision with a written statement of the reason(s) for its 
decision. Such decision shall be rendered within a reasonable period of time. 
ACORD will transmit the ASC’s statement to all participants in the vote.

21 . Proof of Concept (PoC) 

21.1 Prior to a vote by ACORD member organizations on a proposed Standard 
or MR, a DSC (or the ASC, if the vote is on a cross-domain proposed Standard 
or MR) may request or approve a PoC period. 

21.2 A PoC group will be formed and the result may be that the proposed 
Standard may be modified as a result. The DSC (or ASC as the case may be) 
may require that modifications go through a technical review before they are 
submitted to the ACORD member organizations for vote and publication.

22 . Versioning

22.1 ACORD manages a versioning process for each of the Standards. This is 
to support the development of the Standard in a phased approach based on the 
requirements presented to the committees on an ongoing basis. Please refer to 
the specific Standard for the versioning guidelines followed. 

23 . Standards Retirement

23.1 From time to time ACORD may: (a) no longer develop or accept MRs 
for a Standard (i.e., partially retire a Standard); or (b) in addition to a partial 
retirement, cease providing support to organizations that implemented a 
Standard and/or cease developing, and accepting MRs regarding, aspects 
of a Standard intended for retirement that are available in a newer ACORD 
Standard based on more modern technology.

23.2 Any retirement of any Standard will be subject to applicable domain 
member input and approval of such retirement by the ASC based on a 
recommendation from the applicable DSC(s). 
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23.3 In no event will retirement of a Standard become effective in less than 
two complete voting cycles from the time the retirement recommendation is 
approved by the ASC.

24 . Implementation Guides

24.1 Implementation Guides provide further guidance for implementation of 
a Standard. 

24.2 Similar to MRs, any interested party may author a draft Implementation 
Guide. If the scope of the guide is complex, ACORD will entertain a request 
for or recommend the formation of a Working Group whose deliverable would 
be the guide. This would allow multiple organizations to participate in drafting 
the guides with the benefit of open discussion.

24.3 Implementation Guides should be accompanied by or include within 
their content a description of the business or technical need for the guide. All 
Implementation Guides should conform to the latest known format or template 
defined by ACORD.

24.4 When a draft Implementation Guide is presented to ACORD for 
publication it will be reviewed by the Staff for formatting, scope and clarity. 
The Implementation Guide will be shared with participants in the applicable 
geographical area and/or subdomain, domain or all domains as required. 
Following the review period, ACORD will release a final draft version of 
the guide that includes revisions requested. The final draft will be presented 
to the appropriate Working Group and DSC for approval. For those guides 
whose scope impacts multiple Standards, ACORD may request approval from 
all affected DSCs (or from the ASC if the scope of a guide has cross-domain 
impact).

24.5 Entities or individuals submitting material to ACORD as part of the 
process of developing or amending an ACORD Implementation Guide retain 
copyright ownership in the text of their original contribution. However, as with 
the creation and ownership of Standards in accordance with Section 27 below, 
the copyright in the final version of all Implementation Guides as adopted by 
ACORD will be owned by ACORD. Each contributor therefore agrees that by 
virtue of its contribution, it will acknowledge and respect the Implementation 
Guide as the copyrighted work(s) of ACORD, and undertake such actions, if 
any, as may be necessary or desirable to perfect ACORD’s copyright ownership 
in such Implementation Guide.

25 . Online Discussion Groups

25.1 ACORD uses online email discussion groups to facilitate effective group 
communications among participants. The discussions are moderated by 
ACORD. All postings are reviewed by the Staff prior to being released. The 
content will not be edited by ACORD but ACORD reserves the right to reject 
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content that does not directly relate to the purpose of the group, is inconsistent 
with ACORD’s compliance policy, or is otherwise inappropriate.

26 . Volunteer Participation

26.1 Participants must abide by the ACORD Antitrust/Competition Law 
Policy which is included in the Appendix of this document.

26.2 Participants are expected to engage in email discussions, meetings and 
teleconferences of their committee or Working Group assignment.

26.3 Volunteerism drives the standards-setting process. Therefore, participants 
who volunteer to actively serve on committees and Working Groups are expected 
to be present during the meeting. A roll call will be taken at the beginning 
of every meeting and attendance records will be maintained. An efficient and 
responsive ACORD Standards Program requires promptness and continuity 
of participation. 

26.4 Participants are expected to cover all expenses associated with participation 
in the ACORD Standards Program.

26.5 Chairs and members of all committees and groups whose work product is 
intended to contribute to the body of ACORD Standards shall commence and 
maintain their activities under the aegis of ACORD solely within its Standards 
development process pursuant to the provisions of this document.

26.6 While engaged in activities on behalf of ACORD, participants, regardless 
of their employment, are expected to perform in the best interest of ACORD 
and the insurance industry.

27 . Copyright Assignment

27.1 The Standards and Implementation Guides are the sole property of 
ACORD and protected by ACORD copyrights.

27.2 If any organization participates in the development of any Standard or 
Implementation Guide, it agrees that by virtue of its participation, it and its 
employees will acknowledge and respect the Standard or Implementation 
Guide as the copyrighted work(s) of ACORD.

27.3 Furthermore, participants agree not to challenge ACORD’s sole and 
undisputed copyright in such Standard or Implementation Guide and to 
cooperate with and assist ACORD by taking such further action as requested 
by ACORD that may be reasonable to perfect ACORD’s sole ownership of all 
copyrights in ACORD Standards or Implementation Guides.

27.4 It is ACORD’s policy to encourage the widest possible use of its Standards 
subject to copyright protection designed and enforced to prevent unauthorized 
modification of an ACORD Standard.
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28 . Code of Conduct

28.1 As participants in the ACORD Standards Program, we all accept the 
personal obligations of our professions and commit to serve the best public 
interests. In so doing we do hereby commit to the highest of ethics and 
professionalism and agree:

28.1.1 To treat everyone fairly and respectfully;

28.1.2 To respect the rights of privacy for all participants;

28.1.3 To avoid actual or perceived conflicts of interest, and to disclose conflicts 
to ACORD when one does exist; 

28.1.4 To comply with antitrust and other applicable laws;

28.1.5 To seek, accept and offer honest assessments of technical work to 
acknowledge and correct errors;

28.1.6 To conduct all communications within the generally accepted framework 
of courtesy and civility; and 

28.1.7 To encourage all to follow this code of conduct.

29 . Glossary

ACORD Framework - A series of interrelated assets designed to make the 
process of standards development more efficient and consisting of five facets: 1) 
a Capability and Process Model; 2) a Business Dictionary; 3) an Information 
Model; 4) a Component Model; and 5) a Logical Data Model.

ASC – ACORD Standards Committee

Association – Nonprofit industry association

Cross-domain – affecting two or more domains represented within ACORD 
(Refer to Domain below for the three currently existing domains as of the date 
of this publication)

Domain - An ACORD Standards Program (currently, as of the date of 
this publication, Personal & Commercial/Surety; Life, Annuity and Health; 
Reinsurance & Large Commercial)

DSC – Domain Steering Committee

MR – Maintenance Request

PoC – Proof of concept

Subdomain - Line of business within a domain

Staff – ACORD Staff

WG –Working Group
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ACORD Policy on US Antitrust Compliance
Association for Cooperative Operations Research & Development 

Two Blue Hill Plaza, Pearl River, NY 10965-8529 
Effective: February 2009

ACORD maintains an exemplary record of complying with the antitrust 
laws and with your help we can continue to do so. It is the policy of ACORD 
Corporation that its standards-setting program comply in all respects with the 
letter and spirit of federal and state antitrust laws. 

Compliance with the antitrust laws is not only a legal obligation but is also in the 
best interest of ACORD and its membership. The central purpose of ACORD 
standards is to enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of the insurance 
industry. That goal requires standards that maximize the widest possible 
range of computer hardware, software and Internet products. Thus, attempts 
to misuse the standards-setting process to favor one vendor’s products at the 
expense of others, or otherwise to limit product availability and innovation, 
directly conflict with ACORD’s fundamental mission. Any violation of the 
antitrust laws would, moreover, seriously damage the credibility of the ACORD 
standards-setting program. 

Of equal importance, violations of the antitrust laws could result in severe 
sanctions against ACORD, its member companies, and others involved in 
the standards-setting process. The antitrust laws entitle any company or 
person, injured by an antitrust violation, to sue for three times the damages 
suffered. These “treble damage” actions can result in huge jury awards and, 
at a minimum, necessitate heavy defense costs and disrupt normal business 
activities.

Because of the uncertainty involved in determining the application of the 
McCarran-Ferguson Act and various immunities from state antitrust laws to 
standards relating to computer, communications and Internet hardware and 
software, it is imperative that we avoid any possible suspicion that our conduct 
violates the antitrust statutes. 

To implement this policy of antitrust compliance, the ACORD Board of 
Directors has approved the attached ACORD US Antitrust Compliance 
Guidelines. These guidelines go beyond the strict requirements of the 
antitrust laws, so that ACORD can maintain the highest standards of business 
ethics. All member companies, subscribers, staff and other participants in the 
standards-setting program should familiarize themselves with the guidelines 
and carefully observe them.

ACORD can act and speak only through those serving as officers, directors, 
employees and members of committees and working groups involved in the 
standards process. Under the antitrust laws, the actions and statements of 
these individuals may be binding on ACORD, even when an individual acts 
without authorization, but appears to an outsider to have the proper authority 
to represent ACORD. 
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Therefore, no officer, director or employee of ACORD, or ACORD committee 
or working group member, has the authority to take any action which might 
violate the antitrust laws or the ACORD US Antitrust Compliance 
Guidelines. Moreover, no officer, director, employee, committee or working 
group member has the authority to direct, approve or condone any such action. 
To the contrary, all participants in the ACORD standards-setting process have 
the affirmative responsibility to ensure that those working under them comply 
with the law and ACORD’s guidelines. 

Violations of the guidelines will be grounds for disciplinary action, adapted to 
the circumstances of the particular violation. Serious, intentional violation of 
the ACORD guidelines will be brought to the attention of the ACORD Board 
of Directors and will usually result in suspension of the right to participate in 
the standards-setting process. The ACORD Board of Directors may also refer 
suspected anti-competitive conduct to the attention of appropriate antitrust 
enforcement agencies. 

ACORD Board of Directors 

ACORD US Antitrust Compliance Guidelines
The US Antitrust Compliance Guidelines are designed to help you 
identify potential problem areas, but they cannot provide answers to every 
possible question. Accordingly, the Board of Directors has appointed the 
Corporate Secretary as antitrust compliance officer. You should contact him 
or her whenever you have a question or concern with antitrust compliance. He 
or she will have available the resource of outside antitrust counsel for advice on 
legal issues.

The purpose of these guidelines is to ensure that all participants in the ACORD 
standards-setting program comply fully with the letter and spirit of federal 
and state antitrust laws. Any questions concerning the applicability of these 
guidelines, or any other question or complaint relating to antitrust compliance, 
should be directed to the ACORD antitrust compliance officer. 

A. The Applicability of  Antitrust Laws to Standards-Setting
Federal and state antitrust laws apply to ACORD’s standards-setting program 
because it entails a cooperative effort among competing insurers and competing 
vendors of computer hardware and software. It is well-established, however, 
that industry standardization programs do not offend the antitrust laws if the 
standards promote efficiency and do not restrain price competition, restrict 
terms of sale, limit production, result in boycotts or exclusion of competitors, 
restrict product innovation or otherwise limit competition unreasonably.

ACORD’s standards-setting program fully meets these requirements. By 
standardizing the communications process among all trading partners, 
ACORD fosters efficiency by reducing transaction costs and speeding up 
information flows. Furthermore, ACORD’s standards enhance the ability to 
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work with multiple trading partners, thereby increasing the competitive sources 
of supply available to insurance consumers. As a result, the goals of the ACORD 
standards-setting process are fundamentally pro-competitive. 

Nevertheless, every standards-settings program, including ACORD’s, has the 
potential for being misused towards anti-competitive ends. Industry standards 
can have a significant impact on the product preferences of buyers in the 
marketplace. Consequently, the sellers of those products may have an incentive 
to seek the adoption of standards that would exclude or disadvantage products 
of their competitors, or otherwise restrain trade. Because of this possible 
incentive, “product standards have a serious potential for anti-competitive 
harm” and “private standard-setting associations have traditionally been 
objects of antitrust scrutiny.” Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. v. Indian Head, Inc., 108 
S. Ct. 1931, 1937 (1988). To comply with the antitrust laws, therefore, standards-
setting associations must adopt “procedures that prevent the standards-setting 
process from being biased by members with an economic interest in stifling 
product competition.” Id. 

Generally speaking, a standards-setting organization must adopt four types of 
procedures for the purpose of antitrust compliance. These are: (1) procedures 
guaranteeing that all interested parties have an opportunity to express their views 
on proposed standards; (2) rules assuring impartiality, that is, guarding against 
attempts to subvert the integrity of the process; (3) prohibitions against attempts 
to coerce adherence to standards, as opposed to voluntary use; and (4) bans 
on competitor discussion of competitively-sensitive subjects not relevant to the 
standards process (e.g., individual company strategies on pricing and marketing). 
Specific guidelines in each of these four categories are set forth below.

B. Open Access to the Standards-Setting Process 
Participation in the standards-setting process shall be open to all interested 
parties, including insurers, agents and vendors of standards-related products 
or services. Insurers not members of ACORD may participate for reasonable 
charges intended to defray actual costs. No insurer or producer shall be excluded 
because of its manner of doing business or method for distribution of insurance. 
No ACORD officer, director or member shall take any steps to preclude or 
discourage participation by any interested person.

Any interested party may express its views on proposed standards. The means 
for doing so are described in the Standards Program General Guidelines & 
Procedures.

C. Procedures Assuring the Integrity of the Standards-Setting Process 
1.  Anti-Competitive Conduct 
No participant in the standards-setting process shall seek adoption or 
modification of a standard for the purpose of excluding products of competitors 
from the market or otherwise restraining competition. 
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2.		Role	of	ACORD	Staff	and	Antitrust	Compliance	Officer	
It shall be the responsibility of the ACORD staff to evaluate all proposed 
standards and revision of standards to determine that they do not unreasonably 
exclude any product from the relevant market and do not have an improper 
anti-competitive purpose. The staff shall refer any suspected instances of anti-
competitive exclusion or similar conduct to the antitrust compliance officer, who 
shall make further inquiry and consult legal counsel as necessary. Additionally, 
any participant in the standards-setting process or other affected party may 
bring any complaint of anti-competitive conduct to the antitrust compliance 
officer. The antitrust compliance officer shall report to the Standards 
Committee and the Standards Committee shall recommend any disciplinary 
action to the ACORD Board of Directors. 

3.  Disciplinary Action 
Any party that is the subject of such recommendations for disciplinary action 
may appear before the Standards Committee to present its views, as may any 
complaining party. Upon the recommendation of the Standards Committee, 
the ACORD Board of Directors may take any appropriate action, including 
but not limited to: (a) suspension of a party from further participation in the 
standards-setting process; (b) suspension of voting rights; (c) referral of the 
matter to appropriate antitrust enforcement agencies; (d) modification of final 
or proposed standards to cure the effects of any anti-competitive conduct. 
No member of the ACORD Board of Directors or the Standards Committee 
employed by or affiliated with any party which is the subject of disciplinary 
recommendations, or which is a complaining party, shall participate in the 
applicable proceedings. 

4.  Approval of Standards
Approval of standards by the Steering Committees and the Standards 
Committee shall be subject to the quorum and voting requirements set forth in 
the Standards Program General Guidelines & Procedures. Each company shall 
have only one vote regardless of how many individuals represent it at a given 
meeting. Those voting against a proposed standard shall have the opportunity 
to submit dissenting views in writing. Such views shall be circulated to all 
participants.

5.		Conflicts	of	Interest	
No member of the Standards Committee or any Steering Committee shall be 
employed by and have direct line responsibility for any computer or Internet 
vendor operation. Furthermore, all nominees to the Standards Committee, any 
Steering Committee or the ACORD Board of Directors shall disclose whether: 
(a) they have a personal financial interest in any vendor that might be affected 
by ACORD standards; or (b) are employed by an insurer having an affiliated 
vendor of computer or Internet products or services; or (c) serve as a consultant 
to a vendor of computer or Internet products or services. 

Similarly, all members of working groups shall disclose whether: (a) they are a 
director, officer or employee of any vendor that might be affected by ACORD 
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standards; or (b) have a personal financial interest in any vendor that might 
be affected by ACORD standards; or (c) are employed by an insurer having 
an affiliated vendor of computer or Internet products or services; or (d) serve 
as a consultant to a vendor of computer or Internet products or services. This 
information shall be furnished to the antitrust compliance officer and be 
available to any interested party. 

The antitrust compliance officer shall conduct investigations where necessary 
to determine whether there is a conflict of interest that should disqualify 
an individual from service on the Standards Committee or any Steering 
Committee or a failure to make disclosures required of members of working 
groups. Any complaint concerning conflicts of interest or failures to disclose 
may be brought to the attention of the antitrust compliance officer. The 
antitrust compliance officer shall make any appropriate recommendations 
to the Standards Committee concerning conflicts of interest or failures to 
disclose. The Committee shall recommend appropriate disciplinary action to 
the ACORD Board of Directors, including removal from office or requiring 
additional disclosures. No member of the Standards Committee or ACORD 
Board of Directors that is the subject of such a recommendation shall vote on 
the proposed action.

D. Voluntary Use of  Standards 
1.  Voluntariness 
The implementation and use of ACORD standards shall be entirely 
voluntary on the part of member companies, agents, vendors and others. No 
ACORD officer, director, staff, member company, subscriber or participant 
in the standards-setting process may enter into agreements concerning use of 
ACORD standards, attempt to coerce use of such standards or retaliate against 
a company for not using the standards (e.g., exclusion from a working group). 

The antitrust compliance officer may investigate any alleged attempt to exercise 
such coercion, on his or her own motion, on the advice of ACORD staff or 
upon receiving a complaint from any affected party. The antitrust compliance 
officer may make appropriate recommendations for disciplinary action to the 
Standards Committee, including but not limited to suspension of the right to 
participate in the standards-setting process or referral to appropriate antitrust 
enforcement agencies. 

2.  Statements Accompanying Publication of Standards 
When ACORD publishes an approved standard, it shall state that: 

(a) Implementation and use of the standard is voluntary; 

(b) Publication of the standard does not imply that there is an operations 
requirement for hardware or software meeting the specified standard; 

(c) ACORD does not endorse any product designed or built to the 
standard. 
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E. Prohibition on Discussions of  Competitively-Sensitive Topics 
The antitrust laws also prohibit use of the standards-setting process as a forum 
for competitors to enter into agreements to restrain trade. The most serious 
antitrust violations are:

1. Price-fixing agreements, that is, agreements to raise or stabilize prices 
or an element of pricing; 

2. Boycotts, that is, agreements to refuse to deal, or agreements to threaten 
to refuse to deal, with competitors, customers or suppliers; and 

3. Agreements among competitors allocating customers, territories or 
percentage shares of the market.

These types of agreements are usually deemed illegal per se, meaning that the 
courts will not consider any excuses or justifications, whether ignorance of the 
law, good faith or reasonableness. Nor is it a defense that the agreement did not 
actually result in price increases or otherwise harm competition. 

“Agreements” within the meaning of the antitrust laws include more than written 
contracts or explicit conversations at a meeting. In addition, an agreement may 
take the form of a tacit understanding, what the courts sometimes describe as 
a “meeting of the minds” or a “knowing wink.” Consequently, discussions of 
competitively sensitive subjects may be perceived as circumstantial evidence 
of an illegal agreement, especially when coupled with parallel conduct in the 
market (e.g., parallel price increases). 

The standards-setting process often requires discussions of the types of information 
needed in order to conduct the business of insurance; however, it does not require 
discussions related to the use of such information for competitive purposes or 
require disclosure of competitively-sensitive practices. Accordingly, anyone 
participating in the ACORD standards-setting process should assiduously avoid 
discussion of the following competitively sensitive topics:

Insurance Industry Participants 

(1)  Current or future rates and pricing strategies; 

(2) Internal underwriting standards or guidelines, including favored or 
disfavored classes of customers; 

(3) Marketing plans, particularly plans to withdraw from a particular 
state, territory or line of business; 

(4) Internal guidelines for coverages, especially exclusions, limits and 
deductibles; 

(5) Current or future agent commissions, complaints about rebating of 
commissions or complaints about agent terminations;

(6)  Efforts to combat or retaliate against competition using other 
distribution systems, mass marketing programs, or banks. 
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Suppliers of Products and Services to Insurance Industry Customers 

(1) Current or future prices, including list prices, discounts, prices in 
recent transactions with individual customers, or complaints about 
price discounting; 

(2) Unannounced plans for introduction of new products or changes in 
existing products; 

(3) Current or future plans concerning production or output; 

(4) Marketing plans or strategies, particularly desired or undesired classes 
of customers; 

(5) Complaints about excessive competition or efforts to stabilize 
competition.

(6) Efforts to combat or retaliate against competition using other 
distribution systems, mass marketing programs, or banks.
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ACORD Policy on EU Competition Law Compliance
Association for Cooperative Operations Research & Development 

Two Blue Hill Plaza, Pearl River, NY 10965-8529 
Effective: February 2009

ACORD maintains an exemplary record of complying with competition 
laws and with your help we can continue to do so. It is the policy of ACORD 
Corporation that its standards-setting program comply in all respects with the 
letter and spirit of European Union and Member State competition law. 

Compliance with the competition laws is not only a legal obligation but is also 
in the best interest of ACORD and its membership. The central purpose of 
ACORD standards is to enhance the efficiency and competitiveness of the 
insurance industry. That goal requires standards that maximize the widest 
possible range of computer hardware, software and Internet products. Thus, 
attempts to misuse the standards-setting process to favor one vendor’s products at 
the expense of others, or otherwise to limit product availability and innovation, 
directly conflict with ACORD’s fundamental mission. Any violation of the 
competition laws would, moreover, seriously damage the credibility of the 
ACORD standards-setting program. 

Of equal importance, violations of the competition rules could result in severe 
sanctions against ACORD, its member companies, and others involved in the 
standards-setting process. Competition law entitles any company or person, 
injured by a violation of the rules, to file a complaint with EU or Member State 
competition authorities. These actions can result in huge fines and, at a minimum, 
necessitate heavy defense costs and disrupt normal business activities.

To implement this policy of competition law compliance, the ACORD Board 
of Directors has approved the attached ACORD EU Competition Law 
Compliance Guidelines. These guidelines go beyond the strict requirements 
of EU and Member State competition law, so that ACORD can maintain the 
highest standards of business ethics. All member companies, subscribers, staff 
and other participants in the standards-setting program should familiarize 
themselves with the guidelines and carefully observe them.

ACORD can act and speak only through those serving as officers, directors, 
employees and members of committees and working groups involved in the 
standards process. Under the competition laws, the actions and statements of 
these individuals may be binding on ACORD, even when an individual acts 
without authorization, but appears to an outsider to have the proper authority 
to represent ACORD. 

Therefore, no officer, director or employee of ACORD, or ACORD committee 
or working group member, has the authority to take any action which might 
violate competition law or the ACORD EU Competition Law Compliance 
Guidelines. Moreover, no officer, director, employee, committee or working 
group member has the authority to direct, approve or condone any such action. 
To the contrary, all participants in the ACORD standards-setting process have 
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the affirmative responsibility to ensure that those working under them comply 
with the law and ACORD’s guidelines. 

Violations of the guidelines will be grounds for disciplinary action, adapted to 
the circumstances of the particular violation. Serious, intentional violation of 
the ACORD guidelines will be brought to the attention of the ACORD Board 
of Directors and will usually result in suspension of the right to participate in 
the standards-setting process. The ACORD Board of Directors may also refer 
suspected anti-competitive conduct to the attention of appropriate competition 
enforcement agencies. 

ACORD Board of Directors 

ACORD EU Competition Law Compliance Guidelines
The EU Competition Law Compliance Guidelines are designed to help you 
identify potential problem areas, but they cannot provide answers to every 
possible question. Accordingly, the Board of Directors has appointed the 
Corporate Secretary as EU competition law compliance officer. You should 
contact him or her whenever you have a question or concern with competition 
law compliance. He or she will have available the resource of outside competition 
counsel for advice on legal issues.

The purpose of these guidelines is to ensure that all participants in the 
ACORD standards-setting program comply fully with the letter and spirit 
of EU and Member State competition laws. Any questions concerning the 
applicability of these guidelines, or any other question or complaint relating to 
competition law compliance, should be directed to the ACORD competition 
law compliance officer. 

A. The Applicability of  Competition Law to Standards-Setting
EU and Member State competition laws apply to ACORD’s standards-setting 
program because it entails a cooperative effort among competing insurers and 
competing vendors of computer hardware and software. It is well-established, 
however, that industry standardization programs do not offend the competition 
laws if the standards promote efficiency and do not restrain price competition, 
restrict terms of sale, limit production, result in boycotts or exclusion of 
competitors, restrict product innovation or otherwise limit competition 
unreasonably.

ACORD’s standards-setting program fully meets these requirements. By 
standardizing the communications process among all trading partners, 
ACORD fosters efficiency by reducing transaction costs and speeding up 
information flows. Furthermore, ACORD’s standards enhance the ability 
to work with multiple trading partners, thereby increasing the competitive 
sources of supply available to insurance consumers. As a result, the goals of the 
ACORD standards-setting process are fundamentally pro-competitive. 
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Nevertheless, every standards-settings program, including ACORD’s, has the 
potential for being misused towards anti-competitive ends. Industry standards 
can have a significant impact on the product preferences of buyers in the 
marketplace. Consequently, the sellers of those products may have an incentive 
to seek the adoption of standards that would exclude or disadvantage products 
of their competitors, or otherwise restrain trade. Because of this possible 
incentive, product standards have a serious potential for anti-competitive harm. 
To comply with competition law, therefore, standards-setting associations must 
adopt procedures that prevent the standards-setting process from being biased 
by members with an economic interest in stifling product competition. 

Generally speaking, a standards-setting organization must adopt four types 
of procedures for the purpose of competition law compliance. These are: (1) 
procedures guaranteeing that all interested parties have an opportunity to 
express their views on proposed standards; (2) rules assuring impartiality, 
that is, guarding against attempts to subvert the integrity of the process; (3) 
prohibitions against attempts to coerce adherence to standards, as opposed to 
voluntary use; and (4) bans on competitor discussion of competitively-sensitive 
subjects not relevant to the standards process (e.g., individual company strategies 
on pricing and marketing). Specific guidelines in each of these four categories 
are set forth below.

B. Open Access to the Standards-Setting Process 
Participation in the standards-setting process shall be open to all interested 
parties, including insurers, agents and vendors of standards-related products 
or services. Insurers not members of ACORD may participate for reasonable 
charges intended to defray actual costs. No insurer or producer shall be excluded 
because of its manner of doing business or method for distribution of insurance. 
No ACORD officer, director or member shall take any steps to preclude or 
discourage participation by any interested person.

Any interested party may express its views on proposed standards. The means for 
doing so are described in the Standards Program General Guidelines & Procedures.

C. Procedures Assuring the Integrity of the Standards-Setting Process 
1.  Anti-Competitive Conduct 
No participant in the standards-setting process shall seek adoption or 
modification of a standard for the purpose of excluding products of competitors 
from the market or otherwise restraining competition. 

2.		Role	of	ACORD	Staff	and	Competition	Law	Compliance	Officer	
It shall be the responsibility of the ACORD staff to evaluate all proposed 
standards and revision of standards to determine that they do not unreasonably 
exclude any product from the relevant market and do not have an improper 
anti-competitive purpose. The staff shall refer any suspected instances of anti-
competitive exclusion or similar conduct to the competition law compliance 
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officer, who shall make further inquiry and consult legal counsel as necessary. 
Additionally, any participant in the standards-setting process or other affected 
party may bring any complaint of anti-competitive conduct to the competition 
law compliance officer. The competition law compliance officer shall report to 
the Standards Committee and the Standards Committee shall recommend any 
disciplinary action to the ACORD Board of Directors. 

3.  Disciplinary Action 
Any party that is the subject of such recommendations for disciplinary action 
may appear before the Standards Committee to present its views, as may any 
complaining party. Upon the recommendation of the Standards Committee, 
the ACORD Board of Directors may take any appropriate action, including 
but not limited to: (a) suspension of a party from further participation in the 
standards-setting process; (b) suspension of voting rights; (c) referral of the 
matter to appropriate competition law enforcement agencies; (d) modification of 
final or proposed standards to cure the effects of any anti-competitive conduct. 
No member of the ACORD Board of Directors or the Standards Committee 
employed by or affiliated with any party which is the subject of disciplinary 
recommendations, or which is a complaining party, shall participate in the 
applicable proceedings. 

4.  Approval of Standards
Approval of standards by the Steering Committees and the Standards 
Committee shall be subject to the quorum and voting requirements set forth in 
the Standards Program General Guidelines & Procedures. Each company shall 
have only one vote regardless of how many individuals represent it at a given 
meeting. Those voting against a proposed standard shall have the opportunity 
to submit dissenting views in writing. Such views shall be circulated to all 
participants.

5.		Conflicts	of	Interest	
No member of the Standards Committee or any Steering Committee shall be 
employed by and have direct line responsibility for any computer or Internet 
vendor operation. Furthermore, all nominees to the Standards Committee, any 
Steering Committee or the ACORD Board of Directors shall disclose whether: 
(a) they have a personal financial interest in any vendor that might be affected 
by ACORD standards; or (b) are employed by an insurer having an affiliated 
vendor of computer or Internet products or services; or (c) serve as a consultant 
to a vendor of computer or Internet products or services. 

Similarly, all members of working groups shall disclose whether: (a) they are a 
director, officer or employee of any vendor that might be affected by ACORD 
standards; or (b) have a personal financial interest in any vendor that might 
be affected by ACORD standards; or (c) are employed by an insurer having 
an affiliated vendor of computer or Internet products or services; or (d) serve 
as a consultant to a vendor of computer or Internet products or services. This 
information shall be furnished to the competition law compliance officer and 
be available to any interested party. 
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The competition law compliance officer shall conduct investigations where 
necessary to determine whether there is a conflict of interest that should disqualify 
an individual from service on the Standards Committee or any Steering Committee 
or a failure to make disclosures required of members of working groups. Any 
complaint concerning conflicts of interest or failures to disclose may be brought 
to the attention of the competition law compliance officer. The competition law 
compliance officer shall make any appropriate recommendations to the Standards 
Committee concerning conflicts of interest or failures to disclose. The Committee 
shall recommend appropriate disciplinary action to the ACORD Board of 
Directors, including removal from office or requiring additional disclosures. No 
member of the Standards Committee or ACORD Board of Directors that is the 
subject of such a recommendation shall vote on the proposed action.

D. Voluntary Use of  Standards 
1.  Voluntariness 
The implementation and use of ACORD standards shall be entirely 
voluntary on the part of member companies, agents, vendors and others. No 
ACORD officer, director, staff, member company, subscriber or participant 
in the standards-setting process may enter into agreements concerning use of 
ACORD standards, attempt to coerce use of such standards or retaliate against 
a company for not using the standards (e.g., exclusion from a working group). 

The competition law compliance officer may investigate any alleged attempt to 
exercise such coercion, on his or her own motion, on the advice of ACORD staff 
or upon receiving a complaint from any affected party. The competition law 
compliance officer may make appropriate recommendations for disciplinary 
action to the Standards Committee, including but not limited to suspension of 
the right to participate in the standards-setting process or referral to appropriate 
competition enforcement agencies. 

2.  Statements Accompanying Publication of Standards 
When ACORD publishes an approved standard, it shall state that: 

(a) Implementation and use of the standard is voluntary; 

(b) Publication of the standard does not imply that there is an operations 
requirement for hardware or software meeting the specified standard; 

(c) ACORD does not endorse any product designed or built to the 
standard. 

E. Prohibition on Discussions of  Competitively-Sensitive Topics 
The competition laws also prohibit use of the standards-setting process as a 
forum for competitors to enter into agreements to restrain trade. The most 
serious competition violations are:

4. Price-fixing agreements, that is, agreements to raise or stabilize prices or an 
element of pricing; 
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 5. Boycotts, that is, agreements to refuse to deal, or agreements to threaten to 
refuse to deal, with competitors, customers or suppliers; and 

6. Agreements among competitors allocating customers, territories or 
percentage shares of the market.

These types of agreements are usually deemed illegal per se, meaning that the 
courts will not consider any excuses or justifications, whether ignorance of the 
law, good faith or reasonableness. Nor is it a defense that the agreement did not 
actually result in price increases or otherwise harm competition. 

“Agreements” within the meaning of competition law include more than written 
contracts or explicit conversations at a meeting. In addition, an agreement may 
take the form of a tacit understanding, what the courts sometimes describe as 
a “meeting of the minds” or a “knowing wink.” Consequently, discussions of 
competitively sensitive subjects may be perceived as circumstantial evidence 
of an illegal agreement, especially when coupled with parallel conduct in the 
market (e.g., parallel price increases). 

The standards-setting process often requires discussions of the types of information 
needed in order to conduct the business of insurance; however, it does not require 
discussions related to the use of such information for competitive purposes or 
require disclosure of competitively-sensitive practices. Accordingly, anyone 
participating in the ACORD standards-setting process should assiduously avoid 
discussion of the following competitively sensitive topics:

Insurance Industry Participants 

(7) Current or future rates and pricing strategies; 

(8) Internal underwriting standards or guidelines, including favored or 
disfavored classes of customers; 

(9) Marketing plans, particularly plans to withdraw from a particular 
state, territory or line of business; 

(10) Internal guidelines for coverages, especially exclusions, limits and 
deductibles; 

(11) Current or future agent commissions, complaints about rebating of 
commissions or complaints about agent terminations;

(12)  Efforts to combat or retaliate against competition using other 
distribution systems, mass marketing programs, or banks. 

Suppliers of Products and Services to Insurance Industry Customers 

(6) Current or future prices, including list prices, discounts, prices in 
recent transactions with individual customers, or complaints about 
price discounting; 

(7) Unannounced plans for introduction of new products or changes in 
existing products; 
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(8)  Current or future plans concerning production or output; 

(9) Marketing plans or strategies, particularly desired or undesired classes 
of customers; 

(10) Complaints about excessive competition or efforts to stabilize 
competition.
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ACORD standards are developed, voted on and maintained by ACORD 
members through a process known as the Maintenance Request (MR) 
process. This is an overview of the process; more detailed printed information 
may be found on the ACORD website. Videos explaining the Maintenance 
Request process are also available at http://video.acord.org (search keyword 
“maintenance”).

Participation in the MR process is open to anyone. Though only ACORD 
members may vote on proposed changes or enhancements to standards, anyone 
can submit a maintenance request.

The ACORD Standards Committee and Domain Steering Committees oversee 
the MR process. The Domain Steering Committees are made up of ACORD 
members with specific expertise in each domain that ACORD standards 
serve: Life, Annuity and Health (LAH), Property and Casualty/Surety (PCS), 
Reinsurance and Large Commercial (RLC). 

A maintenance request must be submitted in writing, using templates available 
on the ACORD website. There are specific MR templates for each domain, as 
well as cross-domain requests.

A maintenance request must make a valid business case for why a standard 
needs to be changed, and present a technical solution that explains exactly how 
the proposed change should be made. The MR must be clearly defined and 
researched, and supported with good documentation. 

When an MR is submitted, ACORD staff will contact the submitter and 
help guide the MR through the process. Staff may call attention to an area of 
incomplete information or a point that needs clarification in order to move the 
MR to the next step. At this point or any point in the process, an MR may also be 
withdrawn or declined. The reasons for declining a maintenance request will be 
specific to that request, but one common reason is that another MR is already in 
progress that addresses the same proposed changes to the standards. 

When the MR moves to the next step, it is posted publicly on the ACORD 
website for wider review. If the staff determines that specific aspects of the 
MR need closer inspection, the MR may go to a specialized subcommittee or 
working group.

Once an MR passes all reviews it is submitted to the voting process. Voting on 
MRs takes place twice a year, in spring and in autumn. Before the vote ACORD 
holds meetings, known as plenary sessions, where ACORD members and MR 
submitters may review and discuss the proposed changes. Participation in the 
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plenary sessions is both face-to-face and virtual. If there are no issues raised 
with an MR at plenary, it is submitted for a vote.

Voting takes place one to two weeks after the plenary sessions, with a voting 
deadline usually within three weeks of the plenary. The members who vote on an 
MR must come from the domain that the MR affects. Every ACORD member 
organization gets only one vote on any MR, regardless of the organization’s size 
or whether it does business in multiple domains. 

To be approved, an MR has to receive a positive vote from three-quarters of 
the ACORD members that participate in the vote. Standards changes that are 
necessary for regulatory compliance are not always subject to a member vote.

Whether approved or declined, the outcome of a maintenance request 
vote may be appealed within 10 days after the results have been released. 
The relevant Domain Steering Committee will hold an appeal hearing to 
examine any evidence that supports or contradicts the voting result, and 
issue a written decision.

The ACORD Maintenance Request Process is a valuable way for submitters 
and members to engage with the larger standards community and contribute 
to the evolution of ACORD standards. The MR process ensures that 
ACORD Standards continue to reflect the real needs of the industry that 
implements them.
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Executive Overview - April 2008

1. Community Consensus 

 ACORD Standards are developed by collaborating communities that 
need to make it possible and economical to move information (data) 
between computer systems and trading partners. Over the years, 
thousands of participants in the process contribute the time and IP 
(Intellectual Property) to make ACORD Standards possible.

 In effect, ACORD Standards represent community agreement on the 
definitions and rules for exchanging information. ACORD owns the 
Standards for the benefit of the industry and has a responsibility to 
protect their integrity. From a monetary standpoint, the Standards 
have no intrinsic commercial value as they are always part of systems, 
software and related products being developed or purchased. But, 
through community agreement followed by broad implementation, 
ACORD Standards provide great value and benefits to the industry.

2. Elements of Intellectual Property Addressed

 There are two elements of IP that we are addressing in this executive 
overview. One is the framework for voluntarily contributing IP to the 
ACORD Standards that are published. The other is how one can use 
ACORD’s published IP. In the industry’s interest, we require that 
contributed IP be usable perpetually and royalty-free. 

3. Data Vs. Technology Standards

 Patent issues often surround technology standards, like those developed 
by vendor consortia for software or electronic devices. But, those issues 
do not as frequently become a cause for concern with respect to data 
standards. Developers apply the agreed upon rules of data standards 
in software, but it is the proprietary software itself that has monetary 
value and deeply protective interests. Agreeing on a rule for the 
sequence of an address or a definition of a term can create value when 
the rule emerges from an open development process and is shared by 
a community. To promote this value, both the ACORD Intellectual 
Property Rights Policy and Standards License are written to encourage 
participation in the process and implementation of the Standards. 

4. Participation

 A benefit of participation is to have input to the Standard being created 
through an open and democratic process. Another benefit is easier 
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compliance for a contributor of IP that becomes part of the Standard. 
Participants collaborating on committees probably produce the bulk of 
IP contributions.

5. Contributions

 While a substantial IP contribution from a single participant is rare, 
it does occur and is not discouraged. However, the standards-setting 
process requires that all IP contributors provide a perpetual, royalty-
free license to use their IP in a published ACORD Standard. This 
approach is generally designed to avoid the patent restrictions and 
royalty requirements that can accompany the use of technology 
standards. Contributors do not relinquish copyrights in their IP, but 
they do provide ACORD with a license to, among other things, create 
Standards from the contributions under ACORD’s own copyright. 

6. ACORD IPR Policy & License 

 The Intellectual Property Rights Policy and Standards License are 
intended to foster the greatest possible use of ACORD Standards without 
unreasonable encumbrances. Not unlike other standards organizations, 
ACORD must take prudent actions to protect the Standards on behalf 
of the industry. End users, having a significant investment in software 
based on the Standards, must be assured that ACORD follows best 
practices in protecting the integrity of the Standards from compromise 
or infringement.

 The License is perpetual with regard to the use of ACORD Standards. 
Generally speaking, even if ACORD needed to cancel the License for 
some reason (e.g., its revision), it would not affect use of a Standard 
which was previously incorporated into a product or service prior to the 
cancellation.

 The License provides considerable latitude for using the Standards 
in products and services. Even prohibited use -- such as making a 
Standard available as a product in a software tool -- may be licensable 
under separate terms and conditions. Single source is important and 
distribution, where authorized, will be subject to additional requirements 
in order to avoid industry confusion. 

 The Policy & License provide a reasonable balance of protections and 
permissions for the thousands of participants who access ACORD 
Standards every year. While this document is intended to provide a 
general overview of ACORD’s approach to intellectual property rights 
in connection with use of its IP, it is NOT intended to replace the Policy 
and License which can be found at www.acord.org. To the extent of any 
inconsistency or confusion between this executive overview and either 
of such documents, the latter shall control.
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When You Participate…

• You must abide by a set of rules for standards development.

• You must abide by ACORD’s antitrust policy.

• You must abide by ACORD’s Intellectual Property Rights Policy.

• You participate in an open and democratic process.

When You Contribute…

• You do not lose your Patents and Copyrights on any work you 
contribute.

• You provide a perpetual, royalty-free license for using any patented IP 
that you contribute to published ACORD Standards and the right to 
have ACORD, under its own copyright, publish Standards based on 
your copyrighted IP that you contribute.

When You Use the Standards…

• You have a perpetual and royalty-free license to use the ACORD 
Standards in your software products and services.

• You may distribute your products based on ACORD Standards to your 
customers or trading partners as they are considered sub-licensees.

• You may create documentation (e.g., user guides) containing ACORD 
IP provided you include appropriate IP notices and attribution required 
by ACORD. (Refer to Requirements document at www.legal.acord.org 
for details) 

• You cannot distribute the ACORD Standards in part or in totality, as 
a product itself that enables the contents of a Standard to be accessed, 
without permission to do so from ACORD.

Requirements for Using ACORD Intellectual Property
The following statements should appear in all documentation that includes the 
use of ACORD Intellectual Property:

“Portions of the material herein incorporate licensed copyrighted or other 
proprietary material of ACORD Corporation.”  

“The name ACORD and the ACORD logo are registered marks of ACORD 
Corporation.” 

“Any copyrighted or other proprietary material of ACORD Corporation 
contained in this document is provided “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY 
OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, 
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TITLE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. 
In no event shall ACORD Corporation, its members or its contributors be 
liable for any claim, or any direct, special, indirect or consequential damages, 
or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data, profits, business 
revenue or goodwill or other economic loss, whether in an action of contract, 
tort or otherwise, arising out of or in connection with the use or performance 
of, or reliance on, any copyrighted or other proprietary material of ACORD 
Corporation contained in this documentation, even if ACORD Corporation 
has been advised, knew or should have known of the possibility of such 
damages.” 

This document and any opinions it may contain are solely the product of its 
author(s) and are neither endorsed by ACORD nor warranted by ACORD for 
technical accuracy.”

To obtain permission and guidelines for using the ACORD logo for any 
purpose, please contact the ACORD Communications Department. 

Intellectual Property Rights Policy

As approved on May 13, 2008
1.  IPR Generally

1.1  Purpose
 ACORD Corporation (“ACORD”) has adopted this Intellectual Property 
Rights Policy (the “Policy”) and related rules of procedure (the “Standards 
Program General Guidelines & Procedures” or “SOPs”) in order to minimize 
the possibility of inadvertent infringement of the IPR by ACORD or by 
Members and non-Members using or implementing any ACORD Standards or 
Other Work Product. In the event of any inconsistency between this Policy and 
the SOPs, the terms of this Policy shall control.

1.2  Applicability
 All Members, non-Members and their Representatives attending any process 
meeting or otherwise working in conjunction with ACORD on a Project are 
subject to this Policy and the SOPs.

2.		Definitions
Charter - A document specifying the purpose and parameters of a Project. 

Implementers - ACORD and those Members and non-Members who desire 
to use or implement a Standard.

IPR - An abbreviation of “Intellectual Property Rights.” As used in this Policy, 
IPR means claims in patents and patent applications and copyrights, but 
excludes trademarks and trade secrets.

License - Either (a) an agreement to license Necessary Claim(s) to any 
Implementer, on a perpetual, non-exclusive and worldwide basis, with such 
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license permitting the licensee to develop, make, have made, use, market, 
import, offer to sell and sell, offer to sublicense and sublicense and to otherwise 
distribute products that implement such Necessary Claim(s), or (b) a binding, 
perpetual, irrevocable commitment, in a form acceptable to ACORD, not to 
assert Necessary Claim(s) against any Implementer of the Standard to which 
such commitment relates. 

Member - An ACORD member of any class.

Necessarily Infringed - Unavoidable infringement by an implementation of 
an element of a Standard, there being no reasonable alternative way to implement 
that element of the Standard without resulting in such infringement. 

Necessary Claims - Those claims under patents and/or patent applications 
anywhere in the world that would be Necessarily Infringed by the implementation 
of a Required Element(s) of a Standard. 

Other Work Product - Any ACORD deliverable that is not a Standard. 
Unless the context otherwise requires, any reference to Other Work Product 
shall also be deemed to apply to the amendment of Other Work Product as well. 
For the avoidance of doubt, only Sections 2 and 6, 7 and 8 of this Policy apply 
to Other Work Product.

Owned - With respect to any Necessary Claim(s), the word “Owned” includes 
any Necessary Claim(s) that is controlled but not Owned by the Member or 
non-Member in question, provided that the Member or non-Member in 
question (i) is entitled to sublicense such Necessary Claim(s), and (ii) would not 
incur an obligation to pay any royalty or other compensation to the owner of 
such Necessary Claim(s) in connection with a sublicense.

Participant - Any Member or, if permitted, non-Member that takes part in 
a Project.

Project - Any ACORD activity that results in the development of content or a 
maintenance request to be used to create or update any Standard or Other Work 
Product. This activity can include, but is not limited to, a formally Chartered 
royalty-free ACORD Standards or Other Work Product development process, 
focus groups, roundtables or internal work at ACORD including, without 
limitation, market segment focused work.

RAND - Reasonable and nondiscriminatory.

Representative - Any individual who acts on behalf of a Member or non-
Member in connection with a Project.

Required Element - Each element of a Standard, except such elements, if 
any, as may be otherwise designated. For example, Required Elements would 
not be found in reference implementations or ACORD-created implementation 
examples, except to the extent that they would also be Required Elements 
under a Standard.
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Standard - Any ACORD specification or other deliverable that is produced 
by a Project that could, if used or implemented as intended, infringe a claim(s) 
under an issued patent or a patent application anywhere in the world. Unless the 
context otherwise requires, any reference to a Standard shall also be deemed to 
apply to the amendment to a Standard as well.

Submission - An affirmative and knowing contribution of IPR with the 
intention that such IPR be considered for inclusion in a Standard or Other 
Work Product. A Submission, in written, verbal or electronic form, may: result 
from an unsolicited offer to ACORD of an existing, purported or proposed 
solution by a Member or non-Member; be in response to a general inquiry by 
ACORD; occur as a result of a change from an existing Standard or Other 
Work Product; or, be from a Participant at any time during the operation of a 
Project.

Submitter - The entity or individual making a Submission, whether it be a 
Participant or a Representative(s) of a Participant.

3.  License from Submitters, Participants and Non-Participant 
Members

(a) Any Submitter making a Submission shall be deemed, by taking such 
action, to have agreed that if and when the draft Standard which 
incorporates the Submission or any modification of the Submission is 
published, the Submitter will provide a License to all patent claim(s) 
Owned by it and included in its Submission that become Necessary 
Claim(s), without compensation and otherwise on a RAND basis, to all 
Implementers. 

(b) Every Participant, by becoming a Participant, and every non-
Participant Member, by becoming a Member that exercises its right 
to vote upon a proposed Standard, shall be deemed to have agreed 
to provide a License to all patent claim(s) Owned by it that become 
Necessary Claim(s) in any such Standard, if and when the Standard is 
published, without compensation and otherwise on a RAND basis, to 
all Implementers.

(c) Any Submitter making a Submission that may become a significant 
part of a Standard may request a separate submission form that will 
specifically identify the Submission in detail. Such form shall be upon 
such standard form as ACORD is then using for such purpose.

4.  Document Notations

4.1	Notation	when	no	Necessary	Claims	have	been	Identified
 All Standards and drafts of Standards shall include the following introductory 
language:

“Recipients of this document are requested to submit, with their 
comments, notification of any relevant patent claims or other 
intellectual property rights of which they may be aware that might 
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be infringed by any implementation of the Standard set forth in this 
document, and to provide supporting documentation.”

All Standards shall additionally include the following introductory language:

“THIS STANDARD IS BEING OFFERED WITHOUT 
ANY WARRANTY WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, AND, IN PARTICULAR, ANY WARRANTY OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR TITLE IS EXPRESSLY 
DISCLAIMED. ANY USE OF THIS STANDARD SHALL BE 
MADE ENTIRELY AT THE IMPLEMENTER’S OWN RISK, 
AND NEITHER ACORD, NOR ANY OF ITS MEMBERS, NON-
MEMBERS, PARTICIPANTS OR SUBMITTERS, SHALL HAVE 
ANY LIABILITY WHATSOEVER TO ANY IMPLEMENTER 
OR THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES OF ANY NATURE 
WHATSOEVER, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ARISING 
FROM THE USE OF THIS STANDARD.” 

5. Patents

5.1  Patent Searches
 In no event shall ACORD, or any Representative, Participant, non-Participant 
Member or non-Member be obligated to conduct any patent searches regarding 
any Necessary Claims that may be infringed by any implementation of a 
Standard.

5.2  Patent Claims Revealed After Publication
 In the event that a Necessary Claim is first revealed by a non-Participant 
Member that did not exercise its right to vote on a proposed Standard or by a 
non-Member following publication of a Standard, the holder of such Necessary 
Claim will be asked to License the Necessary Claim in the manner outlined in 
Section 3 above. If such request is refused, the Standard in question shall be 
referred back to the applicable ACORD steering committee or the ACORD 
Standards Committee for further consideration, as appropriate. 

6.  Copyrights

6.1  Copyright in Standards and Other Work Product
 The copyright for all Standards and Other Work Product shall belong to 
ACORD.

6.2  Contributions of Copyrighted Materials
 Each Submitter who contributes copyrighted materials to ACORD shall retain 
copyright ownership of its original work, while at the same time granting 
ACORD a non-exclusive, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual, royalty-free license 
under the Submitter’s copyrights in its Submission to reproduce, distribute, 
publish, display, perform and create derivative works of the Submission based 
on that original work for the purpose of developing a Standard or Other Work 
Product under ACORD’s own copyright.
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7.  Trade Secrets
 Participants and other Members and non-Members will not be expected to 
reveal trade secret information in the course of participation in any ACORD 
activity. ACORD will not be held responsible for the disclosure of any Member’s 
or non-Member’s trade secrets, regardless of the circumstances, except to the 
extent of a breach by ACORD of a non-disclosure obligation contained in a 
written non-disclosure agreement entered into between ACORD and such 
Member or non-Member.

8.  Trademarks

8.1  ACORD Trademarks
 Trademarks, service marks and logos (collectively, “Trademarks”) created by 
ACORD, registered or otherwise, are the property of ACORD. Use of ACORD 
Trademarks shall be governed by such policies, procedures and guidelines as 
may be established and approved by ACORD from time to time, and applicable 
law.

8.2  Non-ACORD Trademarks
 ACORD’s use of third-party Trademarks, registered or otherwise, shall be 
governed by such policies, procedures and guidelines as may be established and 
approved by the owners of such Trademarks, and applicable law.
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APPENDIX 6

Compliance

ACORD Compliance Department

ACORD’s Compliance Department ensures that its standardized, copyrighted 
forms meet all legislative and regulatory requirements. By doing so, ACORD’s 
members are assured that the forms they receive from ACORD are current 
and compliant.

To accomplish this, ACORD’s Compliance Department remains up to date on 
legislative and regulatory activities utilizing a number of sources. Then, after 
forms are completed, ACORD’s Compliance Department files those forms on 
behalf of the membership prior to public release.

ACORD Regulatory Updates

ACORD’s Compliance Department examines insurance laws and regulations to 
ensure that all ACORD Forms comply with regulatory guidelines. Compliance 
Staff receive information about enacted legislation and regulatory updates 
through a number of sources, such as: 

• PCI Daily Digests

• West-Law Insurance Compliance Alerts (WIC ALERTS)

• State Department(s) of Insurance (“DOI”) websites

• MultiState Associates Incorporated

ACORD notifies its members about regulatory changes through the ACORD 
Forms Update which includes important information about upcoming form 
developments, form changes, form withdrawals, regulatory status updates and 
ACORD actions in response to changes. 

ACORD Forms Development and Amendment Process

ACORD forms are developed and amended in response to two independent 
processes: 

1. Legislative & Regulatory changes required by Insurance Laws & 
Regulations ACORD Compliance Staff receives statutory notifications 
and responds by developing or amending existing ACORD Forms. 

2. ACORD Membership Maintenance Requests (MRs). Approved MRs 
may call for the development of new forms or outline form enhancements. 
Compliance honors approved MRs as long as those changes do not 
contradict or violate statutory requirements. For information on 
ACORD’s maintenance request process, please visit the web site.
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ACORD Form Filings

ACORD is licensed as an Advisory Service Organization meaning that ACORD 
has the authority to file forms on behalf of its membership and is licensed to do 
so in a number of states that require filing of any ACORD Forms.

For Property & Casualty (P&C) forms, ACORD files on behalf of its Forms 
Pool Members when required by law. As of January 2009, ACORD files P&C 
forms within the following eighteen (18) states: Arkansas, Delaware, Iowa, 
Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, North 
Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Wisconsin, 
Utah, and Vermont. These form filings are completed through the System for 
Electronic Rate and Form Filing (“SERFF”) and meet the requirements of 
respective jurisdictions. 

When authorized to do so, ACORD also files Life, Annuity and Disability 
forms in every state where such filings are required.

Once any ACORD forms are filed and approved, they are released to 
ACORD Members.

ACORD Forms Release Notifications

The ACORD Forms Notification provides members with updates on new 
forms releases, updated forms, whether they are new updated by MRs or been 
changed by insurance regulations and as required by law. In this way, members 
are also advised of upcoming forms releases. The same information can also be 
found on ACORD’s website.
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APPENDIX 7

Membership

ACORD’s membership is diverse not only by business lines but geographically. 
Based on a company’s business, it may be eligible to join ACORD as a regular 
member or associate member and participate in one or more ACORD 
standards programs. ACORD members are made up of insurance companies, 
reinsurance companies, solution providers, agents and brokers as well as other 
associations and user groups.

More information about ACORD’s standards programs is available at 
www.acord.org.

Regular Membership

Regular membership is open to any organization (for example, insurer, 
reinsurer) that meets the criteria specified below:

• Any organization engaged in the business of underwriting, and/or 
selling, distributing or otherwise providing life, annuities and health; 
property, casualty and surety; or reinsurance. 

• Any nonprofit trade association representing individuals or firms, 
producers, brokers, agents or intermediaries engaged in the business 
of underwriting, and/or selling, distributing or otherwise providing 
insurance products or other financial products or services.

Associate Membership

Associate membership is open to any organization (for example, solution 
provider) that meets the criteria specified below:

• Any vendor of software or services to the insurance industry.

• Any vendor user group organized for various reasons by a vendor 
qualified to become an associate member or customers of any such 
vendor having a common interest in specific products and services 
purchased from any such vendor.
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APPENDIX 8

Organizations

As of March 25, 2009

Insurance Carriers, 
Reinsurers, Agents, 
Brokers and Financial 
Services

5Star Life Insurance Co.
AAA Mid-Atlantic Ins. Group 
Access Insurance Holdings, Inc.
Accident Fund  
ACE Group of Companies 
ACUITY 
AEGON  
Affirmative Insurance Group, Inc.
AIG
Alfa Insurance Group 
Alliance United Insurance Co. 
Allianz Group 
Allianz Life Insurance  
Allstate Financial 
Allstate Insurance Group 
American Century Casualty Co.
American Compensation Ins. Co. 
American General Group 
American Modern Insurance Group 
American Risk Insurance Co. 
American Strategic Insurance 
Americo Life Group 
Amerisafe Insurance Group 
Andover Cos. 
Aon Corp. 
Arbella Insurance Group 
Arrowhead General Ins. Agency 
Assurance America Ins. Co. 
Assurity Security Group 

Austin Mutual Insurance Group 
Auto Club Insurance Association 
Auto-Owners Insurance
Automobile Club Casualty Co.
AXA Cessions 
AXA Financial Group 
AXIS Capital 
Berkley Regional Insurance Cos.
Bremen Farmers’ Mutual Ins. Co. 
Brethren Mutual Ins. Co.
Brotherhood Mutual Ins. Co.
Buckeye Insurance Group 
California Mutual Ins. Co.
Cameron Insurance Companies 
Capital Insurance Group 
Casualty Underwriters Ins. Co.
Celina Insurance Group 
Central Insurance Cos. 
Central Services Group 
Century-National Ins. Co.
CGU Insurance Ltd.
China Life Ltd.
Chubb Group of Insurance Cos.
Cincinnati Financial Corp. 
CNA 
Co-operative Insurance Co. 
Columbia Insurance Group 
Commerce Group Inc. 
Concord Group Insurance Cos. 
Consumers Insurance USA Inc. 
CSE Insurance Group
The Contributionship Companies 
Cumberland Insurance Group
Cypress Property & Casualty Group 
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Darwin National Assurance Co. 
Donegal Insurance Group 
Dongbu Insurance 
Electric Insurance Group 
EMC Insurance Cos. 
Employers Insurance Group 
Enumclaw Insurance Group 
Erie Insurance Group 
Everest Security Insurance Co.
Farmers Alliance Cos. 
Farmers Mutual Ins. Co. of Nebraska 
Fidelity National Group 
First American Corp. P&C Cos.
First Commercial Insurance Group
First Protective Insurance Co. 
Florida Family Insurance Co. 
Frank Cowan Company Ltd. 
Frankenmuth Insurance 
Franklin Mutual Group 
Frederick Mutual Insurance Group 
Fremont Insurance Co. 
Gateway Insurance Co. 
General Re Group
Genworth Financial Group 
German Mutual Insurance 
Germania Mutual Group
Global Aerospace Underwriting Mgrs.
Goodville Mutual Casualty Co.
Grange Insurance 
Great American Insurance Group 
Great Northwest Group
Grinnell Mutual Group 
The Grotenhuis Group 
Guardian 
GuideOne Insurance Group 
Gulfstream P&C Insurance Co. 
Hallmark Financial Services 
Hanover Insurance Group 
Harleysville Insurance Cos. 
Hart Re Group 
The Hartford 

Hartford Life 
Hastings Mutual Insurance Co.
Haulers Insurance Company Inc. 
Hawaii Employers Mutual 
The Hingham Group 
Hochheim Prairie Insurance 
Home Wise Management Co.
IBNA Ltd. 
The IMT Group  
Indiana Lumbermens Group 
ING Group 
Insurance Intermediaries Inc. 
InsureMax Insurance Co. 
Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group PLC 
Kiln Ltd. 
The Legal & General America Cos.
Liberty Life Assurance Boston 
Liberty Mutual Companies Group 
Lincoln Financial Group 
Lloyd’s 
Loudoun Mutual Insurance Co. 
Main Street America Group 
Manulife Financial 
Markel Corporation 
Marsh Inc. 
MassMutual Financial Group 
Maxum Specialty Insurance Group 
McNabb Insurance Services Inc. 
MEMIC
Mennonite Mutual Insurance Co. 
Merchants Insurance Group 
Mercury Insurance Group 
Merrill Lynch Insurance Group 
MetLife 
MetLife Auto & Home 
Michigan Millers Mutual Ins. Co. 
MiddleOak
Miller Insurance Services Ltd.  
Millville Mutual Insurance Cos. 
MMG Insurance Co. 
Motorists Insurance Group 
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Munich Re Group 
Mutual Benefit Group 
Nationwide 
New York Life 
Nonprofits’ Ins. Alliance of Calif.
The Norfolk & Dedham Group 
Northwest G F Mutual
Northwestern Mutual 
Ohio Mutual Insurance Group
OneBeacon Insurance Group 
Oregon Mutual Insurance Co. 
Pacific Life Insurance Co. 
PartnerRe 
Partners Mutual Insurance Co. 
Patrons Mutual Group of Conn.
Paychex Agency, Inc. 
Pekin Insurance  
PEMCO Insurance 
Penn Millers Insurance Co. 
Penn National Insurance 
Penn. Lumbermens Mutual Ins. Co.
Phoenix Life Insurance Co. 
Pinnacol Assurance 
Pioneer State Mutual Insurance Co. 
Preferred Mutual Insurance Co.
Preserver Group 
Principal Financial Group 
Proformance Insurance Co. 
Progressive 
Prudential Financial 
QBE Management Services PTY Ltd.
Quincy Mutual Group 
Republic Group of Insurance Cos. 
RVOS Farmers Mutual Group
Safety Insurance Group 
Santam Ltd.
SBLI USA Group 
SCOR Group 
SECURA Insurance Cos. 
Securian Financial Group 
Security Benefit 
Selective Insurance Group Inc. 

Sentry Group
Service Group Ins. & Financial Services
SFM Mutual Insurance Cos.
Sportscover Australia Pty Ltd. 
State Auto Insurance Cos. 
State Farm
Steadfast Group Ltd.
Sterling Insurance Co. 
Stonetrust Commercial Insurance Co.
Strongwood Insurance Holdings Corp.
Suncorp
Sun Life Financial 
Swiss Re  
Swiss Re Life Group 
Territory Insurance Office
Texas Mutual Insurance Co. 
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co.
Travelers
Tuscarora-Wayne Mutual Ins. Co. 
Union Mutual of Vermont Cos. 
United America Indemnity Group 
United Fire Group 
United Heritage P&C Group
United Insurance Group 
Unitrin Inc.
Upland Mutual Insurance Inc. 
Utica First Insurance Co. 
Utica National Insurance Group 
Vermont Mutual Ins. Group 
West Bend Mutual Group 
Western National Insurance Group 
Western Reserve Group 
Westfield Insurance 
Willis 
Wilshire Insurance Co.
Wisconsin Amer. Mutual Ins. Co. 
Wisconsin Mutual Insurance Co. 
Wolverine Mutual Insurance Co. 
Wurttembergische UK Ltd.
XL Re 
Zurich 
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Solution Providers

Accenture 
Access Coveragecorp Inc. 
Acxiom Risk Mitigation 
Adobe Systems 
Advantage Information Systems, Inc. 
Advisen, Ltd.
AequiCAp 
Agency Business System, Inc.
Agency Computer Systems Inc. 
Agency Software Inc. 
Agency Technologies Inc. 
AgencyPort 
Agile Technologies, LLC 
The Alphabet Group 
American Para Prof. Systems Inc. 
Aon eSolutions 
Applied Systems Inc. 
Appulate, Inc.
AQS Inc. 
Artizan Internet Services 
Axway Inc. 
Bespoke Management and 

Technology Services LLC 
BIPT Inc. 
Blue Cod Technologies 
Blue Frog Solutions 
Boston Software 
Callidus Software Inc. 
Camilion Solutions Inc. 
Cedar Springs Technologies Inc. 
CGI 
Chordiant Software Inc. 
Clinical Reference Laboratory 
Cognizant 
Collaborative Consulting 
Computer Solutions & Software 

International Inc. 
ConfirmNet Corp. 
Connective Technologies Inc. 

Cover-All Technologies Inc. 
Crump/AgencyWorks 
CSC Financial Group 
CS Stars
Deloitte Consulting 
Delphi Technology Inc. 
Diebold 
Discoverture Solutions, LLC
DTCC 
Duck Creek Technologies Inc. 
E-Z Data Inc. 
eBaoTech Corp. 
Ebix Inc. 
eBridge Solutions Inc. 
edge IPK 
Edgewater Technology Inc. 
Effisoft 
eLynx, Ltd. 
EMC
EMSI 
EPIC Premier Insurance Solutions Inc. 
Ereinsure.com 
Eurobase Insurance Solutions
Exigen Group 
FICO
FINEOS Corp. 
First Best Systems 
FIS Software 
Gamma-Dynacare Medical 

Laboratories
GIS
Global IQX 
Grinnell InfoSystems Inc. 
Guidewire Software Inc.
Harcase Software Ltd.
Hawksoft Inc. 
Hewlett Packard
Hooper Holmes 
HTC Global Services Inc. 
Hyland Software Inc. 
IBM 
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IDMI Systems
IDP, Insurance Data Processing
ILOG, an IBM Company
ImageRight 
Informatica 
Information Builders
InformINS Inc. 
Innovation Group 
INSTEC 
Insurance Technologies 
Insurance Technology International
InSure Vision Technologies, LLC 
Intech Solutions
Inter-Section Paradigms (PTY) Ltd.
Interlink Electronics 
iPipeline 
ISCS Inc.
ISO - Insurance Services Office 
iter8 Inc. 
IVANS
Jarus Technologies, Inc 
Jenesis Development  
Kaplan Financial 
Kewill Systems PLC
LexisNexis - ChoicePoint
MajescoMastek 
MarketStance 
Mass Insurance Systems, Inc. 
McCamish Systems 
MFX 
MIB Group, Inc. 
Microsoft 
Milliman USA 
MSG Systems 
Multico Rating Systems Inc. 
NAQ Technology
NeST Information Technologies
NetRate Systems, Inc. 
NIIT-Technologies
No Magic, Inc. 
North American Software Associates

NxTech Inc.
Oceanwide Inc. 
OneShield Inc.
Open Text  
Oracle Corp. 
PaperFree Corp. 
Parlinkie Pty Ltd.
Patni Americas Inc. 
PDMA Inc. 
Pegasystems Inc. 
Perot Systems Corp. 
Perspective Technologies Ltd. 
PilotFish Technology 
Pitney Bowes Software
PlanetSoft 
Prima Solutions 
Prithvi Information Solutions 
Progress Software Corp.
Quest Diagnostics
QuotePro 
Reinsurance Group of America, Inc. 
RI3K 
Risk Management Solutions  
Riverswave 
ROOM Solutions Ltd. 
SAP 
SAS Institute Inc. 
SEEC Inc. 
Sequel Business Solutions Ltd.
Siebre Systems Ltd.
Silverlake Software LLC 
Sinosoft Co., Ltd. 
Sircon Corp. 
Software Solutions Partners  
Special Agent, Inc.
Sprint Cell Phones
Sterling Commerce
StoneRiver
Strategic Insurance Software Inc. 
Sun Microsystems 
SunGard 
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Superior Access Insurance Services 
Superior Mobile Medics, Inc.
Syntel Ltd. 
TAI Life Reinsurance Systems
Tata Consultancy Services 
Teradata 
Terrace Software Inc. 
Thunderhead 
Tibco Software 
Total Objects Ltd. 
Trace Group Ltd. 
TriSystems Ltd. 
Unisys Corp 

UPAC Insurance Finance 
Vallue Consulting 
ValueMomentum Inc. 
Vertafore Inc.
VERTEX Inc.
VISTECH.com  
VRC Insurance Systems 
Watertrace Ltd. 
Web Connectivity Ltd. 
Wipro Technologies Ltd.
Xanatek Inc. 
Xchanging Ins-sure Services Ltd. 
Yellowblox

Associations

AAMGA - American Association of Managing General Agents
AIPSO - Automobile Insurance Plans Service Office
ASA - Aviation Software Alliance
CIAB - Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers
CLIEDIS - The Canadian Life Insurance Standards Association
CAR - Commonwealth Automobile Reinsurers
CSIO - Centre for Study of Insurance Operations
Fenaseg - (Brazil) National Federation of Private Insurance and Capital Enterprises
HR-XML
IAIABC - Intl Assn of Industrial Accident Boards & Commissions
ISRB - Idaho Surveying & Rating Bureau
IDMA Inc. - Insurance Data Management Association
IFX Forum Inc. - Interactive Financial eXchange Forum
IIABA - Independent Insurance Agents & Brokers of America
IBC - Insurance Bureau of Canada
IUA - International Underwriting Associations
LIIBA - London and International Insurance Brokers’ Association
LMA - Lloyd’s Market Association
LOA - The Life Offices Association of South Africa
NAILBA - National Association of Independent Life Brokerage Agencies
NAPSLO - National Association of Professional Surplus Lines Offices
NASBP - National Association of Surety Bond Producers
NAVA - National Association of Variable Annuities
NCCI - National Council of Compensation Insurance
NIPR - National Insurance Producer Registry
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OMG - Object Management Group 
PIA National - Professional Insurance Agents
RAPA - Reinsurance Administration Professionals Association
RIMS - The Risk & Insurance Management Society
SFAA - The Surety & Fidelity Association of America
SECU - State Employees’ Credit Union
SGI - Success Group International LLC
URB - Underwriters Rating Board
WSRB - Washington Surveying & Rating Bureau
WCIO - Workers Comp Ins. Organizations

Others

AMSUG - AMS Users Group
ANeU - Affiliated Network of ebix Users
ASCnet - Applied Systems Client Network
Business Insurance Magazine
NASPA - National Association of SIS Partner Agents, Inc.
Nexsure User Group
NIUG - National InStar Users Group
NUDGMI - National Users Development Group for MI, Inc.

ACORD Forms 
Participants

1st Auto & Casualty Insurance Co.
Advantage Workers Comp. Ins. Co.
Affinity Mutual Insurance Co.
AgriGeneral Insurance Co.
Aioi Insurance Co. Ltd.
Alamance Insurance Co.
Alaska National Insurance Co.
Alliance Mutual Insurance Co.
America West Insurance Co.
American Bankers Ins. Co. of  Florida
American Country Insurance Co.
American Family Insurance Co.
American Family Mutual Ins. Co.
American Farmers & Ranchers Ins. Co
Amer. Farmers & Ranchers Mut. 

Ins. Co.
American Live Stock Insurance Co.
American Mining Insurance Co.

American Reliable Insurance Co.
American Resources Insurance Co. Inc.
American Service Insurance Co. Inc.
American Southern Insurance Co.
Americas Insurance Co.
Amerisure Insurance Co.
Amerisure Mutual Insurance Co.
AmeriTrust Insurance Corporation
AmGuard Insurance Co.
Argonaut Great Central Insurance Co.
Argus Fire and Casualty Ins. Co.
ARI Casualty Co.
ARI Mutual Insurance Co.
Arizona Home Insurance Co.
Association Insurance Company
Attorneys Ins. Mutual of Alabama
Autoglass Insurance Co.
Balboa Insurance Co.
Baldwin Mutual Insurance Co.
Bankers Insurance Co.
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Barnstable County Insurance Co.
Barnstable County Mutual Ins. Co.
Bear River Mutual Insurance Co.
Bituminous Casualty Corporation
Bituminous Fire and Marine Ins.
Briar Creek Mutual Insurance Co.
BrickStreet Mutual Insurance
Brierfield Insurance Co.
Builders Insurance
Builders Mutual Insurance Co.
Capital City Insurance Co. Inc.
Carolina Casualty Insurance Co.
Casco Indemnity Co.
Catawba Insurance Co.
Caterpillar Insurance Co.
Century Surety Co.
Church Mutual Insurance Co.
Colorado Farm Bureau Mutual
Columbia Insurance Co.
Companion Commercial Ins. 
Companion P&C Insurance Co.
CompSource Oklahoma
Continental Divide Insurance Co.
Continental Insurance Group of PR
Cooperative Mutual Insurance Co.
Cornerstone National Insurance Co.
Cornhusker Casualty Co.
Country-Wide Insurance Co.
Countryway Insurance Co.
Crum & Forster Indemnity Co.
Cypress Insurance Co. (California)
Dallas National Insurance Co.
De Smet Insurance Co. of SD
Dentists Benefits Insurance Co.
DTRIC Insurance Company Ltd.
Everest Indemnity Insurance Co.
Everest National Insurance Co.
Everest Reinsurance Co.
Explorer Insurance Co.
Fairmont Ins. Co. c/o MFXChange 

US Inc.

Fairmont Premier Ins. Co. c/o 
MFXChange US Inc.

Fairmont Specialty Insurance Co.
Fairmont Specialty Lloyds
Farm Bureau Insurance Co.
Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.
Farm Bureau Mutual of ID
Farm Family Casualty Insurance Co.
Farm Insurance Brokerage Co. Inc
Farmer Mut. Ins. Co. of Noble County
Farmers & Mechanics Mutual Ins.
Farmers & Merchants Mutual Fire
Farmers Fire Ins. Companies (PA)
Farmers Insurance Co. of Flemington
Farmers Mutual Insurance Co. (WV)
Farmers Union Co-Operative Ins. Co.
Farmers Union Mutual Ins. (MT)
Farmers Union Mutual Ins. (ND)
Farmers’ Mut. Fire Ins. Co. of  Dug Hill
FCCI Advantage Ins. Co.
FCCI Commercial Insurance Co.
FCCI Insurance Co.
Federated Mutual Insurance Co.
Federated Service Insurance Co.
FFVA Mutual Insurance Co.
Financial Pacific Insurance Co.
Fire Districts of New York Mutual
First Benefits Insurance Mutual
First Chicago Insurance Co.
First Nonprofit Insurance Co.
FirstComp Insurance Co.
Firstline National Insurance Co.
Florida Farm Bureau Casualty
Florists’ Mutual Insurance Co.
Forestry Mutual Insurance Co.
Foundation Reserve Insurance Co.
Founders Insurance Co.
Founders Insurance Co. of Michigan
Franklin Insurance Co.
FUBA Workers’ Comp.
Galen Insurance Co.
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Geneva Insurance Co.
Georgia Casualty and Surety Co.
Germantown Mutual Insurance Co.
Grain Dealers Mutual Insurance Co.
Granada Insurance Co.
Grange Insurance Association
Great Divide Insurance Co.
Great West Casualty Co.
Greater New York Mut. Ins. Co.
Halifax Mutual Insurance Co.
Harco National Insurance Co.
High Point Preferred Insurance Co.
High Point P&C Insurance Co.
High Point Safety and Insurance Co.
Highmark Casualty Insurance Co.
Hospitality Mutual Insurance Group
Housing Authority Property Ins.
Housing Authority Risk Retention Gr.
Housing Enterprise Risk Services
Illinois Casualty Co.
Indiana Farmers Mutual Insurance
Insurance Co. of Greater New York
Insurance Co. of the West
Insurors Indemnity Co.
Integon General Insurance Corp.
INTEGRAND Assurance Co.
Interboro Mutual Indemnity Ins. Co.
Interinsurance Ex. of the Auto Club
Jewelers Mutual Insurance Co.
Juniata Mutual Insurance Co.
Kentucky Employers  Mutual Ins.
Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual
Kentucky National Insurance Co.
LA Home Builders Self Insurers
Lackawanna American Insurance Co.
Lackawanna Casualty Co.
Lackawanna National Insurance Co.
Lebanon Mutual Insurance Co.
Lincoln General Insurance Co.
Lititz Mutual Insurance Co.
Little Black Mutual Insurance Co.

Livingston Mutual Insurance Co.
Louisiana Commerce & Trade Assn.
Louisiana Pest Control Insurance Co.  
Louisiana Workers Comp. Corp.
Lumbermen’s Underwriting Alliance
Manufacturers Alliance Insurance Co.
MAPFRE Insurance Co. of Florida
MAPFRE Pan American Insurance Co.
MAPFRE PRAICO Insurance Co.
MAPFRE Preferred Risk Insurance Co.
Markel Insurance Co. of Canada
Max Specialty Insurance Co
Medical Liability Mutual Insurance Co.
MEEMIC Insurance Co.
Mercer Insurance Co.
Mercer Insurance Co. of New Jersey
Meritplan Insurance Co.
Middlesex Insurance Co.
Middleton Insurance Co.
Midwest Family Mutual Insurance Co.
Millers Capital Insurance Co.
Millers Classified Insurance Co.
Millers First Insurance Co.
Missouri Employers Mut. Ins. Co
Missouri Valley Mutual Insurance Co.
MLBA Mutual Insurance Co.
Monroe Guaranty Insurance Co
Mount Carroll Mutual Fire 

Insurance Co.
Mount Vernon Fire Insurance Co.
Mountain States Indemnity Co
Mountain States Mutual Casualty
National American Insurance Co.(OK)
National Fire & Indemnity Exchange
National Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
National Indemnity Co.
National Indemnity Co. of Mid-America
National Indemnity Co. of the South
National Liability & Fire Insurance Co.
National Specialty Insurance Co.
National Trust Insurance Co.
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Nautilus Insurance Co.
Nazareth Mutual Insurance Co.
New Mexico Mutual Casualty Co.
Newport Insurance Co.
NLC Insurance Companies
Nodak Mutual Insurance Co.
NonProfits United Vehicle Insurance 

Pool
North Pointe Casualty Insurance Co.
North Pointe Insurance Co.
North River Insurance Co.
North Star Mutual Insurance Co.
Northern Neck Insurance Co.
Northern Plains Insurance Co.
Northwest Dentists Insurance Co.
Nova Casualty Co / AIX Group
Oak River Insurance Co.
Old Republic Insurance Co.
Oriska Insurance Co.
Palisades Insurance Co.
Palisades Safety & Insurance Association
Parrot Bay Insurance
Patriot General Insurance Co.
Pennsylvania Manufacturers 

Indemnity Co.
Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Assn. 

Ins. Co.
Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Co.
Phenix Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Co.
Piedmont Mutual Insurance Co.
Preferred Professional Insurance Co.
Princeton Insurance Co.
Providence Mutual Fire Insurance
Public Service Mutual Insurance Co.
RAM Mutual Insurance Co.
Red Shield Insurance Co.
Republic Western Insurance Co.
RLI Insurance Co.
Rochdale Insurance Co.
Rockford Mutual Insurance Co.

Rockingham Casualty Co.
Rockingham Mutual Insurance Co.
Rocky Mountain Fire & Casualty Co.
Rural Mutual Insurance Co.
Safety First Insurance Co.
Safety National Casualty Corp.
SAIF Corporation
Savers Property & Casualty Ins. Co.
SeaBright Insurance Co.
Sentry Insurance A Mutual Co.
Sentry Select Insurance Co.
Society Insurance a Mutual Co.
South Carolina Farm Bureau Mutual
Southern Mutual Church Ins. Co.
Southern Mutual Insurance Co.
Southern Trust Insurance Co.
Southwest Casualty Co.
SPARTA Insurance Co.
Standard Mutual Insurance Co.
Star Insurance Co. (MI)
State Comp Fund Cal
State National Insurance Co. Inc.
Sutter Insurance Co.
T.H.E. Insurance Co.
Teachers Auto Ins. Co of New Jersey
Technology Insurance Co. Inc
Texas Hospital Insurance Exchange
The Harford Mutual Insurance Co.
TIG Indem. Co. c/o MFXChange 

US Inc.
TIG Ins. Co. c/o MFXChange US Inc.
TIG Specialty Insurance Co.
Tower National Insurance Co.
Transportation Liability Insurance Co.
Triangle Insurance Co.
U.S. Underwriters Insurance Co.
Ulico Casualty Co.
Umialik Insurance Co.
Underwriters Rating Board
United Automobile Insurance Co.
United Farm Family Insurance Co.
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United Farm Family Mutual Ins.Co.
United States Fire Insurance Co.
United States Liability Insurance Co.
Universal Insurance Co. (NC)
Universal Insurance Co. of Texas
Universal Insurance of North America
Valiant Insurance Co.
Vanliner Insurance Co.
Viking Insurance Co.
Wayne Mutual Insurance Co.

Western Agricultural Insurance Co.
Western Community Insurance Co.
Western United Insurance Co.
Williamsburg National Insurance Co.
Wilshire Insurance Co.
Wisconsin Municipal Mutual Insurance
Workers Compensation Fund of Utah
Zenith Insurance Co.
ZNAT Insurance Co.
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APPENDIX 9

Forms Licensees

The following organizations are licensed by ACORD to re-distribute ACORD 
Forms as part of an integrated software product they may offer. Included with 
the license are various files (incorporating PDF files, Postscripts, HP3, meta and 
coordinate file versions of ACORD Forms) to assist the organization in merging 
the Forms into its product. The Forms files themselves are continually being 
enhanced to provide licensees greater functionality and ease of integration.

Abacus Insurance Brokers Inc. 
Access Coveragecorp Inc. 
Advantage Information Systems Inc. 
Agency Computer Systems Inc. 
Agency Resources 
Agency Software Inc. 
Agency Systems 
Agency Technologies Inc. 
AgencyPort 
American Wholesalers Underwriting 
AMS Services Inc. 
Anchor Bay Insurance Managers Inc. 
Applied Systems Inc. 
Arrowhead General Ins. Agency 
Artizan Internet Services 
Assurance Systems Inc. 
Atlatl 
Automotive Risk Mgmt. Ins. Services 
Barney & Barney LLC 
Beecher Carlson 
BIPT Inc. 
Boston Software Corporation 
Braishfield Associates 
CCiComputer Services Inc. 
Cedar Springs Technologies Inc. 
Certificate Exchange 
CGI 
CH2M Hill 
ChoicePoint- A LexisNexis Co. 
Choices Software Inc. 

City of Los Angeles 
Claimetrics 
Cochrane & Co. 
Combined Independent Agencies Inc. 
ConfirmNet Corporation 
Crump Insurance Services of TX 
CS Stars 
CSC Financial Group 
Duck Creek Technologies Inc. 
Ebix Inc. 
EMC 
EPIC Solutions Inc. 
Exigis 
FergTech Inc. 
First Best Systems 
First Internet Solutions 
Fiserv Insurance Solutions 
Five Star Specialty Program 
GBS Inc. 
Global Aerospace Underwriting Mgrs. 
Grinnell InfoSystems Inc. 
Hawksoft Inc. 
Hays Companies 
Hoffman Computer Systems 
IBQ Systems 
ICE Systems Inc. 
IMMS – Ins. Marketing & Mgmt. Svcs. 
Impressive Publishing 
Innovation Group 
Insurance Center of New England Inc. 
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Insurance Technologies Corporation 
Insurance Visions Inc. 
Insurity 
Intercontinental Insurance Svcs. Inc. 
International Risk Mgmt. Institute 
Iroquis Group Inc. 
Irvin B Green & Associates 
ISCS Inc. 
ISO - Insurance Services Office
iter8 Inc. 
IVANS, Inc. 
Kapnick & Co. Inc. 
Leading Insurance Services Inc. 
Leatzow Insurance 
Lockton Co. 
M & R Information Services Inc.
M J Kelly Co. 
MajescoMastek 
Marsh Inc. 
NetRate Systems Inc. 
Networked Insurance Agents 
North American Software Associates 
OCI (Options and Choices Inc) 
Oracle Corporation 
Orion 
PaperFree Corporation 
QuickQuote Inc. 
Quomation Insurance Services Inc. 
Rain & Hail LLC 

Risk Placement Services Inc. 
RJF Agencies Inc. 
Roger Bouchard Insurance Inc. 
Service First Insurance Group LLC 
Silverlake Software LLC 
Single Entry Systems Inc. 
Sircon Corporation 
Special Agent 
Specialized Risk Services Inc./HBW 

Insurance Services LLC 
Strategic Insurance Software Inc. 
Summit Consulting Inc. 
Superior Access Ins. Services Inc. 
Support Systems International 
Symmetry Technology Labs Inc. 
TerraAlta Risk Inc. 
Terrace Software Inc. 
The Rough Notes Co. 
Time Warner 
Tower Hill Insurance Group Inc. 
Transportation Certificate Service Inc. 
United Software Developers Inc. 
VRC Insurance Systems 
Wells Fargo Insurance 
Willis 
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services 
Woodruff-Sawyer & Co. 
Xanatek Inc. 
XDimensional Technologies Inc. 
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All over the world ACORD works with various organizations from among the 
regulatory, industry and standards environments. Throughout our work runs 
a common theme – to build and maintain open channels of communications 
with these important industry communities.

Industry Affairs

ACORD was originally created by the trade associations whose agent and 
broker members needed to work with insurers in a more efficient way. Today, 
more than 30 trade associations representing risk managers, agents, brokers, 
broker-dealers, insurers, reinsurers and syndicates are part of the ACORD 
community.

Trade associations provide valuable support to ACORD and partner with us 
on a host of mutually beneficial activities. They bring together their respective 
members who provide input into the standards development process and 
feedback on important implementation issues. 

The association communities often provide the best route for accessing unique 
business expertise necessary for the development of standards. They are also 
critical in driving implementation of standards among their members. They 
provide experts in their respective fields who serve as volunteers on various 
working groups. (See AUGIE on user group participation.) We welcome and 
appreciate trade association participation. 

Government Affairs

Our relationships with insurance regulators are similarly broad. We reach out 
to specific state insurance regulators who approve our forms when required. 
We work with associations of insurance regulators both in the U.S. (National 
Association of Insurance Commissioners) and internationally (International 
Association of Insurance Supervisors). When new information is required for 
regulatory reports, ACORD staff looks for the right time to suggest ways in 
which the efficiencies of using data standards or forms can be leveraged, in 
coordination with our trade association partners. 

As an example, ACORD recently began to discuss with some European trade 
associations partnering with our mutual members, regulators and others on the 
development of agreed-upon standard forms for the reports they will submit to 
regulators under the new Solvency II regime. In the U.S. we have a number of 
members conducting successful pilots with specific state departments of motor 

APPENDIX 10
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vehicles on using ACORD XML messages to submit data those departments 
require regarding insured and uninsured motorists. And we continue to discuss 
other opportunities wherever they occur to create efficient standardized ways 
for regulators to see insurance data.

Standards Development Organizations

ACORD works with several types of standards organizations around the 
world. Some establish data standards for use in a specific nation. We always 
reach out to these organizations to discuss ways in which we can collaborate. 
In Europe, we work with a number of organizations under the United Nations 
umbrella (UN/CEFACT). The ACORD Framework will allow us to work with 
these organizations in different ways. For example, the mapping of messages to 
identify overlaps and gaps.

Organizations similar to ACORD exist in other vertical industries. And the 
business process they address may overlap with our industry. Some examples 
include human resources, banking and mortgage lending. Human resources 
systems are essential in the area of employee benefits and the need for census 
information from HR systems. Similarly, every insurance transaction ends in 
a payment of some kind. Whether it is an automatic payment from a checking 
account or a payroll deduction, banking standards are essential to insurance 
industry operations. So we work with banking organizations to identify 
intersection points.

There are also cross-industry technology standards organizations in which 
ACORD is an active stakeholder on behalf of our members. These organizations 
develop standards around messaging, security, architecture, modeling and 
other areas where ACORD adopts and adapts those standards. 
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AUGIE

AUGIE is the ACORD-User Groups Information Exchange. It was created by 
ACORD in partnership with major technology vendor user groups as a forum 
where industry professionals and ACORD staff may exchange information and 
discuss ideas that help actively shape the future of the insurance industry.

AUGIE is lead by a number of user group leaders that represent different size 
user groups and systems. When it was formed in the late 90’s the leaders all 
agreed that they “each have the best system, so let’s work together as agents”. 

AUGIE brings together agents, brokers, insurers, associations, management 
system user groups, and vendors. Through AUGIE’s discussions and meetings, 
these parties address shared concerns about technology and workflow issues, 
and gain insight into their relationships. 

An important AUGIE goal is to help improve agency efficiency, productivity 
and the independent agent’s bottom line. This is accomplished by the agent’s 
use of the systems which have been built to use the ACORD standards. The 
use of these systems and the feedback from the agency force feeds into the 
AUGIE process giving the agent community a voice in the ACORD standards 
process. AUGIE facilitates collaboration on issues that affect agents, and serves 
as a valuable complement to insurer-specific agency councils and technology 
working groups. 

In addition, AUGIE works to provide the industry with up-to-date reports and 
tools to help guide development efforts through initiatives such as the Real 
Time campaign, Commercial Lines Download and how to make money as a 
result of the industries efficiency.

The following are just some of the resources AUGIE provides:

• AUGIE Workflow Tools

• Real Time Implementation Guide

• Real Time Makes Real $$$$$

• Commercial Download Policy Detail Agency Start-up Guide

• Productive Agency Visits for Insurance Carriers

• AUGIE Real Time Study

• AUGIE Activity Notification

• AUGIE Technology Survey Executive Summary

• POWER of Change® 
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Since 1997, the ACORD Awards have recognized organizations that have 
embraced standards and implemented them as a means to improve data 
communications and workflow efficiency, save money, and expand trading 
partner opportunities. Each year they are given out at the ACORD Awards 
luncheon during the ACORD LOMA Forum in May.

ACORD Awards highlight business value, business opportunities, and trading 
partners gained through standards implementations. Implementations are 
defined as:

• Trading partner to trading partner (between insurance companies, 
distributors and/or reinsurers)

• Solution provider to customer (between solution provider and one 
customer - another vendor or a party who is primarily in the business)

• Internal systems to internal systems within a company

• Web Services and SOA

Awards are presented in the following major categories:

• Outstanding Achievement Awards

• Accomplishment Awards

• EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) Awards

• AUGIE Awards

Outstanding Achievement Awards

Outstanding Achievement Awards recognize companies whose XML 
implementations of ACORD standards have significantly impacted their 
business. For each category, one company that is a Regular ACORD member 
from each standards domain (Life, Annuity & Health; Property & Casualty/
Surety; and Reinsurance/Large Commercial) will be recognized. Categories 
for the 2009 awards were:

• Internal Integration Business Improvement

• External Integration Business Value

• Business Enterprise Architecture

• Greatest Impact — New Implementer Jumpstart

• Greatest Impact — Greatest Growth in Implementations (For One Year)

APPENDIX 12

Awards Program
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• Greatest Impact — Greatest Growth in Number of Trading Partners

• Leadership in ACORD Standards Strategy and Governance

• Commitment to ACORD

• Market Leadership

Accomplishment Awards

Accomplishment Awards recognize organizations whose XML implementations 
provide leadership in the way business is processed using ACORD standards 
(XML for Life, Annuity & Health; Property & Casualty/Surety; and Reinsurance 
& Large Commercial Standards). Categories for the 2009 awards were:

• International Implementer — Enterprise Implementation

• International Implementer — Multiple Geographies Implementation

• ACORD Innovative Implementation

• Early Adopter

• Shared Service/Outsourcer or Infrastructure Platform/Middleware

AL3 EDI Awards

The Property & Casualty/Surety AL3 EDI Awards recognize organizations 
whose implementations provide a solid history of success. Categories are:

• Download Company of the Year: Total Implementations

• Download Company of the Year: Percentage Growth

• Download Vendor of the Year: Total Implementations

• Download Vendor of the Year: Percentage Growth

AUGIE Awards

The AUGIE Awards are presented to members who are providing Real Time 
Implementations using ACORD standards. AUGIE Awards recognize both 
insurance companies and those organizations that enable their implementations 
with products or services that use ACORD standards.

• Real Time and Download Implementations, Multiple Trading Partners

• Commercial Lines Download 
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Video.ACORD.org

ACORD communications expanded beyond the traditional website 
several years ago to include audio and video for podcasts and video players. 
Transferring knowledge is critical to our mission since ACORD Standards are 
developed and adopted by member organizations that need the skills to do so. 
We provide domain specific educational videos available for ACORD’s Life, 
Annuity and Health, Property, Casualty and Surety, and Reinsurance and 
Large Commercial Standards, including XML and AL3 Training. There are 
also videos for newcomers as well.

Not only does multimedia enrich interactions with active participants, it also 
provides a means for reaching out to the larger business communities. And as the 
virtual work place has become normal in business today, member employees tend 
to be scattered geographically across time zones. Even attempting to assemble 
participants for telephone or video conferencing presents challenges to a global 
organization like ACORD. Placing training and other educational content on 
servers available 24/7 is not only convenient, but has become essential.

Our virtual world has also become less personal as email and text messaging 
connect co-workers and teams. Multimedia adds another dimension. Interviews 
with ACORD leaders and discussions of timely topics help communities to get 
to know each other and to better understand decisions and plans.

The ACORD video library provides a wealth of knowledge for anyone needing 
to understand and work with ACORD Standards. We do our best to provide 
programs to support all of our communities and committees. If you have an 
idea or suggestion, please do not hesitate to contact our video production team 
in Pearl River.

ACORD videos may be viewed on the ACORD website.
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ACORD eForms

ACORD eForms represent the next stage in  
the evolution of ACORD forms .

An eForm is an electronic fillable ACORD form that is capable of collecting 
data. The data from an eForm can then be extracted for re-use, including 
populating other forms.

eForms offer many features that benefit both forms users and developers. For 
users who complete the forms, such as agents, eForms enable faster and more 
accurate data capture. Fields such as Address that were formerly single fields 
have been separated into component parts such as Street, City, and State, offering 
more precise data capture and reducing the amount of free-form text that 
requires human review.

eForms offer faster transmission of data, because the data goes directly into an 
agency management system. Fully populated eForms can be easily generated for 
use by insurers and other account services. eForms data extraction capabilities 
eliminate the possibility of keystroke errors during data re-entry by a traditional 
form recipient.

eForms also feature integrated Forms Instruction Guides (FIG). Specific help 
text for each field is built into the form, so users don’t have to leave the screen 
for a separate PDF or a hard-copy instruction manual. Also, the FIG text is 
consistent across all forms for the same fields.

For developers, eForms help keep systems up to date with the latest versions of 
ACORD forms. Previously, when ACORD forms were updated, developers 
had to re-program each time for each form. eForms contain unique XML tags 
for each form field, called eLabels, and ACORD has done the mapping from 
the fields to the labels. With eForms, a developer only has to program once; new 
files can be downloaded and plugged into agency systems without re-coding the 
forms. ACORD ensures that the eLabels stay consistent from one version to the 
next, and between the same fields on different forms.

The industry as a whole supports the development of forms. Incorporating 
ACORD eForms into products and services helps users stay current and 
compliant, while also saving the time and expense of creating and maintaining 
proprietary forms.
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Forms Program

Standardized ACORD forms are an essential tool for agents gathering and 
disseminating information. Since 1970, ACORD and its members have 
been standardizing insurance forms to improve communication across the 
industry first on paper, then electronic and PDF versions, now fillable PDFs 
and eForms.

ACORD forms meet compliance requirements in all states and jurisdictions 
where they are used. Where required, ACORD files the forms with regulators 
on behalf of its members.

There are many hundreds of standardized copyrighted ACORD forms available 
for Property & Casualty, Surety, Life, and Annuities and the list continues to 
grow. For a list of ACORD Forms, turn to the next section in the Appendix.

Agency Advantage Program

The ACORD Advantage program offers two options:

• Enhanced Fillable Forms

• Static Non-Fillable Forms

Both options provide:

• Improved Forms Instruction Guides

 ACORD’s Forms Instruction Guides (FIGs) are integrated into the 
forms to provide specific help for each field on screen, and are consistent 
across all forms.

• Newsletters	and	Notifications

 All Advantage program participants automatically receive subscriptions 
to ACORD’s newsletter and to a monthly update email to advise you of 
any current or upcoming changes to ACORD Forms.
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Enhanced Fillable Forms Option

The enhanced fillable forms option features time and cost-saving enhancements 
and additional benefits including:

• Easy to Complete Fields

 Data fields such as Address are separated into component parts (street, 
city, state, zip), to allow for more precise data capture.

• Pre-Printed Forms

 Participants can order pre-printed ACORD Forms online.

Static Non-fillable Forms Option

This is a free program providing you with access to static, non-fillable PDF 
format versions of ACORD Forms (not fillable forms).

Please note that ACORD Watermark paper, required by some states for use with ACORD 
Auto ID cards, is not available with the Static Non-Fillable Option and requires participation 
in the Enhanced Fillable Forms option above.
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ACORD Forms List

Property & Casualty

# Form Name

1 Property Loss Notice

2 Automobile Loss Notice

3 General Liability Notice of Occurrence /Claim

4 Workers Compensation - First Report of Injury or Illness

4 WI Wisconsin Employer’s First Report of Injury or Disease

11 Auto Accident Information Form

12 Exchange of Information Form

13 Witness Card

22 Intermodal Interchange Certificate of Insurance

23 Automobile Certificate of Insurance

24 Certificate of Property Insurance

25 Certificate of Liability Insurance

26 Policy Certificate Log

27 Evidence of Property Insurance

28 Evidence of Commercial Property Insurance

35 Cancellation Request/Policy Release

36 Agent/Broker of Record Change

37 Statement of No Loss

38 Notice of Information Practices (Privacy) for states of CA/CT/
GA/IL/NV/NJ/RI/VA/WA 

38 AZ Arizona Notice of Information Practices (Privacy)

38 DE Delaware Personal Insurance Supplement - Notice of Information 
Practices (Privacy)

38 IN Notice of Information Practices (Privacy)

38 KS Kansas Personal Insurance Supplement - Notice of Insurance 
Information Practices

38 MN Minnesota Authorization

38 ND North Dakota Personal Insurance Supplement - Notice of 
Information Practices

38 NY New York Personal Insurance Supplement - Notice of Insurance 
Information Practices
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38 OR Oregon Notice of Information Practices (Privacy)

38 WV West Virginia Personal Insurance Supplement - Notice of 
Insurance Information Practices

39 MD Maryland Application Supplement Notice of Intent to Use Credit 
History

42 Residential Property Replacement Cost Information Supplement

45  Additional Interest

50  Insurance Identification Card. State-specific Insurance 
Identification Cards are used in the following states: AL, AR, 
AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, HI, IA, ID, IL, IN, KY, LA, 
ME, MI, MO, MS, ND, NE, NJ, NV, OK, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, 
TX, VT, (WM) and WV 

51 CA California Evidence of Liability Insurance

51 FL Florida Commercial Auto Identification Card

51 GA Georgia Fleet Policy Information Card

51 NJ Permanent State of New Jersey Insurance Identification Card

51 NV Nevada Temporary Insurance Identification Card

51 OK Oklahoma Operators Security Verification Form

52 CA California Fleet Auto Insurance Identification Card

54 Financial Responsibility Form

57 Financial Responsibility Form (Notice of Cancellation or 
Termination)

58 Notice of Cancellation or Termination of Policy

60 Flood Insurance Selection/Rejection

60 HI Hawaii Auto Supplement Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist 
Coverage Selection Stacked or Non-Stacked UM and UM Coverage

60 LA Louisiana Dwelling Supplement - Loss Settlement (DWG 1)

60 MA  Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association - 
Application for Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement

60 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Homeowners Application - HO 6 Condo 
Units Owners Coverage

60 MT Montana Application Supplement - Refusal to Renew

60 NJ New Jersey Personal Property Insurance Supplement - Flood 
Exclusion

60 NM New Mexico Confidential Abuse Information Disclosure Notice

60 NY New York Homeowners Supplement

60 OK Oklahoma Auto Supplement, Oklahoma Uninsured Motorist 
Coverage Law

60 PA Pennsylvania Auto Supplement UM Coverage Selection/Rejection 
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60 TX Texas Auto Supplement Consumer Bill of Rights Personal 
Automobile Insurance

60 US Insurance Supplement - Notice - Offer of Terrorism Coverage

60 VA Virginia Auto Supplement Rental Reimbursement Coverage

60 WV West Virginia Personal Auto Supplement UM/UIM Vehicle 
Coverages

61 AK Alaska Auto Supplement, Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist 
coverage Selection Form

61 AR Arkansas Auto Supplement, Uninsured/Underinsured Protection 
Motorist Coverage Selection; Personal Injury Protection Selection

61 AZ Arizona Auto Supplement

61 CA California Auto Supplement Mandatory Uninsured Motorist 
Bodily Injury/Property Damage Coverage Offer

61 CO Colorado Auto Supplement - Colorado Private Passenger 
Automobile Insurance, Summary Disclosure Form

61 CT Connecticut Auto Supplement UM Coverage

61 DE Delaware Auto Supplement, Delaware Motorist’s Protection 
Act – Required Statement to Policyholders

61 FL Florida Auto Supplement, Rejection/Election of UM Coverage

61 IA Iowa Auto Supplement, UM and UIM Coverage Offer/Rejection 
Form

61 ID Idaho Auto Supplement - Idaho Uninsured Motorist and 
Underinsured Motorist Disclosure Statement

61 IL  Illinois Auto Supplement Uninsured /Underinsured Motorists 
Coverage

61 IA Louisiana Homeowners Supplement - Loss Settlement (H04)

61 MA Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association 
Instructions for CompletingHomeowners Application ACORD 60 MA

61 MS Mississippi Auto Supplement: Mississippi Non-Stacking 
Uninsured Motorist Insurance

61 NJ New Jersey Auto Supplement - Auto Insurance Buyer’s Guide

61 NM New Mexico Auto Supplement - UM Coverage Selection and 
Rejection Of Stacked UM Coverage

61 NV Nevada Auto Supplement - Mandatory Offer of Medical 
Payments Coverage and Uninsured Motorist Coverage 

61 NY New York Auto Supplement Optional Basic Economic Loss 
(OBEL) Coverage

61 OK Oklahoma Auto Supplement Election of Non-Stacked Coverage

61 OR Oregon Auto Supplement Uninsured Motorists Coverage 
Selection Form 
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61 PA Pennsylvania Auto Supplement - Important Notice, First Party 
Benefits Coverage

61 RI Rhode Island Auto Supplement Uninsured/Underinsured 
Motorists Bodily Injury Coverage Rejection Notice and Warning

61 SC South Carolina Auto Supplement, Offer of Additional Uninsured 
Motorists and Optional Underinsured Motorists Coverage 

61 UT Utah Auto Supplement - Uninsured/Underinsured Coverage 
Selection

61 WI Wisconsin Auto Supplement Underinsured Motorist Coverage 
Selection Form 

61 WV West Virginia Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage – 
Offer to Split Limits Liability

62 AK Alaska Auto Supplement

62 AL Alabama Insurance Application Supplement

62 CO Colorado Personal Property Supplement

62 DE Delaware Auto Supplement - Persona Injury Protection 
Deductible Options

62 FL Florida Auto Supplement - Personal Injury Protection (No-Fault) 
Coverage Options

62 IA Iowa Auto Supplement, Notice Regarding UM/UIM Coverage

62 IL Illinois Property Supplement - Notice of Availability of 
Earthquake Insurance

62 LA Louisiana Commercial Property Supplement Loss Settlement

62 MD Maryland Commercial Auto Supplement

62 MI Michigan Collision Insurance Options Notice

62 MN Minnesota Auto Supplement

62 MO Missouri Property Supplement - Notice of Availability of 
Earthquake Insurance

62 NC North Carolina Joint Underwriting Association - North 
Carolina Insurance Underwriting FAIR & Beach Plan Coverage 
Instructions

62 NJ New Jersey Auto Supplemental Basic Policy Coverage Selection Form

62 NV Nevada Umbrella Supplement

62 NY Application For Dwelling Insurance NYPIUA

62 OK Oklahoma Property Supplement - Notice to Property Owners in 
Rural Fire Protection Districts

62 OR Oregon Personal Lines Supplement - Notice of Use of Loss 
History Report – Home Insurance

62 PA Pennsylvania Auto Supplement - UIM Coverage Selection/
Rejection
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62 RI Rhode Island Property Supplement - Notice of Flood Coverage 
Exclusion

62 SC South Carolina Commercial Auto Supplement Panel Truck Pickup 
Trucks Vans or Similar Vehicles Affidavit of Commercial Use

62 TX Texas Auto Supplement Consumer Bill of Rights for Personal 
Auto Insurance (Spanish Language Text)

62 US Insurance Supplement - Standard Fire Policy Only, Notice of 
Terrorism Coverage

62 VA Virginia Property Supplement 

62 WV West Virginia Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage - 
Offer of Single Limit Liability

63 General Fraud Statement

63 CO Colorado Application Supplement Fraud Warning

63 HI Hawaii Application Supplement

63 OH Ohio Fraud Statement

63 OK Oklahoma Fraud Statement 

63 OK(life) Oklahoma Fraud Statement (life)

63 UT Utah Fraud Statement

63 WA Washington Application Supplement - Fraud Warning

64 CA California Insurance Supplement - Agency Language Form

64 CO Colorado Auto Supplement - Colorado Offer of Medical 
Payments Coverage

64 DC Application to District of Columbia Property Insurance Facility 
for Basic Property Inspection and Insurance Program 

64 DE Insurance Placement Facility of Delaware 

64 FL Florida Auto Supplement Notice to Policyholders - Florida 
Notification of Availability of Uninsured Motorist Coverage

64 GA Georgia Auto Supplement - Georgia Auto Disclosure Form, 
Notice to Policyholders, Uninsured Motorist Coverage Selection

64 IA Iowa Auto Supplement, UM/UIM Coverage Stacking Coverage 
Option Notice 

64 KY Kentucky FAIR Plan Homeowners Application

64 LA Louisiana Homeowners Supplement - Loss Settlement (HO 2 &3)

64 MA Mass. Residential Property Liability Supplement: Lead Poisoning 
Liability

64 MD Maryland Essential Property Inspection

64 MI Michigan Basic Property Insurance Association Insurance Application

64 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Homeowners Application HO 4 Renters 
Coverage
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64 NC North Carolina Property Supplement - Property Insurance 
Disclosure Notice

64 NJ New Jersey Auto Supplement Standard Coverage Selection Form 

64 NY New York Auto Supplement - Supplementary Uninsured/
Underinsured Insurance

64 OK Oklahoma Liability Supplement

64 PA Insurance Placement Facility of Pennsylvania Basic Property 
Insurance Application

64 RI Rhode Island Joint Insurance Association - Application for 
Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement

64 SC South Carolina Personal Property Supplement - Cancellation 
Rules Disclosure

64 TX Texas Windstorm Insurance Association - Application for 
Windstorm and Hall Insurance

64 US Insurance Supplement - Workers’ Compensation Only Notice - 
Offer of Terrorism Coverage

64 VA Virginia Property Supplement - Notice of Flood Insurance 
Coverage Exclusion

64 WV West Virginia Essential Property Insurance Association - Basic 
Property Insurance Application

65 PA/DE/WV FAIR Plan Supplementary Questionnaire

65 CA California Insurance Supplement - Race, National Origin and 
Gender Form

65 FL Florida Residential Property Supplement

65 IA  Iowa Auto Supplement - Notice - Payment for Aftermarket Crash 
Parts

65 KY Kentucky FAIR Plan Dwelling Fire Application

65 LA Louisiana Homeowners Supplement - Loss settlement (HO6)

65 MA Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association 
Application for Dwelling Fire Insurance Inspection and 
Placement

65 MD Maryland Property Insurance Availability Program Essential 
Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement (p. 1 of 2)

65 MN Minnesota Guaranty Association Notice

65 NC North Carolina Auto Supplement - Notice of Right to Purchase 
Higher Limits of Uninsured Motorist (UM) and Underinsured 
Motorist (UIM) Coverage

65 NJ New Jersey Property Insurance Supplement

65 NY New York Auto Supplement - Spousal Liability Coverage, 
Mandatory Offer of Insurance
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65 RI Rhode Island Joint Insurance Association - Inspection notice, 
Credit Reporting notice and Instructions for Completing 
Homeowners Applications ACORD 64 RI

65 WV West Virginia Personal and Commercial Umbrella Liability 
Supplement Uninsured/Underinsured Motor Vehicle Coverage 
Important Notice

66 CA California Offer of Earthquake Coverage

66 CT Connecticut FAIR Plan Application for Basic Property & 
Liability Insurance

66 DC District of Columbia Property Insurance Facility - Essential 
Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement - Application p.1

66 FL Florida Insurance Supplement - Disclosure Information

66 IA Iowa Personal Insurance Supplemental - Disclosure Use of 
Claims History

66 KY Kentucky FAIR Plan Farm Fire Application

66 LA Louisiana Dwelling Supplement - Loss Settlement (DWG 2 &3)

66 MA Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association - 
Inspection Notice, Credit Reporting Notice and Instructions for 
Completing Dwelling Fire Application ACORD 65 MA

66 MD Maryland Property Insurance Availability Program Essential; 
Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement (p. 2 of 2)

66 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Homeowners HO 8 Application

66 NC North Carolina Insurance Supplement

66 RI Rhode Island Joint Reinsurance Association - Application for 
Dwelling Fire Insurance Inspection and Placement

66 UT Utah Arbitration Provisions

66 VT Vermont Insurance Supplement Fair Credit Reporting Act

66 WV West Virginia Personal and Commercial Umbrella Liability 
Supplement Uninsured/Underinsured Motor Vehicle Coverage 
Offer of Split Limits Liability

67 IL, IN, KY, WV Mine Subsidence Property Insurance Supplement

67 AR Arkansas Property Supplement - Declination of Residential 
Earthquake Coverage

67 CA California Residential Property Disclosure

67 DC District of Columbia Property Insurance Facility - Essential 
Homeowners Insurance Inspection and Placement - Application p. 2

67 FL Florida Homeowners Supplement

67 LA Louisiana Certification of Mobile Home Tie Downs

67 MA Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association - 
Application for Commercial Fire Insurance Inspection and 
Placement
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67 MD Maryland Personal Auto Supplement - Mandatory Offer of 
Increased Liability Coverage for Claims of Family Members at 
an Additional Premium (New Business), Mandatory Personal 
Injury Protection Waiver, and Mandatory Uninsured Motorist 
Coverage Waiver for Private Passenger Motor Vehicle Liability 
Insurance in the State of Maryland

67 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Dwelling Fire Application

67 MO Missouri FAIR Plan Insurance Application

67 NJ New Jersey Underwriting Insurance Association Dwelling Fire 
Application

67 NY Instructions for Completing of Application for Dwelling 
Insurance NYPIUA 

67 OH Ohio Mine Subsidence

67 RI Rhode Island Joint Reinsurance Association - Inspection Notice, 
Credit Reporting Notice and Instructions for Completing 
Dwelling Fire Application ACORD 66 RI

67 TX Texas Homeowners and Personal Property

67 UT Utah Auto Insurance Supplement Personal Injury Protection 
Coverage Waiver of Loss of Income Benefits

67 VA Virginia Property Insurance Association Application For Insurance 

68 CA California Scheduled Personal Property - Loss Computation Disclosure

68 FL Citizens Property Insurance Corporation, Residential - Dwelling 
Wind Only 

68 KY Kentucky FAIR Plan Commercial Fire Application

68 LA Louisiana Plan Services Application for Insurance

68 MA Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association 
Inspection Notice, Credit Reporting Notice and Instructions for 
Completing Commercial Fire Application ACORD 67 MA

68 MD Maryland Personal Property Supplement – Statement Regarding 
Flood Insurance

68 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Commercial Fire Application

68 ND North Dakota Supplement to Property Insurance Applications

68 NJ New Jersey Insurance Under Assn - Commercial Fire Application

68 NY New York Liability Supplement - “Claims-Made Policy” 
Important Information

68 OH Ohio Offer Mine Subsidence Insurance HO & Dwelling Supplement

68 RI Rhode Island Joint Reinsurance Association - Application for 
Commercial Fire Insurance Inspection and Placement

68 TX Texas Homeowners and Personal Property Supplement (Spanish 
Language Text)
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68 WV West Virginia Personal and commercial Umbrella Liability 
Supplement Uninsured/Underinsured Motor Vehicle Coverage 
Offer of Single Limits

69 FL Citizens Property Insurance Corporation, Wind Only 
Supplemental Residential Application Schedule

69 IL Illinois FAIR Plan Association Application for (1-4 Family) 
Homeowners & Dwelling Property Insurance

69 KY Kentucky FAIR Plan Woodstove Questionnaire

69 MD Maryland Insurance Supplement - Notice of Underwriting Period

69 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan - Farm Fire Application

69 NY New York Personal Property Supplement - Important Flood 
Insurance Notice

69 RI Rhode Island Joint Reinsurance Association - Inspection Notice, 
Credit Reporting Notice and Instructions for Completing 
Commercial Fire Application ACORD 68 RI

69 TX Texas Special Mobile Home Windstorm & Hail Application - 
Texas Windstorm Insurance Association

70 Personal Policy Change Request (Except Auto)

70 NY Instructions for Completing Application for Commercial 
Insurance - NYPIUA

71 Personal Auto Policy Change Request

71 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Private 
Passenger Policy Change Request

72 Certification of Mobile Homes Tie-Downs Supplement to 
Residential Section

73 Solid Fuel Questionnaire - Supplement to Residential Section 

74 Residence Based Business - Supplement to Residential Section 

75 Insurance Binder

76 Binder Log

81 Personal Inland Marine Application

82 Watercraft Application

83 Personal Umbrella Application Section

88 Personal Insurance Application - Applicant Information Section

89 Residential Section

90  Personal Auto Application Section State-specific Personal Auto 
Application Section Form(s) are used in the following states: AK, 
AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, IA, ID, IL, 
IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, 
ND, NE, NH, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OH, OK, OR, PA, PR, RI, 
SC, SD, TN, TX, VA, VI, VT, WA, WI, WV and WY
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91 Good Student Driver Training

92 Medical Statement

93 Young Driver Questionnaire

94 HI Hawaii Vehicle Inspection Report Supplement

94 NJ  Insurance Inspection Report

95 MA Massachusetts Renewal Application (Statement of Facts)

97 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Private 
Passenger Auto Application

97 WI Wisconsin Automobile Plan – Private Passenger Auto Application 
Personal Auto Application Schedule - Additional Accidents/
Convictions Section

99 Personal Auto Application Schedule - Additional Accidents/
Convictions Section

101 Additional Remarks Schedule

103 Personal Auto Application Schedule - Additional Resident and 
Driver Information Section

125 Commercial Insurance Application - Applicant Information Section

126 Commercial General Liability Section

127 Business Auto Section

128 Garage and Dealers Section

129 Vehicle Schedule

129 SC Association Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina – Supplemental 
Vehicle Schedule

130 Workers Compensation Application

130 FL Florida Workers Compensation Application 

131 Umbrella/Excess Section

132 Truckers/Motor Carriers Section

132 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Insurance Plan Instructions 
and Rules

133 Workers Compensation Insurance Plan Assigned Risk Section

133 FL Florida Workers Compensation Joint Underwriting Association 
Inc. - Addendum to 130 FL

133 MI Michigan Application for Workers’ Compensation Insurance

133 MT Montana State Compensation Insurance Fund

133 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Insurance Plan - Application 
for Designation of an Insurance Company (policies effective 01-
01-2008 and later)

133 TN Tennessee Workers Compensation Insurance Plan Assigned Risk 
Supplement
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133 WI Wisconsin Workers Compensation Insurance Pool

134 FL Florida Workers Compensation Joint Underwriting Association 
Inc., Instructions for Completing ACORD 130 FL & ACORD 
133 FL

134 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Insurance Plan Notice of 
Election - Proprietors and Partners

134 WI Wisconsin Supplementary Non-Election Form

135 NC North Carolina Workers Compensation Insurance Plan – 
Application for Designation of an Insurance Company

135 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Insurance Plan - 
Supplemental Employee Leasing Application

135 WI Wisconsin Supplementary Election of Coverage Form

136 NC North Carolina Workers Compensation Insurance Plan - 
Instructions for Completing ACORD 135 NC Application

136 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Ins Plan - Truckers 
Supplemental Application

136 WI  Wisconsin Supplemental Limited Other States Coverage Request

137 Commercial Auto State-specific Commercial Auto Form(s) are 
used in the following states: AK, AL, AR. AZ, CA, CO, CT, DC, 
DE, FL, GA, HI, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, 
MI, MN, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NH, NJ, NM, NV, NY, 
OH, OK, OR, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, WI, 
WV and WY

138 Garage and Dealers State-specific Garage and Dealers Form(s) 
are used in the following states: AK, AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, 
DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, IA, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, 
ME, MI, MO, MS, MT, NC, ND, NE, NH, NJ, NM, NV, NY, 
OK, OH, OR, PA, RI, SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, VT, WA, WI, 
WV, and WY 

139 Statement of Values

139 MI Michigan Automobile Insurance Placement Facility Supplement 
to ACORD Application, Application for Commercial, Public 
Automobiles and Corporately Owned Vehicles

139 MS Mississippi Statement/Schedule of Values

140 Property Section

141 C Crime Section 2000

143 Transportation Section

144 Glass and Sign Supplement

145 Accounts Receivable/Valuable Papers

146 Equipment Floater Section

147 Installation/Builders Risk Section
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148 Electronic Data Processing Section

149 Dealer Section

151 Miscellaneous Crime Coverage Section

155 BM Boiler & Machinery Section 2002

159 Schedule of Property Limits 

160 Business Owners Application

 63 Commercial Auto Driver Information Schedule

170 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Instructions for 
Completion of Insurance Applications

171 AK Alaska Petition For Executive Officer Waiver

171 CO Colorado Rejection of Coverage by Corporate Officers

171 CT Workers’ Compensation Commission of Connecticut - Coverage 
Election by Employee Who Is an Officer of a Corporation, 
Manager of an LLC, or Member of a Multiple-Member LLC

171 DE Delaware Executive Officer(s) Exclusion

171 FL Florida Notice of Election of Coverage

171 GA Georgia State Board of Workers Compensation Notice of 
Election or Rejection of Workers’ Compensation Coverage

171 IL Illinois FAIR Plan Application for Commercial Property 
Insurance

171 KS Kansas Election of Individual Partner or Self-Employed 
Individual

171 MI Michigan Application for Exclusion of Executive Officers of 
a Corporation or Members/Managers of a Limited Liability 
Company

171 NJ New Jersey Workers Compensation Insurance Plan - New Jersey 
Workers Compensation and Employers Liability Manual, Part 3, 
Section 14

171 NM New Mexico Executive Employee Affirmative Election Form

171 NY New York Notice of Election of a Corporation

171 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Application for 
Insurance - Basic Property Application

171 PA Pennsylvania Application for Executive Exemption Officers 
Exception From the Provisions of the Pennsylvania Workers’ 
Compensation Act: Section 104

171 VA Virginia Rejection of Coverage under The Virginia Workers’ 
Compensation Act

172 CT Workers’ compensation Commission of Connecticut - Coverage 
Election by Employees who are Members of a Partnership

172 FL Florida Revocation of Election to be Exempt
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172 KS Kansas Cancellation of Election of Individual - Partner or Self-
Employed Individual

172 MI Michigan Application for Exclusion of Partner(s)

172 NM New Mexico Election to Accept

172 NY New York Notice of Election of Partnership or Sole Proprietorship 
to Bring Partners or Self- Employed Persons Under the Coverage 
of the New York Workers Compensation Law

172 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Application for 
Insurance - Homeowners Supplement

172 PA Pennsylvania Executive Officers Declaration

172 VA Virginia Notice Terminating Prior Rejection of Coverage

173 CT Workers’ Compensation Commission of Connecticut - Coverage 
Election by Sole Proprietor or Single-Member LLC

173 FL Florida Notice of Election to be Exempt

173 KS Kansas Cancelation of Election Not to Accept Coverage

173 MI Michigan Workers Compensation Placement Facility Specific 
Person Exclusion Form

173 NM New Mexico Revocation

173 NY New York Notice of Election of an Incorporated Religious, 
Chartable, Educational, Or U.S. War Veterans Organization to 
Bring Executive Officers Under the Coverage of The New York 
Compensation Law - State of New York Workers’ Compensation 
Boards 

173 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Dwelling Fire Supplement

174 FL Florida Revocation of Election of Coverage

174 KS Kansas Election Not To Accept Coverage

174 NM New Mexico Limited Liability Company Member Affirmative 
Election Form

174 NY New York Revocation of an Incorporated Religious, Chartable, 
Educational, Or U.S. War Veterans Organization to Bring 
Executive Officers Under the Coverage of The New York 
Compensation Law - State of New York Workers’ Compensation 
Boards (Form 173 NY)

174 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Commercial 
Supplement Commercial Policy Change Request

175 Commercial Policy Change Request

175 FL Florida Workers Compensation Monthly Change Sheet

175 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Farm Supplement

175 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina; Commercial 
Auto Policy Change Request 
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176 KS Kansas Election of Employer to Cover Employees

176 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association - Rehabilitation 
Supplement

177 CA California Auto Supplement - Auto Body Repair Consumer Bill 
of Rights

177 KS Kansas Election of Coverage for Volunteer Workers

177 NY Application for Commercial Insurance - NYPIUA 

177 OH Ohio FAIR Plan Underwriting Association Bowling Alley 
Supplement

177 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina – Commercial 
Auto Application

177 WI Wisconsin Automobile Insurance Plan - Business Auto 
Application

178 KS Kansas Cancellation of Election of Employer to Cover Employees

178 WI  Wisconsin Automobile Insurance Plan - Truckers Application

179 KS Kansas Cancelation of Election of Coverage for Volunteer Workers

179 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Garage 
Application - Errors & Omissions

180 Errors and Omissions Section

180 KS Kansas Election of Coverage for Persons Performing Public Service

181 KS Kansas Cancelation of Election of Coverage for Persons 
Performing Public Service

181 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina; Company 
Performance Complaint Form

182 KS Kansas Election of a Noncompensated Volunteer To Be Covered

182 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina; Producer 
Perform. Complaint Form

183 KS Kansas Cancellation Election of a Noncompensated Volunteer 
To Be Covered

183 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Automobile 
Loss Notice

184 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Garage 
Supplemental Form

185 Restaurant/Tavern Supplement

185 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Uninsured/
Underinsured Private Passenger Risks

186 Contractors Supplement

186 SC  Associated Auto Insurers Plan - Uninsured /Under Coverage for 
Commercial Risks Professional Liability Supplement

187 Professional Liability Supplement
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187 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Name and/or 
Ownership Change

188 Employment Related Practices Liability Section

188 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina - Endorsement 
Voiding Auto Insurance While Named Person is Operating Car

190 Supplemental Property Application

193 Open Cargo Section

194 Truckers/Motor Carrier Supplement; Request for State/Federal 
Filing Action

195 Design Professional’s Individual Property Survey

196 Medical Professional Liability Insurance 

199 Application Supplement - Undertaking

200 Producer Account

201 Producer Account Discrepancy Notice

210 Yacht Section

220 FL Citizens Property Insurance Corporation, Commercial and 
Commercial - Residential Wind Only Application

221FL Citizens Property Insurance Corporation, Wind Only 
Supplemental Commercial and Commercial - Residential 
Application Schedule

225 Policyholders Report

226 Statement of Premium Adjustment

301 National Flood Insurance Program - Flood Insurance 
Application

302 National Flood Insurance Program - Flood Insurance General 
Change Endorsement

303 National Flood Insurance Program - Flood Insurance Preferred 
Risk Policy Application 

304 National Flood Insurance Program - Flood Insurance 
Cancellation/Nullification

325 Aviation Insurance Application - Applicant Information Section

326 Airport Property Supplement

327 Airport and FBO Liability Section

328 Private Hangar Liability Section

329 Aviation Products Liability

330 Aircraft Section

331 Pilot Experience

332 Hangar Schedule

401 Agriculture Application
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402 Agriculture Property Section

403 Agriculture Property Section - Scheduled and Unscheduled Farm 
Personal Property

404 Agriculture Liability Section

405 Agriculture Premises Diagram

406 Agriculture Supplement - Unscheduled Farm Personal Property 
Inventory Form

407 Livestock Mortality Section

408 Equine Liability Supplement

410 Small Farm/Ranch Application

501 Surety Report of Execution

610 Premium Payment Supplement

801 Railroad Protective Liability Supplement

802 Hotel/Motel Supplement

807 Directors & Officers Liability Section

808 P&C Agency/Appointment Form

810 Business Income/Extra Expense/Rental Value Supplement to 
Property Section

811 Value Reporting Information Supplement to Property Section

812 Agency Questionnaire

813 Request for Proof of Property Insurance

815 International Liability Exposure Supplement

816 International Property Exposure Supplement

817 P&C Producer Appointment Form - Appointment Section

818 P&C Producer Appointment Form - Background Questions

819 P&C Producer Appointment Form - Additional Appointment or 
Termination

822 Personal Auto Application Supplement - Driver Work/School 
Address Information

823 Commercial Insurance Application Supplement - Additional 
Premises Information Section

825 Professional/Specialty Insurance Application (For Use in 
Management, Executive & Professional Lines - Applicant 
Section)

827 Employment Practices Liability Insurance Section

828 Fiduciary Liability Coverage Section

830 Property Insurance Card

851 MD Maryland Personal Property Supplement - Loss from Water and 
Sewer Backup
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851 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Interest Change Request

851 SC Associated Auto Insurers Plan of South Carolina; Electronic 
Application Submission Interface Retraction Request Form

851 TX Texas Personal Lines Supplement - Use of Credit Information 
Disclosure

852 MN Minnesota FAIR Plan Cancellation Request/Policy Release

852 TX Texas Personal Lines Supplement (Spanish Version) - Use of 
Credit Information Disclosure

855 CA California FAIR Plan Property Insurance - Application for 
Property Insurance

856 CA California FAIR Plan Property Insurance - Business Owners 
Application

857 CA California Earthquake Authority - Earthquake Insurance 
Application

860 CA California Auto Supplement - Driver Self Certification

861 CA California Residential Property Ins Bill of Rights

861 LA Louisiana Auto Supplement - Active Military Personnel Affidavit

862 LA Louisiana Property Supplement - Hurricane Loss Mitigation 
Survey

862 WV West Virginia Property Supplement - Notice of Flood Coverage 
Exclusion

1001 Exposure Reporting Spreadsheet

1002 Homeowners Binder Spreadsheet

1003 Commercial Property Spreadsheet 

Life, Annuity & Health

# Form Name

650 Authorization for the Release of Health Information 

651 Electronic Funds Transfer Authorization Form for Long Term 
Care Insurance

652 Credit Card Payment Authorization Form for Long Term Care 
Insurance

653 Policy Delivery Receipt

701 Life Insurance Application - Part 1 State-specific Life Insurance 
Application - Part 1 us Form(s) are used in the following states: 
FL, MA, MD, ME,MN, MO, PA and VA

 702 Life Insurance Application - Part 2 Medical History State-
specific Life Insurance Application - Part 2 Medical History 
Form(s) are used in the following states: MA, MD, ME, MN, 
PA, VT and WI 
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703 Medical Examiner’s Report State-specific Medical Examiner’s 
Report Form(s) used in the following states: MD and ME

751 Authorization to Obtain and Disclose Information State-specific 
Authorization to Obtain and Disclose Information Form(s) used 
in the following states: AZ, IN, MD, ME, MN, NC, NY, VA and 
VT

752 Illustration Certification and Acknowledgement

753 Notice of Insurance Information Practices (Pre Notice) State-
specific Notice of Insurance Information Practices (Pre Notice(s) 
are used in the following states: MA and NY

754 Life Insurance Application Supplement - Additional Other 
Proposed Insured State-specific Life Insurance Application 
Supplement - Additional Other Proposed Insured Form(s) are 
used in the following states: FL, MA, MD, ME, MN, MO, PA 
and VA

755 Life Insurance Application Supplement - Additional Owners 
State-specific Life Insurance Application Supplement - 
Additional Owners Form(s) are used in the following states: FL, 
MA, MD, MN, MO, PA and VA

756 Life Insurance Application Supplement - Additional Beneficiaries 
State-specific Life Insurance Application Supplement - 
Additional Owners Form(s) are used in the following states: FL, 
MA, MD, MN, MO, PA and VA

756 FL Florida Life Insurance Application Supplement - Additional 
Beneficiaries

757 HIV Antibody/Antigen Consent and Testing Form State-specific 
HIV Antibody/Antigen Consent and Testing Form(s) are used in 
the following states: AZ, CA, DC, FL, GA, MA, ME, MI, NH, 
NY, OH, OR, TX, VT, WA, WI and WV

758 Life, Annuity and Health Producer Appointment Form

759 Important Notice Regarding Replacement - Model Regulation 
States State-specific Important Notice Regarding Replacement - 
Model Regulation States Form(s) are used in the following states: 
FL, HI, MD and TX

 760 Important Notice Regarding Replacement State-specific 
Important Notice Regarding Replacement - Model Regulation 
States Form(s) are used in the following states: CA, ID, MA, NY, 
VT and WA

 761  Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date of Policy Application 
State-specific Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date of Policy 
Application Form(s) are used in the following states: MA, MD 
and MO
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762 Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date of Policy Delivery State-
specific Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date of Policy Delivery 
Form(s) are used in the following states: MA, MD and MO

763 Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date Policy Issued State-
specific Policy Effective Date Supplement - Date of Policy Issued 
Form(s) are used in the following states: MA, MD, and MO 

764 Fair Credit Act Disclosure

765 Agent’s Report 

766 Life Product Comparison Form State-specific Life Product 
Comparison Form(s) are used in the following states: RI

767 Temporary Insurance Agreement State-specific Temporary 
Insurance Agreement Form(s) are used in the following states: 
KY, MD, ME, MN, MO, NC, VA and WI

768 Life Insurance Application - Part 2 Medical History Medical 
Condition Details/Additional Care Providers State-specific 
Life Insurance Application - Part 2 Medical History Medical 
Condition Details/Additional Care Providers Form(s) are used in 
the following states: MA, MD, ME, VT and WI

771 Laboratory Identification Form 

775 NY New York Disclosure Statement Regarding Replacement of Life 
Insurance Policies or Annuity Contracts

776 NY New York Definition of Replacement

781 Informal Inquiry Application - Part 2 Medical History

782 Medical Examiner’s Report

783 HIV Antibody/Antigen Consent and Testing Form

784 Informal Inquiry Application – Part 2 Medical History Medical 
Conditions Details/Additional Care Providers

951 1035 Exchange Form/Rollover/Transfer Form 

960 NY New York Disclosure Statement Annuity to Annuity 
Replacements Only

966  Annuity Product Comparison Form State-specific Annuity 
Product Comparison Form(s) are used in the following states: AR, 
CA, and F

969 FL Florida Annuity Product Comparison Form Supplement - Policy/
Rider Description
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Cross Domain Initiatives

Those standards initiatives that involve two or more of ACORD’s standards 
domains are considered Cross Domain Initiatives. ACORD’s cross domain 
initiatives include:

• The ACORD Framework

 This Framework is a five-facet set of models that will not only help 
ACORD develop standards more efficiently, but will also provide a 
rich set of models for the insurance industry to use. This model-based 
approach will help Working Groups start from the top – insurance – 
and work their way down to the bottom – implementations – (such as 
messages) resulting in more consistent and consumable standards.

• The ACORD Messaging Library

 This initiative takes messages that are common across lines of business, 
such as address change, but differ for each ACORD standard and 
creates a single, cross-domain message.

• Document Repository Interface (DRI)

 This standard addresses requirements associated with access and 
download/upload of documents to/from electronic document 
repositories. It defines standard XML messages to perform these 
functions and to convey indexing information on unstructured 
documents from system to system. 

• ACORD Messaging Service (AMS)

 This standard defines a complete set of service messages for transporting 
XML messages and supporting electronic documents over the Internet, 
using Web Services standards. XML messages can be any ACORD 
standard.

• ACORD Web Services Protocol (AWSP)

 This standard sets guidelines for implementing a messaging framework, 
based on the cross-industry Web Service standards. It is the successor 
to the ACORD Messaging Service XML Specification and SOAP 
Implementation Guide.

• Naming and Design Rules (NDR)

 The ACORD Naming and Design Rules specify the common XML 
architectural functionality, naming conventions, schema design and 
implementation rules and data types to be reused in XML Specifications 
across all the domains at ACORD.
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Cross Domain Working Groups

As of January 2009, there were eight Cross Domain Working Groups active. 
Many of these are ongoing groups which take on new challenges in each cycle, 
further enhancing the standard. For information on joining an ACORD Cross 
Domain Working Group, visit www.acord.org.

Account Current Standardization

This group explores the many methods of account current submission and 
process in order to identify an industry-wide standard of electronic data fields 
that could be used to automate A/C reconciliation. The group takes into 
consideration, current ACORD standards including PCS AL3 Standard 701-
Account Current and RLC XML-Financial Account & Technical Account 
business messages.

ACORD Messaging Library

This working group supports a unified messaging direction to provide a 
Standards Roadmap that will address immediate implementation challenges 
and XML usage. These challenges include: inconsistent use of messages due to 
“conceptual” definitions; independent “sub-transactions” that support business 
needs; granularity of message definitions that limits reuse; redundant message 
definitions between lines of business requiring additional resources; W3C 
extension of XML specifications; new hardware and software solutions that 
improve XML performance; and use of XML with internal processing as well 
as external data exchange.

ACORD Web Services Profile (AWSP)

This group is working on AWSP version 2.0, a new version based on finalized 
Web Services Standards developed by W3C and OASIS. The focus is on an 
Interoperability Profile developed by WSI on which AWSP 2.0 is depending 
that will come to completion in this period. 

Capability Model

Mapping the insurance domain from a business perspective helps insurance 
companies and vendors better understand the “landscape” of insurance. The 
Capability Model, part of the ACORD Framework, is focused on doing just that. 

Catastrophe Exposure Data Standards

This group is reassessing the ACORD 2003 Exposure Reporting Standards 
against industry requirements and working to define the “core” dataset within 
the standard and the “complete dataset” against practical considerations. This 
includes development of an XML message of core data that could be used 
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across the value-chain. They are also defining an action plan to encourage 
implementation from “homeowner” consumer through to global reinsurer.

Loss Control

This group focuses on the various business aspects associated with loss control 
including the development of an inventory of loss control business functions, 
prioritization of business functions, and proposed standards development/
solutions. The expected deliverable is a maintenance request for a new form, 
forms and/or related XML business messages. The XML development would 
be directed for the ACORD Messaging Library standard.

MR Review

This group provides ongoing review of maintenance requests and provides 
recommendations and guidance on how to best address expressed business, 
technical, and implementation requirements for ACORD’s cross domain 
standards.

Naming and Design Rules (NDR)

This working group develops new ACORD XML components around a single 
XML architecture that encompasses all ACORD domains. The group is 
developing a set of XML architecture principles in line with approaches taken 
within the wider XML user community. Examples of issues to be addressed are 
XML naming conventions, standardized data types, code list representation, 
message assembly principles, use of XML schema features, use of namespaces, 
and XML extension method.
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Life, Annuity & Health Program

ACORD’s Life, Annuity & Health (LAH) Standards Program develops and 
maintains data standards for those business lines as well as for life reinsurance 
(both individual and group lines) through the Standards Process.

At the heart of this standard is the LAH Data Model. It defines the data needed 
to communicate. Each of the boxes in the data model represents an object for 
which a comprehensive set of data requirements is defined.

ACORD XML for LAH enables real-time, cross platform business partner message 
and information sharing. It combines the data vocabulary of the LAH Data Model 
with all the benefits of XML. The standard is composed of three pieces:

• The	Business	Message	Specification	(TXLife)

 This provides the business requirement, use case, form and definitions 
for various business processes in the insurance industry. Each message 
defines its purpose, the various objects and properties that it is comprised 
of, and the basic message choreography in a request/response form or a 
more classic “push”, batch or transmittal form. 

• The	Object	Model	Specification	(XMLife)

 This provides both a common vocabulary of data elements (properties) 
and their formal insurance specific definitions as well as a standard 
objects model for defining how various logical components interrelate 
with one another. These are the core components of all the messages 
defined in the business message layer.

• The	Tabular	Data	Specification	(XTbML)

 Developed in concert with the Society of Actuaries, XTbML provides 
XML vocabulary for defining structure and syntax of tables of data – 
from single lists to very complex multi-dimensional tabular data.

ACORD LAH Forms

ACORD maintains a growing library of standardized forms meeting the needs 
of the industry and government regulators. ACORD LAH forms are based on 
the Data Model and, when authorized to do so, ACORD files its life forms with 
regulators in every state where such filings are required. 

LAH Working Groups

As of January 2009, there were 11 LAH Working Groups active. Many of 
these are ongoing groups which take on new challenges in each cycle, further 
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enhancing the standard. For information on joining an ACORD LAH Working 
Group, visit www.acord.org.

ACORD/NAILBA Pending Case Status
The ACORD Case Status Notification message (#1125) is one of the more 
widely implemented messages in the ACORD LAH community. The group 
is working to update the current ACORD/NAILBA (National Association of 
Independent Life Brokerage Agencies) implementation guide to reflect more 
recent versions of the ACORD Standard while preparing maintenance requests 
to update the Standard.

Annuity Forms
This group is working to ensure standardized forms are designed in a way to 
promote implementation and eliminate different versions of the same form 
for different carriers and different states. The forms are being developed in 
alignment with NAVA’s (National Association of Variable Annuities) STP 
Initiative.

Annuity Products
This working group addresses the annuity product needs and ensures 
the appropriate standards are documented to allow for consistent 
implementations. 

Employee Benefits
The group is working to further develop ACORD standards to support the 
employee benefits business within the insurance industry. The group will 
also support pilot testing and implementations and will submit updates to the 
ACORD LAH data model based on pilot findings. 

Illustration Transaction 
This group is working on an Illustration Implementation Guide while removing 
gaps in the existing Illustration Request Transaction. The result will be a fully 
documented, service oriented transaction that can be used as an interface to 
calculation engines and/or full illustration services.

Life Architecture
This group serves to reduce variations in the interpretation of the Standard 
and produces written recommendations on the best practices for dealing 
with common problems in the use of the data model. They help improve the 
uniformity within the data model by reviewing proposals from Working Groups 
with specific business focus. 
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Life Products
This working group provides a forum to address the life product needs and 
ensure the appropriate standards are documented to allow for consistent 
implementations. 

Life Reinsurance
The group is currently supporting pilot implementations while providing a 
forum for any implementation guide enhancements. They are also exploring 
usage and adoption of the standard in the UK and European markets.

MR Review
The MR Review Working Group is an open forum where all members can 
review and comment on proposed changes to a Standard and recommend 
clarifications and/or alternate proposed solutions thereby developing more 
universal solutions. The group can provide recommendations for approval or 
reasons for declination of a maintenance request (MR) which will be noted on 
the MR reports along with corresponding comments (if provided) by the MR 
author(s), and such content will be included in the voting ballot materials.

Policy Life Cycle
This group develops implementation guides describing how to manage 
policies - proposed (New Business), pending (Issue & Underwriting), and active 
(In-force) - to support all lines of business (Annuity, Life, Disability/Health) and 
all distribution channels (captive, brokerage, bank/securities, direct, other).
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Property & Casualty/Surety Program 

ACORD’s Property & Casualty/Surety (PCS) Standards Program develops 
and maintains standards for the personal, commercial, specialty and surety 
lines of business. The standards continue to evolve and expand over time 
thanks to a growing and diversifying global membership.

ACORD’s PCS Standards accommodate business needs in various technical 
representations (Forms, AL3, XML). The standard covers a wide range of 
Commercial Lines of Business including: Aviation (Airport, Aircraft, 
Hanger, Package); Boiler & Machinery; Business Owners Policy; Auto; 
Crime; Inland Marine; Package; Property; Schedule; Director’s & Officers; 
Employment Practices Liability; Errors & Omissions; General Liability; 
Product Liability; Commercial Umbrella; Specialty Lines; and Workers 
Compensation. In addition, the PCS Standards covers the following Personal 
Lines of Business: Dwelling; Homeowners; Auto; Inland Marine; Package; 
Watercraft; and Umbrella. It also includes coverage for Surety Bonds.

The capabilities supported include, but are not limited to:

• Accounting

• Certificates of Insurance

• Claims

• Placement & Service (quote, new business, policy change, etc.)

ACORD PCS Forms

ACORD maintains a library containing hundreds of standardized forms 
meeting the needs of the industry and government regulators. They are, when 
applicable, filed with regulators on behalf of all ACORD members.

ACORD XML for PCS

The Standard addresses the real-time requirements associated with PCS 
business transactions. The Standard assumes a client/server environment via 
request and response messages. ACORD XML for PCS provides an efficient 
way to transfer structured data between applications and partners.

ACORD AL3

ACORD AL3 is a pre-XML electronic data interchange (EDI) standard (e.g. 
flat file/fixed record length) designed to enable data exchange between P&C 
insurers, their producers, and other trading partners. 
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AL3 (Automation Level 3) allows industry partners to electronically exchange 
information such as policy/submission, claims, surety and accounting data. 
Tens of thousands of agency-company pairs are exchanging information using 
AL3 each day.

PCS Working Groups

As of January 2009, there were 11 PCS Working Groups active. Many of 
these are ongoing groups which take on new challenges in each cycle, further 
enhancing the standard. For information on joining an ACORD PCS Working 
Group, visit www.acord.org.

Australia Architecture
This working group provides a framework, architecture and message design 
philosophy that meets the needs of the Australian Business Market, but also 
meets ACORD NDR rules.

Australia Business
This working group focuses on three specific areas for the Australian market: 
Placement, Settlement, and Forms.

Business Owners Policy (BOP) Form
This group is working on the promotion and advocacy of ACORD 125 and 160 
forms. They are also reviewing related BOP forms supplements.

Certificate Forms
This working group is reviewing the ACORD certificate forms to see that 
they meet industry needs, are formatted for automation ease, and are filed in 
applicable states. 

Forms Review
This ongoing group facilitates the open discussion of Forms Maintenance 
Requests that have been submitted. It does not replace the MR Review 
Standing Working Group; rather, it acts as a buffer for preparation prior to that 
review. This group also reviews pending regulatory changes rooted in forms 
development or related enhancements.

Implementation Guides
This group provides assistance to those looking to implement ACORD 
standards through the development of implementation guides that focus on the 
workflow, not the standard. They also assist carriers in seeing the “big picture” 
regarding implementation and real time.
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MR Review
This group provides a forum for the ongoing review of maintenance request 
submissions coming from the members and standards participants and provides 
recommendations and guidance on how to best address expressed business, 
technical, and implementation requirements. 

Producer Licensing and Appointment Process and  
Data Requirements
Building on their successful delivery of a new suite of forms for PCS Producer 
Appointments as well as the related XML, the group is now working to 
document the P&C Producer Licensing and Appointment process as well as 
the P&C Producer Licensing and Appointment data requirements, by state 
and jurisdiction. They are also evaluating existing ACORD forms and models 
relating to these processes, identifying existing standards to be adopted, and 
defining new standards to be developed.

Professional Liability Specialty Lines
This working group focuses on developing industry standard forms for 
professional and specialty lines such as Crime, E&O, Medical Professional 
Liability, Employment Related Practices Liability, and Professional Liability.

Surety
The Surety Working Group has been active for several years developing the 
Surety Section of the ACORD PCS XML Business Message Standard. With 
the development of the ACORD Messaging Library, Standard the Surety 
Working Group focuses on ongoing implementation growth and, where needed, 
provides documentation to assist implementers. 

Workers Compensation
ACORD is working with the Workers Compensation Insurance Organizations 
(WCIO) and the International Association of Industrial Accident Boards & 
Commissions (IAIABC) to transform the two organization’s EDI messages 
into ACORD industry Standard messages as well as to assist in the production 
of Implementation Guides for each of the transformed WCIO/IAIABC 
EDI messages.
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Reinsurance & Large Commercial Program

ACORD’s Reinsurance & Large Commercial (RLC) Standards Program 
develops and maintains data standards designed to support reinsurance and 
subscription markets where reinsurance and complex insurance business 
is underwritten. The RLC Standards have been developed for all parts 
of the insurance and reinsurance business cycle, from Placement through 
to Accounting, Claims and Settlement and provides seamless transfer of 
information between cedants, clients, insurance and reinsurance brokers, and 
insurers and reinsurers. The RLC Standards continue to evolve and expand 
as our growing and diverse global membership implements electronic trading 
using it and the Cross Domain Document Repository Interface (DRI) and 
ACORD Messaging Service (AMS) standards.

ACORD RLC for Property & Casualty/Surety

• Data Dictionary

 The RLC data dictionary is an interactive database that holds the full 
details of all data in every RLC message.

• Implementation Guidelines

 The guidelines provide recommendations on how the exchange of 
structured data may be used to support transaction flows.

• ACORD XML for RLC

 ACORD XML for P&C Reinsurance addresses real-time requirements 
by defining business transactions that include both request and response 
messages for Personal Lines, Commercial Lines, Specialty Lines, 
Surety, Claims, and Accounting transactions.

• ACORD EDI for RLC

 While retired (meaning changes are no longer being accepted), ACORD 
continues to maintain and support implementations of the RLC EDI 
standard.

ACORD RLC for Life

ACORD’s Life Reinsurance Standards are a part of the ACORD Life, 
Annuity & Health (LAH) program. They are based upon the LAH Data 
Model and address real-time cross-platform business partner message and 
information sharing.
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RLC Working Groups

As of January 2009, there were three RLC Working Groups active. 
For information on joining an ACORD RLC Working Group, visit 
www.acord.org.

eCOT (Electronic Claims)
This group is working to enhance the ACORD eCOT standard as released 
in 2006 with requirements for treaty business (proportional and excess of loss) 
and to validate this against industry requirements (including other available 
formats). They will also define the “core” dataset for treaty business and refine 
the dataset for facultative business as needed.

MR Review
The RLC Maintenance Request Working Group welcomes and discusses 
requests to enhance and extend ACORD RLC Standards and implementation 
guides. The working group meets regularly to discuss submitted maintenance 
requests and work each approved request into a specification change to an 
ACORD Standard.

Placing Implementation Guide
This group works to upgrade the Placing Implementation Guide and associated 
data matrix along with the supporting material with the outcomes of the work 
conducted within the London market. This will ensure that a consistent global 
approach is taken. 
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Testing and Certification Facility (TCF)

Developing industry standards alone won’t solve many problems without also 
driving consistent and common implementations. Only then can the true value 
of ACORD Standards be realized.

The ACORD Testing and Certification Facility (TCF) is a live application 
which developers may interact with in order to test and certify implementations 
of ACORD messages. TCF has two modes: message-only certification and 
business trading partner certification. The message-only certification simply 
checks an XML message to see if it follows the various rules required by the 
standards. When messages are sent for business trading partner certification, 
a “virtual business partner” validates the messages, and the TCF sends back 
responses indicating acceptance or error(s). The TCF can also trigger messages 
to be sent to you. 

The ACORD TCF tests two things: the delivery mechanism, and the content 
of the message itself. In other words, can the message be received according 
to ACORD’s guidance on delivery protocols? And is the business message 
constructed correctly per the ACORD standards?

The TCF is a valuable tool for any company that wants to ensure that its 
business messages match the ACORD business message. ACORD is partnering 
with several industry organizations to create specific facilities that allow their 
members to test messages prior to actual transactions.

Technical standards supported: 

• ACORD Messaging Service (AMS) web-services standards, including 
support for secure https sessions, authentication, and digital signatures

• ACORD Cross Domain Document Repository Interface (DRI) standards

Business Message Standards Implemented:

• Life, Annuity, and Health XML

• P&C/Surety XML 

• Reinsurance/Large Commercial XML

Reinsurance/Large Commercial Details:

• ACORD RLC Placing XML message standard

• ACORD RLC Accounting XML message standards (Technical and 
Financial accounts)

•  ACORD RLC Claims XML message standards
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• Implementation guides supported:

• ACORD DRI implementation guidelines

• ACORD Placing Implementation Guide

• ACORD Accounting and Claims implementation guide 
(incorporating the Electronic Back Office Trading (Ebot) 
Implementation Guide)

 Sample of implementation initiatives supported:

• London Electronic Accounting and Settlement (brokers sending 
electronic closing documents to XIS)

• London Electronic Accounting and Settlement 2 (brokers 
sending ACORD accounting messages to XIS)

• London Electronic Claim File (brokers sharing claims 
supporting documents with carriers)

• Placing implementations - within London and elsewhere, 
including:

• London “phase 1” one-way messaging

• London “phase 2” two-way messaging

• European accounting and claims implementations (following 
eBOT guide)

• International exchange of electronic documents (live in the US, 
European, Bermudan and London markets)

• Claim notification and settlement implementations (live in 
European and US markets)
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ACORD Framework

As ACORD’s members have diversified across product and geographical 
boundaries, ACORD has evolved standards development using top-down, 
model-driven methods, which start with the ACORD Framework. This 
Framework is a five-facet set of models that will not only help ACORD develop 
standards more efficiently, but will also provide a rich set of models for the 
insurance industry to use.

Our current standards development process involves three domains (i.e., 
Property & Casualty, Life Annuity & Health, Reinsurance) and members from 
those three domains work with ACORD to improve the standards. The processes 
are different among the domains and shared content is neither identified nor 
synchronized. This segregation has lead to different representations of shared 
information, which is inefficient for ACORD when developing and maintaining 
standards, and inefficient for members that span domains. The use of these 
models can even facilitate standards implementation among members within 
a domain. 

The context of Working Groups altering messaging standards is the XML 
Schema, which is a “bottom-up” approach, which can lead to errors because 
it’s truly difficult to see the proverbial forest for the trees when you’re working 
on messages as extensive as ACORD’s.

In the future, standards development will 
start with a common model, which will help 
harmonize common information and result 
in a more efficient development process. This 
model-based approach will help Working 
Groups start from the top – insurance – and 

work their way down to the bottom – implementations – (such as messages) 
resulting in more consistent and consumable standards.

ACORD is going to deliver far more than just standards, and far more than a 
single model. The ACORD Framework is a series of inter-related models using 
different views to define the nature of the insurance industry. There are five 
parts, or facets, to the ACORD Framework. Each facet is related to and builds 
upon one another and they collectively represent the business of insurance. The 
ACORD Framework marks a significant evolution in what ACORD brings 
to the insurance industry, by not only making our standards more consistent, 
but by delivering useful models for vendors and carriers alike to use. The 
combination of deliverables will not only make using ACORD standards easier, 
but they could potentially open new doors to innovation. The models will be 
publicly available from ACORD.
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The five facets of the framework:

Business Dictionary - This dictionary is more than just words and their 
definitions – it consists of insurance concepts (such as “accident location”) and 
includes not only definitions, but synonyms, domains usage and references where 
applicable. This dictionary can be used for everything from project dictionaries 
to the basis of models such as the other facets of the Framework. On a technical 
level, the Business Dictionary is published as HTML, a Windows Help File, 
and a Unified Modeling Language (UML) model. 

Capability Model - The Capability Model is the second facet, and includes 
the names of processes (we call those Process Maps). The capabilities are higher-
level and include a functional decomposition in areas such as Customer Service 
(including policy and claims management), Marketing, Sales & Distribution, 
Business Management and Enterprise Services. The Process Maps expand the 
capabilities by noting many of the most important processes contained within 
a given capability. However, those processes do not include workflow – just 
the name of the processes. The functional and process nature of the ACORD 
Capability Model can serve as the basis for efforts involving business process 
engineering and organization assessments. Like the Business Dictionary, the 
Capability Model is published as a Windows Help File with a UML version. 

Information Model - The most detailed facet of the ACORD Framework is 
the Information Model, which is a conceptual overview of the entire industry. 
This UML Model contains 17 functional areas including Policy, Product, Party 
(i.e., people and organizations), and Claims. With over 800 classes and thousands 
of attributes, this model serves as the most granular level of information. Beyond 
simply creating an Information Model, we will map our current XML message 
standards to this model, helping the industry “connect the dots” between our 
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messages and the insurance content within those messages. The Information 
Model has a myriad of uses, including the basis for programming (e.g., Java) 
models, and data models. It will be available in the UML and HTML.

Data Model - Since the Information Model can be used to create a data model, 
we’re going to do just that. The data model – based on our own definition 
of the term “data model” in the context of the Framework – is a logical level 
entity-relationship diagram oriented towards the saving of data. This model 
will closely resemble the Information Model but from the data architect’s point 
of view. There are many uses for this kind of data model, including the basis 
of a physical model for relational database management systems, the basis of 
data warehouse models, and the basis of data stores to more easily consume 
ACORD messages (especially when used with the Information Model as the 
programming model). The exact format of this model is being determined 
(since there isn’t an open standard for such models) but it is likely to be both 
tool-specific (e.g., InfoSphere Data Modeler, ERWin) and documentation (i.e., 
HTML) based.

Component Model - The fifth and final facet of the ACORD Framework 
is the Component Model. This model organizes data and behavior into 
components, which separate the interfaces (which we will create as a model) 
from the implementations of those interfaces (which vendors and carriers either 
have or will create). Like the other facets of the Framework, the Component 
Model is organized around the concepts in insurance, including Party, Policy, 
and Product (among others). Our model will contain the logical groupings 
of components along with service maps, which are the interface definitions 
(including inputs and outputs) of those components. This Component Model may 
have the greatest number of uses, in everything from portfolio rationalization 
(one of the most difficult steps is isolating existing systems behind well-defined 
interfaces) to creating enterprise application architectures. The Component 
Model will be delivered as a Unified Modeling Language model, with an 
HTML equivalent.
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APPENDIX 23

ACORD Certified Expert (ACE) 

Designations are common across all industries and essential when looking for 
individuals with specific skill sets. They indicate that an individual has met 
specific requirements and maintains a level of expertise.

In the insurance industry, LOMA’s Fellow, Life Management Institute 
(FLMI) and the American Institute of CPCU’s Chartered Property Casualty 
Underwriter (CPCU) are just two of the well known designations that illustrate 
an individual’s knowledge in a specific area. Within the technology world, a 
wide range of designations exist such as a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer 
(MCSE) or Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA).

The ACORD Certified Expert is focused on  
standards expertise . 

The ACE designation program meets a specific industry need for ACORD 
Standards implementation experts. It establishes a pool of talent where 
organizations — insurers, reinsurers, solution providers, intermediaries, and 
others — can find employees or contractors to help them achieve their standards 
implementation objectives and do so properly, efficiently, and effectively. 

Holding an ACE designation is a certification of achievement. It tells the 
industry that an individual possesses the skills and knowledge required to 
properly implement ACORD standards. The ACE indicates that someone has 
met all the requirements set out by ACORD and can now use that knowledge to 
benefit organizations through standards implementations. Being an ACE also 
enhances the designee’s marketability in the workforce with a proven, certified 
skill set.

Becoming an ACE requires an understanding of ACORD itself, the standards 
development process, and the correct methods for implementing ACORD 
standards. The program ensures that an ACE has proven his/her aptitude by 
passing a series of tests. Passing scores on each of 3 subject areas is required to 
hold the designation.

Also mandatory is continuing education to make sure that an ACE maintains 
his/her skill level and is well versed in the latest ACORD standards.

Overall, the ACE Designation will be a benefit for all of those seeking skilled 
ACORD standards implementers as well as those wishing to advance their 
careers through training, education and earning a designation.
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